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GARCIA MOUNTAIN WILDERNESS STUCK AREA (VESA)

(CA-010-012)

1. THE STUDY AREA 80 acres

The Garcia Mountain WSA is located in San Luis Obispo County adjacent to the
United States Forest Service (USES) Garcia Further Planning Area
(recommended suitable for wilderness designation in the Los Padres National
Forest's Final Land Management Plan) . The WSA is approximately 25 miles
east of San Luis Obispo and consists of two separate 40 acre parcels of BIM
land (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA extends from the border of the USES Garcia Further Planning Area
along each 40-acre parcel's eastern boundary only.

These small, isolated parcels have stands of blue oak along seasonal Stony
Creek with some coast live oak on north facing slopes. Annual grasses are
found beneath these stands of trees. Chaparral is mixed throughout these
areas and is thickest high above the drainages.

The WSA was studied under Section 202 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Suitability recommendations were analyzed in the
Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the California
Section 202 Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of the area's wilderness
values was included in the Final EIS. Two different suitability
recommendations were analyzed in the EIS: all wilderness and no wilderness.

2. RECOMMENDATION AND RATTfiNATF! acres recommended
for wilderness

80 BIM acres recommended for non-
wilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in the
WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all-wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no-^wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.

The WSA is recommended non-suitable for the following reasons: The
wilderness values are not highly significant and the current management has
proven effective in protecting the area's existing resources. The Los
Padres National Forest has indicated that the lack of wilderness values and
topographic continuity of the WSA adjacent to the USFS Garcia Mountain area
which is recommended for wilderness, will not enhance their wilderness
management of the area. In addition, the northern parcel in this WSA
contains Forest Service Road No. 15E06 (actually a primitive jeep trail)

,

which is closed to public motorized vehicle access. The WSA contains no
special features.
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In addition, managing these areas as wilderness would be extremely
difficult. Frequent signing and patrols of the boundaries would be
necessary.

With this non-suitable recommendation there is a one-half mile route of
travel which will remain available for vehicular use.

TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 80
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private

Total 80

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 80
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 80

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: The two small 40-acre parcels that make up this WSA
generally retain their primeval character and influence, with the
imprint of man's work substantially unnoticeable. The
rKDrthernmost parcel has USES Road No. 15E06 crossing it from north
to south paralleling Stony Creek. This road does not show on the



USFS public maps and has been closed to vehicles. The road has
not been maintained for years and resembles a primitive trail,
thereby affecting the naturalness of the parcel very little. No
structures or fences are known to exist in either parcel. No
vegetation manipulation has taken place in this WSA.

2. Solitude: Opportunities for solitude in this WSA are limited due
to its small size and boundary with private land on three sides
(both 40-acre parcels border USFS land only on their east sides)

.

This WSA may be overflown in the future by military aircraft as
part of the national defense mission during approved military
operations. The visual intrusions and associated noise create
temporary effects on solitude which are deemed acceptable and
necessary as a part of the defense preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: Very little opportunity for
primitive and unconfined types of recreation are present; the
northern parcel in this WSA contains Forest Service Road No. 15E06
which is closed to motorized vehicles and sees very little
visitor use (an estimated 10 hunters per year pass through) . The
southern parcel has no physical access (trails) and is choked with
thick vegetation. No use is projected.

4. Special features: The WSA contains no ecological, geological, or
other features of scientific, educational, scenic, or historical
value.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : This WSA contains 80 acres of the
California Chaparral/California Qakwoods ecosystem. Wilderness
designation of this WSA would not increase the diversity of the
types of ecosystems represented in the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
I>3main/Province/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

California Chaparral/ 4 105,301 6 39,648
California Oakwoods

CALIFORNIA

California Chaparral/ 4 105,301 6 39,648
California Oakwoods



2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of 15 major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour
drive of the population centers.

Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population
Centers

NWPS areas
areas acres

Other BIM Studies
areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Fresno
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Merced
Modesto
Oxnard-Ventura
Riverside-San Bernardino
Salinas-Seaside-Monterey
San FranciscoHDakland
San Jose
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-

Lompoc
Santa Cruz
Stockton
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville

25 2,823,534 153 5 ,703,515
32 4,071,358 128 3 , 998, 548
35 4,048,852 28 460,790
27 2,876,234 135 4 , 958, 751
33 3,957,550 25 348,753
36 4,126,963 81 1 ,722,326
23 2,195,198 85 2 ,703,260
22 2,031,054 205 7 ,658,649
24 3,676,896 45 644,415
39 4,473,002 39 565,614
27 3,765,512 29 352,748

20 1,166,142 35 528,590
27 3,765,512 32 407,890
35 4,061,833 46 601,496
34 4,431,635 61 1 ,681,921

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas : There are
no other BIM WSAs within 50 air miles recommended for wilderness
designation. The Santa Lucia and the Machesna Mountain Wilderness
Areas are located approximately 10 miles and eight miles,
respectively, northwest of the WSA. The San Rafael and Dick Smith
Wilderness Areas are located 35 and 40 miles, respectively, to the
south of the WSA. All areas mentioned are managed by the Los Padres
National Forest.

C. Manageability

The Garcia Mountain WSA is manageable as wilderness, but only with
difficulty. Manageability problems include the small size and the lack of
topographic continuity of the two units with the USFS area recommended for
wilderness. Frequent signing of the borders would be required to insure the
integrity of the units.



Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as the
wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation: The geology and mineral resources of the
Garcia Mountain WSA are described in the USES 1988 Final EIS, Land
and Resource Management Plan, Los Padres National Forest AMS -

Minerals Addendum and in a U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
Miscellaneous Field Studies Map (MF-1655-B) , "Mineral Resource
Potential Map of the Roadless Areas and the Santa Lucia Wilderness in
the Los Padres National Forest, Southwestern California". The mineral
resource data in the Affected Environment Section of the 1988 BLM
Wilderness Recommendations, California Section 202 Wilderness Study
Areas Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was taken largely from
these sources, covering adjacent USES administered lands. The BLM EIS
indicates that the WSA has a low potential for the occurrence of oil
and gas. The WSA is in the Coast Range geomorphic province and is
composed primarily of interbedded Cretaceous marine sandstones and
shales. The area is characterized by northwest trending folds and
faults, roughly paralleling the mountain ranges.

Wildcat drilling for oil and gas occurred in an area five to ten miles
to the south and southwest of the WSA from 1929 to 1983. About 50
holes were drilled, but none are currently producing. All the
drilling was in Miocene sedimentary rocks. The WSA is also separated
from the wildcat area by the East Huasna Fault Zone (Dibble, 1981,
Geologic Map of the Caldwell Mesa Quadrangle, unpublished preliminary
draft, USGS).

BLM records dated March 25, 1988, showed no unpatented mining claims,
mineral leases or mineral material sales contracts/permits within this
WSA.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since the
suitability recommendation, which should be considered in the final

recommendation

:

No USGS or U.S. Bureau of Mines (BCM) mineral surveys
were conducted in this WSA. As of May, 1988, no new mineral resource
information rorK^erning this WSA has been generated.

Because of the low potential for the occurrence of mineral resources,

no mineral potential map was prepared for this document.

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for all

alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of the
entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this summary, refer

to the California Section 202 Study Areas - Wilderness Final Environmental

Impact Statement.)



Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-RELATED PROPOSED ACTION ALL-WILDERNESS
RESOURCES NO-WIIDERNESS/NO ACTION) ALTERNATIVE

Impacts on Non-designation of the WSA as Wilderness designation of
Wilderness Values wilderness will not result the Garcia Mountain WSA

in any anticipated impacts to would result in a slight
the wilderness values. There positive benefit. Long-
are no management actions term protection from
projected that will result unanticipated future
in a loss of wilderness actions that could result
values and the perception of in potential adverse
naturalness will be main- impacts would be pro-
tained. Potential fire vided.
suppression activities as a
result of wildfires could
lead to short-term impacts
to the perception of natural-
ness.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the Final EIS.
Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the wilderness inventory phase, one comment addressed the inventory
unit's potential for oil and gas development.

During the study phase, a public hearing was held in Bakersfield, California,
and written comments were accepted until February 15, 1988. The majority of
the comments received supported the all-wilderness alternative for this unit.

No Federal, State or County agency comments were received specific to the WSA.
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1. THE STUDY AREA

SHEEP Rirra wrrnFR<ESS STUDY AREA (WSA)

(CA-010-O22)

— 5,102 acres

The Sheep Ridge WSA is located about five miles north of Three Rivers and
about 24 miles northeast of Visalia in Tulare County. The WSA includes
5,102 acres of BLM lands (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA borders the western boundary of the Sequoia National Park. Portions
of the west and southwest edges border a maintained road along Sheep Creek.
Part of the eastern boundary abuts the maintained road along the north fork
of the Kaweah River. The remaining boundaries are formed by private lands.

The landscape is dominated by a six and one-half mile rugged, steep ridge
trending southeast-northwest, located between Sheep Creek and the north fork
of the Kaweah River. Width varies from one to two miles. Dense chaparral
covers the drier, south-facing slopes. Scattered oaks and grasses cover the
remaining slopes. Some small canyons dissect the flanks of the ridge, and a
small creek traverses the unit from west to east, separating Sheep Ridge
from Burnt Point Mountain in the northern section of the WSA.

The WSA was studied under Section 202 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Suitability recommendations were analyzed in the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Central California Study
Areas and in the Final EIS for the Central California Section 202 Wilderness
Study Areas. A summary of the area's wilderness values was included in the
Final EIS. Three different suitability recommendations were analyzed in the
EIS: all-wilderness, no wilderness, and partial wilderness recommending 96%
of the area suitable.

2. RECOMMENDATION AND RATIONALE

5,102

acres recommended for
wilderness
BLM acres recommended
for nonwilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in the
WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all-wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no-wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.



The WSA is recommended nonsuitable. High recreational use at Cherry Falls,
expansion of the grazing program, fire management plans, moderate potential
for tungsten, and protection of the historic buildings at the Advance Colony
site outweigh the area's wilderness values. The WSA does not adjoin any
designated wilderness lands of other agencies. In addition, effective
management of the area as wilderness would be difficult.

Approximately 600 visitor days per year are concentrated at Cherry Falls on
the north fork of the Kaweah River in the southern tip of the WSA.
Wilderness designation would close the one-quarter mile vehicle access route
heading west from the North Fork Road to a parking area above Cherry Falls.
This would cause severe parking problems along the North Fork Road as all
visitors to Cherry Falls would then have to park along this narrow road.
Serious congestion problems have occurred in the past when the one-quarter
mile vehicle route was temporarily closed due to muddy conditions. This is
the only route through this area. California Department of Forestry (CDF)

fire emergency vehicles require unimpeded access along this route in order
to gain passage to private and Federal National Park System (NPS) lands
further north.

All or part of three grazing lease allotments comprise the majority of the
acreage in the WSA. Season of use varies from year long to March through
June. Under the no-wilderness proposal outlined in the Central California
Section 202 Wilderness Study Areas Final EIS . livestock use, maintained at
the existing level of 425 AUMs, would be improved by a 680-acre prescribed
burn (to be repeated every ten years) proposed for the middle of the WSA to
increase livestock forage by about 68 AUMs. Also, the installation of new
water developments requiring the use of motorized vehicle access are
planned.

Fire management plans involve the use of mechanized equipment for
suppression and presuppression activities under contract to the CDF. There
is also a CDF fuel break in the northern end of the WSA that is maintained
with the use of chemicals and motorized equipment.

A Level I mineral inventory was conducted of the WSA. Two areas with a
moderate potential for tungsten were identified within the boundaries of the
WSA.

A fence encloses one of the historic buildings at the Advance Colony site to
protect the structure from vandalism and preserve its scenic and historic
value for visitor appreciation. This fence, plus an additional one-half

mile fence along the WSA boundary near Advance are maintained by motorized

vehicle access.

The area's irregular shape, combined with a lack of topographical or
cultural features to delineate the boundaries, would make managing the area

as wilderness difficult. Extensive signing, and in some cases, fencing of

the boundaries would be necessary. The narrowness, size, and steep ridge-

like characteristics of the WSA also do not lend themselves to effective

wilderness management.

There is approximately one-half mile of vehicle routes which would remain

available for vehicular use.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area
BLM (surface and subsurface)
Split Estate (ELM surface only)

Acres
5,102

Inholdings
State
Private

o

o

Total

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary
BLM
BLM
Split Estate
Split Estate

(within WSA)
(outside WSA)

(within WSA)
(outside WSA)

5,102

Acres

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness
BLM (surface and subsurface)
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness

Acres
5,102

5,102

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness; The WSA has retained a good degree of its natural
character. A long, rugged, steep ridge dominates the area. The
drier, south-facing slopes support a dense chaparral cover; the
remaining slopes are covered with oaks and grasses. Small canyons
dissect the flanks of the ridge, and a small creek runs across the
middle of the unit west to east.

Imprints of man's activities include: a fuel break in the extreme
northern corner of the WSA, a few primitive vehicle routes, the
parking area at Cherry Falls, and the fencing and historic
structures at the Advance Colony site. The noise and visual
disturbance associated with the heavy recreational use at Cherry
Falls adversely affects the naturalness of the WSA.



2. Solitude: The area's topographic variation, rugged terrain and
vegetative variety combine to create areas of seclusion,
particularly along the northeastern edge of the WSA when
considered in conjunction with the adjacent NPS lands. Overall,

the size and narrow, linear ridgeline character of the WSA make
solitude and dispersal of recreational users difficult. Also, in

the southern end of the WSA, intensive recreational use at Cherry
Falls limits opportunities for solitude.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: Opportunities for primitive
and unconfined types of recreation exist in the WSA. Dense
vegetation allows limited hunting and hiking. Cherry Falls, in
the southern end of the WSA along the north fork of the Kaweah
River, provides excellent opportunities for picnicking, swimming,

fishing and other water-related activities.

4

.

Special features: The Sheep Ridge WSA contains one of the
historic buildings of the Advance Colony site, part of the Kaweah
Colony, a socialist Utopian society formed in the 1880s. The
Bureau has constructed a fence to protect the structure from
vandalism and to preserve its scenic and historic value for
visitors to the area.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : This WSA contains 5,102 acres of the
Sierran Forest/California Oakwoods ecosystem. The Sheep Ridge WSA
would not increase the diversity of the types of ecosystems
represented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
I>main/Province/FNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Sierran Forest/ 1 41,859
California Oakwoods

CALIFORNIA

Sierran Forest/ 1 41,859
California Oakwoods

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of 16 major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BLM study areas within a five-hour
drive of the population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS areas Other BLM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana 25 2,823,534 153 5,703,515
Bakersfield 32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
Fresno 35 4,048,852 28 460,790
Los Angeles-Long Beach 27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
Merced 33 3,957,550 25 348,753
Modesto 36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
Oxnard-Ventura 23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
Sacramento 46 5,001,817 87 2,479,541
Salinas-Seaside-Monterey 24 3,676,896 45 644,415

San Francisco-Oakland 39 4,473,002 39 565,614

San Jose 27 3,765,512 29 352,748

Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-
Lompoc 20 1,166,142 35 528,590

Santa Cruz 27 3,765,512 32 407,890

Stockton 35 4,061,833 46 601,496

Vallejo-Napa-Fairfield 44 4,832,667 74 2,100,862

Visalia-Tulare-Porterville 34 4,431,635 61 1,681,921



3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas : The WSA
is within 50 air miles of one BLM WSA recommended for wilderness
designation, Sacatar Meadows (CA-010-027) . The land in the
Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Park, just southeast of the parcel,
is managed as wilderness. Other wilderness areas nearby are the
Monarch-Sequoia and Sierra National Forests, Jennie Lakes-Sequoia
National Forest, Dinkey Lakes-Sierra National Forest, and the John
Muir-Inyo and Sierra National Forests.

C. Manageabilitv

The Sheep Ridge WSA is manageable as wilderness but only with extreme
difficulty. Manageability problems include the overall irregular shape
with predominantly sectional (rather than topographic or cultural
features) boundaries, leading to difficult recognition on the ground.
Frequent signing, detailed maps, and intensive patrolling along various
segments of the border would be required to insure the integrity of the
unit. Recreational use at Cherry Falls and the maintenance of the CDF
fuel break by chemicals and motorized equipment will hinder management
of the area as wilderness. The narrowness of the WSA, its size, and
the likelihood of intrusions from adjacent private lands pose
additional management problems. Current management has proven
effective in maintaining the area's existing resources.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well
as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation: The energy and mineral potential of
the Sheep Ridge WSA addressed in the affected environment section
of the Central California Section 202 Wilderness Study Areas,
Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was taken from a 1982
BLM mineral assessment report (R. Waiwood, 1982, Level I Mineral
Inventory Report for the Sheep Ridge Wilderness Study Area, BLM
WSA File #010-022) . The EIS indicates that the Sheep Ridge WSA is
underlain predominantly by Mesozoic granitic rocks of the Sierra
Nevada batholith. This rock unit is intruded into an older
overlying Paleozoic metasedimentary sequence of marble, quartzite,
slate and schist. This geologic environment favors the occurrence
of hydrothermal vein-type deposits of gold and silver, and contact
metamorphic/replacement deposits of barite and tungsten. Tungsten
occurrences are known to be associated with granitic/metamorphic
contacts two miles west of the WSA. The 1982 BLM report
identified two areas with moderate potential for tungsten
mineralization in the north-central and south-central parts of the
WSA. The EIS contradicted the findings of the 1982 Mineral report
and stated that development potential for tungsten for all
portions of the WSA was low.



There were no known gold or metallic mineral occurrences within
the WSA. The EIS considered the development potential for gold or
other metallic minerals to be low. The geologic environment was
not considered to be favorable for leasable minerals such as oil
and gas or evaporites such as sodium, potassium or phosphate. Any
common varieties of sand, stone, gravel, etc. that may exist in
the WSA were considered to be too far from local markets and too
difficult to access. Salable minerals were given a low
development potential. BIM records dated April 8, 1987,
identified no unpatented mining claims in the WSA.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendation which should be considered in the
final recommendation ; Because this WSA was recommended non-
suitable by BIM, no U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) or U.S. Bureau
of Mines (BCM) mineral surveys were conducted. As of March 25,

1988, BIM irdning claim records revealed no mining claims, mineral
leases or mineral material sales contracts/permits within the
boundaries of the WSA.

The presence of tungsten skarn occurrences at some granitic/
metamorphic contacts within the parts of this WSA indicates
moderate potential for the occurrence of tungsten in these areas
(see attached map) according to the BIM classification scheme. No
new mineral resource information concerning this WSA has been
generated as of May 3, 1988.

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for

all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this
summary, refer to the Central California Section 202 Wilderness Study
Areas - Final Environmental Impact Statement.)

8
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Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Mternative
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will be minor or nagl igible.

Wuderness values would be
well-preserved. They would

be erhanoed by the removal

of vehicle am=H=; at Cherry

Falls and would avoid the
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burning.

Impacts an wilderness values
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the all-wilderrEss alterna-

tive, eoept that there
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lar traffic and parking near

Cherry Falls (about 1 per-

cent of the W3A)
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itecreaticnal use will ccn-

tirue at about 600 visitor-

days per year, mostly at
Cherry Falls.

RaortHtioiTal use would

remain at about 600 visitor-

days per year, mostly at
Cherry Falls. There would

be parking probletB on the

North Fork Road.

Ftcxeaticnal use ompacts

would be the same as for the

Prqocsed Artim.

^. ,

livestock forage within the livestock forage within the

VB^ would remain at 425

2L*fe, but its availability

to livestock would be
improved.
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Inpacts ai
Livestock Qsazing

Impacts en livestock grazing

would be the same as for theWEA will be increased 68 TOfe

Cperaticns (or about 15 percent) to All-wilderness Mternative.

to livestock will be improved.

Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the Final
EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur in this
document.

Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, all (oomments received supported the
Bureau's recommendation that the area should be studied for wilderness
when considered with the adjacent National Park Service lands.

During the study phase, a public hearing was held in Fresno,

California. During the public hearing and comment period, a total of

74 comments both oral and written were received relative to the total

study effort. Five comments specific to this WSA were responded to in

the final EIS. The majority of the comments supported the all-

wilderness alternative.
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lhe NPS commented that the area should be considered for wilderness
when considered with the adjacent park service lands. (Adjoining park
service lands are no longer being studied for wilderness.)

No other Federal, State, or County comments specific to this WSA were
received.
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img RANCH/CASE MXMEAIN WELEBRNESS STODY AREA (WSA)

(CA-010-023)

1. THE STODY AREA 8,970 acres

The Milk Ranch/Case Mountain WSA consists of four separate parcels spanning
a distance of 15 miles in Tulare County. The four parcels are: North Fork,
Milk Ranch, Case Mountain, and South. The northernmost parcel is
approximately six miles north of Three Rivers and the southernmost parcel is
about nine miles southeast of Three Rivers (or thirty miles east of
Visalia) . The WSA includes 8,970 acres of BIM lands. No private holdings
are located within the WSA (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

All four parcels of the WSA are bounded on the east by Sequoia National Park
lands. The North Fork parcel is bounded on the west by the Tulare County-
maintained North Fork Road and private land, on the north by private land,
and on the southwest by an unpaved California Department of Forestry (CDF)-
maintained road. The Milk Ranch Peak parcel is bounded on the north and
east by Sequoia National Park and private land, on the west by private land,
and on the southwest by the Mineral King Road. The Case Mountain parcel is
bounded by Case Mountain Road and private lands on the west, by private
lands and part of a jeep trail on the north, and by private lands on the
south and partially on the east. Private land bounds the south parcel on
the north, south, and west.

Topography and vegetation vary from parcel to parcel within the WSA. The
landscape changes from rocky, rounded, steep slopes to low, rounded hills
and steep, forested slopes cut by gorges. Numerous intermittent creeks
transect the area, supporting riparian growth along the banks. The North
Fork parcel is primarily covered by oak woodland with some open grasslands
on the western edge; higher elevations are covered with mixed chaparral.
Mixed chaparral covers most of the Milk Ranch parcel; some mixed conifer and
oak woodlands grow near the National Park Service (NPS) Milk Ranch Peak
lookout. The north-facing slopes of the Case Mountain parcel support mixed
conifers and an anomalous small grove of Giant Sequoia redwoods; dense
chaparral covers the remaining area. The South parcel consists of mostly
densely-covered chaparral slopes.

The WSA was studied under Section 202 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Suitability recommendations were analyzed in the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Central California Study
Areas and in the Final EIS for the Central California Section 202 Wilderness
Study Areas. A summary of the area's wilderness values was included in the
Final EIS. Two different suitability recommendations were analyzed in the
EIS: all wilderness and no wilderness.



2. REOCMMENDATION AND RATIONALE

8,970

acres recommended
for wilderness
BLM acres recommended for
non-wilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in the
WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all-wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no-^wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.

The WSA is recommended non-suitable. The lack of legal public access, fire
management plans, continuance of the range management program, high
potential for forest products, size, and the discrete blocky nature of the
WSA outweigh the area's wilderness values. Only one parcel adjoins
wilderness lands of the NPS; the other NPS lands bordering the WSA are not
being studied for wilderness suitability. In addition, effective management
of the areas as wilderness would be difficult.

Lack of legal public access severely limits recreational opportunities
within the WSA. The North Fork, Milk Ranch, and Case Mountain parcels all
have access roads to the WSA boundary, but the roads cross private lands
and, therefore, are not open for public use. Only the North Fork parcel has
legal public access along the Tulare County-maintained North Fork Road, but
here the small size and heavy chaparral cover severely limit recreational
opportunities. There is no road to the south parcel.

Fire management plans involve the use of mechanized equipment for
suppression and presuppression activities which are under contract with the
CDF. In addition, the removal of ladder fuels around the larger trees in
the Giant Sequoia grove on the Case Mountain parcel may require the use of
mechanized equipment. As proposed in the South Sierra Foothills Management
Framework Plan, the high scenic, human interest, and scientific values of
these trees need to be safeguarded against major fires.

All but the South parcel is managed for forage for livestock and deer. All
or part of five grazing allotments make up the WSA with season of use
varying from year-long to March through June. Livestock use, maintained at
the existing level of 424 AUMs, will be increased by an 800-acre prescribed
burn (to be repeated every 10 to 15 years in the Case Mountain parcel) to
improve forage by about 80 AUMs. This will also benefit the Mineral King
deer herd which forages in this area during the critical winter months. In

addition, spring developments for wildlife and livestock use will require

continued motorized vehicle access. With this recommendation there is 1

1/2 mile of route of travel which will remain available for vehicular use.



Timber management on the Case Mountain parcel requires the use of mechanized
equipment, especially for pest management. Wilderness designation would
constrain methods of control for the Ips beetle (infecting the Ponderosa
pines in the Case Mountain and Milk Ranch parcels) resulting in an increased
risk of disease and death of a large number of trees. Dogging already
occurs on adjacent private lands. Sustained Yield Unit (SYU)-15 recommends
some parcels of the WSA for Intensive Timber Management, providing it is
economically feasible. Besides local socio-economic value, there is a high
potential for forest products.

The split parcel nature of the WSA makes manageability of its wilderness
values extremely difficult. The four parcels lack sufficient size and
manageable configurations to make practical their preservation and use in an
uiiimpaired condition.

Only one parcel, Milk Ranch, borders an area of wilderness. The other three
parcels adjoin Sequoia National Park land that has not been recommended for
wilderness designation. Local NPS personnel concur that the non-
wilderness proposal is compatible with current park management plans.

The irregular shape, combined with a lack of topographical or cultural
features to delineate the boundaries, would make managing the area as
wilderness difficult. Extensive signing, and in specific cases, fencing of
the boundaries would be necessary. Vehicular trespass from adjacent
private lands presents management problems. The small size and split parcel
nature of the WSA does not lend itself to effective wilderness management.



TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 8,970
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private

Total 8,970

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 8,970
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 8,970

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness; The WSA has retained a good degree of its natural
character. The landscape alternates from rocky, rounded, steep
slopes to low, rounded hills and steep, forested slopes cut by
gorges. Vegetation varies with topography; the lower hills
support oak woodland and scattered chaparral communities, and the
higher mountains support coniferous forests with a small grove of
Giant Sequoia on the Case Mountain parcel. Numerous intermittent
creeks transect the area, supporting riparian growth along the
banks.

A few primitive vehicle routes are the only imprints of man's
activities. A graded logging road (erroneously omitted from the
original wilderness inventory map) runs through the Case Mountain
parcel, dividing the parcel into two separate parcels and leading
to an intricate network of logging roads and skid trails. There
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is also a road in the northeastern corner of the Milk Ranch
parcel. Overall, with access limited by private land boundaries
and rugged terrain, human er»croachment has been minimal. Logging
practices on Case Mountain and traffic along the Case Mountain and
North Fork boundary roads detract from the naturalness of the WSA.

2. Solitude: Vegetative and terrain diversity within each parcel
provide some opportunities for solitude through their screening
effect; but the scattered nature and irregular configuration of
these four small WSA parcels, as well as the penetrating nature
(and closeness) of adjacent private lands, limit opportunities for
solitude. Traffic along the North Fork and Case Mountain roads
and logging on Case Mountain negatively impact the WSA's solitude.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfirmed recreation: As with solitude, the
irregular configurations, and small parcel sizes of bordering
private lands hamper opportunities for primitive and unconfined
recreation within the WSA. A lack of legal public access also
limits recreation in the WSA. The WSA is used for an estimated
100 visitor days per year, mostly in the form of hunting and some
hiking, along the North Fork parcel. The bordering NPS lands are
rugged and without trails.

4. Special features: The Giant Sequoia in the Case Mountain parcel
are unique. They possess high scenic, human interest, and
scientific value. The area also contains critical winter range
for the Mineral King deer herd.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : This WSA contains 5,380 acres of the
Sierran Forest/Mixed Conifer Forest and 3,590 acres of the
Sierran Forest/Chaparral ecosystem. The Milk Ranch/Case Mountain
WSA would not increase the diversity of the types of ecosystems
represented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
Djmairi/PravijTce/PNV

NWPS Areas
areas acres

Other BIM Studies
areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Sierran Forest/
Mixed Conifer Forest
Chaparral

Sierran Forest/
Mixed Conifer Forest
Chaparral

26 1,772,907 13
8 68,312

CALIFORNIA

1

26 1,772,907 1
8 68,312 1

143,531
12,959

550
12,959

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of 16 major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BLM study areas within a five-hour
drive of the population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population
Centers

NWPS areas
areas acres

Other BIM Studies
areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana 25 2,823,534 153 5,703,515
Bakersfield 32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
Fresno 35 4,048,852 28 460,790
los Angeles-Long Beach 27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
Merced 33 3,957,550 25 348,753
Modesto 36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
Qxnard-Ventura 23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
Sacramento 46 5,001,817 87 2,479,541
Salinas-Seaside-Monterey 24 3,676,896 45 644,415
San Francisco-Oakland 39 4,473,002 39 565,614

San Jose 27 3,765,512 29 352,748
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-

lompoc 20 1,166,142 35 528,590
Santa Cruz 27 3,765,512 32 407,890
Stockton 35 4,061,833 46 601,496
Vallejo-Napa-Fairfield 44 4,832,667 74 2,100,862
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville 34 4,431,635 61 1,681,921



3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas : The WSA is

within 50 air miles of one BIM WSA recommended for wilderness
designation, Sacatar Meadows (CA-010-027) . The land in the
Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Park, just north of the Milk Ranch
parcel, is managed as wilderness. Other wilderness areas nearby are:

the Monarch-Sequoia and Sierra National Forests, Jennie Lakes-Sequoia
National Forest, Dinkey Lakes-Sierra National Forest, and the John
Muir-Inyo and Sierra National Forests.

C. Manageability

The Milk Ranch/Case Mountain WSA is manageable as wilderness but only
with extreme difficulty. Manageability problems include the overall
irregular shape with predominantly sectional (rather than topographic
or cultural feature) boundaries, leading to difficult recognition on
the ground. Frequent signing, detailed maps, and intensive patrolling
along various segments of the border would be required to insure the
integrity of the unit. The small individual parcels of the WSA and the
adjacent private lands hinder effective management of the area as
wilderness. In addition, vehicular trespass from these bordering
private lands could be a problem.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well
as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation: The geology and mineralization of the
Milk Ranch/Case Mountain WSA is addressed in the Affected
Environment Section of the California Section 202 Wilderness Study
Areas Final Environmental Impact Statement, 1987 (EIS) . Although
no G-E-M report was prepared, a literature search of mineral
inventory was made by BIM staff in 1986 (L. Vredenberg, Geology
and Mineral Resources of the Milk Ranch/Case Mountain Wilderness
Study Area) . The EIS states that the potential for minerals is
low.

The 1982 mineral inventory states that the WSA is generally within
the limits of the Sierra Nevada Batholith, geologic province. The
Sierra Nevada Batholith is a Mesozoic granitic rock unit that has
intruded into older Paleozoic metamorphosed sedimentary rocks
including marble, quartzite, slate and schist. Within the Case
Mountain parcel, sections 1, 12 and 13 are metasediments that are
in contact with the granite. These granite/metamorphic rock
contact zones are possible sources of tungsten mineralization.
However, the lack of interest in the area coupled with the extreme
localization of contact zones led to the determination of low
potential for the ocojrrence of locatable mineral resources using
the BIM mineral classification scheme.



The Bureau's mining claim index of April 8, 1987 listed one placer
mining claim (CA MC 161815) in section 11, T. 17 S., R. 19 E.,
MEM. Due to the apparent lack of assessment work this claim was
considered abandoned and void by BLM in January 1988.

The EIS does not address the potential for oil and gas or other
leasable minerals. The 1982 mineral investigation states that the
geologic environment of this WSA is not favorable for the
occurrence of leasable minerals such as oil, gas and evaporates.
The EIS does not address salable minerals (sand, gravel, etc.).
The 1982 mineral report states that the WSA is remote and access
is difficult to nonexistent. Because of poor accessibility,
development potential for salable minerals was determined to be
low.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendation, which should be considered in the
final recommendation: Because the WSA has been or was recommended
non-suitable by BLM, no mineral surveys were conducted by the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) or U.S. Bureau of Mines (BOM) . There has
been no new data generated since the 1987 EIS was published. No
mining claims exist within the boundaries of the WSA according to
BIM records dated April 1, 1988. Because the WSA has only a low
potential for the occurrence of mineral resources, no mineral
potential map was prepared for this document.

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this
summary, refer to the Central California Section 202 Study Areas -

Wilderness Final Environmental Impact Statement.)



Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-RELATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
NO WILDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALLr-WILDERNESS
ALTERNATIVE

Impact on
Wilderness Values

Impacts on
Timber Resources

The wilderness values of the
WSA as a whole will receive
minor to negligible impacts.
Most of the impacts (such as
those from OHV use of the
one-quarter mile trail in the
North Fork parcel and the
spring developments) will be
very localized. Prescribed
burning will disrupt natural-
ness on 15 percent of the
area for some visitors every
10-15 years, but the impact
will be temporary (less than
two years)

.

The Giant Sequoia trees in
the Case Mountain parcel
will face a moderately
reduced risk of wildfire.

Impacts on wilderness values
would be the same as under
the Proposed Action, except
that there would be no
impact from OHV use and the
impacts from prescribed
burning would be reduced
over 95 percent (less than
one percent of the WSA
would be affected)

.

The impact on timber
resources would be the same
as under the Proposed Action.

Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the Final
EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur in this
document.

Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, the majority
supported the wilderness study of the area.
wildlife values in the area were considered.
existence of a concrete conduit in the Milk Ranch parcel; a subsequent
field check resulted in the exclusion of the conduit from the WSA.

of the comments received
A few comments addressing
One comment indicated the

LXiring the study phase, a public hearing was held in Fresno,
California. During the public hearing and comment period, a total of
74 comments, both oral and written, were received relative to the total
study effort. Five comments specific to this WSA were responded to in
the final EIS. The majority of the comments supported the all-
wilderness alternative.

The NPS commented that the area met the wilderness study criteria and
should be studied for wilderness. Subsequent discussions with
personnel of Sequoia National Park indicated that only one BUM parcel
is now up against park lands managed as wilderness. The NPS further
stated that the Giant Sequoia trees should be protected.

10



The Sequoia National Forest commented on the location and acreage
associated with the unit.

No comments specific to this WSA were received from State or County
agencies.
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OWENS PERK WILDERNESS STODjf AREA (WSA)

(CA-010-026)

1. THE STUDY AREA 25,514 acres

The WSA is located in eastern Kern County, occupying the western edge of the
Sierra Crest, approximately 25 miles west of the town of Ridgecrest,
California. The WSA includes 24,128 acres of BLM land and 1,386 acres of
private land (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA is bounded on the north by Nine Mile Canyon Road, on the south by
Highway 178, on the east by the California Desert District boundary, and on
the west by the Canebrake Road. The Owens Peak WSA (CDCA-158) borders this
WSA along its eastern edge, a portion of which has been recommended suitable
for wilderness.

The WSA consists of rocky, steep slopes along the west face of the Sierra
Nevada Crest and rolling terrain interspersed by meadows at lower elevation
levels. A unique ecotone formed by the convergence of five vegetative types
is found here. The primary vegetative type is pinyon; in addition, there
are outstanding examples of Joshua tree woodland near the Walker Pass area,
big sage/rabbitbrush associations and mixed conifer at the higher
elevations.

The WSA is part of the Monache-Walker Pass National Cooperative Land and
Wildlife Management Area (NCLWMA) , established in 1962 through Public Land
Order No. 2594. It is managed by BLM in cooperation with the California
Department of Fish and Game (CDF&G) for the benefit of the wildlife
resources. Both agencies have been involved in habitat improvement
projects, especially water developments, which have significantly improved
the habitat for upland game species.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Suitability recommendations were analyzed in the
Draft a^.d Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Central
California Study Areas. A summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in the Final EIS. Three different suitability recommendations were
analyzed in the EIS: all wilderness, partial wilderness (recommending 64% of
the area as suitable) , and no wilderness.

2. RECOMMENDATTON AND PATTONATF. 16,399 acres recommended for
wilderness

8,231 BLM acres recommended for
nonwilderness

Sixty-four percent partial wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA -

8,231 acres in this WSA are released for uses other than wilderness. This
recommendation is in accordance with the South Sierra Foothills Management
Framework Plan/South Sierra Foothills Grazing Management EIS, dated 1983.



In addition to the Federal acreage recommended for wilderness, 368 acres of
private land will be acquired through exchange or purchase and designated as
wilderness. With acquisition of these inholdings, a total of 16,399 acres
are recommended for wilderness. Appendix 1 lists the inholdings and
provides additional information on their acquisition. The all-wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally-preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. Ihe 64% partial wilderness alternative will be implemented in a
manner which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.

Partial wilderness is the recommendation for this unit based on the
following rationale: the lands proposed are an example of a unique ecotone,
eleven candidate plant species occur in the recommended area, a portion of
the Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail traverses the unit, and the
wilderness characteristics for the area are outstanding. With the deletion
of those parcels proposed, manageability and resource conflicts will be
reduced.

The proposed wilderness area is located in an ecotone between pinyon-juniper
woodland, sagebrush scrub, foothill woodland, Joshua tree woodland, and
yellow pine forest vegetative types. It is characterized by pinyon-juniper
covered slopes in the higher elevations and mixed desert shrubs with annual
plants in the lower elevations. Occasional pockets of scrub oak and
coniferous forest occur on the crest of the Sierra Nevada near the east side
of the WSA. Particularly unique to the area are the eleven candidate plant
species that occur in the unit. Four of these species have been discovered
since 1984.

Overall, the wilderness characteristics for the area are outstanding. The
imprint of man's work is substantially unnoticeable throughout the unit. A
variety of steep canyons and small ridges serve to isolate the visitor from
outside sounds and provide excellent opportunities for solitude. One
special feature which offers the public an opportunity to view the WSA, is
the Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail which winds 23 miles through the
unit.

For manageability reasons and other resource values, the following parcels
were not included in the area recommended for wilderness. Removal of the
parcel north of Chimney Creek is recommended as non-suitable for wilderness
designation. This will eliminate the irregular boundary and narrow,

protruding portions of the WSA while utilizing easily identifiable boundary
features. This exclusion also meets the demand for vehicular access for
historical pinyon nut and Christmas-tree harvesting. The removal of the
parcel on the western boundary would enhance the manageability of the area.

This adjustment includes eliminating 884 acres of non-public inholdings and
portions of the irregular boundary. The remaining private inholding in
sections 32 and 33, T. 25 S., R. 37 E. , MCM, would be acquired to prevent
incompatible development and the need for vehicular access. The parcel to
be removed on the southern boundary would also improve manageability. The
area is now receiving use by OHVs along the canyons and has a high potential

for OHV use along Highway 178. There are approximately 12 miles of routes



of travel including primitive ways, washes and other unmaintained routes of
access included within this WSA. The boundary is relocated to points where,
because of the topography, vehicular access can be controlled and the
wilderness values maintained.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 24,128
Split Estate (ELM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private 1,386

Total 25,514

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
ELM (within WSA) 15,897
ELM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)

Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness 15,897

Inholdings1

State
Private 502

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 8,231
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 8,231

1Appendix 1 is a detailed description of inholdings and split-estate tracts
included within the study. For purposes of this report, split-estate lands are
defined only as those lands with Federal surface and non-Federal subsurface
(minerals) . Lands that have Federal minerals but non-Federal surface should be
classified in this report by the owner of the surface estate.



3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WIIDERNESS RFXEMMENDATTONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness; The unit displays a unique melting of vegetative
types. The primary vegetative type is pinyon; however, there are
outstanding examples of Joshua tree woodland near the Walker Pass
area, big sage/rabbitbrush associations and mixed conifer at the
higher elevations. Where these vegetative types come together,
interesting and unusual combinations of plants can be seen growing
in association with one another. The imprint of man's work is
substantially unnoticeable throughout the unit.

2. Solitude; The large size of this unit, combined with the
excellent and diverse topographic and vegetative screening provide
outstanding opportunities for solitude. Those areas where
solitude would be impacted adjacent to Highway 178, are outside of
the recommended suitable area.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation; The area offers good
opportunities for primitive and unconfined types of recreation.
The Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail enhances the access to the
area. Recently, water sources adjacent to the trail were located,
thus making this segment easier to hike in its entirety.

4. Special features; Eleven candidate plant species occur within the
unit, four having been discovered since 1984. Also as discussed,
the Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail traverses the entire
length of the unit.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems ; This WSA contains 24,128 acres of the
Sierran Forest/Juniper-Pinyon Woodland ecosystem. Wilderness
designation of this WSA would add a new ecosystem to the NWPS.

The Sierran Forest Province/Juniper-Pinyon Woodland cxsnmunity is

not currently represented in the NWPS.
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Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
DjnraijVPrcwince/PNV

NWPS Areas Other ELM Studies
areas acres areas acres

Sierran Forest/
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

NATIONWIDE

CALIFORNIA

30,872

Sierran Forest/
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland 30,872

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of 10 major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BLM study areas within a five-hour
drive of the population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population
Centers

NWPS areas
areas acres

Other BLM Studies
areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Fresno
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Merced
Modesto
Oxnard-Ventura
Riverside-San Bernardino
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-

Lompoc
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,515
32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
35 4,048,852 28 460,790
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
33 3,957,550 25 348,753
36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649

20 1,166,142 35 528,590
34 4,431,635 61 1,681,921

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas : The
WSA is within 50 air miles of six BLM WSAs recommended for
wilderness designation or partial designation; Sacatar Meadows
(CA-010-027) , Rockhouse (CA-010-029) , Little Lake Canyon
(CDCA-157) , Owens Peak (CDCA-158) , El Paso Mountains (CDCA-164)

,

and Golden Valley (CDCA-170) . Four miles to the west of the WSA
is the Domeland Wilderness Area and five miles to the northwest



lies the South Sierra Wilderness Area. Both of these units are
managed by the Sequoia National Forest.

C. Manageability

The area recommended is manageable as wilderness. No major conflicting
uses occur within this area. With the boundary adjustments
recommended, resource conflicts will be reduced to a minimum, thus
allowing for the effective management of this area as wilderness. Over
the long term, enhanced knowledge of visitor use patterns along the
Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail will enable BUM to monitor and
develop management guidelines for the trail.

There have been no conflicts over water rights to the area's streams
and springs in the past and none are anticipated in the future. The
springs are withdrawn as Public Water Reserve 107' s and the Federal
water interest has been identified to the State of California,
Division of Water Rights. The streams form the headwaters of their
watersheds and have not been diverted within the WSA. A developed
spring source, within a short distance of the Pacific Crest National
Scenic Trail, will provide treatable drinking water.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well
as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation; The geology and mineral resources for
the Owens Peak Wilderness Study Area are described in the Affected
Environment Section of the BLM 1987 Wilderness Recommendations,
Central California Study Areas EIS. The EIS description is based
largely on a 1982 BLM minerals inventory (BLM Memorandum, March 2,

1982 Mineral Inventory Report: Owens Peak Wilderness Study Area,
(CA-010-032) . The EIS indicates that there are occurrences of
gold, tungsten, zinc and possibly copper in the WSA but that no
economic concentrations of these minerals were known. It also
identified occurrences of decomposed granite, a salable mineral
material, but concluded these deposits were too inaccessible and
too far from local markets to have any value. The WSA was
considered to have no potential for oil and gas or geothermal
resources based on its geologic environment. The EIS indicates
there has been no history of prospecting or production within the
WSA, but that 16 unpatented mining claims were on record with BIM
in 1986.

The BLM mineral inventory report (BLM memorandum) , determined that
the majority of the WSA is underlain by granitic intrusive rocks
associated with the Sierra Nevada batholith. The WSA also
contains several roof pendants with associated skarn deposits.
Claims were located throughout the WSA, but were mostly

8



concentrated in the central portion. Claim activity around the
Golden Age Prospect is concentrated in the vicinity of contact
metasomatic tungsten skarn deposits. Several of the areas under
mining claims were noted to have been extensively prospected,
contrary to what is said in the EIS.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendation, which should be considered in the
final recommendation: The United States Geological Survey (USGS)

and the U.S. Bureau of Mines (BOM) conducted mineral surveys of
the WSA from 1982 to 1985. The results of those surveys were
published in USGS Bulletin 1705-A titled The Mineral Resources of
the Owens Peak Wilderness Study Area. Tulare and Kern Counties

f

California . This report indicates the existence of two areas
having moderate potential for the occurrence of tungsten
mineralization. This tungsten mineralization extends into both
the suitable and non-suitable portions of the WSA.

The accompanying map shows these areas of upgraded mineral
occurrence potential which are largely associated with roof
pendants of metamorphic rocks (skarn bodies) and pegmatite dikes.

USGS and BOM concluded that there are primarily four areas having
mineral resource potential in the WSA. The Burnt House Canyon
area has a moderate potential for the occurrence of tungsten, and
low potential for copper and zinc. The Spanish Needle Creek area
has a moderate potential for the occurrence of tungsten, and a low
potential for lead. The canyon east of Lamont Meadow and west of
Sand Canyon has a low potential for the occurrence of tungsten,
copper and barite. The area of lower Three Pines Canyon has a low
potential for the occurrence of tungsten and copper. For clarity,
only the moderate mineral resource potential areas are shown on
the accompanying mineral potential map (see Map 2)

.

B1M records as of May 6, 1988, indicate there are 17 lode mining
claims remaining in the WSA, nine in the suitable portion and
eight in the non-suitable portion. No mineral leases or mineral
material sales contracts/permits have been issued in this WSA.
The distribution of unpatented mining claims is shown in Table 4:

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBER ACRES
MINING CLAIMS SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Lode 7 1 8 140 20 160
Placer 2 7 9 80 280 360
Mill Sites

Total 17 220 300 520
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E. Impacts on Resources

Ihe following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this summary,
refer to the Central California Study Areas - Wilderness Final
Environmental Impact Statement.)

Table 5 - Oiiparative Sunmary of "the Impacts by Mternative

1SSLE-FEIATED

RE33LTCE3

HOCSHDACEKN AlIrWELEERESS N>WEL£ER«SS

Impact on

Wilderness "v&lues

Wildprness (designation cf

this area would result in

a minor positive benefit to
wilderness values particularly

naturalness and solitLde as a
result of cksirg this area to

recreatiorBl CH/use and min-

eral de\elcpnent. Also, re-

stricting the use cf mecha-

nized eqjipmsnt for fire

suppression waild slightly

benefit rHturalness.

Generally, wilderness values

would be retained throxfrut
the W5A with the exception of
mineral development inrflirling

a loss cf naturalness en
appradmately 50 acres. Addi-

ticnally, planer and lede

mining activities would impair

the perceptirn cf rHturalness

and sense cf solitude en 1,250

acres surrcurding the mine

sites. The ftcific Crest

I^&ticnal Scenic Trail, a
Fpprrial feature cf theWSA,

Under the AU-WildRrness

Mternative wildRmess valips

would be retained and slight-

ly enhanced within the

total VE&. ^6rtlIralness and

FnlitiTiR would partimlarly

benefit from eliminating

650 visitor days cf
recreaticnal (H/use andpro-
hibiting mineral develop-

ment. As a special feature

cf theW3^, the Itacafic

Crest Jfeticnal Scenic Trail

would be slightly enhanced

as a result cf edesing the

WA to recreaticnal CHf use.

In addition, Icrg-term

security frcm unanticip^tal

adverse actions would be
provided.

would be slightly enhanced by
closure cf the designated

portion to vehicular use,

long-term Fmnrity frcm unan-

ticipated adverse future

actions would be provided to
the area recamended far

wildRmess.

There would be a minor impact

to wildRmess values within

the W3V as a result cf in-

creased (HJ use frcm the

current 650 visitor days to
1,000 visitor days. Addi-

tionally, lew-level expkxet-

ticn and development cf
inineral resources en 16

planer and lode mining claims

would result in a loss cf
naturalness en 80 acres as

wall as an impairment cf the

WEA's peroepticn cf natural-

ness and sense cf mlitude
within 2,000 acres in the

western portion cf the VEA.

Increased CH7 use would dis-

rupt hiking and backpacking

use en the lOBTand in-

crease the threat cf vehicle

use en the trail.
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Table 5 - Oiiparative anmary cf the Impacts by Mternative (art.)

1S3LE-FEIAIED

FE3XKE3 flflRHfl!jW1TIH*f£S)

AHrWELEERESS
ATTTRgglvE

N>WuTEFNESS
ATTFR^ETvE

Impact anltecre-

aticnal CH/Lfee

Ifecreaticnal (M7useof 50

visiter days annually would be
foregone within the desig-

rabed portion of the VGA. The

impact cf this action on rec-

reatkral CHJ uge wrnld be
nag! iglhle hacaige cf the

similar cppcrtunitifis avail-

able en p folic lares cutside

the VGA and the relatively

small amort cf use displaced,

isppixwmately 600 visiter days

cf recreational CHf use

amLBlly would cortinje within

the non-dRRitjHfadd portion of
the VGA.

Itecreaticnal CHfusecf 650

visiter days amually would

be fcregore. The inpact cf
this anrirn en recreational

CH7 use would be miner since

similar eppcrbjnities are

available on other public

lands.

MDterized recreation use
wouMaortinue and is pro-
jected to increase from the

currert 650 visiter days

annually to under 1,000

visiter days.

Inpact en the

Reservation cf

Ardrmlngiral
Ffesouroes

CveraH, the VGA's archaeo-

logical resources will be
retained under the Rrpcsed
Action. Surfeoe-disbjrtdrg

activities such as mineral

development and itBoharriaed

fire suppression will be
restricted and vehicular

a:i:ess alcrg 8 miles cf primi-

tive vehicle routes will be
eliminated. Adverse iiipacts

associated with ccntinued

mineral development and

vehicular access in the non-

suitable portion cf the VGA
will be miner.

Wilderness desioraticn cf

theCwens Ifeak VGA will en-

hanoe the p^servation cf

archaeological reeources.

Surfarp-dishirhirg activities

such as mineral develcpmsrt
and iiBchaniaed fire suppres-

sion will be restricted and

vehicle access alcrg 24 miles

cf pt±idtive vehicle ways

will be eliminated.

CVerall, the VGA's archaeo-

logical resources will be
minimally impacted by aon-

tinued vehicular an h-k and

increased recreaticral QfJ

use as well as surface

disturbance from prcgected

mineral development activi-

ties and the use cf mecha-

nized equipment for fire

suppression throughout the

VGA.

Impact en Mineral*

Exploration and

Development

Wilderness designation would

withdraw 64% cf the area from

mineral entry while 36%

would retain available for

esqploration and development.

Due to the low potential for

There would be a mircr impact

on mineral esqploration and

develcpmsrt due to withdraw-

ing the entire VGA from

mineral appixpriation and

entry. There are no known

There would be no impacts en

mineral e>qploration and

development as the VGA

would remain open to mining

and mineral esqploration and

development. Due to the low

12



Table 5 - Ocnparative SLnmary of the Impacts by Mternative (cert.)

ISSLE-raiATED

FE33JRCE3

WDECSDKTKN AEIrWHTEFNESS

aiterkhve
M>WELEEFWES
aoefnative

the axurrete and develop-

ment cf minerals within the

WSA, there would be negligible

impacts en mineral e>plcraticn

and ds^kpnant. No signifi-

cant ejploraticn cr develcp-

ment is anticipated within

the porticn of the VS^ not

reaatmaxted as suitable for

wilidemegs dpsicraticn.

eocrnnic crrnertiHticns cf

mineral resources that would

be foregone.

potential fcr aoourrenoe and

development cf minerals

within the WSA, there is no
significant mining activity

projected fcr the area.

* N3IE: Since this impact summary table was prepared, new minerals data has been cbtained, refer to the

energy and mineral resources sectim cf this doairEnt.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the Final
EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur in this
document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

Several study cemments received during the wilderness inventory phase
dealt with other resource values and potential activities, such as
mineral values, rockhounding opportunities, and possible hydroelectric
power plant sites. One comment referred to noise and air pollution
influences on the unit from Highway 395.

During the study phase a public hearing was held in Fresno, California.
During the public hearing and comment period a total of 47 comments
were received, both oral and written, relative to this unit.
Thirty-eight comments supported the all-wilderness alternative. Five
comments supported the Bureau's partial-^wilderness recommendation.
Four comments supported the no-wilderness alternative.

The Resources Agency of California supported the partial-wilderness
alternative, but believed it should be extended to cover the entire
WSA, since the gravel pit and Christmas-tree harvesting were not
considered justified, especially since the area contains the Monache
deer winter range and part of the Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail.

The Tulare County Board of Supervisors unanimously moved in favor of
the Bureau's recommendations.

No comments specific to this WSA were received from Federal agencies.

13



APPENDIX 1

ESTIMATED COSTS OF ACQUISITION OF NON-FEDERAL HOLDINGS WITHIN

AREAS RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGNATION

OWENS PEAK WSA (CA-0 10-026)

LEGAL

DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF

OWNERSHIP

BY ESTATE

ESTIMATED

COST OF

ACQUISITION

NUMBER PRESENTLY PREFERRED LAND PROCESSING

PARCEL TOTAL OF SURFACE SUBSURFACE PROPOSED FOR METHOD OF COSTS COSTS

No. TWNSHP RNG SEC MERIDIAN ACREAGE OWNERS ESTATE ESTATE ACQUISITION ACQUISITION ($1000) ($1000)

1 25S. 37E.32.33 MDM 368 1 PRIVATE FEDERAL YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

These figures were derived from Bureau Land Records and provide for more detail than GIS estimates and therefore

may differ from acreage summaries in Table 1.

WPC3606r
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SACATAR MEADOWS WILDERNESS STUDY AREA (WSA)

(CA-OlO-027)

1. THE STUDY AREA. 17,612 acres

The Sacatar Meadows WSA is located in eastern Tulare County and a small
portion of Inyo County. The WSA occupies the western edge of the Sierra
Crest, approximately 45 miles northwest of Ridgecrest. The WSA includes
17,460 acres of BIM lands, and 1 private inholding totaling 152 acres (see

Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA is bounded on the south and west by Kennedy Meadows Road and private
lands in the Scodie and Big Pine Meadows, on the north by the Sequoia
National Forest, and on the east by Little Lake Canyon WSA (CDCA-157) , which
has been recommended suitable for wilderness.

The WSA consists of the western slopes and the lateral ridges extending west
from the Sierra Nevada Crest. The rocky ridges rise sharply from Sacatar
and Scodie Meadows to elevations over 8,000 feet. The vegetative cover is
primarily pinyon pine with western juniper scattered throughout. Higher
elevations of the WSA support small isolated stands of ponderosa pine and red
fir. Meadows at lower elevations within the WSA are being invaded by big
sagebrush species. The WSA contains an ecotone formed by the convergence of
desert and Sierran vegetative communities. The WSA contains one known
population, as well as potential habitat, for Phacelia novenmillensis . an
annual plant which is identified as a candidate species by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) . The known population exists above the upper
reaches of Nine Mile Canyon at approximately the 6,800-foot elevation. The
potential habitat is located in the southern portion of the WSA at the
higher elevations on the south-facing slopes.

The WSA lies within the Monache-Walker Pass National Cooperative Land and
Wildlife Management Area (NCLWMA) established on January 26, 1962 by Public
Land Order No. 2594. The NCLWMA was established to promote cooperative
management of wildlife resources between the California Department of Fish
and Game (CDF&G) and BIM. The agreement is intended to ensure the mule deer
habitat within the area remains in Federal ownership. A portion of a
migration corridor used by the Monache deer herd passes through the northern
and western appendages of the WSA.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Suitability recommendations were analyzed in the
Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Benton-Owens
Valley/Bodie Coleville Study Areas. A summary of the area's wilderness
values was included in the Final EIS. Three different suitability
recommendations were analyzed in the EIS: all wilderness, partial wilderness
recommending 61% of the area as suitable, and no wilderness.



2. RECOMMENDATION AND RATIONALE 10,721 acres recommended
for wilderness

6,739 BIM acres recommended
for nonwilderness

Sixty-one percent partial wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA;
6,739 acres in this WSA are released for uses other than wilderness. This
recommendation is in accordance with the South Sierra Foothills Management
Framework Plan/South Sierra Foothills Grazing Management EIS dated 1983. The
all-wilderness alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred
alternative as it would result in the least change from the natural
environment over the long term. The 61% partial-wilderness alternative will
be implemented in a manner which will use all practical means to avoid or
minimize environmental impacts.

Partial wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA based on the following
rationale: to provide a wilderness experience through designation of areas
with moderate to high wilderness values with few significant competing
resource conflicts, to allow livestock grazing and wildlife improvement
projects while maintaining wilderness values, to improve consistency of
management with the adjacent California Desert District (CDD) suitable
wilderness recommendation, to give long-term protection to wildlife habitat
and one candidate plant species, and to provide some wilderness opportunities
for users seeking more solitude than is currently available in the highly
used Sierran Wilderness Areas and those displaced through quota systems.
When considered in conjunction with the bordering Little Lake Canyon WSA
recommended suitable for wilderness, the wilderness characteristics for the
area are outstanding. The deletion of two parcels on the western edge of the
WSA from the area recommended for wilderness would reduce manageability
problems and resource conflicts.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the protection of the
wilderness values through wilderness designation and the resulting increases
in naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined
recreation when considered in conjunction with the bordering Little Lake
Canyon WSA. None of the existing uses or the projected management actions
anticipated for the WSA would result in any irreversible or irretrievable
commitment of resources. Mineral potential of the area is low. The primary
uses occurring within the WSA are livestock grazing and motorized
recreational vehicle use.

The majority of the unit is recommended as suitable for wilderness. Boundary
adjustments in the western portion of the WSA, south of Sacatar Canyon,
provide some enhancement of manageability in the unit by eliminating the
private land in section 2, T. 23 S., R. 36 E., MDM. ,

portions of the narrow,
isolated WSA lands at the western end of the unit, and three miles of
primitive vehicle routes. By adjusting the western boundary to the
ridgeline, manageability is enhanced both through easier identification of
the boundary and the elimination of outside influences beyond the ridgeline
(i.e., Kennedy Meadows Road and other roads and developments around Kennedy
Meadows and in the intervening private lands) . The remainder of the western
boundary follows less identifiable section lines. Since the unit possesses



wilderness character only in association with the adjacent CDD wilderness
proposal, the suitable recommendation is contingent upon wilderness
designation of the adjacent lands.

The area recommended for wilderness is located in an ecotone formed by the
convergence of desert and Sierran vegetative communities. Special features
include one known population, as well as potential habitat, for Phacelia
novenmillensis , an annual plant which is a candidate species. A migration
route for the Mbnache deer herd crosses through the northern and western
portions of the WSA. No activities are present or projected within the areas
that these special features occupy; they would not be affected by the low
level of existing uses or proposed management actions.

Within the 10,721 acres of the WSA recommended for wilderness, closure of ten
miles of primitive vehicle routes and elimination of 300 visitor days of
motorized recreation use would have a slight positive benefit on naturalness,
solitude, and opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation. Natural
revegetation in this area would occur slowly over time. Construction of two
spring developments for wildlife and livestock use would result in
negligible local impacts to naturalness. Surface disturbance for each
project would be 25 square feet with the perception of naturalness impaired
over an area of less than one acre each.

This area lies within the ethnographic territory of the Tubatulabal Indian
Tribe. The eastern periphery of the WSA was also utilized by the Panamint
Shoshone. No current use of the area by Native Americans is known. The
primary prehistoric use is projected to have been pinyon nut collecting.
Additionally, a major trade route crosses the WSA from Sacatar Canyon over
the crest of the Sierra Nevada to Little Lake Canyon east of the WSA.
Cultural sensitivity for the unit ranges from moderate to high.

Some imprints of man's activity are apparent but are not dominant. Vehicle
ways lead into the WSA from the south and west. Sacatar Trail (T. 22 S., R.

37 E. , MEM) completely crosses the WSA, continuing into the Little Lake
Canyon WSA. Most trails are faint; they are mostly used for hunter access.
Approximately 14 miles of vehicle ways are within the WSA area. Most
serious impairments to the solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation
values of the WSA are the private land fingers extending into the unit.
Also, due to the unit's long, narrow character, outstanding opportunities
exist only when considered with the adjoining Little Lake Canyon WSA.

The non-suitable portion of the WSA (6,891 acres west of Deer Spring) will
continue to be managed for uses other than wilderness.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 17,460
Split Estate (ELM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private 152

Total 17,612

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA) 10,721
ELM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness 10,721

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 6,739
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 6,739

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: The Sacatar Meadows WSA generally appears to have
been affected by the forces of nature with human influences only
apparent in the valley floors and along the boundaries of private
lands. These include 14 miles of unobtrusive primitive vehicle
routes and two spring developments for livestock use. Outside the
WSA to the northwest, a residential subdivision extends like
fingers adjacent to the WSA, greatly affecting the naturalness of
the area.

The vegetative cover is primarily pinyon pine with western juniper
scattered throughout. Higher elevations of the WSA support small
isolated stands of ponderosa pine and red fir. Meadows within the
unit are being invaded by big sagebrush species. The WSA contains
an ecotone formed by the convergence of desert and Sierran
vegetative communities.



Several springs have been identified in this area, including Deer
Spring which supports four acres of riparian meadow vegetation.
The springs provide access to water that can be treated for
drinking and are cool and moist environments for recreation.
Intermittent streams in the area provide important riparian habitat
for wildlife, and are aesthetically attractive environments.

2. Solitude; The irregular configuration, narrow shape, and the
penetrating nature of the private land pattern greatly limit
opportunities for solitude. The expanding residential development
and private land demands in the Kennedy Meadows area along the
northwest boundary are apparent from the WSA's ridgelines and
influence the opportunities for solitude. However, when considered
with the adjoining Little Lake Canyon WSA recommended suitable for
wilderness, the additional size and physiographic diversity
enhance the limited opportunities to outstanding levels.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: As with solitude, the
irregular configuration and narrow shape hamper opportunities for
primitive and unconfined recreation within the WSA. When
considered in conjunction with the Little Lake Canyon WSA, the many
deep canyons contribute to primitive and unconfined opportunities.

The Sacatar Meadows WSA, in conjunction with the adjoining Little
Lake Canyon WSA, offers outstanding opportunities for hiking,
hunting, rockhounding, and primitive camping.

4. Special features: The WSA contains one known population as well as
potential habitat for Phacelia novenmillensis . an annual plant
which is a candidate species listed by the USFWS. A migration
route for the Monache deer herd also crosses through the northern
and western portions of the WSA.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as represented
by ecosystems : This WSA contains 17,460 acres of the Sierran
Forest/Juniper-Pinyon Woodland ecosystem. Wilderness designation of
this WSA would add a new ecosystem to the NWPS. The Sierran Forest
province - Juniper-Pinyon Woodland community is not currently
represented in the NWPS.



TABLE 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
DomaijVPrcwince/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Sierran Forest/
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

37,540

Sierran Forest/
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

CALIFORNIA

37,540

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or priitutive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population centers :

The WSA is within a five-hour drive of ten major population centers.
Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of designated areas and
other BLM study areas within a five-hour drive of the population
centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population
Centers

NWPS areas
areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Fresno
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Merced
Modesto
Oxnard-Ventura
Riverside-San Bernardino
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-

Lompoc
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville

Other BLM Studies
areas acres

25 2 , 823 , 534 153 5,703,515
32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
35 4,048,852 28 460,790
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
33 3,957,550 25 348,753
36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649

20 1,166,142 35 528,590
34 4,431,635 61 1,681,921

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas ; The
WSA is within 50 air miles of five BLM WSAs recommended for
wilderness designation: Rockhouse (CA-010-029) , Little Lake
Canyon (CDCA-157) , Owens Peak (CDCA-158) , El Paso Mountains
(CDCA-164) , and Golden Valley (CDCA-170) . Four miles to the west



of the WSA is the Domeland Wilderness Area and five miles to the
northwest lies the South Sierra Wilderness Area. Both of these
units are managed by the Sequoia National Forest.

C. Manaqeability

The area recommended is manageable as wilderness. No major conflicting
uses occur within this area. There have been no conflicts over water
rights for the area's streams and springs, and none are anticipated in
the future. The springs are protected as Public Water Reserve 107"

s

and have been notified to the State of California, Division of Water
Rights. The streams form the headwaters of their watersheds and have
not been diverted within the WSA. With the boundary adjustments
recommended, resource conflicts would be reduced to a minimum, thus
allowing for the effective management of this area as wilderness.
Management is additionally enhanced by the adjacent suitable
recommendation for Little Lake Canyon WSA to the east.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well
as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation; The Sacatar Meadows WSA is in the BIM
Sacatar Meadows Geology-Energy-Mineral (G-E-M) Resource Area.
This report was prepared for BLM by Great Basin G-E-M Joint
Venture in 1983. The mineral resources in the Affected
Environment section of the Wilderness Recommendations Benton-Cwens
Valley, Bodie-Coleville Study Areas, Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) in 1987 was taken primarily from the G-E-M report.
Additional minerals information used in the EIS was obtained from
the U.S. Bureau of Mines (BOM) Mineral Lands Assessment Open File
Report, MLA-53-85. This report was published in 1985 and is

titled "Mineral Resources of the Sacatar Meadows South Wilderness
Study Area, Tulare and Inyo Counties, California". The EIS
indicates the majority of the WSA has a low potential for mineral
occurrence. In the southerly portion of the WSA, a moderate
potential for uranium was mentioned. In addition, the EIS states
the potential for common varieties of salable minerals is low and
that there is no potential for oil, gas or geothermal resources.

The WSA is primarily composed of granitic rocks of the Cretaceous
Age Isabella Grandiorite Formation. The intrusion of this
formation into the Kernville Series (phyllites, quartzite, marble,
slate and metavolcanics) believed to be Permo Carboniferous in
age, resulted in a number of zones of contact metamorphism. These
zones occurred where isolated roof pendants were intruded by
calcareous igneous rock bodies and are indicative of tungsten
occurrence. Although this geologic environment is recognized, the
G-E-M report states the potential for tungsten is low within the



WSA. The EIS states that there is a moderate potential for
uranium and that there are two types of occurrence. The first is

in isolated pegmatites intruded into the Isabella Formation where
it is found in association with magnetite, ilmenite and
molybdenite. Uranium occurrences were also identified in stream
sediment sample information (Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant,

1981, "Hydrogeochemical and stream sediment reconnaissance basic
data for Bakersfield Quadrangle" U.S. Department Energy Report
GJBX-419(81)) . When the information was field-checked by BOM in
1985, altered shear zones were shown to be the probable source of
the uranium.

Although there are two known uranium deposits in the immediate
vicinity, only one is believed to be within the boundaries of the
WSA. The location of the other deposit is uncertain. Although no
production date is available, records show that limited production
has occurred. BLM records in 1984 showed that no mining claims,
mineral leases or mineral material sales (contracts/permits
existed.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendation, which should be considered in the
final recommendation: New information obtained from a joint
USGS/BOM publication titled "Mineral Resources of the Sacatar
Meadows Wilderness Study Areas, Tulare and Inyo Counties,
California, 1988" (USGS Bulletin 1705-D) supports the EIS
conclusions that there is a low potential for metallic mineral
resources. This information has resulted in a reassessment of the
potential for uranium. The uranium potential has been
reclassified as low according to the BIM classification scheme.
This is based on evidence supporting the rationale that any
uranium resources that exist in the WSA are isolated and suggest
insufficient continuity of resources to justify moderate
potential classification.

The lack of mineral interest is indicated by the fact that no
mines, mining claims or mineral leases were recorded on BIM's
mining claim record index dated March 25, 1988. Since all mineral
values for this WSA are considered to be low, no mineral potential
map was prepared for this WSA.

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this
summary, refer to the Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Study Areas -

Wilderness Final Environmental Impact Statement.)
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F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the Final
EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur in this
document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

Several comments were received during the wilderness inventory phase.
These comments addressed potential mineral and utility site values in
the unit. Two comments also addressed the existence of roads and
hydroelectric generation plant sites within the WSA. A concern was
further expressed regarding the unit's proximity to the outside
influences of Highway 395.

Daring the study phase, a public meeting was held in Markleeville,
California on October 26, 1983; no members of the public attended the
session. A public hearing was held the following day, October 27,
1983, in Bishop, California, in a split afternoon/evening session.
Thirty-one individuals attended, and fourteen testified.

One comment noted that the portion recommended suitable for wilderness
does not contain a road and, thus, questioned how people would get into
the area. The individual mentioned that the Deer Springs Road in the
suitable area is not considered a road because of its deteriorating and
poor condition; at the ridgeline it becomes unusable. Access to and
around the area is available via the Nine Mile Canyon Road, however.
One other individual stated that since grazing is established in the
recemmended suitable area, it would be allowed to continue in the
future.
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The Inyo County Board of Supervisors expressed opposition to the B1M
wilderness recoinmendation due to its inconsistency with the adopted
conservation and open space elements of the Inyo County General Plan.
Only the no-Hwilderness alternative would be compatible with current
Inyo County management plans. The Board also felt they were not
adequately consulted in the BIM wilderness planning process for WSAs in
Inyo County.

No Federal or State agency comments were received specific to this WSA.
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1. THE STUDY AREA

ROCKHOUSE WILDERNESS STUDY AREA fWSA)

(CA-010-029)

— 130 acres

The Rockhouse WSA is located south of Kennedy Meadows in eastern Tulare
County, approximately 80 miles northeast of Bakersfield. It consists of a
130-acre parcel of BLM land (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA is bounded to the north and south by private land, to the east by a
maintained access road, and to the west by the United States Forest Service
(USES) Domeland Wilderness.

Pinyon pine, western juniper and an understory of big sage, Douglas rabbit-
brush, and needlegrass are the predominant vegetation in the WSA. No
special features are found within this WSA. This parcel is within a portion
of the Monache-Walker Pass National Cooperative Land and Wildlife Management
Area.

The WSA was studied under Section 202 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Suitability reconmendations were analyzed in the
Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the California
Section 202 Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of the area's wilderness
values was included in the final EIS. Two different suitability
recommendations were analyzed in the EIS: all wilderness and no wilderness.

2. RECCMMENDATTCN AND RATIONALE acres recommended for
wilderness

130 BLM acres recommended
for non-wilderness

No-^wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in the
WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all-wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no-^wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.

The WSA is recommended non-suitable for the following reasons: the
wilderness values are low and current management has proven effective in
maintaining the area's existing resources. The Sequoia National Forest
(USFS) has indicated the Rockhouse WSA does not possess values that will
enhance the USFS Domeland Wilderness Area. The addition of this WSA to the
USFS designated wilderness area will create a potentially unmanageable
boundary with the WSA protruding like a finger, with no specific topographic
delineation. Signing of the area's boundary and frequent patrols would be
necessary to manage the area as wilderness.

There are no known vehicle routes of travel contained within the existing
WSA boundary.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 130
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private

Total 130

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)

BLM (outside WSA)

Split Estate (within WSA)

Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 130
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 130

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: The small 130-acre parcel that makes up this WSA
generally retains its natural character and influence, with the
imprint of man's work substantially unnoticeable. No roads exist
within the unit, although the entire eastern boundary of the WSA
is a major dirt road connecting residences to the south with
Kennedy Meadows. No structures or fences are known to exist in
this unit, although a livestock fence is located along the western
boundary of the WSA.

2. Solitude: This unit is too small to provide adequate opportunity
for solitude considering that a major road makes up the eastern
boundary and private land borders the unit on the north and south.
This WSA may be overflown in the future by military aircraft as



part of the national defense mission during approved military
operations. The visual intrusions and associated noise create
temporary effects on solitude which are deemed acceptable and
necessary as a part of the defense preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: This unit is very small and
opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation are
extremely limited. Very little non-motorized use, if any, is
known to currently exist.

4. Special features: The WSA contains no ecological, geological, or
other features of scientific, educational, scenic, or historical
value.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : This WSA contains 130 acres of the
Sierran Forest/Juniper-Pinyon Woodland ecosystem. Although the
WSA would add diversity in the types of ecosystems represented in
the NWPS the Bureau has recommended two WSA's with similar
ecosystems (Owen's Peak WSA and Sacatar Meadows WSA) as suitable
for wilderness designation.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
Domain/Province/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Sierran Forest/ 5 54,870
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

CALIFORNIA

Sierran Forest/ 5 54,870
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of ten major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BLM study areas within a five-hour
drive of the population centers.



25 2,823,534 153 5,703,515
32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
35 4,048,852 28 460,790
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
33 3,957,550 25 348,753
36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649

20 1,166,142 35 528,590
34 4,431,635 61 1,681,921

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS areas Other BUM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Fresno
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Merced
Modesto
Oxnard-Ventura
Riverside-San Bernardino
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-

Lompoc
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas : The
following is a list of seven BLM WSAs within 50 air miles
recommended for wilderness designation or partial designation:
Rockhouse (603 area) (CA-010-029) , Sacatar Meadows (CA-010-027)

,

Owens Peak (CA-010-026) , Little Lake Canyon (CDCA-157) , Owens Peak
(CDCA-158) , El Paso Mountains (CDCA-164) , and Golden Valley (CDCA-

170) . The Domeland Wilderness is immediately adjacent to the
west; the South Sierra and Golden Trout Wilderness Areas are four
miles and 15 miles, respectively, to the north. All areas are
managed by the Sequoia National Forest.

C. Manageability

The Rockhouse WSA is manageable as wilderness, but only with extreme
difficulty. Manageability problems include the area's small size, the
existence of a major dirt road along the east boundary, and the fact
that the addition of this parcel would increase the irregularity of the
already existing Domeland Wilderness Area boundary. Frequent signing
and patrol of the borders would be required to insure the integrity of
the unit.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well
as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendations : The geology and mineral resources of
the Rockhouse Basin (202) WSA is described in a special State
report by the California Division of Mines and Geology (CDMG)



(i.e., Taylor and others, 1984, Mineral Resource Potential of the
Rockhouse Basin Wilderness Study Area. Kern and Tulare Counties.
California; CEMS, Special Report 157, 87 pp) . The mineral
resource data in the Affected Environment Section of the 1987 BIM
Wilderness Recommendations, California Section 202 Wilderness
Study Areas Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was taken
largely from this State report. The EIS indicates that the WSA is
considered to have a low potential for the occurrence of mineral
resources. The WSA encompasses a portion of the Sierra Nevada
batholith and is composed primarily of granitic rocks
(granodiorite and quartz diorite) . A roof pendant of quartzite
(normally associated with mineralization in the area)
crops out in the northwest corner of the WSA. The EIS indicated
that historical development has occurred outside the WSA for
tungsten and barite. No unpatented mining claims, mineral
leases, or mineral material sales contracts/permits were on
record with BIM as of April 4, 1987.

The low mineral resource oasurrence potential described in the BIM
1988 EIS is supported by the CEMS 1984 Special Report. The CEMS
conducted an extensive mineral survey of the area in late 1983,
including a literature search, geological field mapping, rock and
stream sediment sampling, and geochemical and geophysical studies.
This mineral survey was conducted under contract for the BIM. The
CEMS report showed no old mines or prospects in the WSA, and the
area was considered to have no potential for oil and gas and low
to no potential for geothermal resources.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendation, which should be considered in the
final recommendation; No U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) or U.S.
Bureau of Mines (BOM) mineral surveys were conducted in this WSA.

BIM records indicate that there are no mining claims in this WSA
as of March 25, 1988. Because of the WSA's low mineral resource
potential, no mineral resource potential map was prepared for this
document.

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this
summary, refer to the California Section 202 Study Areas - Wilderness
Final Environmental Impact Statement.)



Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-RELATED PROPOSED ACTION ALL-WILDERNESS
RESOURCES NO-WIIDERNESS/NO ACTION) AITERNAnVE

Impacts on Non-designation of the WSA as Wilderness designation of
Wilderness Values wilderness will not result the Rockhouse WSA would

in any anticipated impacts to result in a slight posi-
the wilderness values. There tive benefit. Long-term
are no surface disturbances protection from unantici-
in the WSA. Recreational pated future actions that
vehicle use and mineral/ could result in potential
energy exploration and adverse impacts would
development are not projected be provided by legisla-
within the WSA. Continued tion.
limited livestock grazing
will not impact the area's
wilderness values and
inspection and maintenance
will only negligibly impact
solitude. Potential fire
suppression activities as a
result of wildfires could
lead to short-term impacts
to the perception of
naturalness.

Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the
Final EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will
occur in this document.

Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the wilderness inventory phase comments were received
pertaining to the larger Rockhouse Sec. 603 unit to the south,
comments specific to the Rockhouse 202 area were received.

No

During the study phase a public hearing was held in Bakersfield,
California, and written comments were accepted until February 15,

1988. The majority of the comments received supported the all-
wilderness alternative for this unit.

No Federal, State or County agency comments were received specific
to the WSA.
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gjgygffl WTTrKRMESS STODY AREA (WSA)

(CA-010-032)

1. THE STUDY AREA. 2,223 acres

The Domeland VGA is located in the northeastern portion of Kern County
approximately six miles south of the Kern/Tulare County line. It is
situated at the southern end of the Sierra Nevada Mountains, just across the
south fork of the Kern River from the community of Onyx, California. The WSA
includes 2,223 acres of BLM land (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA consists of two separate parcels, each bounded on the north by the
United States Forest Service (USES) Domeland Wilderness Area; and bounded on
the remaining three sides by private land.

The WSA is just to the east of Lake Isabella. Both parcels are made up of
primarily very steep, rocky hillsides and the ends of ridges extending out
from the USFS's Domeland Wilderness Area. Elevations vary from approximately
2,800 feet on the south to over 4,000 feet on the northern portions of the
WSA. Vegetation on south-facing slopes is primarily desert needlegrass, with
some burrobush, chaparral yucca, convolvulus and California buckwheat. The
easternmost parcel contains a small riparian zone along the South Fork of the
Kern River. This zone is dominated by Fremont cottonwood and willow trees.

Ninety-percent of this WSA lies within the Monache-Walker Pass National
Cooperative Land and Wildlife Management Area (NCLWMA) established January
26, 1962 by Public Land Order No. 2594. The NCLWMA is cooperatively managed
by the BLM with the California Department of Fish and Game (CDF&G) under
current public land laws. The entire WSA is within the South Fork
Cooperative Management Agreement Area. The riparian area in the WSA is
managed with The Nature Conservancy under a cooperative agreement. Proposed
actions will include willow and cottonwood planting and protective fencing
for plants in the riparian zone along the South Fork of the Kern River on
the southern boundary of the WSA.

The WSA was studied under Section 202 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Suitability recommendations were analyzed in the
Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the California
Section 202 Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of the area's wilderness
values was included in the Final EIS. Two different suitability
recommendations were analyzed in the EIS: all wilderness and no wilderness.



2. KEtXMMENDATION AND RATTONAIE

2,223

acres recommended
for wilderness
ELM acres recommended
for non-wilderness

No wilderness is the reooinmendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in
the WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all-wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred
alternative as it would result in the least change from the natural
environment over the long term. The no-wilderness alternative will be
implemented in a manner which will use all practical means to avoid or
ininimize environmental impacts.

The WSA is recommended nonsuitable for the following reasons: The
wilderness values of the area are not outstanding; current management
has proven effective in maintaining the area's existing resources; the
Sequoia National Forest expressed concern about the potential for
increasing trespass vulnerability to the USES Domeland Wilderness Area
should the WSA be designated wilderness, and the steep, rocky slopes do
not add to or enhance the wilderness character of the Domeland
Wilderness Area.

The wilderness values for this WSA generally depend on the adjacent
USES Domeland Wilderness Area, due to the WSA's small size and narrow
shape. The WSA has generally retained its naturalness, however,
opportunities for solitude are limited. Primitive and unconfined
recreation is restricted due to steep slopes and the lack of access,
except in the western end of the WSA where occasional hunting occurs.

The scenic quality of the WSA is typical of the surrounding landscape
with little diversity other than the presence of the South Fork Kern
River. Man-made visual intrusions are limited to ranching roads and
fences along the southern boundary. Overall, the WSA is not considered
to have high scenic quality.

Being part of the Monache-Walker Pass NCUWMA, the area is managed in
cooperation with the CDF&G for the benefit of wildlife resources.
Additionally, the riparian portion of the WSA is cooperatively managed
with The Nature Conservancy.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 2,223
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private

Total 2,223

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 2,223
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 2,223

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELPPLNG THE WLLDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: The WSA consists of two separate parcels adjoining
the extreme southern end of the Domeland Wilderness (administered
by Sequoia National Forest) . The parcels are made up of primarily
steep, rocky hillsides, rising sharply out of the Kern River
Valley. Both parcels have retained their natural character with
only minor manmade intrusions along the westernmost parcel's
southern boundary. These intrusions include ranching roads from
the Onyx Ranch and a man-made reservoir in Gibonney Canyon.

2. Solitude: Opportunities for solitude in this WSA are limited due
to the unit's relatively small size, narrow shape and proximity to
ranching and farming operations.



This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: Very little opportunity for
primitive and unconfined recreation exists in this unit due to its
severe topographic features and lack of access. No non-motorized
use is known to currently exist except along the extreme western
end of the WSA.

4. Special features: The Domeland WSA contains no ecological,
geological, or other features of scientific, educational, scenic,
or historical value.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : This WSA contains 2,223 acres of the
Sierran Forest/Juniper-Pinyon Woodland ecosystem. Although the WSA
would add diversity to the types of ecosystems represented in the
NWPS, the Bureau has recommended two WSA's with similar ecosystems
(Owens Peak WSA and Sacatar Meadows WSA) as suitable for wilderness
designation.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS AreasOther BEM Studies
Domain/Province/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Sierran Forest/
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland 5 52,777

CALIFORNIA
Sierran Forest/
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland 5 52,777

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of ten major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other ELM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the population centers.



25 2,823,534 153 5,703,515
32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
35 4,048,852 28 460,790
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
33 3,957,550 25 348,753
36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649

20 1,166,142 35 528,590
34 4,431,635 61 1,681,921

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS areas Other BUM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Fresno
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Merced
Modesto
Oxnard-Ventura
Riverside-San Bernardino
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-

Lompoc
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas : The
following is a list of BUM WSAs within 50 air miles recommended
for wilderness designation or partial designation: Sacatar
Meadows (CA-010-027) , Rockhouse (Sec. 603 portion) (CA-010-029)

,

Little Lake Canyon (CDCA-157) , Owens Peak (CDCA-158) , El Paso
Mountain (CDCA-164) , and Golden Valley (CDCA-170) . The Domeland
Wilderness Area is immediately to the north and the Golden Trout
Wilderness Area is 25 miles to the north. Both wilderness areas
are managed by Sequoia National Forest.

C. Manageability

The Domeland WSA is manageable as wilderness, but with some
difficulty. Manageability problems include the irregular boundary
leading to difficult recognition on the ground. In addition, access to
the area by OHVs from adjacent private lands would present problems.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well
as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendations: The geology and mineral resources of
the Domeland (202) WSA are described in a map and report
published by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the U.S. Bureau
of Mines (BOM) for the adjacent USFS Domeland Wilderness Area,

(i.e., Berquist and others, 1983, Mineral Resource Potential Map
of the Tulare Counties, California, USGS, Misc. Field Studies Map,

MF-1395F) . The mineral resource data in the Affected Environment
section of the 1988 BLM Wilderness Recommendations, California



Section 202 Wilderness Study Areas Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) was taken largely from this USGS map and report. The EIS
indicates that the whole WSA has a low mineral resource
occurrence potential for a porphyry-type molybdenum deposit
(including copper, lead and zinc) , and a low development
potential for common varieties of salable materials such as sand,
stone, gravel, etc. The potential for the occurrence of oil and
gas and geothermal resources is considered to be low.

The WSA is composed primarily of granitic rocks (granite,
granodiorite, and quartz monzonite) of the Cretaceous age
Isabella Granodiorite formation. This formation is part of the
southern Sierra Nevada batholith. The south fork of the Kern
River cuts through the WSA on it's southern boundary. Two
north-south trending canyons merge with the river, providing
deposits of alluvium and alluvial fan material within the WSA.
Metallic mineralization is considered to be of the hydrothermal
type. Evidence for the metallic mineralization is based solely on
geochemical data from stream sediments and spring waters. The
low-potential rating for metallic mineralization is based on the
small size of the geochemical anomalies and the lack of
corroborating geological evidence. The low-potential rating for
common varieties of sand, stone, gravel, etc. is based on the
availability of other, more accessible sources in the riverbed.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendations, which should be considered in the
final recommendation: No USGS or BOM mineral surveys were
conducted in this WSA.

There is no record of production of minerals from this WSA. BIM
records dated March 25, 1988 indicate that there are no
unpatented mining claims, mineral leases or mineral material
sales contracts or permits in the WSA. Because of the low-
potential rating for mineral resources, no mineral potential map
was prepared for this WSA.

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this
summary, refer to the California Section 202 Wilderness Study Areas -

Wilderness Final Environmental Impact Statement.)



Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-REIATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
NO-WIIIDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALLr-WIIDERNESS
AKTERNATTVE

Impacts on
Wilderness Values

Impacts to wilderness values,
particularly naturalness and
solitude, will be limited.
The only activity affecting
wilderness values will be
the minimal mineral assess-
ment work necessary to main-
tain four placer claims.
There will be up to one-
half acre of seasonal
surface disturbance within
the riverbed and the per-
ception of naturalness
temporarily impaired on up to
five acres. Solitude will be
intermittently disrupted as a
result of the actual assess-
ment activity. There will be
no other impacts to the wil-
derness values within the
WSA.

Wilderness designation of
the Domeland WSA would
result in a slight positive
benefit. The four placer
claims would most likely
be terminated. As a result,
validity examinations and
annual mineral assessment
work would be eliminated,
long-term protection from
anticipated future actions
that could result in
potential adverse impacts
would be provided by
wilderness designation.

Impacts on
Mineral/Energy
Exploration and
Development

There will be no impact on
mineral/energy exploration
and development.

Wilderness designation
would result in closing
the entire area to mineral
entry. Based on a low to
nonexistent potential for
mineral development and
the lack of activity on
four placer claims, there
would be no mineral
development opportunities
foregone.
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Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative (Cont'd)

ISSUE-RELATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
NO-WIIDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WILDERNESS
ALTERNATIVE

Impacts on
Archaeological
Resources

Although activities such as
mineral/energy exploration
and development will be
permitted, there is no
surface disturbance antici-
pated due to the lack of
projected management actions.
There will be no impact on
archaeological resources.

There would be a slight
positive impact on
potential archaeological
resources in the WSA.
Although wilderness desig-
nation would preclude
surface-disturbing activi-
ties such as mineral
exploration and develop-
ment, there are no pro-
posed management actions
that would potentially
result in any impacts to
archaeological resources
that may exist in the WSA.

Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the Final
EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur in this
document.

Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

Several comments were received during the wilderness inventory phase.
The majority of comments supported wilderness study of the area. A few
comments addressed the potential mineral values within the unit.

During the study phase, a public hearing was held in Bakersfield,
California and written comments were accepted until February 15, 1988.
The majority of the comments received supported the all-wilderness
alternative for this unit.

The Kern County Department of Planning and Development Services
supported wilderness designation for this unit. No comments were
received from Federal or State agencies specific to this WSA.
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CALIEWrE H3UNTAIN WILDERNESS STUCK AREA fWSA)

(CA-01O-042)

1. THE STUDY AREA 18,083 acres

The Caliente Mountain WSA is located in the extreme southeast portion of San
Luis Obispo County. It is located at the southern end of the San Joaquin
Valley, approximately 45 miles southwest of Bakersfield. The WSA includes
17,590 acres of Bureau of Land Management (ELM) land, 452 acres of State
land and 41 acres of private inholdings for a total of 18,083 acres (see
Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA is bounded to the north and west by private land, to the south by
private land and a ranch road, to the east by Horse Canyon Road, and the
east fork of the Sulphur Canyon drainage, and an unnamed drainage directly
opposite the ridge from the east fork Sulphur Canyon drainage.

The WSA includes Caliente Mountain and is bordered by the Carrizo Plains on
the north and Cuyama Valley on the south. The topography of the WSA is
rugged, consisting of steep canyons and high, sharp mountains and ridges.
The elevation of the WSA varies from 5,104 feet above sea level at Caliente
Mountain to 2,100 feet at the mouth of Post Canyon. Vegetation varies from
dense chaparral and juniper along ridgelines to scattered shrubs and annual
grasses in canyon floors. The WSA lies entirely within the 58,867-acre
Caliente National Cooperative Land and Wildlife Management Area (NCLWMA)
established on April 6, 1961 by Public Land Order No. 2326. The NCLWMA is
cooperatively managed by ELM with the California Department of Fish and
Game (CDF&G)

.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Suitability recommendations were analyzed in the
Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the Central
California Study Areas. A summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in the Final EIS. Two different suitability recommendations were
analyzed in the EIS: all wilderness and no wilderness.

2. RECOMMENDATION AND RATIONALE

17,590

acres recommended
for wilderness
ELM acres recommended for non-
wilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in the
WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.



The WSA is recommended nonsuitable for the following reasons: the high
potential for oil and gas exploration and development, the moderate
potential for phosphate mineral deposits, the maintenance and continuation
of the range program, and the continuance of the Caliente NCXJWMA, all
outweigh the area's wilderness values. Effective management of the area as
wilderness would be difficult.

The WSA lends itself to other resource uses. Under the Bureau's
recommendation, this area will remain open for oil and gas exploration and
development due to the high potential for the cccurrence of oil and gas
reserves in the entire WSA. In addition, the west-central portion of the
WSA has moderate potential for the occurrence of phosphate deposits.

As stated in the Coast/Valley Resource Management Plan, livestock grazing
will continue to be maintained at the existing level of 1,699 animal unit
months (AUMs) . Approximately 15,498 acres of the WSA is currently utilized
for grazing. Six spring developments, four reservoirs, one corral with
loading facilities, and a two-mile pipeline with troughs currently exist and
will continue to be maintained with the use of motor vehicles. A 1,000-acre
prescribed burn is proposed on the northern portion of the WSA. This burn
is projected to create an additional 100 AUMs of livestock forage.

Being part of the Caliente NCUWMA, the area is managed by BIM in
cooperation with CDF&G for the benefit of wildlife resources. Both
agencies have been involved in water developments, which have significantly
improved the habitat for upland game species. Wilderness designation would
constrain management options, including motorized vehicle access to install
additional water developments. There are approximately six miles of routes
of travel including primitive ways, washes and other unmaintained routes of
access which will remain available for vehicular use.

The area's irregular shape, combined with a lack of topographical or
cultural features to delineate the boundaries, would make managing the area
as wilderness difficult. Extensive signing, and in specific cases, fencing
of the boundaries, would be necessary. The cherrystemmed road running
along the ridgeline of Caliente Mountain detracts slightly from the natural
character of the area.
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TABLE 1 - Lard Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 17,590
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State 452
Private 41

Total 18,083

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 17,590
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 17,590

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: The WSA has retained a high degree of natural
character. The unit includes a sizable portion of the Caliente
Mountain Range. The rugged and precipitous hills rise steeply
from the valley floor with peaks along the primary ridgeline
reaching elevations of 3,000 to 5,000 feet. Caliente Peak is the
most prominent at 5,104 feet. Vegetation ranges from dense
chaparral and juniper along the ridgeline to scattered shrubs
and annual grasses in canyon floors.

An improved c±ierrystemmed road on the ridgeline of Caliente
Mountain traverses a substantial portion of the unit, detracting
slightly from the natural character of the area. Additionally,
other imprints of man's activities include vehicle ways, fence
lines, evidence of mineral exploration, and firebreaks in various
locations in the unit.



2. Solitude: Varied topography and dense pockets of vegetation
combine to produce outstanding opportunities for solitude,
particularly in those areas removed from the southern and western
boundaries of the WSA. In those areas adjacent to these
boundaries, the feeling of isolation is severely impacted by oil
and gas exploration activities, and the sights and sounds of
vehicle traffic outside of the WSA, specifically on State Highway
166.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part
of the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the
defense preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfirmed recreation: Along the primary
ridgeline, in the juniper flats, within the canyon and in the
lower foothills, visitors can find extensive opportunities for
isolation as well as unconfined freedom of movement for primitive
recreational activities. Extreme daytime summer temperatures and
a lack of water limit hiking and backpacking opportunities.
Currently there is one public walk-in access to the Caliente
Mountain WSA.

4. Special features: The WSA is along the historic flight path of
the Federally-listed endangered California condor which flew over
the Caliente Mountains enroute to the San Emigdio feeding area
from its Machesna Mountain roost. All remaining condors have
been captured and set up in a breeding program designed to return
them to the wild. The peregrine falcon, also a Federally-listed
endangered species occurs and feeds within the WSA.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : This WSA contains 10,900 acres of the
California Grassland/California Steppe ecosystem and 6,690 acres
of the California Grassland/Juniper-Pinyon woodland ecosystems.
The Caliente Mountain WSA would increase the diversity of the
types of ecosystems represented in the NWPS. The California
Grassland Province/Juniper-Pinyon Woodland and the California
Grassland Province/California Steppe ecosystems are currently
unrepresented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
I>Dmain/Province/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE
California Grassland/
California Steppe 2 17,859
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

2

CALIFORNIA

2

California Grassland/
California Steppe 2 17,859
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of manor population
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of 14 major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour
drive of the population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Fresno
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Merced
Modesto
Oxnard-Ventura
Riverside-San Bernardino
Salinas-Seaside-Monterey
San Jose
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria

Lompoc
Santa Cruz
Stockton
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas : There are

no other BIM WSAs within 50 air miles recommended for wilderness
designation. The Santa Lucia and the Machesna Mountain Wilderness

6

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,515
32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
35 4,048,852 28 460,790
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
33 3,957,550 25 348,753
36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
24 3,676,896 45 644,415
27 3,765,512 29 352,748

20 1,166,142 35 528,590
27 3,765,512 32 407,890
35 4,061,833 46 601,496
34 4,431,635 61 1,681,921



Areas are located approximately 50 and 40 miles, respectively,
northeast of the WSA. The San Rafael and Dick Smith Wilderness Areas
are located 15 and 20 miles, respectively, to the south of the WSA.
All areas mentioned are managed by the Los Padres National Forest.

C. Manaqeability

The Caliente Mountain WSA is manageable as wilderness, but only with extreme
difficulty. Manageability problems include the overall irregular shape with
predominantly sectional (rather than topographic or cultural features)
boundaries, leading to difficult recognition on the ground. Frequent
signing, detailed maps, patrolling and fencing along various segments of the
border would be required to insure the integrity of the unit. Private and
State inholdings, including Caliente Peak, have some potential for
incompatible development. The cherry-stemmed road leading to the top of
Caliente Peak, while providing access to the unit, also opens up the area to
the vulnerability of off-highway vehicle trespass.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as the
wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation: The energy and mineral resource potential
of the Caliente Mountain WSA as described in the Affected Environment
section of the 1987 BIM Wilderness Recommendations, Central California
Study Areas, Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is based
primarily on a BIM mineral assessment conducted in 1982, (Caliente
Resource Area internal Memorandum, "Mineral Inventory of the Caliente
WSA", March 23, 1982). The EIS identified an unknown potential for
petroleum and uneconomic occurrences of phosphate. One pre-FLPMA oil
and gas lease was known to extend into the WSA, covering 40 acres.
Production was occurring on the lease just outside the WSA in
February, 1987, under a unit agreement. As long as production
continues on the lease, activities may extend into the WSA in the same
manner and degree. About 8,720 acres of the WSA (or 48%) were
covered by pre-FLPMA oil and gas leases during the late 1940s to
1950s, and again in the early 1970s. Five wells were drilled within
the WSA. The Morales Canyon, Taylor Canyon and Russel Ranch Known
Geologic Structures (KGSs) are within one mile of the southwestern and
western boundaries of the WSA. The eastern portion is within the
Caliente Mountain KGS established by the Minerals Management Service
on January 17, 1982.

Approximately 800 acres in the western portion of the WSA was
classified by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in 1968 as
prospectively valuable for phosphate ("Lands Valuable for Phosphate",



unpublished USGS map, January, 1979) . No salable (common varieties of
sand, stone, gravel, etc.) or locatable minerals were known to occur
in the WSA and no unpatented mining claims were on file with BUM in
February, 1987.

According to BIM's mineral assessment in 1982, approximately 1,500
acres in the southeast portion of the WSA had moderate potential for
oil and gas development, with a low to moderate potential in the
northwest portion. The western portion of the WSA was identified as
having moderate potential for the occurrence of phosphate and a zero
to low potential for the occurrence of locatable minerals.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since the
suitability recommendation, which should be considered in the final
recxanmendation : Because this WSA was recxanmended non-suitable for
wilderness by ELM, no USGS or U.S. Bureau of Mines (USBM) mineral
surveys were conducted for the Caliente Mountain WSA.

Based on new "confidential" information purchased from GeoMap Company
in 1988 ("Structural Analysis of the San Joaquin Basin", California
Regional Base Map, No. CA-132, 1988), many new geologic structures
were identified within this WSA by BIM. The WSA is predominantly
underlain by the Monterey Shale of Miocene age. This new information
shows numerous productive intervals for oil and gas that were
previously unknown. New information about the oil and gas potential
in the WSA is contained in a publication titled "Tertiary Tectonics
and Sedimentation in the Cuyama Basin, San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara
and Ventura Counties, California" (Bazeley and Fritsche, editors,
Cuyama Basin Fieldguide, A.A.P.G. Pacific Section, Annual Meeting,

1988) . Based on this new information the entire Caliente Mountain WSA
has been reclassified as having a high potential for the occurrence of
oil and gas resources using the BIM mineral classification scheme.

New information on the cxxurrence of phosphate recently made available
by the U.S. Forest Service, Los Padres National Forest, (Appendix to
los Padres National Forest EIS, AMS - Minerals Section

p. XI-6 to XI-7 and Map #7, unpublished map by J. Joyce and H. Record,

1974-1981) indicates that the west-central portion of the WSA (see

attached map) has moderate potential for the occurrence of phosphate
deposits. BIM records dated March 25, 1988 show no unpatented mining
claims, ten oil and gas leases comprising 1,516 acres, and four oil

and gas lease applications comprising 5,575 acres in the unsuitable
portion of the WSA.
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E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for all
alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of the
entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this summary, refer
to the Central California Study Areas - Wilderness Final Environmental
Impact Statement.)

Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-REIATED ALL-WILDERNESS
RESOURCES NO-WILDERNESS/NO ACTION) ALTERNATIVE

Impact on There will be a moderate, For the most part,
Wilderness Values adverse impact on wilder- wilderness values would

ness values on 15 to 20 be only negligibly
percent of the WSA as a impaired as a result of
result of the noise and increased non-motorized
surface disturbance recreation use and live-
associated with the stock grazing use and the
exploration of the area's maintenance of existing
oil and gas resources. livestock improvements.
These impacts, for the However, the noise and
most part, will be short- surface disturbance
term since production is associated with the
not anticipated on 90 exploration and develop-
percent of the wells. ment of 40 acres of pre-
Five wells will be FLEMA oil and gas leases
developed, however, would significantly impact
permanently impairing the wilderness values on
wilderness values on and in the immediate
approximately 2 to 3 vicinity of these lands.

percent of the area.

The present and projected
levels of motorized and
non-motorized recreational
use, coupled with
continued grazing use,

prescribed burning, and
the occasional maintenance
of existing grazing
developments, will
minimally impair these
values.
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Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative (Cont'd)

ISSUE-RELATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
(NO-WILDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WILDERNESS
ALTERNATIVE

Impacts on
Endangered Species

There will be a moderate
adverse impact on the
foraging habitat of both
the peregrine falcon and
California condor as a
result of the noise and
visual intrusions
associated with the
exploration of the area's
oil and gas resources.
These impacts will, for
the most part, be short-
term since production is
not anticipated on 90
percent of the wells.
Five wells will be
developed, however,
permanently impairing
forage habitat on approxi-
mately 2 to 3 percent of
the area.

The present and projected
levels of motorized and
non-motorized recreational
use, coupled with continued
grazing use, prescribed
burning, and the
occasional maintenance
of existing grazing
developments will miniinally
impact these values.

There will be a
negligible impact on the
foraging habitat of the
peregrine falcon and
California condor as a
result of increased non-
motorized recreational
use. Noise and surface
disturbances associated
with the exploration and
development of the 40-
acre pre-FLRMA oil and
gas lease would signifi-
cantly impact the habitat
on and in the immediate
vicinity of these pre-
FLRMA leased lands.

Impact on Livestock
Grazing Use

Under the Proposed Action,
livestock forage pro-
duction will increase by
100 AUMs slightly benefit-
ting livestock grazing
use.

There would be no impact
on existing livestock
grazing levels. However,
prescribed burns would
be prohibited and the
potential 100 AUMs of
increased livestock
forage would be foregone.
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Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative (Cont'd)

ISSUE-REIATED PROPOSED ACTION ALL-WILDERNESS
RESOURCES (NO-WILDERNESS/NO ACTION) ALTERNATIVE

Impact on Oil and Gas There will be no impact With the exception of one
Exploration and on oil and gas 40-acre pre-FLPMA oil and
Development exploration. gas lease, opportunities

for oil and gas explora-
tion over the entire WSA
would be foreaone.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the Final
EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur in this
document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

Several comments were received during the wilderness inventory phase.
These comments addressed potential mineral values (including uranium
and oil and gas reserves) and potential utility siting and route
corridors. One comment urged development of rockhounding access into
the unit. One comment addressed the adverse influences of man's
activities outside the unit.

During the study phase, a public hearing was held in Fresno,

California. During the public hearing and the comment period, a total
of 56 comments were received, both oral and written, related to this
unit. Eleven comments supported the Bureau's no-^wilderness

alternative. Forty-six comments supported the all-wilderness
alternative.

No Federal, State or County agency comments were received specific to
this WSA. U.S. Congressman, Leon E. Panetta, favored wilderness
designation, citing the value of the area's location within the condor

and falcon feeding ranges and stating that cattle grazing standards

would not be seriously reduced, access for naturalists and scientists

would be retained, and mineral activities on pre-FLPMA oil and gas
leases could continue under wilderness designation.
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piute cypress wilderness study AREA (WSA)

(CA-O10-O46)

1. THE STUDY AREA 5,213 acres

2.

The Piute Cypress WSA is located in Kern County, approximately three miles
southwest of the town of Lake Isabella. The WSA is a joint Bureau of Land
Management (BLM)/United States Forest Service (USFS) Study Area with 3,453
acres of BLM land and 1,760 acres USFS land totaling 5,213 acres. No private
inholdings are located within the WSA (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA is bounded an the north and east by private land and Erskine Creek
Road, and on the south and west by Saddle Springs Road.

The heart of the unit is the piute cypress grove. This dense grove of dwarf
piute cypress grows on the steep north-facing slope of Bald Eagle Peak. The
lower slopes are digger pine, California juniper and dense brush. The steep,
rocky, south- and west-facing slopes are dense chaparral. The piute cypress
groves have been designated as a BLM Natural Area and USFS Botanical Area in
order to preserve the natural values of this unique relict species. The WSA
lies within the 306,422 acre Monache-Walker Pass National Cooperative Land
and Wildlife Management Area (NCLWMA) established on January 26, 1962 by
Public Land Order 2594. The NCLWMA is cooperatively managed with the
California Department of Fish and Game under current public land laws.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Prior to this, in 1980, the Bureau prepared a
Wilderness Study Report on the Piute Cypress Instant Study Area - a 760-acre
parcel included in the present WSA. The recommendation of this report was to
defer a recommendation on the parcel until it could be studied with the
additional adjacent USFS and BLM land. Suitability recommendations were
analyzed in the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the
Central California Study Areas. A summary of the area's wilderness values
was included in the Final EIS. Two different suitability recommendations
were analyzed in the EIS: all wilderness and no wilderness.

RECOMMENDATION AND RATIONALE acres recommended
for wilderness

5,213 BLM acres recommended for
non-wilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage
in the WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all-
wilderness alternative is considered to be the environmentally
preferred alternative as it would result in the least change from the
natural environment over the long term. The no-wilderness alternative
will be implemented in a manner which will use all practical means to
avoid or ininimize environmental impacts.



The WSA is recommended nonsuitable. The high potential for the
development of locatable mineral resources, continued execution of
fire management plans, the degree of community development adjacent to
the boundaries, and continuance of the Monache-Walker Pass NCIJWMA
outweigh the area's wilderness values. In addition, effective
management of the area as wilderness would be difficult.

The WSA lends itself to other resource uses. The eastern portion of
the study area is in the Erskine Creek Mining District which covers an
area about five miles long and two miles wide. The district contains
deposits of tungsten, gold, and antimony. As of May 1988, there were
15 mining claims within the boundaries of the WSA. Claims are worked
sporadically. Based on updated geologic information, the high
potential for the development of locatable minerals, primarily gold and
tungsten, continues to exist.

Fire management plans for habitat improvement in the piute cypress
grove require the use of mechanized fire equipment, support
facilities, and firebreaks. As stated in the South Sierra Foothills
Planning Area Public Summary/Rangeland Program Summary, fire is an
important management tool for the piute cypress grove; the trees are
dependent on fire for seed germination. In accordance with current
fire management plans, total fire suppression is practiced in the WSA
to protect the bordering conrimunity of Bodfish.

Recent community expansion of Bodfish up to the boundary of the WSA
indicates probable future demand for additional community development
and recreation. Furthermore, the adjacent development presents outside
influences that are incompatible with primitive experiences and
solitude.

As part of the Monache-Walker Pass NCIWMA, the area is managed in
cooperation with the California Department of Fish and Game (CDF&G) for
the benefit of its wildlife resources. Both BIM and CDF&G have been
involved in habitat improvement projects, especially water
developments, which have significantly improved the habitat for upland
game species. Wilderness designation would constrain management
options; motorized vehicle access to install additional water
developments would be restricted in the area. The piute cypress groves
are already protected by their designation as a BIM Natural Area and
USFS Botanical Area. The three candidate T&E plant species (Piute

jewel flower, Squaw root, and Kern River larkspur) also found in the
area are protected by the Endangered Species Act.

The area's irregular shape, combined with a lack of topographical or
cultural features to delineate the boundaries, would make managing the
area as wilderness difficult. Extensive signing, and in specific
cases, fencing of the boundaries would be necessary. The WSA's
topographical boundaries lend themselves to vehicular trespass from
bordering communities. There are approximately three and one-half
miles of routes of travel including primitive ways, washes and other
unmaintained routes of access which will remain available for vehicular
use.





TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 3,453
Split Estate (ELM. surface only)
USFS (surface and subsurface) 1,760

Inholdings
State
Private

Total 5,213

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
ELM (within WSA)
ELM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total ELM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 3,453
Split Estate (ELM surface only)

USFS (surface and subsurface) 1.760
Total ELM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 3,453
Total USFS Land Not Recommended for Wilderness1 1,760

^Ihe USFS has agreed to allow these lands, located in the Sequoia National

Forest, to be reported as part of ELM's WSR. When Congress acts, the lands will

be managed in accordance with the current approved management plan.



3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECCMMEM3ATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness; The WSA has some degree of naturalness. The unit
includes a dense grove of dwarf piute cypress growing on the steep
north-facing slope of Bald Eagle Peak. The lower slopes are digger
pine, California juniper and dense brush. The steep, rocky, south-
ard west-facing slopes are dense chaparral.

Imprints of man's activities include: mining scars, primitive
vehicle routes, and firebreaks. Numerous mining claims are located
in the eastern portion of the WSA. The use of mechanized equipment
for fire management and the noise and surface disturbance
associated with mining activities adversely impact the naturalness
of the WSA.

2. Solitude: Steep canyons and dense vegetation provide excellent
opportunities for solitude in the southern end of the WSA. Toward
the northern end of the WSA, sparse vegetation, private land
practices, the proximity of bordering communities, and generally
open terrain provide limited opportunities for solitude. Also,
noise associated with niining activities and recreational QHV use on
the three and three-quarter miles of primitive road adversely
impact solitude.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: Opportunities exist in the
WSA for users to participate in primitive and unconfined
recreational activities. Much of the area is covered with dense,
low-lying brush forming natural barriers that restrict human
movement within the area. Also, surface disturbances, vehicle use,
and construction associated with small-scale exploration and
development of mining claims limit primitive and unconfined
recreation opportunities.

4. Special features: The WSA contains part of the world's largest
piute cypress grove. Portions of this grove were designated as a
Natural Area in 1965 for the protection of the rare and unique
scientific values of the piute cypress. In addition, there are
three candidate threatened and endangered plant species that occur
on the western edge of the WSA. They are: Streptanthus cordatus
var. pintensis (Piute jewel flower) , Perideridia prinqlei (Squaw
root) , and Delphinium purpusii (Kern River* larkspur)

.



B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems ; This WSA contains 5,213 acres of the
Sierran Forest/Juniper-Pinyon Woodland ecosystem. Although this
WSA would add diversity to the types of ecosystems represented in
the NWPS, the Bureau has recommended two WSAs with similar
ecosystems (Owens Peak WSA and Sacatar Meadows WSA) as suitable for
wilderness designation.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS AreasOther BLM Studies
D3main/Province/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Sierran Forest/ 5 49,787
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

CALIFORNIA

Sierran Forest/ 5 49,787
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of 19 major population
centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of designated
areas and other BLM study areas within a five-hour drive of the
population centers.



Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS areas Other BLM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Fresno
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Merced
Modesto
Oxnard-Ventura
Riverside-San Bernardino
Sacramento
Salinas-Seaside-Monterey
San Diego
San Francisco-Oakland
San Jose
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-

Lompoc
Santa Cruz
Stockton
Vallejo-Napa-Fairfield
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville

Nevada

Las Vegas

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas :

The WSA is within 50 air miles of six BLM WSAs recommended
for wilderness designation or partial designation; Owens
Peak (CA-010-026) , Sacatar Meadows (CA-010-027) , Rockhouse
(CA-010-029) , Little Lake Canyon (CDCA-157) , Owens Peak
(CDCA-158) , El Paso Mountains (CDCA-164) , and Golden Valley
(CDCA-170) . The Domeland Wilderness managed by the Sequoia
National Forest, fifteen miles to the northeast of the WSA,
is the nearest designated wilderness area. Other nearby
non-Bureau wilderness areas are the South Sierra and Golden
Trout Wilderness Areas, also managed by the Sequoia National
Forest, and the Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Park which is
managed by the National Park Service.

C. Manageability

The Piute Cypress WSA is manageable as wilderness, but only with
extreme difficulty. Manageability problems include the overall
irregular shape with predominantly sectional (rather than
topographic or cultural features) boundaries, leading to

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,515
32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
35 4,048,852 28 460,790
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
33 3,957,550 25 348,753
36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
46 5,001,817 87 2,479,541
24 3,676,896 45 644,415
15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814
39 4,473,002 39 565,614
27 3,765,512 29 352,748

20 1,166,142 35 528,590
27 3,765,512 32 407,890
35 4,061,833 46 601,496
44 4,832,667 74 2,100,862
34 4,431,635 61 1,681,921

46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463



difficult recognition on the ground. Frequent signing, detailed
maps, patrolling and fencing along various segments of the border
would be required to insure the integrity of the unit. Control of
community expansion and off-highway vehicular trespass would prove
difficult. Continued development of the 15 mining claims and the
noise and visual intrusions associated with this development
would hinder effective management of the area as wilderness. The
wilderness values of the area are not outstanding.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain
the integrity of the existing and future national defense mission
as well as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation; The geology and mineral
resources of the Piute Cypress WSA are described in the
Affected Environment section of the 1987 BIM Wilderness
Recommendations, Central California Study Areas Final
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) . Ihe EIS indicates the
WSA may contain deposits of tungsten, gold, antimony, copper,
silver, uranium and decomposed granite. Ihe WSA is in the
Erskine Creek mining district which produced tungsten, gold
and antimony around the turn of the century. Tungsten was
also produced in the 1940s and 1950s. The EIS states that
metamorphic rocks were the primary source of tungsten, while
quartz veins in or near the metamorphic rocks were primary
sources of gold and antimony. Gold was also indicated to be
in placer material (sand and gravel deposits) . The geologic
environment was not considered to be conducive to the
accumulation of oil and gas or any other leasable minerals;
decomposed granite deposits were considered to be too far
from local markets and too inaccessible to have any value.
According to BIM records in 1986, the WSA was covered by 15

unpatented mining claims, most of which had urrierground

workings or prospects.

Mineral surveys were conducted for USFS Cypress Rare II Area
from 1980 to 1982. This Rare II area is adjacent to the
southern boundary of the WSA. The results of these surveys
were published in 1983 as U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)

Miscellaneous Field Studies Map MF-1532-A and U.S. Bureau of
Mines (BOM) Open-File Report MLA 64-83. USGS/BCM concluded
that the eastern half of the Rare II area had a probable
mineral resource potential for gold and silver in the igneous
(plutonic) rocks of the Isabella Granodiorite formation. Two
fingers of this formation extend into the central portion of
the WSA. Three fingers of calcareous metamorphic rock are
exposed in the eastern and western portions of the WSA.

These rocks have yielded tungsten and base-metals from skarn
deposits. Based on the above data, this WSA is given a
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moderate potential rating for the c»ccurrence of gold, silver
and tungsten using the BUM mineral resource classification
scheme (see accompanying mineral potential map)

.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data col- lected
since the suitability recommendation, which should be
considered in the final recommendation: Because this WSA is
recommended non-suitable by BLM, no USGS or BOM mineral
surveys were conducted. BIM records dated May 6, 1988,
showed no mineral leases, or mineral material sales
contracts/permits in this WSA.

The distribution of unpatented mining claims in this WSA is
summarized in the table below:

No new mineral resource data has been generated for this WSA
as of May 3, 1988.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

NO.
SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL

ACRES
SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Mining Claims
Lode
Placer
Mill Sites

11

3

1

11
3

1

220
120

5

220
120

5

Total 15 15 345 345

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources
for all alternatives considered including designation or non-
designation of the entire area as wilderness. (For a full
explanation of this summary, refer to the Central California Study
Areas - Wilderness Final Environmental Impact Statement.)
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Table 5 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-RELATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
NO-WILDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WILDERNESS
ALTERNATIVE

Impact on
Wilderness Values

Wilderness values within 600
acres would be adversely
impacted as a result of the
noise and surface disturbance
associated with the explora-
tion and development of
mineral resources. Approxi-
mately 300 acres of natural-
ness would be lost with the
perception of naturalness and
the sense of solitude impaired
within an area of approxi-
mately 600 acres as a result
of mining activities. Pro-
jected recreational OHV use
(50 visitor-days per year)
would have negligible impacts
on wilderness values. The use
of mechanized equipment for
fire suppression would result
in short-term minor impacts to
naturalness. Special features
would be retained within the
WSA.

Wilderness values within 500
acres would be adversely im-
pacted by projected mineral
development which would con-
tinue as a result of antici-
pated valid existing rights.
Surface disturbance and
noise associated with mining
activities would result in a
loss of naturalness on 250
acres with the perception of
naturalness and sense of
solitude impaired within
500 acres. Wilderness
values throughout the re-
mainder of the WSA would be
retained.

Impact on
Mineral Exploration
and Development*

Mineral exploration and devel-
opment would not be impacted
under the Proposed Action. The
WSA would remain open to min-
eral exploration and develop-
ment of existing and future
mining claims.

Wilderness designation would
withdraw the entire WSA from
mineral appropriation and
entry subject to valid exist-
ing right. It is anticipated
that the majority of the 39
mining claims within the WSA
would be determined to be
valid and small scale devel-
opment of potential mineral
resources (other than within
valid existing claims) would
be foregone.

* Note: New minerals information has been obtained since this analysis;
refer to the energy and minerals section in this report.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the
Final EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will
occur in this document.
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G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, a few comments addressed potential
resource values of the unit, such as off-highway vehicle
recreational opportunities and potential oil and gas reserves.
One comment recommended wilderness status to protect the area
around the Piute Cypress Natural and Botanical Areas. However,
the Natural Area, as delineated, already provides an adequate
buffer around the actual piute cypress groves. The Natural and
Botanical Area designations provide for the protection of the
groves.

During the study phase, a public hearing was held in Fresno,
California. During the public hearing and the comment period, a
total of forty-two comments were received, both oral and written,
relating specifically to this unit. Four comments supported the
Bureau's no-^wilderness alternative. Thirty-eight supported the
all-wilderness alternative.

One comment was received from the Sequoia National Forest
clarifying the use of the term "public lands".

No other Federal, State or County agency comments were received
specific to this WSA.
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1. THE STUDY AREA 14,079 acres

The Cerro Gordo WSA is located in western Inyo County, three miles northwest
of Keeler, California. The WSA includes 14,079 acres of Bureau of Land
Management (BUM) land. There is no State or private land in the WSA (see

Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The northern boundary of the WSA follows a ridgeline road southeast and arcs
around a mining area just prior to joining the Cerro Gordo County road. The
boundary follows the Cerro Gordo County road southwest and turns northwest at
a primitive vehicle route. The boundary proceeds northwest along the
primitive vehicle route, then continues cross-country averting areas of past
mining activity. At Swansea Road, the boundary heads north until it reaches
the ridgeline road.

The Cerro Gordo WSA occupies the southwestern terminus of the Inyo Mountain
range. The Inyo Mountains are a linear and narrow high desert range that lie
at the western edge of the Basin and Range geomorrhic province. The Sierra
Nevada geomorrhic province is a few miles west of the unit. Confined to the
range's west slope, the unit's physical relief is the primary feature of the
area. The area is characterized by eroded sedimentary peaks, precipitous
ridges, and steep canyons with numerous ephemeral drainages. Elevation
ranges from 4,200 feet to 9,200 feet. Vegetation is sparse in the lower
elevations and at the southern end of the unit. At these locations, creosote
and other low desert shrubs predominate. The unit is also a transition zone
between two biotic plant communities, which adds local vegetational
diversity. The high elevations and northern slopes support pinyon-juniper
stands.

Additionally, the area contains significant historical values as well as
outstanding views of the Sierra Nevada to the west and the Panamint Mountain
range to the east. A variety of wildlife, including sensitive species
candidates, inhabit the unit.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed in
the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the
Benton-Gwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of the
area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS. Three different
suitability recommendations were analyzed in the EIS: all wilderness,
pjartial wilderness recommending approximately 87% of the area suitable, and
no wilderness.



2. RECOMMENDATION AND RATIONALE

14 , 079

acres recommended
for wilderness
BLM acres recommended
for nonwilderness

No wilderness is the recxxnmendation for this WSA. The entire acreage
in this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all-
wilderness alternative is considered to be the environmentally
preferred alternative as it would result in the least change from the
natural environment over the long term. The no-^wilderness alternative
will be implemented in a manner which will use all practical means to
avoid or ininimize environmental impacts.

The WSA is recommended nonsuitable due to public input received by the
Bureau during the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) public
review period. In addition, the area's potential for mineral
occurrence was a secondary factor in the non-suitable recommendation.

At the time the DEIS was published in the fall of 1983, the Bureau had
recommended the partial-wilderness alternative as its recommendation
for the Cerro Gordo WSA. Substantial local comments received during
the subsequent public review period ultimately affected the
recxanmendation for this WSA. The DEIS suitable recommendation for this
WSA was a primary focus of the public hearing that was held in Bishop,
California. Among the various public comments submitted, regarding the
DEIS for this unit, Inyo County provided input opposing the suitable
recommendation on several occasions. In addition, the Bakersfield
District Advisory Council resolved to recommend a change in the DEIS
recommendation to non-suitable for wilderness designation.

Secondarily, resource conflicts in the WSA include small portions of
the WSA which contain moderate to high metallic mineral potential, a
major portion of the WSA with moderate potential for nonmetallic
minerals, and a moderate potential for uranium for the entire WSA.

Additionally, the southwest corner of the unit has a potential for
geothermal resources.

There are approximately ten miles of routes of travel including
primitive ways, washes and other unmaintained routes of access which
will remain available for vehicular use in the WSA.





TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 14,079
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private

Total 14,079

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 14,079
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 14,079

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: The Cerro Gordo WSA generally appears to have been
affected primarily by the forces of nature, with human influences
unnoticeable for a major part of the WSA. The WSA is a rugged
environment consisting of eroded mountains, ephemeral drainages,
rocky buttes, and narrow ridges. The unit's numerous interior
canyon drainages and pristine mountainscapes provide illustrative
examples of a land that has retained its natural character. Mixed
desert shrubs occupy the lower- and mid-level slopes. The area is

a vegetative ecotone containing Mojave Desert flora and Great
Basin flora.



Seventy-five percent of the WSA is Mojave Desert scrub species and
the remainder pinyon-juniper woodlands. Plant density is low.

Creosote bush with some Joshua trees occupy the lower alluvial
fans, the mid-elevational mountainous slopes are dominated by
shadscale, budsage, and desert needlegrass. The higher elevations
support pinyon-juniper trees with a sagebrush understory.

Most of the existing imprints in the Cerro Gordo WSA consist of
approximately ten miles of rugged and primitive jeep routes located
in the southwest and northwest sections of the WSA. In addition,
the Saline Valley Salt Tram (a historical value) , and some inactive
mining areas are located in the WSA. These features are
substantially unnoticeable and minor in the WSA as a whole due to
the unit's highly variable topography and size.

2. Solitude: Outstanding opportunities for solitude are available
throughout the WSA primarily because of topographic variations.
Pinyon-juniper stands also provide vegetative screening at the
higher elevations. In addition, the WSA's rugged and desolate
nature enhances opportunities for solitude.

This WSA is overflown by military aircraft as part of the national
defense mission during approved military operations. The visual
intrusions and associated noise create temporary effects on
solitude which are deemed acceptable and necessary as a part of the
defense preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: The area provides extensive
opportunities to participate in primitive and unconfined
recreational activities such as hiking, backpacking, hunting,
horseback riding, and nature appreciation. The unit's size,
diverse terrain, rugged nature, and sparse vegetation contribute to
these recreation opportunities. The area is popular with
backpackers who travel from the San Francisco and Los Angeles areas
to recreate in this area.

4. Special features: The WSA contains the Saline Valley Salt Tram
which is on the National Register of Historic Places.
Approximately three miles of the Salt Tram is in the WSA.
Construction of the Salt Tram began in 1911.

It was built to carry salt (99% pure) from Saline Valley over the
Inyo Mountains into Owens Valley. It is the steepest tramway in
the United States. Remnants of past Cerro Gordo mining activity
are located outside the WSA near the south edge of the unit. Cerro
Gordo, a silver boom town of the 1860s and 1870s, is known for
hitting one of the biggest silver strikes in California.



The WSA contains two unnamed spring areas which provide habitat for
the Inyo Mountain salamander. The salamander is an endemic species
unique to the Inyo Mountains only. It is currently a candidate for
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's "threatened or endangered"
species list.

Additionally, two candidate species of sensitive plants Eriogonum
eremicola and Perityle invoensis occur within the WSA near the
crest of the Inyo Mountains.

The scenic quality of the WSA is outstanding. The WSA's physical
relief consists of numerous mountains, steep canyons, and eroded
buttes. Of particular interest are the sweeping views of the
Sierra Nevada and the Panamint Range that are available outside the
WSA. The transition zone of Mojave Desert flora and Great Basin
flora enhances the WSA's scientific and educational study
opportunities

.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems: This WSA contains 14,079 acres of the
Intermountain Sagebrush/Juniper-Pinyon Woodland ecosystem. The
Cerro Gordo WSA would not increase the diversity of the types of
ecosystems represented in the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Domain/Province/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Intermountain Sagebrush/ 4 81,301 75 2,156,824
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

CALIFORNIA

Intermountain Sagebrush/ 3 61,701 18 351,754
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers: The WSA is within a five-hour drive of seven major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BLM study areas within a five-hour drive

of the population centers.
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Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
Centers areas acres areas ; acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana 25 2,823,534 153 5,703,515
Bakersfield 32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
Los Angeles-Long Beach 27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
Oxnard-Ventura 23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
Riverside-San Bernardino 22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-

Lompoc 20 1,166,142 35 528,590

Nevada

Las Vegas 46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas: The
WSA is within 50 air miles of nine BLM WSAs recommended for
wilderness designation. The John Muir Wilderness and the Golden
Trout Wilderness, 18 and 23 miles to the west, respectively, are
the nearest designated wilderness areas. These wilderness areas
are administered by the Inyo National Forest. Sequoia-Kings
Canyon National Park, managed by the National Park Service, is
located 23 miles to the west. Other nearby designated wilderness
areas include the South Sierra Wilderness and the Domeland
Wilderness which are managed by the Sequoia National Forest.

C. Manageability

The Cerro Gordo WSA is generally manageable as wilderness. The steep,
rugged natural features inhibit indiscriminate off-highway vehicle use
except along portions of the more physically gentle southwest and east
boundaries. Some signing, fencing portions of these areas, providing
detailed maps, and regular patrolling would be required to insure the
integrity of the unit. Lndiscriminate off-highway vehicle use is
considered to be low.

Under certain circumstances, a portion of the Cerro Gordo WSA would be
unmanageable as wilderness. Although the probability is low to
moderate, a determination of valid existing mineral rights in the west
portion of the WSA could conflict with wilderness management.
Development of mining claims which are found to have valid existing
rights could impair the area's wilderness values with or without
wilderness designation. Wilderness values of naturalness, solitude, and
opportunities for primitive recreation experiences would be permanently
impaired in this area.



Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation; The Cerro Gordo WSA is within the
BIM New York Butte Geology-Energy-Minerals (G-E-M) Resource Area
(GRA) . The G-E-M data in the Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville
EIS in 1987 indicates that the WSA has a potential for occurrence
of gold, silver, lead, uranium, limestone, dolomite and geothermal
resources.

The G-E-M data indicate that the WSA has two areas of high
potential for metallic minerals. One in the extreme northern and
one in the extreme western portion of the WSA. The remainder of
the WSA is shown as having a low potential for metallics. All
metalliferous ore deposits in the GRA are genetically and spatially
related to Cretaceous intrusions of quartz monzonite. These
intrusives invaded a thick sequence of Paleozoic clastic and
carbonate sediments.

The WSA lies immediately northwest of the Cerro Gordo Mining
District. The gold, silver, lead and zinc deposits of this
district formed as replacement zones within the carbonate rocks as
a result of granitic intrusion. Operating in the late 1800s and
early in 1900, this district produced approximately $17 million in
precious metals. The area around this district within the WSA is
rated in the G-E-M report as having low potential for metallics.

The northern area of high metallic potential is within the
Beveridge Mining District near the Burgess Mine. This is a small
district of unknown production. The Burgess Mine production is

from a gold-bearing quartz-sulphide vein at the contact between
Triassic limestones and a diorite porphyry dike. Samples taken
from the ore zone ran $20 to $40 per ton of gold at 1912 prices.
Replacement zones similar to the Cerro Gordo District
mineralization are also present in this area. However, the grade
and extent of the zones are unknown.

The western area of high metallic potential contains the Flagstaff
Mine, the Lost Frenchman Mine, the Pennsylvania Mine and numerous
prospects. This area is characterized by silver-lead bearing
quartz veins associated with granitic intrusions. No production
records were available. The entire WSA was classified as having a
moderate potential for the occurrence of uranium. No uranium
production has occurred. The Big Horn uranium prospect, however,

is located four miles west of the WSA. The moderate potential
classification was based on the presence of a favorable
environment for emplacement of uranium. The granitic rocks and
rhyolitic volcanics are possible uranium sources. Uranium could be



concentrated in any of the formations within the WSA as vein or
fracture filling deposits.

The eastern quarter of the WSA is classified as having a moderate
potential for the nonmetallic minerals limestone and dolomite.
Limestone and dolomite are known to exist in this area. They were
classified as having moderate potential due to uncertainties in
quality and marketability.

The southwestern edge of the WSA is classified as having a high
potential for geothermal resources. This classification is based
on the existence of warm springs near the western edge of the WSA
and the fact that geothermal exploration holes were drilled in this
area which were reported to intersect thermal waters at shallow
depths. The G-E-M report erroneously indicates that there were
Federally administered geothermal leases in this area. Six
noncompetitive leases covering approximately 13,500 acres were
applied for in 1982. However, these applications were dropped in
1983 and were never actually leased. As of Spring 1986, 47
unpatented mining claims were located within the WSA.

2. Summary of significant new mineral data collected since the
suitability recommendations which should be considered in the
final recommendation : No U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) or U.S.
Bureau of Mines (BOM) mineral surveys were conducted in this WSA.

New data were received from Asamera Minerals Inc. (Asamera) in
April of 1988 which changes the metallic potential from low/no
potential to moderate potential along the eastern margin of the
WSA. These data were the result of Asamera's 1986/1987 precious
metals exploration activities in the Cerro Gordo Mine area
immediately to the southeast of the Cerro Gordo WSA. A total of 94
exploration holes were drilled to an undisclosed depth. Results of
12 of these holes were submitted to BIM. They indicate the
interception of mineralization in zones as thin as one and one-half
feet and as thick as 110 feet. The grades of mineralization ran
from a low of 0.032 ounces gold/ton and 0.18 ounces silver/ton to
a high of 2.616 ounces gold/ton and 65.55 ounces silver/ton. The
weighted average grade over the 250.1 feet of mineralized
intercept was 0.194 ounces gold/ton and 2.019 ounces silver.

Asamera presently holds 452 claims within and outside of the WSA
and state that they spent approximately $1,400,000 during the
1986/1987 exploration program. Asamera representatives have stated
that, "While we have not been able to tie the mineralization into
proven ore zones, ... we intend to continue working the property in
view of developing a mine there."

The Asamera exploration does not directly effect precious metals
potential within the WSA due to its location outside of the WSA.
However, the geologic exploration targets which yielded such
encouraging results at Cerro Gordo, also occur within the WSA.



These geologically favorable environments, therefore, should be
classified as having a moderate potential for occurrence of gold
and silver.

Historically, the mines of the Cerro Gordo District followed
fissure, pocket and chimney ores, siliceous veins and sheared
portions of diabase dike. All historic ore targets were,
therefore, controlled by north and northwest trending fissures and
fractures which formed in the footwall marble of the Cerro Gordo
Master Fault (Merriam, C.W. , 1963, Geology of the Cerro Gordo
Mining District, Inyo County California, USGS Prof. Paper 408) The
present-day ore target of Asamera (in addition to the fault-
controlled target) is a skarn-type deposit. This target is
spatially related to the contact between Cretaceous quartz
monzonite intrusions and Carboniferous calcareous marine sediments
and metasediments. At this lithologic contact, the heat and gas
exchange between pluton and susceptible host rocks, results in a
mineralized "halo" beginning at the pluton margin and extending
into the carbonate host as much as one-quarter mile (personal
communication by Peter Clark, Asamera, 1988) . All outcrops of the
pluton in this area occur either at or within one mile of the hinge
of a large anticline which runs along the crest of the Inyo range.
This information led to an interpretation by ELM geologist Mark
Ziegenbein in April, 1988 that the pluton may exist at a shallow
depth along this hinge in areas where it does not crop out. The
area of moderate metallic potential is, therefore, defined by ELM
as a zone one-quarter mile wide around plutonic outcrops where
carbonate rocks exist in a zone that extends one mile either side
of the hinge line of the anticlinal structure. This area is on the
eastern edge of the WSA.

A check of mining claim records in April of 1988 showed a
significant change in the number of mining claims in the WSA. As
stated above, 47 unpatented claims were on record in spring of
1986. As of March 25, 1988, there are approximately 29 unpatented
claims within the WSA.

The distribution of mining claims in this WSA is summarized in
Table 4 below.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

NO. ACRES
TYPE SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Mining Claims
Lode 20 20 400 400
Placer 9 9 360 360
Mill Sites

Total 29 29 760 760
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E. Impacts on Resources

The following Table 5 summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this summary,
refer to the Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness - Final
Environmental Impact Statement.)

Table 5 - Qiiparative Sumtary of the Unpads by Alternative

EHJEHMAIED
RE33KE5

IKKSED ACEKN
(N>WnTENESS/M3 ACTUM)

ALIrWHIIFNESS B«EIM>WIIIIR€SS
ATlTOvBfTTVE

Wilderness Values* The wilderness values of the

Oerro QadD VGA would be sub-

jected to a miner overall

impact by not designating the

VGA as wilderness. The primary

adverse impacts would be
highly lecalized and censid-

Minirg activities and gao-

thermal development would re-

sult in a loss of naturalness

en 130 acres and the peroap-

tion of raturalness would be
impaired c*er an area cf 2,200

acres. Rdmitive and unoon-

finsd recreaticn would be di-

mdnishsd within the mining and

geothermal development areas

and by ccrtinued notorized

recreation use which would

also result in negligible im-

pacts to naturalness and soli-

tude. Ffrprnal features, would

be retained except for pos-

sible npgligiblP! impacts to
the historic Saline Valley

salt tram due to continued

motorized recreaticn use and

The All-wildRmess ALtema-
tive would result in positive

benefits to wilderness values

due to designation of the

entire 14,079 acres. Ifetural-

nass and Fnlitirlp would be
significantly retained

locally as a result cf pro-

riibitirg notarized recreation

use ard gBothermal develop-

ment. Ajjitirrally, should

mining be precluded, natural-

ness and solrhrlF! would be
retained within the projected

mining area. However, if a
mineral discovery orrurs and

the valid existing rights can

be established (lew to moder-

ate prcbability) there would

be a moderate localized im-

pact on naturalness and soli-

tude within the 1,200-acre

viewshsd surrcunding the pro-

jected mine site. SpRrnal

features and eppcrtunities

for primitive and unoenfined

recreation would be slightly

erhanosd.

vehicular access.

Wildemess designation would

have a slight positive bene-

fit to wilderness values en

12,199 acres as a result cf
prohibiting motorized recre-

ation use. Within the 1,880

acres not designated wilder-

ness, mining activity and

gaothermal develcpnant would

result in a diypct loss cf
naturalness en 330 acres.

There would be a moderate im-

pact en the perception cf
naturalness and sol rtarte en
1,200 acres as a result cf
mining activities. Gaothermal

development would remit in

a minor impact en the percep-

tion cf naturalness and soli-

tude within 1,000 acres sjc-

rcunding the development.

Additionally, increased

itptrrizRd recreation use

within the rrrhwilderness

portion would n=gl igibly im-

pact wilderness values in-

fill rling potential threats to
portions of the historic

Saline Valley Salt Tram, a
!=prna1 feature cf the WSA.

Motorized Recre-

ation Use

There would be no impact en
notorized recreaticn use. fto-

jecteduse is anticipated to
remain stable at the current

900 visitor-days per year.

There would be only minor

inpacts to notorized recre-

aticn users who would still

have anH-K alcrg the bound-

ary read to Oerro Gordo.

Wilderness designation would

result in 900 visitor-days

par year fcregone.

Wilderness designation would

close appradnately 6 miles

cf primitive •vehicle routes

within 12,199 acres cf the

W5A. All motorized recreation

use within the wilderness

portion cf the WSA would be
prohibited resulting in 500
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Table 5 - Comparative Summary cf the Impacts by Alterrative (Cont'd)

ISSUE-R3EATID HOECSED ACTEN
flD-WTTrFRESS/N3 AdEKN)

AEIrWnnmESS
ATlFR'gQZiyE

E^RnAL-wnrn^EEs
ATTH^RTE^E

Mjccrized Rec-

reational Use

(ccnb.)

The retaining 1,880 acres

would retain cpen tD mctcr-

i2Bd recreaticn use en 4

miles cf primitive vehicle

routes with use projected to
increase frcm the current 400

visitor-days to 600 visitor

days per year. Overall, cnly

a miner iipact would be in-

curred due to atxess eppcr-

tunities outside the VEA.

Mineral

Development*

There would be no inpact en

mineral dgreQqansrib Under the

Exposed Acticn, the entire

14,079-acre VB^ would be cpen

to mineral entry. Kwever,

cnly an underground silver

mine is projected for the

western pcrticn cf the W3L

There would be a minor inpact

en mineral development as a
result cf wilderness desig-

naticn. The potential for

mineral resources is none to

lew with an area cf high

potential for metallic miner-

als. There is cnly a low to
moderate probability cf a
salver discovery tfat would

result in a deterioration cf

valid existing rights lead-

ing to develcpretu

There would only be minor

iirpacts en mineral develop-

ment in the 12, 199-acre wil-

derness pcrticn cf the VEk
due to low mineral potential

at best and the lackef
identified mineral resources.

Within the 1,880 acres not

draignated wilderness there

would be no inpact with

development of an underground

silver mine projected.

Gectfeoral Resource

Development

There would be no inpact en
gecthernal resource develop-

ment. The entire 14,079 acres

would be cpen for geothernal

ejqplctxtticn and development.

Cnly a small development is

projected that would consist

cf four wellhead generators.

There would be less than a
minor inpact en geothernal

resource develcpment. Bqplnr-

aticn and development cf geo-

thernal resources including a
moderate probability cf a
small-scale production util-

izing four wellhead gener-

ators would be foregone.

There would be no impact en
gecthernal resource develop-

ment under the Rartial Wil-

derness MterrBtive. Develrp-

ment cf small-scale produc-

tion is anticipated within

the 1,880 acres cf the wa.

not designated as wilderness.

Wnile esplcraticn and de\eL-

cpment would be prohibited

within the 12,199 acres

designated wildFmess, this

pcrticn cf the W5A has a low

puLa I .ial fcr geothernal

resources with a low develop-

ment potential. Therefore, it

is anticipated no resource

oxtirticn would be foregone.

*Since this impact sumary table was prepared, new

may affect the degree cf impact to minerals and/cr

this deconent.

mineral data has been cctainad from Asmera Minerals, Inc. which

wilderness values. Refer to the minerals resource section cf
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Table 5 - Comparative Sunrary cf the Impacts by Mterrative (Ctrfc'd)

ISSUE-fEEATED

FESOKE5
WCPCEEDPCnCN

(ND-WHIEFNEES/N3 ACTION)

AlIrWEOIRESS JEKOALrWiniRESS
aehrkeive

Inyo Mbinbain

SalartBrdsr

There would be only negligible

iiipacts en the Inyo Mountain

salamander, if any, as a re-

sult cf petetrial future min-

ing activities. There are no
management adders projected

that would inpect either the

populations a: the habitat.

While there are no surface

disturbances or other dis-

ruptive activities projected

that would lately affect the

InyoMxntain salamander,

wilderness cfcsifTHticn would

preclude any potatial
threats to the populations

or habitats. Therefore,

there would be a slight

positive benefit.

Wilderness desicrHtion would

provide a slight positive

benefit to the Inyo Mountain

salamander.

Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the
Final EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will
occur in this document.

Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, a few comments were received which
dealt with resource values such as minerals and unique floral
features.

After the inventory, comments were received up through the
wilderness study process. Several comments supported wilderness
designation. Many comments addressed the resource values that
exist in the WSA. One comment noted the existence of a valuable
quartzite deposit outside the WSA which may occur in the WSA. One
comment addressed the need for public access into the area. One
comment noted the existence of sensitive plants, historical
values, and the adjoining Cerro Gordo Peak WSA (CDCA-124) , while
another comment addressed the area's wild and rugged scenic
values. One comment noted the high flora and fauna values of the
area. One comment stated the WSA adjoins the Cerro Gordo Peak WSA
while another indicated that the excluded portions of the WSA
identified in the DEIS be reincluded for wilderness study. This
respondent also noted the existence of the plant Dedeckera . One
comment stated the area is used for climbing by the Desert Peak
Climbers.
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A public meeting and public hearing were held in association with
the DEIS for the WSAs within the EIS area. The public meeting was
held in Markleeville, California; the public hearing in Bishop,
California. Comments were received both orally through the
hearing and in writing during the 90-day public review period. A
total of 97 comments were received, both oral and written. At
that time, 31 comments supported the Bureau's recommendation to
designate the area as partially suitable for wilderness; 43
comments supported all wilderness; and 23 comments supported no
wilderness.

No comments specific to the Cerro Gordo WSA were received from
Federal agencies.

The California Department of Fish and Game has stated its support
for designation of the Cerro Gordo WSA as wilderness, but
recommended that the Cerro Gordo Mine road remain open for hunting
access and that no new grazing permits be issued in this area to
ensure retention of wildlife forage.

The Inyo County Board of Supervisors has passed a resolution
opposing any additional wilderness areas in Inyo County.

Additional participation by Inyo County at the public hearing and
District Advisory Council meeting emphasized their particular
objection to wilderness designation of the Cerro Gordo WSA.

Based upon the Inyo County and District Advisory Council
comments, which opposed any suitable wilderness recommendation for
the Cerro Gordo WSA, the Bureau had modified its DEIS partial-
wilderness recommendation (of 14,079 acres) to a no-wilderness
recommendation in the subsequent Final EIS.
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Southern Inyo

CA-010-056





SOUTHERN INYO WILDERNESS STUDY AREA (VGA)

(CA-01O-056)

1. THE STUDY AREA 36,971 acres

The WSA is located in western Inyo County, four miles east of Lone
Pine, California. The WSA includes 36,901 acres of Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) land and 70 acres of private land. There is no State
land within the WSA (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The northern boundary of the WSA follows the Inyo National Forest
boundary east to the crest of the Inyo Mountains. The boundary turns
south and proceeds along the ridgeline to New York Butte where it runs
along a maintained road. This road veers south near the Saline Valley
Salt Tram and heads toward the Owens Valley. Near the lower end of the
Salt Tram, the WSA boundary turns north and generally proceeds
cross-country to exclude man-made mLning imprints. As it continues
north, the boundary also runs linearly along the edge of private lands.
The boundary terminates at the edge of the Inyo National Forest,
immediately north of the Fat Keyes trail.

The area's east boundary adjoins the Inyo Mountains WSA (CDCA-122)

,

which has been preliminarily recommended as suitable for wilderness
designation in the California Desert Plan. The area's north boundary
adjoins the Inyo National Forest's Paiute roadless area. This area has
been recommended for wilderness in the Final Inyo Forest Land Use Plan.
The unit's south boundary is adjacent to the Cerro Gordo WSA
(CA-010-055) , which has not been recommended for wilderness
designation.

The Southern Inyo WSA occupies the west-central portion of the Inyo
Mountain range. The Inyo Mountains are a linear and narrow high desert
range that lie at the west edge of the Basin and Range geomorphic
province. The Sierra Nevada geomorphic province is a few miles west of
the unit. Confined to the range's west slope, the unit's physical
relief is the primary special feature of the area. This WSA consists
of extremely rugged and precipitous mountainous terrain incised by
narrow, colorful canyons. The mountainous landform overlooks the Owens
and Saline Valleys, providing scenic panoramas that also include nearby
desert and alpine mountain ranges. Summit elevations exceed 11,000
feet. Keynot Peak and Mt. Inyo are the two highest peaks in the WSA

each towers to slightly over an impressive 11,100 feet. The
unit's ominous hulking canyons challenge hikers and horsemen alike.
Scenic values are quite striking, and are heightened during early
morning and evening hours. Opportunities for primitive-type recreation
are abundant throughout the area. Several hiking trails lace the
area. Mixed desert shrubs occupy the lower and mid-level slopes.
Vegetation is sparse in the lower foothills; the higher elevations are
blanketed by pinyon-juniper stands with a sagebrush understory. Some
stands of bristlecone pine are located in the WSA.



Additionally, the area contains significant historical value as well as
a variety of wildlife, including sensitive species candidates.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Various suitability recommendations were
analyzed in the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS)
for the Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A
summary of the area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS.
Three different suitability recommendations were analyzed in the EIS:
all wilderness, partial wilderness recxanranending approximately 77% of
the area suitable, and no wilderness.

RECOMMENDATION AND RATIONALE 28,291 acres recommended
for wilderness

8,610 ELM acres recommended
for nonwilderness

Seventy-seven percent partialwilderness is the recommendation for this
WSA, with 8,610 acres in this WSA released for uses other than
wilderness. At the present time, the Bishop Resource Area is
preparing a comprehensive Resource Management Plan which will be in
accordance with any future wilderness designation of this unit. The
all-wilderness alternative is considered to be the environmentally-
preferred alternative as it would result in the least change from the
natural environment over the long term. The 77% partial wilderness
recommendation will be implemented in a manner which will use all
practical means to avoid or ininimize environmental impacts.

Based on data and information available at the time the Final EIS was
printed in 1987, partial wilderness is the recommendation for the unit
based on the following rationale: The lands proposed contain
wilderness values which are outstanding, the special features of the
unit warrant wilderness designation, and the wilderness values outweigh
the area's potential for other resource uses.

Overall, the wilderness characteristics for the area are outstanding.
The imprint of man's work is substantially unnoticeable throughout the
unit. The rugged and desolate physical features such as precipitous
ridges, abrupt canyons, and massive mountains serve to isolate the
visitor from most outside sights and sounds and provide excellent
opportunities for solitude. The unit contains several hiking trails
which are commonly used by backpackers from urban areas as far away as
Los Angeles and San Francisco. Abundant opportunities exist for
primitive types of recreation such as hiking, backpacking, camping,
hunting, nature appreciation, historical sightseeing, scenic
photography, etc.

The unit contains numerous special features which contribute to the
area's high wilderness values and warrant wilderness protection.
These include portions of the Saline Valley Salt Tram - a National
Register historic site, stands of bristlecone pine, habitat for the



Inyo salamander - a sensitive species candidate, desert bighorn sheep,

mule deer, prairie falcons, quail, and habitat for cacti.

Riparian zones such as Long John Canyon Spring, French Spring and
others enhance localized scenic qualities. These springs provide
important riparian habitat for wildlife.

The majority of man's work is outside of the area recommended as
suitable for wilderness. However, a few primitive vehicle routes and
mining-related surface disturbances are located in the unit. There are
approximately 15 miles of routes of travel including primitive ways,
washes and other unmaintained routes of access. These features are
insignificant in relation to the unit's size and topographic diversity.
Manageability would be enhanced if the final wilderness boundary were
set back adquately to allow motorized camping on the boundary road
from New York Butte to Swanse. Manageability is enhanced by the rugged
topography (which precludes most opportunities for vehicle erKiroachment
and outside influences), the area's remoteness, and the buffering
effect of the adjoining Inyo Mountains WSA and the United States Forest
Service (USFS) Paiute roadless area—both have been preliminarily
recommended suitable for wilderness. These recommendations together
encompass a much larger, more diverse ecosystem.

At the time the FEIS was printed in 1987, the partial^wilderness
boundary was selected to exclude areas of moderate to high mineral
resource values and areas where manageability problems were likely to
occur. At that time, the suitable recommendation was based on the
following narrative excerpted from the FEIS:

"With respect to conflicting resource values, numerous claims
are located in the suitable area. However, metallic minerals
range from no to low potential. Although uranium potential
is moderate, the only known occurrence of this mineral is in
the non-suitable portion. Geothermal potential is low.

Nonmetallic mineral potential is primarily low, with a
relatively small area (approximately 1,000 acres) rated
moderate. Although beryl potential is high at a location in
the west-center of the WSA, there are no known claims or
related activities there. In any case, nonmetallic mineral
development potential is considered low due to lack of access
and market distance. In addition, nonmetallic minerals
(i.e., limestone and dolomite) are abundant outside the
suitable area; beryl is also available outside the WSA."

The portions of the WSA not recommended for wilderness in the FEIS
include the Burgess Flat area and the lower- to mid-level foothills
along the Cwens Valley floor. This area includes primitive vehicle
routes, mining related surface disturbances, resource conflicts, and
some manageability problems. Manageability problems include potential
development of a patented mining claim and the numerous unpatented
mining claims in areas of moderate to high mineral potential (i.e.,
moderate to high probability for valid existing rights) . Geothermal



potential is moderate. In addition, the western boundary is not easily
identifiable due to a lack of distinguishable natural or cultural
features. Multiple use management would allow for mineral development
and recreational motorized access. A total of 8,610 acres or
approximately 23 percent of the unit is recommended as non-suitable.

Since the FEUS, newly available data from the united States Geological
Survey (USGS) and the U.S. Bureau of Mines (BCM) has affected mineral
occurrence potential ratings and associated areas in the W5A, this
makes some of the FEIS minerals data obsolete. The new data coupled
with a partial-wilderness recommendation based on data from the FEIS
alters the scope and nature of environmental impacts related to
minerals, wilderness values and manageability. For further
information, see Section 3D, Energy and Mineral Resource Values, and
Table 4, Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative for the
Southern Inyo WSA.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 36,901
Split Estate (ELM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private 70

Total 36,971

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA) 28,291
ELM (outside WSA)

Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness 28,291

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 8,610
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 8,610

3. OOTERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RE(XMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness; The Southern Inyo WSA has retained its overall
naturalness. It has been affected primarily by the forces of
nature with the imprint of man generally unnoticeable within the
rugged confines of this WSA. The self-protective nature of the
steep, foreboding canyons is a testimonial to the area's
naturalness. This WSA consists of extremely rugged and steep
mountainous terrain which slopes down toward Cwens Valley. Summit
elevations range to 11,000 feet. Mt. Inyo and Keynot Peaks
slightly exceed the 11,000 foot elevation. Numerous interior
drainages exist within the area. Several springs, including Long
John Canyon Spring, French Spring and others, provide access to
water that can be treated for drinking. The riparian areas
surrounding the springs provide a moist and cooler environment
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attractive to wildlife and recreational users alike. Ihe
mountainous landform towers above the Owens and Saline Valleys,
providing scenic panoramas that also include the Sierra Nevada and
Panamint mountain ranges. Eighty-percent of the WSA is Mojave
Desert scrub and the remainder is pinyon-juniper woodland. Plant
density is low. Creosote bush occupies the lower alluvial fans,
and the mid-elevation mountainous slopes are dominated by
shadscale, big sage, and desert needlegrass. The higher
elevations support pinyon-juniper woodlands. The WSA also
supports a sub-alpine forest which contains bristlecone pine
(Pinus aristata) and limber pine (Pinus flexilis ) . This forest is
considered a unique plant assemblage. This unique assemblage lies
along nine miles of the Inyo Crest and is located in a highly
remote and inaccessible area. Forest trend is considered stable.

Within the portion of the WSA recommended for non-wilderness,
naturalness has been locally impaired by ten miles of primitive
vehicle routes as well as associated inactive mining areas.
Evident mining surface imprints include localized adits, tunnels,
prospects, and other signs of related use. A patented mining
claim also exists in the WSA. These man-made imprints in the WSA
are located along the unit's western periphery. The area
recommended suitable contains approximately five miles of
primitive vehicle routes, some inactive mining areas, the
abandoned Saline Valley Salt Tram (a historical value) , and
several old mining trails. Due to the WSA's large size and rugged
physical characteristics, the cumulative effect of these
influences on naturalness is very low.

2. Solitude; Outstanding opportunities for solitude are abundant in
the Southern Inyo WSA. Some of these opportunities are slightly
compromised along the western periphery of the unit where existing
primitive vehicle routes and inactive mining areas are located.

In the vast majority of the WSA, fewer signs of man's influence
enhance these outstanding opportunities for solitude.
Nonetheless, the WSA's diverse terrain which includes remote,

high-walled canyons and a long, jagged mountain ridge in addition
to its size and vegetative screening at higher elevations, are
elements that enhance visitors' opportunities to find isolation
throughout the unit. Panoramic vistas and the cxsmmanding

spaciousness of the Sierra Nevada, Saline Valley, and the Panamint
Mountain range heighten one's sense of seclusion.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.



3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: Visitors to this WSA can
easily find outstanding opportunities for primitive and
unconfined types of recreation. The WSA's size, physical
features, exhilarating ridgetop viewsheds, old mining trails,
unique flora and fauna, and historical features are elements
which attract a variety of visitors. These visitors can
participate in hiking, backpacking, camping, hunting, nature
appreciation, historical sightseeing, scenic photography, and
other activities.

In recent years, the WSA has become increasingly popular for
backpacking and hiking. Old iinning trails currently in use by
these recreationists include the Pat Reyes Historic Mining Trail,
the long John Canyon Trail, the Forgotten Pass Trail, and the
Union Wash Trail. Visitor use in the WSA is primarily of a
dispersed nature.

4. Special features: The WSA contains numerous special features of
noteworthy interest. Three and one-half miles of the Saline
Valley Salt Tram is located within the WSA. Listed on the
National Register of Historic Places, the Salt Tram was first
constructed in 1911 to carry salt (99% pure) from Saline Valley
over the Inyo Mountains and into Cwens Valley. It is the steepest
tramway in the United States. Additionally, the Pat Keyes
Historic Mining Trail (approximately six miles) is located in the
unit. This trail was built between 1890 and 1910 to serve mines
on the Inyo Crest.

Stands of bristlecone pine trees which are the world's oldest
living plants occupy portions of the WSA's precipitous crest.
The bristlecones are perhaps one of the world's most photogenic
trees. These grotesque and gnarly trees eke out an existence in
an inhospitable environment that has shallow, nutrient-poor soils,
and a growing season measured in weeks. Gale-force winds also
blast the ridges occupied by the trees.

In addition, the WSA contains habitat (long John Canyon and
French Spring Canyon) for the Inyo Mountain salamander. The
salamander is an endemic species unique to the Inyo Mountains
only. It is currently a candidate for the United State Fish and
Wildlife Service's threatened and endangered species list.
Prairie falcon nesting sites are located in the Long John Canyon
area and in a nearby unnamed canyon.

The scenic grandeur of this WSA is truly captivating. The highly
eroded, very steep northern portion of the unit supports little
vegetation, but displays dramatic combinations of colors, hues,
and erosional patterns. During the twilight hours, the brilliant
colors that reflect off the range mesmerize area visitors.
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Striking and sweeping panoramas of the Sierra Nevada and the
Panamint Range, which are outside the unit, are observable along
the WSA's higher elevations as well as its main ridges. The
area's wilderness values are considered to be its rich scenic,
botanical and historical characteristics.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems; This WSA contains 36,971 acres of
the Intermountain Sagebrush/Juniper-Pinyon Woodland ecosystem.
The Southern Inyo WSA would not increase the diversity of the
types of ecosystems represented in the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
Donain/Prcvince/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Intermountain Sagebrush/ 4 81,301 74 2,114,402
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

CALIFORNIA

Intermountain Sagebrush/ 3 61,701 18 328,932
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive
recreation within a day's driving time (five hours) of manor
population centers: The WSA is within a five-hour drive of seven
major population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and
acreage of designated areas and other BIM study areas within a
five-hour drive of the population centers.



25 2,823,534 153 5,703,515
32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649

46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463
39 4,647,230 175 6,904,809

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Ios Angeles-long Beach
Oxnard-Ventura
Riverside-San Bernardino :

Nevada

Las Vegas
Reno

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas;
The WSA is within 50 air miles of nine BLM WSAs recommended
for wilderness designation. The John Muir Wilderness and the
Golden Trout Wilderness, 18 and 23 miles to the west,
respectively, are the nearest designated wilderness areas.
These wilderness areas are administered by the Inyo National
Forest. Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Park, managed by the
National Park Service (NPS) , is located 23 miles to the west.
Other nearby designated wilderness areas include the South
Sierra Wilderness and the Domeland Wilderness which are
managed by the Sequoia National Forest.

C. Manageability

The area recommended as suitable is manageable as wilderness.
Manageability is enhanced due to natural barriers, which would
prevent vehicle access, and boundaries which are defined by
cultural and natural features. It is also aided by the adjoining
Inyo Mountain WSA, and Inyo National Forest RARE II area, as both
have been preliminarily recommended suitable for wilderness
designation. Some signing and periodic patrolling would be
required to maintain the unit's natural integrity.

No conflicts are anticipated over water rights to the springs.
Each spring within the WSA has been inventoried and the State of
California has been notified of the Bureau's Federal water rights
claim under Public Water Reserve 107 's.

In light of newly available minerals data received from the United
States Geological Survey (USGS) and U.S. Bureau of Mines (BOM)

since the FEIS was printed, the nature and scope of manageability
problems is likely to change.
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A portion of the WSA not recommended as suitable for wilderness
designation inlcudes a set back along the Swansea Road from New
York Butte south to the intersection with the ridge road. Ihis
setback would allow road maintenance and vehicle parking in the
existing primitive campsites along the road.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain
the integrity of the existing and future national defense mission
as well as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation; The Southern Inyo WSA is within
the BIM New York Butte Geology-Energy-Minerals (G-E-M)

Resource Area (GRA) . The G-E-M data indicate that the WSA
has a potential for occurrence of gold, silver, lead,
uranium, dolomite, limestone, beryllium, and geothermal
resources.

The 1983 G-E-M data indicated that the WSA has three areas of
high and one area of moderate metallic mineral potential.
The affected environment section of the 1987 FEIS incorrectly
states that these areas are in the "... southern portion of
the WSA." The G-E-M report shows these areas in the
northwest, west-central, east-central as well as the southern
portion of the WSA.

The northwestern area is rated as having a high potential for
the occurrence of silver with gold and lead present as
secondary ore metals. This rating is based on the existence
of the Monte Carlo Mine in this area. The Monte Carlo Mine
consists of eight adits and over 3,000 feet of underground
workings. The westernmost adit was excluded from the WSA,

however, all other workings are within the WSA boundary. It
is credited with the production of more than 100,000 ounces
of silver before 1902 and an unknown amount of post-1902
production. As part of the G-E-M analysis, a sample of ore
was taken from one of the dumps. This sample assayed 0.005

oz/ton gold, 11.40 oz/ton silver and "major" lead. With
enough tonnage, this grade of ore could make a profitable
mine. Under the BIM's partial-wilderness recommendation,
approximately 85 percent of this high potential area would be
excluded from wilderness.

The east-central area of the WSA has an area of high
potential for the occurrence of gold, silver, and lead.

This rating is based on the existence of the Burgess Mine and
the Beveridge Mining District located in this area. The
District is known to have produced gold, however, the amounts
and dates of production are unknown. A sample was taken
during the G-E-M analysis which assayed 0.004 oz/ton gold,
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9.87 oz/ton silver and 4% lead. The area of high potential
was defined by the area of old diggings, bulldozer cuts, and
the area of rock alteration around them. Under the BLM's
partial-wilderness recommendation, approximately 60 percent
of this high potential area would be excluded from
wilderness.

The southern area of high metallic potential contains the
Flagstaff Mine, the Lost Frenchman Mine, the Pennsylvania
Mine and numerous prospects. This area is known as a silver
and lead producing district but no production records were
available. A sample taken at the portal of the Flagstaff
Mine during the G-E-M analysis assayed 0.6% lead. Under the
BLM's partial wilderness recammendation, all of this area of
high metallic potential would be excluded from wilderness.

The west-central area of moderate metallic potential contains
the Long John Mine, the Black Warrior Mine, a group of
patented mining claims and numerous prospects and tunnels in
the area of Long John Canyon. Gold, silver, and lead were
produced from these mines, however, production dates and
records were not found. Samples taken from portals in this
area during G-E-M analysis yielded a maximum of 0*008 oz/ton
gold 2.54 oz/ton silver, 0.06% lead and 0.35% zinc. Under
the BLM's partial-wilderness recommendation, approximately
80% of this moderate potential area would be excluded from
wilderness.

Most of the WSA was classified as having a moderate
potential for the occurrence of uranium. No uranium
production has occurred. The Big Horn uranium prospect is
located in the western portion of the WSA. The moderate
potential classification was based on the presence of a
favorable environment for emplacement of uranium. The
granitic rocks and rhyolitic volcanics are possible uranium
sources and uranium could be concentrated in any of the
formations within the WSA as vein-type or fracture-fill
deposits. Under BLM's partial^wilderness recranmendation,
nearly all of this moderate uranium potential area would
remain within wilderness. An area along the southwest edge
of the WSA was designated as having moderate potential for
the occurrence of the nonmetallic mineral limestone and
dolomite. The carbonates are known to exist in the area but
it was classified as having moderate potential due to
uncertainties in their quality and marketability. Under
BLM's partial^wilderness recommendation, approximately 80% of
this moderate potential area would be excluded from
wilderness.

Two small areas within the WSA have potential for the
occurrence of beryl. A small area in the center of the WSA
has high beryllium potential due to reported production of
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small amounts of beryl. A beryl occurrence is reported along
the western edge of the WSA which was classified as having
moderate potential in the G-EHM report. Under the BIM's
partial wilderness recommendation, the moderate potential for
beryl would be entirely excluded from wilderness; the area of
high potential for beryl would remain within wilderness.

The western edge of the WSA is classified as having a
moderate potential for geothermal resources. This
classification is based on the existence of warm springs
near the western edge of the WSA. Also, geothermal
exploration holes were drilled just south of this area which
were reported to intersect thermal waters at shallow depths.
This moderate potential area is the structural extension of a
high potential area to the south. Under ELM's partial-
wilderness recommendation, approximately 90% of this
moderate potential area would be excluded from wilderness.

As of Spring 1986, approximately 170 unpatented mining
claims were located within the WSA.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected
since the suitability recpommendation, which should be
considered in the final recommendation : As required by
FLFMA, BOM and USGS conducted mineral surveys (specific to
locatable minerals) on the portion of the WSA recommended as
suitable by BUM. The BOM report (Sabine, C. , and others,
1986, Mineral Resources of the Southern Inyo Study Area, Inyo
County, California: BOM, Open file Report, MLA-55-86.) is
summarized in a joint report published by USGS. (Conrad,

J.E., Sabine, C. , and others, 1987, Mineral Resources of the
Southern Inyo Wilderness Study Area, Inyo County, California:
USGS Bull. 1705-B.)

The BCM/USGS surveys were more intensive than the G-E-M
survey and the on-the-ground detail is more complete.
For this reason, the potentials described in the BCM/USGS
report are generally lower than the G-E-M potentials. Under
BCM/USGS criteria it was possible for a prospect within a
historic mining district which assayed 0.22 oz/ton gold
minable grade (with enough tonnage) to have less than low
potential (see USGS prospect #44, pp B24) . Under the G-E-M
classification scheme, this area would have a high
potential rating.

There are two areas of high potential and one area of
moderate mineral potential (gold, silver, lead, and zinc) in

the extreme northwestern portion of the WSA (Reward Mine
area). Under BIM's partial-wilderness recommendation,
approximately 75% of this high potential and 100% of this
moderate potential area would remain within wilderness. The
east-central high potential area (gold, silver, lead, zinc)
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is modified by eliminating the southern portion and
elongating the area northward. Under BIM's partial-
wilderness recommendation, approximately 75% of this high
potential area would remain within wilderness.

The boundary of the southern high potential area (silver,

lead, zinc) is expanded northward. Under BIM's partial-
wilderness recoinmendation, approximately 80% of this high
potential area would remain within wilderness. The
northwestern area of high metallic potential and the west-
central area of moderate metallic potential remain
essentially the same with minor boundary adjustments.

Information supplied to the BUM by the claimant of the
Cynthia claims (T. 14 S., R. 36 E., sections 23 and 26)

caused ELM to re-evaluate the potential of this area. The
claimant submitted assays of his concentrates which yielded a
maximum of 1.86 oz/ton gold, 26.68 oz/ton silver, 8.49 oz/ton
platinum and 3.85 oz/ton palladium.

The BIM duplicated the claimant's concentration process
using the claimant's own equipment and the same assay
laboratory that reported the high values. This was done in
order to obtain a concentrate-to-ore ratio and to convert the
claimant's assays into oz/ton of ore. This analysis
indicates a whole-rock value of $1.00 to $4.00 per ton
platinum (at $400.00/ounce platinum). Grey metallic nuggets
were recovered during the concentration process. These
nuggets were moderately magnetic and malleable. They could
be a platinum containing natural alloy. Two chip samples
were then taken by BIM within the shear zone that the
claimant had been sampling. The samples were analyzed by the
neutron activation methods. All platinum group minerals
were below the detection limits of the analysis and only
trace amounts of gold were indicated in both samples.

During the BCM/USGS survey, eleven chip samples were
collected from shear zones on these claims. Fire assays
were performed. One sample yielded 0.8 oz/ton silver and
3.9% copper. Ten had low precious- and base-metal
content. No platinum group minerals were detected.
Atomic absorption assays by one laboratory gave
relatively high platinum and palladium values for the Cynthia
claims concentrate (0.6 oz/ton gold, .016 oz/ton silver, 0.72
oz/ton platinum, 0.10 oz/ton palladium) . This result was not
duplicated by BOM fire assays on identical sample splits.
This is due to metallurgical properties of the Cynthia claim
material that are not well understood. The present
information available to BIM justifies a moderate potential
for platinum in this area according to the BIM
classification scheme.
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The distribution of unpatented mining claims in the WSA
according to BIM records dated May 6, 1988 is shown in the
table below:

Table 4 Mining Claims

TYPE
MINING CIAIMS SUITABLE

NO.

NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABLE
ACRES
NONSUIT. TOTAL

Lode
Placer
Mill Sites

38
4

36
4

4

74
8

4

760
160

720
160
20

1,480
320
20

Total 42 44 86 920 900 1,820

Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent
resources for all alternatives considered including designation
or non-designation of the entire area as wilderness. (For a
full explanation of this summary, refer to the Benton-Owens
Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness - Final Environmental Impact
Statement.)
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Tfeble 5 - Qiiparative SLimary cf the Impacts by Mternative

ISSUE-JELPOED

FE33KES
tKKSH) ACHEN

(TftRHAtrWITrFFNESS)

AEIrWHEEFNEES ND-MIHRJESS/^D AdKN
NTERJHFNE

Wilderness values Under the Rxpcsed Action all

wilderness values would be
retained ard slightly e-hanced

within the 28,291 acres desig-

nated wilderness by elinrinat-

ing notorized recreation use.

Negligible localized inpacts

would axi.ir as a result cf

ocrstructing two wildlife

guzzlers with the perception

of naturalness inpairedcna
total of 8 acres.

Within the 8,610 acres rot

designated wilderness, notor-

ized recreation use would re-

sult in negligible iitpacts to
naturalness, solitude, and

primitive ard iixnnfined

recreation. Irojected mineral

development would result in

a loss cf naturalness en 115

acres with solitude and the

perception cf naturalness im-

paired on 500 acres in the

southern portion cf theWSA.
Oosall, the inpacts to wil-

derness values under the

Rxposed Action would be
negligible.

AU-wilderness values would

be retained and slightly en-

hanced under the All Wilder-

ness Mternative due to the

elinuration cf 100 visitor

days cf notorized recreation

use on 15 miles cf existing

primitive vehicle routes.

Should mineral development

occur there would be a direct

loss cf naturalness on 115

acres. Additionally, the

perception cf naturalness and

fnlitude would be lost within

a 500-acre viewdTed.

Qppcrtunities tor primitive

ard unconfined recreation as

well as Fpacial features

would be retained ard

slightly enhanced within the

W3L

The wilderness values within

the VEk would be subjected to
a minor overall inpact by not

designating the area wilder-

ness. Hbwever, the primary

inpacts would be highly

localized. Mineral develop-

ment would result in a direct

loss cf naturalness on 100

acres and the perception cf
rBfcuralness ard solitude

would be inpaired Over an
area cf 500 acres. Continued

notorized recreation use

(1,000 visitor days) would

locally result in negligible

inpacts to naturalness ard

solitude. Irimitive ard un-

confined recreation would be
diminished within the 115

acres pixjected far mining

and within the vicinity cf
the 15 miles cf rprindtive

vehicle routes used tor

niiix izeri recreation, special

features would not be sig-

nifioantly inpacbed, however,

the primary threat would

result from mining activity

in the vicinity cf the Saline

valley Salt Tram.
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Table 5 - Ccmp3C3tive aimary cf the Iitpacts by Mterrative (Ctrfc'd)

3S3UE4SXATED

FE3GLBOES

HtKEEDMIDN AUrwrriHN&y
MTERKCLVE

N>WTTrFFNESS

N3FR9TNE
Motodaed Fecre-

aticnlfee

Cterall there would be a As a result cf designating There would be no impact on
minor impact to iTDtoriaad the entire VEA as wilderness, motorized recreation use. The
recxmtim. Hie effirts of 1,000 visitor days cf notor-

ized recreaticn use would be
entire VGA would retain open

VGA irrflirh'ng 5 miles cf
primitive vehicle routes

eliininatdLrg 600 visitor cays

per year of motorized reere-

at±n use would be partially

ii m ixla i m i /K-t t utauLnsoiuim ice

foregone. Since arrms eppar-

tunities to the Inyo Moun-

tains are limited, this would

result in a moderate impact.

with the current 1,000

visitor days cf use prcjfrtiai

to rotain stable.

offish fay <n inorease cff 200

visitor cays within the 8,610-

acre rovwildemess portion cf
the VGA. There would be a ret

lore cf 400 visitor cays of
notoiiaad recreaticn use per

year under the Bxposed
Action.

There would be no iirprt en
mineral resources. Vhile

O^rall there would only be
a minor impact en develop-

ment cf mineral resources as

The etire VGA would be open

to mineral etzy, therefore,

there would be no impact en

Mineral Develcpnerfc

exploration and da^Qcpta±.

would be Goregore within the

28,291 acres designated wil-

a result cf wilderness desig-

nation. Should a difmkoy
cf silver occur within the

area cf rrign. m=tal lie mineral

mineral development. Etevelop-

ment of a potential under-

ground mine for silver is the

only mining activity pro-

derness, this area generally

has no potential to a lew

pobential for development cf

mineral resources. Rjbential

pjtotial in the southwest

portion cf the VGA, deter-

mination of val id existing

rights would allow develop-

ment under wilderness desig-

nation. Devebounafc cf the

puUatial silver d=pnRit

would be foregone if a dis-

covery does not occur prior

to designation. Other poten-

tial mineral resources would

jected fior the VGA.

developier!: cf a silver mire
mflri rmir Within cfl 3PBH cf

hidh mineral puLa it ial within

the 8,610 acres not desig-

nated wilderness.

also be foregone as explora-

tion and development activi-

ties would be nxhibited.
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Table 5 - Caiparative Sumary cf the Impacts by Alternative (art.)

IS5UE-EEIATED

FESXRCE5

HtrcSDACEKN AtlrWTTrFRtSS

flTITCfrPffrUE

N>WTTTTRES5
PHmwnvE

IryDMxrtain
Salamander

There would be a slicht posi-

tive benefit for the Inyo

Mortairi salamarder. tfehitat

fcr both ton ppflatims
would be within the partkn
of the VIA desiccated Wilder-

ness.

There would be a slicht

positive benefit fix the

Ihyo Mxrtain salamander as a
result cf the entire W£A
beirg rtoitjTRtei wilrkynppre.

There would be cnly negli-

gible irtpacts to the Inyo

Mxrtain salamander as the

result cf pjjatial cr un-
foreseen activities within

the VGA. There are roman-
dyami. acticns predicted

that would impact either the

pqpulaticns cr the habitat.

F. local Social and Econcmic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the
Final EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will
occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, a few (oomments were received which
dealt with other resource values such as minerals and unique
floral features.

After inventory, comments were received t±irough the Wilderness
Study process. Several ccanments supported wilderness designation
for the WSA, while one or two comments opposed it. One comment
noted the wild and rugged scenic values of the WSA while another
stated that the area's extreme desolation actually detracted from
its wilderness value. One letter noted the existence of a
valuable quartzite deposit outside the WSA which was thought could
extend into the WSA. This same ocmment indicated the existence of
beryl deposits inside the WSA. One comment stated the ridgeline
road should be excluded from the WSA; on the other hand, another
cxxnment noted the need for public access into the area. One
comment pointed out the higfr values of flora and fauna in the WSA.
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Another individual indicated that excluded portions of the WSA
should be re-included. This respondent also noted the existence
of the plant Dedeckera . which is located on the eastern slope of
the Inyo Mountains. One comment indicated that the area is used
by the Desert Peak Climbers and that the Southern Inyo WSA should
be combined with the adjoining California Desert District Inyo
Mountains WSA.

A public meeting and public hearing were held in association with
the DEIS for the WSAs within the EES area. The public meeting was
held in Markleeville, California; the public hearing in Bishop,
California. Comments were received both orally through the
hearing and in writing during the 90-day public review period. A
total of 99 comments were received, both oral and written.
Thirty-one comments supported the Bureau's recommendation to
designate the area as partially suitable for wilderness; 43
comments supported the all-wilderness alternative, 16 comments
supported the no-wilderness alternative. In addition, 9 comments
supported a modification of the Bureau's partial-wilderness
recommendation, favoring less acreage to be recommended suitable.

No comments specific to the Southern Inyo WSA were received from
Federal agencies.

The California Department of Fish and Game has stated its support
to designate the Southern Inyo WSA as wilderness, but also
recommends that Cerro Gordo Mine road (WSA boundary road) remain
open for hunting access and that no new grazing permits be issued
in this area to retain wildlife forage.

The Inyo County Board of Supervisors has passed a resolution
opposing any additional wilderness areas in Inyo County.
Subsequent to the passage of this resolution, the Inyo County
Planning Department submitted a letter supporting wilderness
designation for a portion of the WSA located north of Long John
Canyon and east of the 6,000-foot contour elevation.
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INDEPENDENCE CREEK WILDERNESS STOCK AREA (WSA)

(CA-010-057)

1. THE STUDY AREA, — 6,458 acres

The Independence Creek WSA is located in central Inyo County, approximately
eight miles south of Independence, California. The WSA includes 6,458 acres
of Bureau of Land Management (BLM) land and no State or private land (see

Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The northern boundary follows a maintained road paralleling George Creek to
the east. The boundary turns south and follows an irregular pattern
adjacent to non-public land until it joins a maintained road. The boundary
travels west along this road turning north at the Inyo National Forest
boundary. The western edge of the WSA follows the U.S. Forest Service
(USES) boundary until it intersects the road paralleling George Creek on the
north.

The WSA lies in the transition zone of the Basin and Range and the Sierra
Nevada geomorphic provinces. Composed of sedimentary outwash from the
Sierra Nevada mountain range, the WSA consists of a broad, rocky, alluvial
apron at the eastern base of the Sierra. The WSA gently slopes downward to
the east. Elevation ranges from 4,000 feet to 5,600 feet. Topographical
relief is generally uniform providing little variation in the landscape.
Shallow dry washes are scattered throughout the unit. The northern portion
of the unit is traversed by George Creek which is a perennial stream. The
WSA is composed of mixed desert shrubs.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed
in the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the
Benton-Cwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of
the area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS. Two different
suitability recommendations were analyzed in the EISs: all wilderness and
no wilderness.

2. RE(XMMENDATT0N AND RATTfiKTATE acres recommended
for wilderness

6,458 BLM acres recommended
for nonwilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in
this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all-wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally-preferred alternative,
as it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no-wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.
The WSA is recommended non-suitable because it contains marginal wilderness
values that lack significant or unique special features. As a result, the



WSA is considered to possess low overall wilderness quality. Manageability
was a consideration in the non-suitable recornmendation.

Solitude is limited along the eastern boundary due to the outside influence
of U.S. Highway 395. This highway is a main transportation corridor between
Los Angeles and other points to the north. It is used regularly and lies
one to two miles east of the WSA.

The WSA reflects an environment that has little topographic relief and as a
result is visually bland. It portrays a landform and vegetation that is
generally displayed along the eastern base of the Sierra Nevada. The WSA's
vegetative patterns, forms and textures blend together into a monotonous
landform. Ribbon-like George Creek provides the major visual contrast in
the unit. Although the unit contains the prerequisite wilderness values to
qualify as a WSA, it lacks the significant and unique values to enhance or
diversify the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS) . This low
overall wilderness quality was a primary consideration in the non-suitable
recornmendation

.

The WSA's relatively flat topography could make the unit difficult to manage
as wilderness. The outside sights and sounds of U.S. Highway 395 and a
county maintenance yard are apparent from the eastern edge of the unit. The
WSA also lacks easily identifiable boundary features along the eastern
boundary as well as a lack of natural barriers to prevent off-highway
vehicle use. Vehicles such as four-wheel drives, motorcycles, all-terrain
vehicles and mountain bikes can easily go off the boundary roads in this
sparsely vegetated WSA. There are approximately eight miles of primitive
routes which will remain available for vehicular use.





TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 6,458
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private

Total 6,458

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 6,458
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 6,458

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS REOOMMENDATTOrS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: The Independence Creek WSA has retained its overall
naturalness. The WSA slopes gently eastward from the base of the
Eastern Sierra and consists of a broad alluvial fan. The terrain
is uniform with numerous shallow washes.

Two distinct vegetation types exist in this WSA. The upper
elevation western quarter of the WSA is dominated by Great Basin
big sagebrush and bitterbrush. The remaining portion of the WSA
is a mixed desert shrub type dominated by blackbrush and
goldenbush. George Creek contains succulent riparian zones of
willows and waterbirch.

The WSA has been affected by a few man-made inprints. These
imprints consist of primitive vehicle routes totaling
approximately two miles. The vehicle routes are substantially



unnoticeable because of the dense vegetation extending from the
edge of the route. In addition, there is a fenceline in the WSA
as well as water-spreading and diversion channels. Overall, the
unit's large size makes these improvements imperceptible except
on a localized basis.

2. Solitude; The WSA's size contributes to the area's outstanding
opportunities for solitude. There is adequate room to roam
throughout the WSA without feeling the presence of man's
influence. However, outside influences of U.S. Highway 395 and
other cultural features are visible from within the WSA,

primarily along the WSA's eastern periphery.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part
of the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the
defense preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: The WSA provides
opportunities for primitive and unconfined types of recreation.
These opportunities include trout fishing, hiking, hunting,
camping, and other activities. Visual amenities are minimal due
to uniformity of landform character within the WSA.

4. Special features: The unit contains several features of
noteworthy significance. It contains George Creek and associated
riparian habitat which is an essential micro-environment for
local flora and fauna who rely on the water source to exist
within the desert ecosystem of Owens Valley. The creek is
located in the northern portion of the WSA and contains brown and
rainbow trout. In addition, the WSA contains crucial winter
habitat for mule deer who rely on this area for forage
requirements during the harsh Sierra high-country winters.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems: This WSA contains 6,458 acres of the
Intermountain Sagebrush/Great Basin Sagebrush ecosystem. The
Independence Creek WSA would not increase the diversity of the types
of ecosystems represented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BUI Studies
DomaijVProvince/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Intermountain Sagebrush/ 1 32,407 55 1,198,817
Great Basin Sagebrush

CALIFORNIA

Intermountain Sagebrush/ 19 214,351
Great Basin Sagebrush

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five-hours) of manor population
centers; The WSA is within a five-hour drive of seven major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour
drive of the population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana 25 2,823,534
Bakersfield 32 4,071,358
Los Angeles-Long Beach 27 2,876,234
Oxnard-Ventura 23 2 , 195 , 198
Riverside-San Bernardino 22 2,031,054

Nevada

Las Vegas 46 3,507,293
Reno 39 4,647,230

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas: The
WSA is within 50 air miles of nine BIM WSAs recommended for
wilderness designation. Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Park and
the John Muir Wilderness, two and six miles to the west,

respectively, are the nearest designated wilderness areas. These

wilderness areas are administered by the National Park Service and

the Inyo National Forest, respectively. Other nearby designated

wilderness areas include the Golden Trout Wilderness and the Ansel

Adams Wilderness, which are managed by the Inyo National Forest.

153 5,703,515
128 3,998,548
135 4,958,751
85 2,703,260

205 7,658,649

311 11,186,463
175 6,904,809



C. Manaaeabilitv

The Independence Creek WSA is manageable as wilderness, but only with
some difficulty. The unit's gently sloping landscape and its sparse
vegetation make the WSA very susceptible to indiscriminate off-highway
vehicle use. Most of the WSA is vulnerable to vehicle encroachment.
Additionally, the outside sights and sounds of U.S. Highway 395,

located one to two miles east of the WSA, detract from solitude along
the eastern boundary. Finally, the irregular eastern boundary feature
makes on-the-ground identification of the unit boundary difficult.

Frequent signing, fencing most of the border, intensive patrolling and
providing detailed maps would be required to insure the integrity of
the unit.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well
as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation: The Independence Creek Wilderness
Study Area (WSA) is in the Bureau of Land Management (ELM) Alabama
Geology-Energy-Minerals (G-E-M) Resource Area (G3RA) . ELM G-E-M
data used in the Affected Environment section of the Benton-Cwens
Valley Bodie-Coleville Study Areas Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) in 1987 indicated that the Independence Creek WSA has low
potential for metallic minerals, uranium, thorium, and geothermal
resources. The EIS states that there is moderate oocurrence
potential for non-metallic minerals due to the presence of
alluvium on most of the WSA. The EIS stated that non-metallic
minerals, such as sand and gravel, have low development potential
due to the unknown quality of this material in the WSA and its
ample availability outside the WSA. The EIS states that there was
no potential for oil and gas in the WSA. The G-E-M report states
that gold was produced from a quartz vein in section 11, T. 15 S.

,

R. 35 E. , one to two miles from the southern boundary of the WSA
and that gold-bearing quartz veins and a zone of hydrothermal
alteration exists at the Alabama-Mohawk Mine (sec. 11, T. 35 E.,

R. 15 S.) one to one and one-half miles from the WSA boundary.
The G-E-M report states that there were some placer claims in
alluvial deposits in the WSA. There were two inactive mining
claims in the northwest corner of the WSA in 1987.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendation which should be considered in the
final recommendation : No U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) or U.S.
Bureau of Mines (BOM) mineral surveys were conducted in this WSA.
No new data has been generated for this WSA since the EIS of 1987.
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E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this
summary, refer to the Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness -

Final Environmental Impact Statement.)

Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-REIATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
(NO-WILDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WILDERNESS
ALTERNATIVE

Wilderness Values There would be only very minor
and short-term impacts on the
wilderness values of natural-
ness and solitude in portions
of the WSA. A proposed pre-
scribed burn would have a
short-term impact on natural-
ness (1,800 acres) and soli-
tude (3-month period) values.
Twenty-five additional cattle
would use the denuded area
after vegetation had became
reestablished, thus slightly
affecting naturalness. Main-
tenance of existing and pro-
posed range facilities as well
as existing water-spreading
and diversion channels would
slightly affect solitude in
local areas for short periods
of time and impair the percep-
tion of naturalness on less
than 100 acres.

The net effect of the manage-
ment actions would be a
slight enhancement of long-
term protection to wilderness
values. Closure of area to
motor vehicle use, prohibi-
tions of the proposed pre-
scribed burn, and a decrease
in vehicle use associated
with maintenance of existing
range improvements and exist-
ing livestock driveway use
would provide some, albeit
low, benefits to the area's
wilderness values. In addi-
tion, long-term security from
unanticipated adverse future
actions such as mineral
exploration and development
would be provided.

Motorized Recre-
ation Use

There would be no impact on
motorized recreation use which
is expected to remain at the
current 500 visitor-days per
year.

Motorized recreation use
totaling 500 visitor-days
would be foregone. This would
result in only a minor impact
as opportunities for motor-
ized recreation use are
available on other public
lands outside the WSA, and
the boundary roads would pro-
vide access to those recre-
ation users that wish to con-
tinue using the area without
vehicles.



Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative (Cont'd)

ISSUE-PEIATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
(NO-WILDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WILDERNESS
ALTERNATIVE

Livestock Grazing
and Range
Improvements

There would be no impact to
livestock grazing and range
improvements. All existing
operations and proposed proj-
ects would be permitted, in-
cluding a 1,800-acre pre-
scribed burn to increase
forage production by 100 AUMs
to a total of 653 AUMs.

Prohibiting a proposed 1,800-
acre prescribed burn would
result in foregoing an oppor-
tunity to increase livestock
forage by 100 AUMs. Current
livestock operations are not
dependent upon this increase
therefore there would only
be a minor impact.

Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the
Final EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will
occur in this document.

Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, a comment was received which addressed
the WSA's potential for ground water recharge facilities.

After the inventory, comments were received during the wilderness
study process. Several comments noted that the adjacent USES RARE
II lands add to the WSA's wilderness values. One comment noted
that the existing water-spreading and flood channels require
maintenance of related roads and trails. One comment noted the
scenic values of the WSA, while one comment stated that the WSA
did not meet wilderness standards.

During the study phase, a public meeting and public hearing were
held in association with the draft EIS. The public meeting was
held in Markleeville, California, and the public hearing in
Bishop, California. Comments were received both orally through
the hearing, and in writing during the 90-day public review
period. A total of 83 written and oral comments were received.

Forty-one comments supported the Bureau's no-^wilderness

recommendation. Forty-two comments supported the all-wilderness
alternative. No Federal agency comments were received specific

to this WSA. The California Department of Fish and Game
recommended that vehicle use in the study area be confined to
existing roads and trails.

The Inyo County Board of Supervisors has passed a resolution
opposing any additional wilderness areas in Inyo County.
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rRATER M3UMEAIN WHnERNFSS STUDY AREA (WSA)

(CA-010-062)

1. THE STUDY AREA 7,551 acres

The Crater Mountain WSA is located in northern Inyo County, approximately two
miles south of Big Pine, California. The WSA includes 7,069 acres of BIM
land and 482 acres of Inyo National Forest land. There are no State lands
or private inholdings in the WSA (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The northern boundary of the WSA follows a road northeast, then heads south
along a 750-KV powerline right-of-way. The boundary turns west near Fish
Springs Hill and skirts around mining related surface disturbances on the
hill's south and east aspects. Near the Fish Springs Hill summit, the
boundary turns south and continues for a mile until it meets the Birch Creek
road. The boundary follows this road west and intersects the McMurray
Meadows Road. The boundary then proceeds north on this road and around
private land until it meets the WSA's northern boundary road.

The WSA straddles the common edges of the Basin and Range and the Sierra
Nevada geomorphic provinces. The WSA is located on Owens Valley alluvial
deposition at the eastern base of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. The primary
landform feature of the WSA is Crater Mountain - a volcanic cone and
associated basaltic lava flows. Elevation in the unit ranges from 4,200 feet
to 6,055 feet. Topographical relief is fairly uniform around the volcano.
The summit of Crater Mountain reaches an elevation exceeding 6,000 feet. The
southwest portion of the WSA consists of sedimentary outwash from the Sierra
Nevada mountain range. Several ephemeral drainages incise this portion of
the unit. The WSA is uniformly blanketed with mixed desert shrubs below the
volcanic cinder cone. Plant density is low to moderate.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Various suitability reccmmendations were analyzed in
the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the
Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of the
area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS. Three different
suitability reccmmendations were analyzed in the EISs: all wilderness,
partial wilderness reccanmending 85% of the area suitable, and no wilderness.

2. RECOMMENDATION AND RATIONALE

7,551

acres recommended for
wilderness
BLM acres recommended
for nonwilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in
this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all-wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally-preferred
alternative as it would result in the least change from the natural
environment over the long term. The no-wilderness alternative will be
implemented in a manner which will use all practical means to avoid or
minimize environmental impacts.



The WSA is recommended non-suitable because its potential for mineral
occurrence outweighs the area's wilderness values. In addition,
manageability was a strong consideration in the non-suitable
recommendation

.

Resource conflicts in the WSA include moderate potential for geothermal
resources throughout the WSA. Additionally, the southeast portion of
the WSA is considered to have a moderate potential for gold. The area
has recently been determined to also contain moderate potential for
silver and copper. Thirty-eight unpatented mining claims are located in
this area. There is a low to moderate probability that mining claims in
this area would result in valid existing rights. Development of mining
claims which are found to have valid existing rights could impair the
area's wilderness values with or without wilderness designation.

A primary manageability problem which contributed to the non-suitable
recommendation is the unit's physiographic landform and lack of
vegetative screening which limit outstanding opportunities for solitude
in major portions of the WSA. Additionally, the potential determination
of valid existing rights related to mining claims in the WSA may further
hinder manageability.

There are approximately four miles of primitive ways which will remain
available for vehicular use in the WSA.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BUM (surface and subsurface) 7,069
Split Estate (BLM surface only)
USES (surface and subsurface) 482

Inholdings
State
Private

Total 7,551

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land. Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 7,069
Split Estate (BLM surface only)
USES (surface and subsurface) 1 482

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 7,069
Total USES Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 482

^The USES has agreed to allow these lands, located in the Inyo National
Forest, to be reported as part of BLM's WSR. When Congress acts, the lands will
be managed in accordance with the current approved management plan.



CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS REOCM^EM^TIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness; The Crater Mountain WSA generally appears
natural. The WSA consists of Crater Mountain, a large
volcanic mountain surrounded by rough black lava flows. Lack
of soil development on the crater and associated lava flows
has greatly limited the vegetation, creating a stark contrast
between the volcanic landform and its surroundings, including
the Cwens Valley and the High Sierra. The mountain rises more
than 2,000 feet above the Owens Valley floor - reaching an
elevation of 6,055 feet. It is considered one of the largest
volcanoes in the region.

This WSA supports a uniform composition of mixed desert shrubs
around the base of the cinder cone. Goldenbush, ephedra,
buckwheat, and desert needlegrass are found in the WSA.

A few man-made features do exist in the unit but are
considered visually insignificant amid the lava rubble that
pervades the WSA. These features include approximately four
miles of primitive vehicle routes, a drift fence, pipeline,
earth-tone painted livestock water troughs, and isolated
inactive mining claims. The rugged volcanic features of the
crater and associated lava flows in the WSA discourage most
forms of development activity. An electric transmission line
parallels the eastern boundary just outside the WSA.

2. Solitude: Outstanding opportunities for solitude are
available within the WSA. The unit's size and its jagged,
boulder-strewn terrain provide a screening effect which
enhances one's opportunity to find isolation. Additionally,
the small caves and lava tubes in the WSA provide some
additional opportunities for sub-terranean seclusion.
However, the unit's rounded, open landform and a lack of
sufficient vegetation limits opportunities for solitude in the
eastern and northern portions of the WSA. Solitude in the
eastern portion of the WSA is somewhat degraded by the visual
presence of U.S. Highway 395 located approximately one mile
outside the WSA. The cxjmmunity of Big Pine as well as the
eastern boundary transmission power line can be seen from the
northern and eastern portions of the WSA.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as
part of the national defense mission taking place in approved
military operating areas and flight corridors. The visual
intrusions and associated noise create periodic temporary
effects on solitude which are deemed necessary and acceptable
as a part of the defense preparedness of the nation.



3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: Ihe WSA provides several
opportunities for primitive and unconfined types of
recreation. These opportunities include hiking, hunting,
photography, historical sightseeing and appreciation,
geological sightseeing, horseback riding, and others.
Spelunkers periodically visit several caves and lava tubes in
the WSA. The WSA is a very popular chukar hunting area with
valley residents. Local school field trips are commonly held
in the WSA. In addition, the area provides opportunities for
scientific and Native American research activities.

4. Special features: The Crater Mountain cinder cone and lava
flows are the dominant and most significant features of the
WSA. They lend a high scenic quality, as well as intriguing
geological values to the WSA. Additional features of special
interest include cultural resource values, such as temporary
hunting camps, petroglyphs, seed collecting and processing
sites; and crucial winter habitat for the Goodale mule deer
herd, which relies on this habitat for forage requirements
during the harsh Sierra high-country winters.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems: This WSA contains 7,551 acres of
the Intermountain Sagebrush/Great Basin Sagebrush ecosystem.
The Crater Mountain WSA would not increase the diversity of
the types of ecosystems represented in the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Dcmain/Province/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Intermountain Sagebrush/ 1 32,407 55 1,198,207
Great Basin Sagebrush

CALIFORNIA

Intermountain Sagebrush/ 19 213,741
Great Basin Sagebrush

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive
recreation within a day's driving time (five hours) of major
population centers: The WSA is within a five-hour drive of
seven major population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number
and acreage of designated areas and other BLM study areas
within a five-hour drive of the population centers.



Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana 25 2,823,534 153 5,703,515
Bakersfield 32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
Los Angeles-Long Beach 27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
Oxnard-Ventura 23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
Riverside-San Bernardino 22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649

Nevada

Las Vegas 46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463
Reno 39 4,647,230 175 6,904,809

3. Balancing the aeoqraDhic distribution of wilderness areas:
The WSA is within 50 air miles of six BLM WSAs recommended for
wilderness designation. Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Park
and the John Muir Wilderness, seven and 13 miles to the west,
respectively, are the nearest designated wilderness areas.
These wilderness areas are administered by the National Park
Service (NPS) and the Inyo National Forest, respectively.
Other nearby non-Bureau wilderness areas include the Golden
Trout Wilderness and the Ansel Adams Wilderness which are
managed by the Inyo National Forest.

C. Manaqeability

The Crater Mountain WSA would be difficult to manage as
wilderness, and under certain circumstances, unmanageable.
Although natural and cultural features are available for effective
boundary management, the outside sights and sounds of Big Pine, a
750-kV powerline and Highway 395 would limit effective management
of the area as wilderness. The rounded, open landform and a lack of
vegetative screening leaves opportunities for solitude vunerable to
adjacent sights.

Although the probability is low to moderate, a determination of
valid existing mineral development rights in the southeast portion
of the WSA may completely impede effective wilderness management in
this section. Wilderness values of naturalness, solitude, and
opportunities for primitive recreation experience could be
permanently impaired if this area was actively mined.

Some signing and fencing would be required in portions of the unit
to protect its integrity. Periodic patrols would also be
required.



Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as
well as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation: The Crater Mountain WSA is within
the HEM Big Pine Geology-Energy-^tLnerals (G-E-M) Resource Area
(GRA) . The G-E-M data in the Affected Environment section of
the 1987 ELM Wilderness Recommendations, Benton-Owens
Valley-Bodie-Coleville Study Areas, Final EIS indicates that
the WSA has a moderate potential for the occurrence of gold
and geothermal resources; a low occurrence potential for
non-metallic minerals, uranium, thorium and metallic minerals
other than gold; and no potential for oil and gas. The
moderate potential for gold was identified in a small area in
the southern portion of the WSA. As of the spring 1986, 59
unpatented mining claims were located within the WSA,
according to BIM records. Ten of these were millsites, 25
were lode claims and 24 were placer claims. In the northern
portion of the WSA there were six mill sites. There were 25
lode, 24 placer, and four mill site claims for a total of 53

claims in the southern part of the WSA.

The G-E-M report for the Crater Mountain GRA does not
specifically analyze the area near the Crater Mountain WSA.
However, it discusses the area in general terms.
Supplementary G-E-M data collected by BIM prior to the
suitability recommendation supports the EIS (BIM Internal
Report, Dec. 1983, "Analysis of Management Situation," WSA
file #CA-010-062)

.

Crater Mountain is composed primarily of Pleistocene basalt
and cinders intruding and overlying a Cretaceous granitic
pluton. The WSA is highly faulted, with major faults trending
in a northwest direction, parallel to the general trend of
Owens Valley. Granitic rocks crop out through the overlying
Pleistocene volcanics in several places, but most prominently
along the southeastern boundary of the WSA. This outcrop of
granite is the area of moderate potential for the occurrence
of gold. Fifty-three unpatented mining claims are located in
this area. This area has been mined in the past at the
Cleveland Mine and the Cometti Mine (sections 7, 17, and 18,

T. 10 S., R. 34 E., MDM) . The earliest documentation of this
deposit is in 1893. The deposit was mined intermittently
until 1949. Total production is reported to be 2,677 ounces
of gold, 2,000 ounces of silver and 1,551 ounces of copper
(BIM, URA 3 for Owen's Valley, updated 1988).



The deposit is described as free gold in a series of narrow,
nearly parallel quartz veins in Cretaceous granite. Free gold
occurs with pyrite and chalcopyrite.

Sorted ore carried three to 11 ounces of gold per ton. Ihe
granite host rock extends into sections 7 , 8, 17, and 18.

This area, therefore, was rated as having moderate potential
for gold, silver and copper.

Ihe entire WSA was rated as having a moderate potential for
geothermal resources. This rating is based on the following
three factors: the existence of surface hot springs in the
vicinity; the presence of youthful Pleistocene volcanic
centers indicative of magnetic heat at shallow depths; and the
fractured nature of the terrain which could allow for
migration and convection of hydrothermal fluids.

Summary of significant new mineral data collected since the
suitability recommendation which should be considered in the
final decision: Because this WSA was recommended
non-suitable by BIM, no U.S. Geological Survey or U.S. Bureau
of Mines mineral surveys were conducted. Personal
communication with the present claimant (Mr. King Ives) of the
Cometti Mine has revealed the following: He is currently
evaluating the old workings in section 17. He has an assay
from a three-foot-long channel sample across the face of one
of the underground drifts, which ran approximately three
ounces of gold per ton. The veins run roughly east-west with
variable dips. A cyanide separation gold mill was in
operation at the Cleveland Mine approximately 15 years ago.

BIM records dated May 4, 1988, show that 38 mining claims
continue to exist in the WSA. No mineral leases or mineral
material sales contracts/ permits were identified. The
distribution of unpatented mining claims is summarized in the
table below:

Table 4 - Mining Claims

NO. ACRES
TYPE SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Mining Claims
lode 17 17 340 340
Placer 20 20 800 800
Mill Sites 1 1 5 5

Total 38 38 1,145 1,145
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E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources
for all alternatives considered including designation or non-
designation of the entire area as wilderness. (For a full
explanation of this summary, refer to the Benton-CX/ens
Valley/Bodie-Ooleville Wilderness - Final Environmental Impact
Statement.)

Table 5 - Criiparative Sunmary of the Impacts by ALtiarative

ISSLE-PEtAIED

RS3IKES
HtKHDAZEKN

ftD-WIIEEFNES3/N3 ACEKlft

AtlrWIIEEFNESB

NWH9JWE
BREEMjWTTrFR^SS

actefnhuve

Wilderness Values The primary impacts to wilder-

ness valips would originate

from mining activities in the

southeast prrtim cf the WE&
rt+i i

'

.iiiUd with develqiifciL cf

an undergccund gold mine.

These impacts would result in
the Ices of naturalness en 90

acres, ard the perception of
raturalnasB ard sense of soli-

tuae wmld be impaired en

arrjodirabely 1,200 acres.

Impacts from ecrfcirued irctar-

ized recreation use, live-

stock operations and main-

tenance cf existing livestock
facilities, as well as ccn-

structicn and maintenance cf
a proposed chukar water

facility would generally be
localized and insignificant

due to the infreqjent nature

cf these activities ard low

le-el cf use.

Impacts to wildFrness vrIifb

would preobntinantly cnly occur

in the Fnithern prtim of
the W3^ and net affect the

iragority cf the 7,551 acres

within the W3L

Wilderness designation would

result in lew positive bene-

fits to aH-iArilderness values

throughout the W3A, particu-

larly in the southwest por-

tion of the W3^ cue to the

elimination cf 675 visitor

days cf motorized recreation
use.

Srrald valid existing rights

not be proven, mining activi-

tives would be precluded.
Wilripmpqc: rail**; wnlri Vtp

retained on 90 acres and

within 1,200 acres in which

the perception cf naturalness

and the sense cf solitude

would not be impaired due to
mining. However, should min-

ing claims in the southeast

portion cf the WSA prove

valid, existing rights, min-

ing activity would result in

a less cf naturalness on 90

acres ard impair the percep-

tion cf naturalness ard the

sense cf FnlThriR en 1,200

acres.

Impacts resulting from live-

stock operations ardecn-
structicn ard iraintenance cf

Wilderness designation would

result in a lew positive

benefit to adl-wilderness

values within the 6,418 acres

designated wilderness, par-

ticularly in the southwest

rrrrim cf the W5& dje to the

eliitrinaticn cf 600 visitor

days cf motrrized recreation.

Mining activity in the south-

east portion cf the WEA not

designated wildFrness would

result in a less cf natural-

ness en 90 acres ard the

perception cf naturalness

ard sense of Fnlrhrlp im-

paired en 1,200 acres.

Impacts resulting Iran

livestock qperatiens ard

crrstraoticn and naintenanoe
would generally be InraliTHi

ard irsignificant as

described under the All

Wildpaness Mternative.
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Table 5 - Oaiparative Summary cf the Ihpacbs by Altefrative (Cont'd)

ISSUE-H-IAIED

FE3CLKE5
WCKEEDPCTKN

(Kn-WTTrFR^EB/ND AZEKN)
AIIrWELEERNESB

ATTTraBfTTVE

H4niAlrWlTrFFNEES

AHEWKEIVE
T -wit 1 TT_T a crtter water facility wculdwi LaajTEEB values

(ccrtiruad) generally be local izRd and
inpngnifirprt- with nprjHgihlf»

benefits as a result of re-

stricting three vehicle trips

per year.

M±orized Recre- There would be no impact on
itPhrriTHi mit#,ifn ifp. The

ertire VEA would retain qpen

There would be only minor There would be enly minor

ation Lee iitpacts en notorized recre-

ation use. Closure of the

VEA would result in 675

visitor-days of notorized

recreation use foregone.

iitpacts ennoborized recre-

ation use. ArpixKimabely 600

for notorized recreation use

with the current 675 visitor-

visitor^oays cf itotorized

recreation use would be
obf^s expected to retain

Strhile.

foregone.

>- i »». -i

There wculd be no intact an There would be only a iranor
n-l ill -I •

Mirtaial DevEuqanax There would be only mmor
mineral development. The

ertire VEA would retain open

to mineral ertry. Ifcwever,

impact on mineral uevelcprosrfc.

as a result cf wilderness

iitpacts en mineral develop-

ment. Exploration and devel-

designation. Opportunities to

©galore and develop the VEA's

cpTQ"t of mineral resources

could occur within the non-

wilderness portion cf the

VEA particularly in an area

cf noderate pubatial. In the

designated portion, no

the aily pctertial devBbopggfc

artrjeipated would be an irder-

grcurri gold mine in the

scjthem rrrtim cf the VEA.

generally lew potential for

mineral resources would be
foregone. Should discovery

occur within an area of

noderate mineral potential

in the southern portion of

the VEA, a<V4Hritiimlionof

valid existing rights would

nost lately result in

<aevelcpnent.

arfaedpafaed developto't o£

minerals would be foregone

due to the low mineral

potential.

— -i i *•» _ • •-.<.
There would be a positive

benefit to cultural resources

There would be a positive

benefit to cultural resources

as a result cf wilderness

(designation cf 6,418 acres

within the VEA. There wculd

cultural Icsaurces Ttiere is a potential lot

ad^rse iitpacts to cultural

resources within the VEA
howe\or these iitprts would

be avoided ctr ininimized

as a result cf wilderness

designation. The threat cf

inp=rt"-<Tp|T=;irrj artivitiPR

sudi as mining and ccnririFd not litery be any impacts to

cultural reecurces en the
through nuiitoriig, protec-

tio"i eCCcrts <=rd mitigation

treasures for projected mining

activities.

notorized recreation use

would be eliminated or 1,133 acres not designated

due to the lade cf predicted

valips.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in

the Final EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this

topic will occur in this document.
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G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, a few comments were received
pertaining to the area's mineral values, wildlife values, and
transmission-line corridor expansion opportunities.

After the inventory, comments were received during the
wilderness study process. A few comments were received which
pertained to influences from outside sights and sounds,
access needs, and mineral values. A few individuals wish to
see the WSA permanently protected; one of these individuals
noted the area's scenic values. One comment noted the area's
geological values.

During the study phase, a public meeting and public hearing
were held in association with the draft EIS for the WSAs
within the EIS area. The public meeting was held in
Markleeville, California, and the public hearing in Bishop,
California. Comments were received both orally through the
hearing, and in writing during the 90-day public review
period. A total of 83 written and oral comments were
received. Thirty-four comments supported the Bureau's no-
wilderness recommendation. Forty-two comments supported the
all-wilderness alternative. Seven comments supported the
partial-wilderness alternative.

No Federal or State agency comments were received specific to
this WSA.

The Inyo County Board of Supervisors has passed a resolution
opposing any additional wilderness areas in Inyo County.
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ggUBS CRRRIC WTT1T3MESS STUDY AREA fWEA)

(CA-010-O64)

1. THE STUDY AREA 8,717 acres

The Symmes Creek VGA is located in the northern half of Inyo County,
approximately two miles south of Independence, California. The WSA includes
7,694 acres of BIM lands, 383 acres of Inyo National Forest lands (USFS)

,

640 acres of private inholdings, and no State land (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The northern boundary of the WSA follows a graded dirt road to the east,
then heads south along an irregular boundary of private land. The WSA
boundary turns west along Shepherd Creek and proceeds one and one-quarter
miles where it jogs south until it meets a maintained dirt road south of
Shepherd Creek. The boundary continues west along this road until it
intersects Foothill Road. The boundary proceeds north along Foothill Road
until it intersects the graded dirt road which serves as the WSA's northern
boundary.

The WSA lies in the transition zone of the Basin and Range and the Sierra
Nevada geomorphic provinces. Composed of sedimentary outwash from the
Sierra Nevada mountain range, the WSA consists of a broad, rocky alluvial
apron at the eastern base of the Sierra. The WSA gently slopes downward to
the east. Elevation ranges from 4,000 feet to 5,600 feet. Topographical
relief is generally uniform, providing little variation in the landscape.
Shallow dry washes are scattered throughout the unit. The northern and
southern portions of the unit are traversed by two perennial creeks —
Symmes Creek and Shepherd Creek. The unit is uniformly composed of mixed
desert shrubs. In 1985, a wildfire burned most of the vegetation in almost
one-half of the WSA. For a few years, vegetation had not reestablished in
the WSA. However, vegetation slow?.y has reestablished in areas burned by
the wildfire.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed
in the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the
Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of
the area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS. Two different
suitability recommendations were analyzed in the EISs: all wilderness and
no wilderness.

2. RECOMMENDATION AND RATIONALE acres recommended
for wilderness

8,077 BIM & USFS acres
recommended for
nonwilderness



No wilderness is the recxanmendation for this WSA. Ihe entire acreage in
this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. Ihe all^wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally-preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no-^wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.

The WSA is recommended non-suitable because it contains marginal wilderness
values that lack significant or unique special features. As a result, the
WSA is considered to possess a low overall wilderness quality. The need for
apiary site operations also outweigh the area's low wilderness values.
Finally, manageability was a tertiary consideration in the non-suitable
recommendation

.

Solitude is limited along the eastern boundary which is approximately
one-half mile from U.S. Highway 395. The highway is a main transportation
link between Los Angeles and other points north. The WSA reflects an
environment that has little topographic relief and as a result is visually
bland. It portrays a landform and vegetation that is generally displayed
along the eastern base of the Sierra Nevada. The WSA's vegetative patterns,
forms and textures blend together into a monotonous landform cover. The
ribbon-like creeks provide the major visual contrast in the unit. Although
the unit contains the prerequisite wilderness values to qualify as a WSA, it
lacks the significant and unique values to enhance or diversify the National
Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS) . This overall wilderness quality was
a primary consideration in the nonsuitable recommendation.

Three apiary sites are located in the southern portion of the WSA. Each
site occupies approximately one-quarter acre. Due to spatial requirements
which maintain bee colony stability, few opportunities are available to
relocate these sites elsewhere.

The WSA's relatively flat topography makes the unit somewhat difficult to
manage as wilderness. The outside sights and sounds of U.S. Highway 395 are
apparent from the eastern edge of the unit and the irregular eastern
boundary feature also limits manageability.

There are approximately ten miles of primitive ways which will remain
available for vehicular use.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 7,694
Split Estate (BIM surface only)
USFS (surface and subsurface) 383

Inholdings
State
Private 640

Total 8,717

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 7,694
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

USFS (USFS surface and subsurface) 1 383

Total BIM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 7,694
Total USFS Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 383

^e USFS has agreed to allow these lands, located in the Inyo National

Forest, to be reported as part of the BIM WSR. When Congress acts, the lands

will be managed in accordance with the current approved management plan.



3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness; The WSA slopes gently eastward from the base of the
Eastern Sierra and consists of a broad alluvial fan. The western
half of the WSA is typically dominated by blackbrush, a vegetative
climax community.

Bitterbrush and sagebrush integrate at the upper elevations of the
WSA. The eastern half of the WSA is a mixed desert shrub
community dominated by goldenbush and saltbush. Symmes and
Shepherd Creeks contain succulent riparian zones of willows and
water birch.

The Symmes Creek WSA contains some evidence of man's works.
These man-made impacts are substantially unnoticeable in the WSA
as a whole. However, the biggest alteration to naturalness since
the designation of the WSA in 1979 was the intense wildfire that
burned 3,520 acres of the WSA, primarily in the western half. The
fire was caused by a lightning strike which was fanned by
extremely high and erratic winds. This resulted in total
destruction of all plants in the fire's path. In addition, five
miles of fire breaks were constructed to keep the raging fire from
spreading to adjacent private land and nearby residences.
Rehabilitation was not conducted due to low probability of
success.

By 1988 vegetation was reestablished throughout the burn area.
Bitterbrush has resprouted while new shrubs and perennial grasses
have moved into the area. The shallow washes show evidence of
wind and water erosion. Willows and water birch have resprouted
along Symmes and Shepherd Creeks.

Man-made imprints that existed at the time of the intensive
wilderness inventory and prior to the fire include five to six
miles of primitive vehicle routes. After the inventory, three
beehive sites and some water-spreading and diversion facilities
along the eastern portion of the WSA were discovered. Overall,
these features are unnoticeable in the WSA as a whole, except on a
localized basis.

2. Solitude; The area provides outstanding opportunities for
solitude due to the unit's size. Although the burning of all
vegetation in the western half of the WSA has limited these
opportunities, this charred and barren landscape imparts an eerie
feeling of desolation to area visitors. As natural
rehabilitation continues, the landscape will return to a natural
appearance and reduce this heightened sense of solitude. The
influences of U.S. Highway 395, located one-half mile east of the
WSA, and a cherrystem intrusion in the southwest corner of the WSA
somewhat degrade opportunities for solitude.



This WSA is overflown by military aircraft as part of the
national defense mission during approved military operations. The
visual intrusions and associated noise create temporary effects on
solitude which are deemed acceptable and necessary as a part of
the defense preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfirmed recreation: The WSA provides
opportunities for primitive and unconfined types of recreation.
These opportunities include trout fishing in Symmes and Shepherd
Creeks, hunting, camping, and other activities. Visual amenities
are low due to uniformity of landform character within the WSA.

4. Special features: The unit contains several features of
noteworthy significance. It contains Symmes and Shepherd Creeks
and associated riparian habitats which are a necessary
micro-environment for local flora and fauna who rely on this
water source to survive the harsh desert environment of Owens
Valley. These two creeks contain brown and rainbow trout, and
provide riparian habitat. In addition, the western one-half of
the WSA is crucial winter habitat for mule deer that rely on this
habitat for forage requirements during the harsh Sierra high-
country winters.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented bv ecosystems: This WSA contains 8,077 acres of the
Intermoutnain Sagebrush/Great Basin Sagebrush ecosystem. The
Symmes Creek WSA would not increase the diversity of the types of
ecosystems represented in the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Damain/Province/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Intermountain Sagebrush/ 1 32,407 55 1,196,941
Great Basin Sagebrush

CALIFORNIA

Intermountain Sagebrush/ 19 212,475
Great Basin Sagebrush

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers: The WSA is within a five-hour drive of seven major
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25 2,823,534 153 5,703,515
32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649

46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463
39 4,647,230 175 6,904,809

papulation centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BLM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Oxnard-Ventura
Riverside-San Bernardino

Nevada

Las Vegas
Reno

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas: The WSA
is within 50 air miles of eight BLM WSAs recommended for wilderness
designation. Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Park and the John Muir
Wilderness, three and six miles to the west, respectively, are the
nearest designated wilderness areas. These wilderness areas are
administered by the National Park Service and the Inyo National
Forest, respectively. Other nearby designated wilderness areas
include the Golden Trout Wilderness and the Ansel Adams Wilderness
which are managed by the Inyo National Forest.

C. Manageability

The Symmes Creek WSA is manageable as wilderness, but only with some
difficulty. The unit's gently sloping landscape and its sparse vegetation
make the WSA very susceptible to indis<3riminate off-road vehicle use.
Most of the WSA is vulnerable to vehicle encroachment. Additionally, the
outside sights and sounds of U.S. Highway 395, located one-half mile east
of the WSA, detracts from solitude along the eastern boundary. Finally,
the irregular eastern boundary feature makes on-the-ground identification
of the unit boundary difficult.

Frequent signing, fencing of most of the border, intensive patrolling and
providing detailed maps would be required to insure the integrity of the
unit.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.



D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation: Ihe Symmes Creek Wilderness Study
Area (WSA) is in the BIM Alabama Geology - Energy - Minerals (GEM)

Resource Area (GRA) . BIM GEM data in the Affected Environment
section of the Benton-Cwens Valley Bodie-Coleville Study Areas EIS
(1987) , indicated that the Symmes Creek WSA had low potential for
metallic minerals, uranium, thorium, and geothermal. There is
moderate potential for nonmetallic minerals. Although rated as
having moderate potential, non-metallics such as sand and gravel
are considered to have low development potential due to the
unknown quality of this material and its ample availability
outside the WSA. There is no potential for oil and gas in the
WSA. There are no known unpatented mining claims in the WSA.
There are no mineral leases in the WSA.

2. Summary of significant new mineral data collected since the
suitability recoinmendation which should be considered in th*>- final

decision: No new data has been generated since the EIS of 1987.

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this
summary, refer to the Benton-Cwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness -

Final Environmental Impact Statement.)
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Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-RELATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
(NO-WILDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WILDERNESS
ALTERNATIVE

Wilderness Values

Motorized Recre-
ation Use

Overall, impacts to wilderness
values, primarily naturalness
and solitude, would be negli-
gible and for the most part,
short-term. Construction and
maintenance of three proposed
livestock facilities as well
as the repair or removal of
fish structures would insig-
nificantly add to the existing
low levels of impact from
motorized recreation use and
vehicle use for livestock
operations and maintenance of
water-spreading and diversion
channels. The continued
existence of apiary sites,
existing water-spreading and
diversion channels, and pro-
posed water developments would
only result in less than 170
acres of impairment of the
perception of naturalness.

The entire WSA would remain
open to motorized recreation
use on existing routes and
trails. There would be no
impacts on motorized recre-
ation use.

There would be a slight posi-
tive benefit to wilderness
values particularly natural-
ness and solitude as a result
of eliminating 500 visitor
days of motorized recreation
use. Locally, wilderness
values would be negligibly
improved as a result of the
removal of three apiary sites
and a reduction in vehicle
use associated with existing
livestock operations and
maintenance of facilities.
Construction and maintenance
of proposed water develop-
ments for livestock and the
continued maintenance of
water-spreading and diversion
channels would locally have
a minor impact on naturalness
and solitude on less than
110 acres.

Motorized recreation use
totaling 500 visitor-days
would be foregone. This would
result in only a minor impact
as opportunities for motor-
ized recreation use are
available on other public
lands outside the WSA, and
the boundary roads would pro-
vide access to users that
wish to continue using the
area without vehicles.

Apiary Sites There would be no impacts on
apiary sites within the WSA.

Beekeeping operations would
be permitted at three existing
apiary sites.

Wilderness designation would
eliminate three apiary sites
from the WSA. There would be
an adverse impact on bee-
keeping operations due to the
lack of suitable relocation
sites.
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F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the
Final EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will
occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Coinrnents

During the inventory phase, a comment was received which
addressed the WSA's potential mineral values and the influence of
outside sights and sounds on the WSA's wilderness values. Another
comment indicated the area's potential for ground water recharge
facilities.

After the inventory, comments were received during the wilderness
study process. Several comments noted that the adjacent USFS RARE
II lands add to the WSA's wilderness values. One comment noted
that the existing water-spreading and flood channels require
maintenance of related roads and trails. One comment noted the
scenic values of the WSA while one comment stated that the WSA did
not meet wilderness standards.

During the study phase, a public meeting and public hearing were
held in association with the draft EIS. The public meeting was
held in Markleeville, California, and the public hearing in
Bishop, California. Comments were received both orally through
the hearing, and in writing during the 90-day public review
period. A total of 83 written and oral comments were received.
Forty-one comments supported the Bureau's no-wilderness
recommendation. Forty-two comments supported the all-wilderness
alternative.

No Federal agency comments were received specific for this WSA.

The California Department of Fish and Game recommended that
vehicle use in the study area be confined to existing roads and
trails.

The Inyo County Board of Supervisors has passed a resolution
opposing any additional wilderness areas in Inyo County.
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CHUftGO CANTON \mrvS9tFRR fTTOEY AREA (WSA)

(CA-010-079)

1. THE STUDY AREA 20,365 acres

The Chidago Canyon WSA is located in southern Mono County, approximately 12

miles north of Bishop, California. The WSA includes 19,702 acres of BIM
land, 663 acres of State land and no private inholdings (see Map 1 and
Table 1).

The northern boundary of the WSA follows Red Rock Canyon County Road to the
east, then heads south along Fish Slough Road. The boundary turns west
along an unproved ranching road until it meets a 750-KV powerline
right-of-way. The western boundary proceeds north along the right-of-way
until it intersects Red Rock Canyon Road.

The WSA is situated in the western margin of the Basin and Range gecmorphic
province and lies entirely within the central portion of the Volcanic
Tableland, a geological product of cinder and hot gas eruptions from vents
in long Valley which occurred 700,000 years ago. This unique landscape is
generally characterized as a series of overlying rhyolitic ash deposits
which (fulminate in a rolling tableland terrain feature. The WSA gently
slopes downward to the east. Elevation ranges from 4,400 feet to 6,000
feet. Chidago Canyon incises the area up to several hundred feet deep and
runs in a south-easterly direction near the southern border. Volcanic
terraces, rounded hills, en echelon scarps (a series of parallel scarps
formed by faulting activity) , and Chidago Canyon contribute to the scenic
and landform variety of the WSA. The vegetation, which is uniformly
distributed throughout, consists mostly of Great Basin shrubs.

The eastern half of the WSA is part of the Fish Slough Area of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACEC) . The ACEC management plan prescribes
protection of the aquifer recharge source within the WSA in order to
maintain the wetland habitat, which lies outside, and adjacent to the WSA.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLBMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed
in the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the
Benton-Cwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of
the area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS. Three different
suitability recommendations were analyzed in the EIS: all wilderness,
partial wilderness reccmmending approximately 41% of the area suitable, and
no wilderness.



2. REOCMMENDATION AND RATTONAIE

19,702

acres recommended
for wilderness
BLM acres recoinmended for
nonwilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in
this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no-wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.

The WSA is recommended non-suitable because its potential for mineral
occurrence, motorized recreation, and future transmission line expansion
needs outweigh the area's wilderness values. In addition, manageability was
a strong consideration in the non-suitable recommendation.

Solitude can be disrupted visually and by noise during winter months from
local motorized recreation activity. This use occurs primarily on weekends
and on existing routes. Additionally, man-made visual influences outside
the WSA such as, a 750 kV electric transmission line along the western
boundary and periodic vehicle use on the eastern boundary road, affect
solitude along the WSA's borders. Some portions of the WSA allow
unobstructed views of the transmission line up to a distance of one and one-
half mile.

Resource conflicts in the WSA include moderate potential for metallic
minerals in the WSA's western quarter, moderate potential for nonmetallic
minerals in the eastern two-thirds of the WSA and moderate potential for
geothermal resources throughout the WSA. There is current interest in the
area to quarry decorative building stone known as Bishop tuff. Development
of mining claims which are found to have valid existing rights could impair
the area's wilderness values with or without wilderness designation.

The Benton-Owens Valley Management Framework Plan prescribes a half-mile
wide utility line corridor along four and one-half miles of the western
boundary. This corridor lies withinin the WSA one-quarter mile east of the
present transmission line boundary. There is a high current demand for use
of this corridor. Most recently, Oxbow Geothermal Corporation has
demonstrated a need to utilize this corridor for construction of an electric
transmission line. Additionally, several utility/energy organizations have
expressed support to accsommodate future use in this corridor.

The WSA provides suitable opportunities for motorized recreational use.

Approximately 25 miles of primitive vehicle routes are located in the WSA.

Most of these routes are located north of Chidago Canyon. In addition,

there are 11 miles of trail systems in the WSA, used primarily by
motorcyclists and horseback riders. The motorcycle use occurs in this snow-

free area from November to April. During the summer, the WSA is too hot and

dry for these uses. It is expected that demand and use of this area for

motorized recreational activities will increase.



The WSA's relatively flat, broad topography renders it vulnerable to
vehicle encroachment. The lack of natural barriers would make it extremely
difficult to manage as wilderness.

TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 19,702
Split Estate (ELM surface only)

Inholdings
State 663
Private

Total 20,365

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
ELM (within WSA)
ELM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total ELM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 19,702
Split Estate (ELM surface only)

Total ELM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 19,702

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness; The Chidago Canyon WSA has generally retained its
primeval character and influence. The WSA is a gentle, rolling
landscape sloping in an easterly direction. Volcanic terraces,
rounded hills, en echelon fault scarps, and a major canyon comprise
the unit. The WSA supports a uniform composition of shadscale
scrub such as spiny hopsage, shadscale, ephedra, and dalea. During
certain years, wildflowers are prevalent.
During the wilderness inventory, it was determined that only a few
primitive vehicle routes were located in the WSA. Upon further
review, it was determined that man's works actually include
approximately 25 miles of primitive vehicle routes and 11 miles of
motorcycle and equestrian trails. In addition, the unit contains





several livestock water troughs, a pipeline, two water storage
tanks and three wildlife guzzlers. However, the sizeable expanse
of this WSA reduces these influences to a low level of
significance.

2. Solitude: The WSA's size and gently rolling topography provide
outstanding opportunities for solitude and freedom of unconfined
movement. Chidago Canyon, due to its deeply incised nature,
enhances these opportunities in the southern portion of the WSA.

An electric transmission line parallels the western boundary just
outside the WSA and visually affects opportunities for solitude on
a limited and localized basis.

Additionally, the outside visual and noise influences of periodic
vehicle use on the eastern boundary road slightly diminish solitude
along the WSA's eastern edge.

This WSA may be overflown in the future by military aircraft as
part of the national defense mission during approved military
operations. The visual intrusions and associated noise create
temporary effects on solitude which are deemed acceptable and
necessary as a part of the defense preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: Opportunities for primitive
and unconfined types of recreation abound within the WSA. Area
visitors can participate in backpacking, camping, nature
appreciation, historical sightseeing, scenic photography, hunting,
horseback riding, and other activities. No permanent water sources
exist in the unit; backpacking is limited by the need to carry or
cache water. Most primitive recreation activities would occur in
the cooler winter and spring months.

4. Special features: The WSA contains numerous features of
significance. The area contains geological curiosities including
rhyolitic columns in Chidago Canyon and fault scarps. Wildlife
values of the WSA include nesting habitat for golden eagles and
other raptors in the Red Rock and Chidago Canyons. The WSA also
contains crucial winter habitat for mule deer who rely on the
unit's topographical relief for protective cover from the
Tableland's strong winter winds. Portions of the WSA are rich in
cultural values, including petroglyphs.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented bv ecosystems : This WSA contains 19,702 acres of the
Intermountain Sagebrush/Great Basin Sagebrush ecosystem. The
Chidago Canyon WSA would not increase the diversity of the types of
ecosystems represented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
Domin/Provinoe/FNV

NWPS Areas
areas acres

Other ELM Studies
areas acres

Intermountain Sagebrush/ 1
Great Basin Sagebrush

Intermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush

NATIONWIDE

32,407

CALIFORNIA

55 1,185,573

19 201,107

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers ; The WSA is within a five-hour drive of four major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population
Centers

NWPS Areas
areas acres.

Other BIM Studies
areas acres

California

Bakersfield 32
Los Angeles/Long Beach 27
Riverside/San Bernardino 22

Nevada

Reno 39

4,071,358
2,876,234
2,031,054

4,647,230

128
135
205

170

3,9^8,548
4,958,751
7,658,649

6,904,809

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas ;

The WSA is within 50 air miles of one BIM WSA recommended for

wilderness designation. The John Muir and the Ansel Adams
Wilderness, 15 and 30 miles to the west, respectively, are

the nearest designated wilderness areas. These wilderness

areas are administered by the Inyo National Forest. Other
nearby designated wilderness areas include Yosemite and
Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Parks which are managed by the

National Park Service (NPS) and the Hoover Wilderness which
is managed by the Toiyabe and Inyo National Forests.



C. Manageabilitv

The Chidago Canyon WSA is manageable as wilderness, but only with
difficulty. The gentle nature of the rolling landscape and its
sparse vegetation make the WSA very susceptible to physical
scarring from activities related to indiscriminate off-highway
vehicle use. Frequent signing, fencing most of the border,
providing detailed maps, and intensive patrolling would be
required to insure the integrity of the unit. The broad, flat
nature of the WSA is easily penetrated by vehicles of all types.
The WSA contains few natural barriers to prevent vehicles from
entering the area. Constant surveillance would be required to
protect the area's wilderness values.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain
the integrity of the existing and future national defense mission
as well as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation : The southern half of the Chidago
Canyon WSA lies within the BLM Casa Diablo Geology - Energy
- Minerals (G-E-M) Resource Area (GRA) and the northern half
lies within the Benton Range GRA. The G-E-M data in the
Affected Environment section of the 1987 BIM Wilderness
Recommendations, Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Study
Areas Final EIS, indicate that the WSA has a moderate
potential for occurrence of gold, silver, lead, tungsten,
building stone and geothermal energy. As of the spring of
1986, one unpatented mining claim had been located for
metallic minerals in the northwestern corner of the WSA.

The GRA report showed that the WSA lies on the eastern edge
of the Chidago Mining District. The Chance, Beckman, and
Casa Diablo mines are one half mile to three miles west of
the WSA and are credited with approximately $200,000 worth of
gold production. Mineralization in this district is
characterized by gold, silver, and base metal bearing quartz
veins in Cretaceous granitic intrusive rocks. This geologic
environment is present in a strip of land one half mile wide
along the western side of the WSA. This area was, therefore,
rated as having a moderate potential for the cxxurrence of
these metallic minerals using the BIM mineral classification
scheme.

The eastern one half of the WSA has moderate potential for
the occurrence of non-metallic minerals due to the presence
of Bishop tuff. Bishop tuff is a common variety decorative
building stone currently in demand. The entire WSA is
classified as having a moderate potential for geothermal
energy based on the proximity of potential volcanic heat



sources and the existence of thermal springs north and south
of the WSA. These BIM mineral potential ratings are shown on
the accompanying mineral potential map.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected
since the suitability recommendation, which should be
considered in the final recommendation : No U.S. Geologic
Survey (USGS) or U.S. Bureau of Mines (BOM) mineral surveys
were conducted in this WSA. BIM records dated March 25,
1988, indicate that no unpatented mining claims, mineral
leases, or mineral material sales contracts/permits exist in
the WSA. No new mineral resource information (x>ncerning this
WSA was generated as of May 3, 1988.

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources
for all alternatives considered including designation or non-
designation of the entire area as wilderness. (For a full
explanation of this summary, refer to the Benton-Owens
Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness - Final Environmental Impact
Statement.

)
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T3S

T4S

T4S

T5S

R31E R32E R32E R33E

NONE Recommended for

Wilderness

Recommended for

Non Wilderness

Land outside WSA
Recommended for
Wilderness

Split Estate

State^

Explanation

C<sss"<Nxxsq High Potenial for the
Occurrence of Energy and/or
Non-energy Minerals

wwwww
";.'.•

•.•'•/'•"•'•'J
Moderate Potential for the

','.'.''.'' ••*."•* Occurrence of Energy and/or
• »

•.*»•• •».'.i Non-energy Minerals

M

H

-energy

Moderate Mineral Potential
Location in a High Mineral
Potential Area

Commodity Symbols
Ag Silver

AU Gold

G Geothermal

NM Non-metallic

Pb Lead

Private

Chidago Canyon
Mineral Resource Potential

High Mineral Potential
Location in a Moderate Mineral
Potential Area

I

MILES

Map-2
010-079



Table 4 - Comparative Summary cf the Impacts by Mterrertive

I29UE-4MAEED

HE3XRCE5
IKICSED jBCEKN

(TrajTrrraESS/M) j£HCN)
AEIrWEHEHNESS I2KEiaLrWTTlTRES5

Wilderness Values Wilderness values, particular^

ly naturalness, scOitude, ard

pt±rdtive ard uraonfined

recreation would be adversely

iirpacted by mining activities

ard development cf the trans-

irrissian lire orrrirrr. AiiL-

ticnally, projected levels

cf iidut ized recreation use

as well as acrtinusd livestock

operations ard projected live-

stock projects, would result

in slight to miner impacts

on ratiiralness ard solitude.

Overall, there would be a
direct loss cf naturalness on
1Q5 acres with the perception

cf naturalness impaired over

an area cf 4,690 acres

primarily in the rcrthwest

portion cf the W3L Solitude

would be disrupted within

2,000 acres as a result cf

ironing operations. Short-term

impacts ranging from

negl igihle to minor would

occur as a result cf

construction ard iraintenBroa
of livestock projects.

Crucial winter habitat for

mule deer would be lost on 100

acres as a result cf the

urdergrourd gold mining activ-

ities. Geologic features

mild be impacted or lost on

Wilderness designation would

retain ard slightly enhance

wilderness values in the WEA
by eliminating motorized

recreation use (500 visitor

days) as well as precluding

mining tor decorative build-

ing stone ard development cf

the transmission lireoorri-

dor within the WSA. along the

western boundary. Wilderness

values in the rcrthwest pcr-

tion cf the WSA would be
adversely affected by devel-

opment cf an urdergrourd gold

mine due to the high, proba-

bility cf determination cf

valid existing rights. Con-

struction and maintenance cf

existing ard prqpcsed live-

stock facilities would result

in slight to minor localized

impacts en naturalness ard

negligible to minor short-

term iirpacts en solitude.

Overall, raturalness within

the WSA would be lest en 100

acres with the perception cf

naturalness impaired in 2,290

acres. Solitude would be
diminished on 2,000 acres as

a result of irdnirg activit-

ies. Crucial mule deer win-

ter habitat would be lost ard

gmlogical features could be

Designation cf 8,326 acres

within the WSA as wilderness

would result in slight posi-

tive benefits to the area's

wilderness values partiou-

larly raturalness ard soli-

tude as a result cf elimi-

nating 150 visitor days cf
notorized recreation use ard

pt3±iibiting mining cf decora-

tive building stone. Oppor-

tunities for pt^rative ard

urDonfinsd recreation ard

qycdal features would be
slightly enhanced.

Within the 12,015 acres cf
the WSA not designated

wilderness, projected motor-

ized recreation use (600

visitor days) , development

cf an urdergrourd gold mine,

ccrstructicn ard maintenance

cf livestock projects ard

development cf the trans-

irrissian line corridor would

adversely affect wilderness

values. ^fefturaln5BS would be
lost on 100 acres ard the

perception cf rHturalness

would be impaired en 4,290

acres. The sense cf solitude

would be o^iminiFtiRl within

2,000 acres suirojiding the

projected underground gold
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Table 4 - Gdmparative Summary cf the Inpacts by AlUaj alive (Ctrfc'd)

35SUEHMAEED FRKaD ATK'N
ftO-WELEER^SS/ND £CLTCN)

ALIrWTTrFFNESS

AETER^nVE MTERWHVE
WildRrreas Valips

(ca±iriJBd)

105 acres as a result of min-

ing activities. Throughout

the remainder of the WE&no
impacts other than very negli-

gible inpacts are antdcripated

tor Ffwrial fisRtiireR imliriing

raptrr nesting habitat and

cultural valvps.

lost on 100 acres as a result

cf mining activities.

mine. Ailitianally, ccn-

stnrtim cf the trarenissicn

line onrririnr would result in
inmii7iprJ

/
cj-rri"-+iFrni inprts

^proxinately 100 acres cf
crucial mile dear winter

habitat would be lost in the

iLtUjuest partial cf the VEA.

OtozQl, there would be a
minor impact to wilderness

valifr with moderate, loc-
al i 7pt\ impacts anticipated.

lt£eriz£d Racrea-

tion use

There would be no inpacts en
nctoriaed recreation use
which is artdedpated to in-

M*ori2Bd recreation use

would be pxriibited and 500

visitor days would be fore-

gone within the VEA. Cue to
the projected lew le\eL cf
use within the V£& and the

There would be a slioht im-

pact as wilderness designa-

tion waild preclude 150

crease slowly from the exist-

ing 500 visitor days to a
total cf 700 visitor days.

visitor days of notarized

recreation use within the

dasionatad portim cf the

W5A.* However, within theavailability cf cppartunities

an pt)l ir: lands outside the

VGA, there would be a slioht

ncn-dpsianated portion there

would be no inpacts en
impact on nctoriaed recrea-

tion use.*

nctoriaed recreation use with

the curre-t 350 visitor days,

anticipated to increase to a
total cf 600 visitor days.

Transmission line There would be no intact en There would be a minor im- There would no inpact on
Ee^kpmsnt development cf the cne-half-

mile-wide tranarrisskn line

corridor. The ane-cparter

utile width within the WSV
would be available tor use
along 4 1/2 miles cf the west-

em boundary.

pact on develapnat: of the development cf the cne-half-

transmission line corridor. nole-wide tranarassion line

Wilderness designation would

preclude use cf cne-cuarter

mile cf the one-half mile-

wide corridor. The remaining

cne-qjjEQ±er-mile width is
nihcsidp thP VRA arri wiilrl fr=>

crrridor. The cne-cuarter

mile width cf the corridor

within the VEA along 4 1/2

miles cf the western bcundary

would be in the portion not

dRsirpated as wilderness.

available far use.
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TEhlfi 4 - Qiiparatire Sumary cf the Btpacts by Mterrative (Otrfc'd)

ISSUE-DELATED

FE3XBCES
WOCEEDPCTKN ALIrWHEEFNESS

ATTPRggT^E

Mining cf Decora-

tive Biildirg

Store

There would be no inprt en
the mining of deooratire

building store. Mineral sales

would be perndtted. A 5-acre

cuarry for Edsncp tuff is

projected ficr theVBV

Mining cf dacocat±^ build-

ing stone, inducting a pro-

jected 5-acre quarry tor

Bishop tuff would be prohib-

ited. There would be only a
a ndncr inpact as Bishop tuff

is aroilable in areas aiteide

theVCA.

There would be a miner inpact

an mining cf dBOorativa

building strne within the

8,350 acres cf the WS^ desig-

nated wilderness. Wilderness

(jpRJcyaticn would prchibit

mineral sales including a
projected 5-acre quarry for

Edshcptuff.

Within the 12,015 acres not
desig-xabed wilderness mineral

sales would be permitted.

Pfcwever, no mining cf decora-

tive buiJding stone is

artiedpated due to the lack

of identified sources. There

would be no inpact.

^Since this inpact was identified in the BartaKwens \folLey/13odie-Cbleville Final EIS, it has been deberndned tha

prchihitirn cf motorized ^ride use under this alternat±« would ha\e greater (ncderate) inpacts than criginally

anticipated. The lack cf snow-free areas during the winter use months as well as the potential for other local

v^iicle use restrictions oihsidp the unit contribute to this reassessment cf adverse inpacts.

F. local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the
Final EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur
in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, a few comments were received addressing
expansion of the utility line corridor and the existence of unique
wildlife values.

After the inventory, comments were received during the wilderness
study process. One comment recommended the area be designated
wilderness while another comment noted opportunities for solitude and
primitive and unconfined types of recreation. One comment noted the
groundwater aquifer capability for the Fish Slough area, while another
indicated that the boundary transmission line is a visual intrusion.

During the study phase, a public meeting and public hearing were held
in association with the draft EIS. The public meeting was held in

Markleeville, California, and the public hearing in Bishop, California.

Comments were received both orally through the hearing, and in writing
during the 90-day public review period. A total of 84 written and oral

comments were received. Thirty-four comments supported the Bureau's

12



no-wilderness recommendation. Forty-two comments supported the all-
wilderness alternative, and eight comments supported the partial-
wilderness alternative.

Although no Federal agency comments were received specific to this VISA,

the Department of Energy, Western Area Power Administration submitted a
general written comment requesting the Bureau to provide transmission
line corridor space for future construction of transmission lines on
public lands.

No State or County agency comments were received specific to this WSA.
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FISH SLOUGH WILDERNESS STUDY AREA (WSA)

(CA-010-080)

1. THE STUDY AREA. 15,331 acres

The Fish Slough WSA is located in northern Inyo County and southern Mono
County, approximately six miles north of Bishop, California. The WSA
includes 14,700 acres of Bureau of Land Management (BIM) lands, no State
lands, and 631 acres of private inholdings (see Map 1 and Table 1)

The northern boundary of the WSA follows non-public land and an improved
ranching road to the east, then heads south along Fish Slough county road.
Along Fish Slough Road the boundary travels an irregular pattern adjacent to
the county road, public land, and private land until it meets Casa Diablo
County Road. The boundary follows Casa Diablo County Road in a
northwesterly direction until it meets a 750 KV powerline right-of-way. The
western boundary proceeds north along the right-of-way until it intersects
the private land and improved ranching road on the north.

The WSA is situated in the west margin of the Basin and Range geomorphic
province and lies in the southern portion of the Volcanic Tableland, a
geological result of cinder and hot gas eruptions from vents in Long Valley
which occurred 700,000 years ago. This unique landscape is characterized by
a series of successive rhyolitic ash deposits which culminate in a broad
tableland terrain feature. Topography is mostly gentle and rolling.
Volcanic terraces and abrupt cliffs resulting from an echelon fault scarps
(a series of parallel scarps formed by faulting activity) are evident in
this WSA. Elevation ranges from 4,382 feet to 5,800 feet. Numerous canyons
and drainages dissect the eastern portion of the unit. Fumarolic mounds and
ridges dot the landscape adding scenic variety. The pastel volcanic color
tones provide striking visual effects by the sun's low angle during morning
and evening hours. The vegetation, which is uniformly distributed
throughout, consists mostly of Great Basin shrubs. No permanent water
source exists in the WSA.

The eastern three-fourths of the WSA is part of the Fish Slough Area of
Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) . The ACEC management plan prescribes
protection of the aquifer recharge source within the WSA in order to
maintain the wetland habitat which lies outside and adjacent to the WSA.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed
in the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the
Benton-Cwens/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of the
area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS. Three different
suitability recommendations were analyzed in the EISs: all wilderness,
partial wilderness recommending approximately 99% of the area suitable, and
no wilderness.



2. REOOMMENDATION AND KATTONATiR o acres recommended
for wilderness

14,700 BIM acres recommended
for non-^wilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in
this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. Ihe all wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. Ihe no wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.

The WSA is recommended non-suitable because of manageability concerns, the
potential for mineral occurrence, and future transmission line expansion
needs outweigh the area's wilderness values.

Much of the WSA's relatively flat, broad topography renders it vulnerable to
vehicle erK^roachment. The lack of natural barriers along the boundaries
would make it extremely difficult to manage as wilderness. Vehicles such as
four-wheel drive, motorcycles, all-terrain vehicles and mountain bikes can
easily drive off the boundary roads into this sparsely vegetated WSA.
Substantial signing and fencing as well as intensive patrolling would be
required to protect the area. There are approximately eight miles of routes
of travel including primitive ways, washes and other unmaintained routes of
access which will remain available for vehicular use.

Solitude can be disrupted visually and from noise of periodic vehicle use
occurring on roads which surround the WSA. Additionally, the 750-KV
transmission line along the western boundary of the unit visually limits
solitude locally. Some portions of the WSA allow unobstructed views of the
transmission line up to a distance of three miles.

Resource conflicts in the WSA include moderate potential for nonmetallic
minerals and geothermal resources. There is current interest in the area to
quarry decorative building stone known as Bishop tuff.

The Benton-Cwens Valley Management Framework Plan prescribes a
half-mile^wide utility line corridor along the western boundary where a
transmission line currently exists. This corridor lies in the WSA
one-quarter mile east of the present transmission-line corridor along the 2-

1/2-mile west boundary. There is a high demand to use this corridor. Most
recently, Oxbow Geothermal Corporation demonstrated a need to utilize this
corridor for construction of an electric transmission-line. Additionally,
several utility/energy organizations have expressed support to accxxnmodate

future use in this corridor.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 14,700
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private 631

Total 15,331

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 14,700
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 14,700

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RBXMMENDftTIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness; The Fish Slough WSA has generally retained its
primeval character and influence. The WSA is a landscape
characterized by a series of volcanic terraces and an echelon
fault scarps. Numerous canyons and drainages dissect the eastern
portion of the unit.

Toward the western edge the topography is more gentle and rolling.

The WSA supports a uniform composition of shadscale scrub such as
spiny hopsage, shadscale, ephedra, dalea, and cholla. During
certain years, wildflowers are prevalent. 'There are very few
human influences in the WSA. Approximately eight miles of
primitive vehicle routes are located in the WSA. These vehicle
routes are substantially unnoticeable in the WSA as a whole.



2. Solitude; The WSA's large size and gently rolling topography
provide outstanding opportunities for solitude and freedom of
movement. An electric transmission line parallels the western
boundary just outside the WSA and visually affects opportunities
for solitude locally.

Additionally, the outside visual and noise influences of periodic
vehicle use on the eastern and southern boundary roads would
slightly diminish solitude along the WSA's east and south edges.

This WSA may be overflown in the future by military aircraft as
part of the national defense mission during approved military
operations. The visual intrusions and associated noise create
temporary effects on solitude which are deemed acceptable and
necessary as a part of the defense preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: Opportunities for primitive
and unconfined types of recreation abound within the WSA. Area
visitors can participate in backpacking, camping, nature
appreciation, historical sightseeing, scenic photography, hunting,
horseback riding, and other activities. No permanent water
sources exist in the unit; backpacking is limited by the need to
or cache water. Most primitive recreation activities would occur
in the cooler winter and spring months.

4. Special features: The WSA contains several features of
significance. The area contains geological curiosities such as an
echelon fault scarps and fumarolic mounds. Wildlife values of the
WSA include crucial winter habitat for mule deer. The mule deer
rely on the unit's topographical relief for protective cover from
the Volcanic Tableland's strong winter winds. The WSA also
contains cultural values of significance such as petroglyphs,
hunting sites, etc.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems: This WSA contains 14,700 acres of the
Intermountain Sagebrush/Great Basin Sagebrush ecosystem. The Fish
Slough WSA would not increase the diversity of the types of
ecosystems represented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
Domain/Province/FNV

NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
areas acres areas acres

Intermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush

Intermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush

NATIONWIDE

1 32,407 55 1,190,575

CALIFORNIA

19 206,109

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers: The WSA is within a five-hour drive of four major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BLM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population
Centers areas

California

Bakersfield 32

Los Angeles/Long Beach 27
Riverside/San Bernardino 22

Nevada

Reno 39

NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
is acres areas acres

4,071,358 128 3,998,548
2,876,234 135 4,958,751
2,031,054 205 7,658,649

4,647,230 170 6,904,809

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas: The WSA
is within 50 air miles of three BLM WSAs recommended for wilderness

designation. The John Muir and the Ansel Adams Wilderness, 15 and
30 miles to the west, respectively, are the nearest designated
wilderness areas. These wilderness areas are administered by the

Inyo National Forest. Other nearby designated wilderness areas

include Yosemite and Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Parks which are

managed by the National Park Service and the Hoover Wilderness

which is managed by the Toiyabe and Inyo National Forests.
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C. Manaaeabilitv

The Fish Slough WSA is manageable as wilderness, but only with
difficulty. The predominant gentle nature of the rolling landscape and
its sparse vegetation make the WSA susceptible to indiscriminate
off-road vehicle use. Frequent signing, fencing most of the border,
providing detailed maps, and intensive patrolling would be required to
insure the integrity of the unit. The broad, flat nature of the WSA is
easily penetrated by vehicles of all types. The WSA contains few
natural barriers to prevent vehicles from entering the area. Constant
surveillance would be required to protect the area's wilderness values.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of preliminary
suitability recommendation: A portion of the Fish Slough WSA
(mostly in T. 5 S., R. 32 E.) is in the ELM Casa Diablo
Geology-Energy-^lineral (G-E-M) Resource Area (GRA) . BLM G-E-M data
used in the Affected Environment section of the Benton-Owens
Valley, Bodie-Coleville Study Areas Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) in 1987 indicated that the WSA has low potential for metallic
minerals, no potential for oil and gas, moderate potential for
non-metallic minerals (Bishop tuff) , and very low potential for
uranium and thorium.

The WSA has moderate potential for non-metallic minerals due to the
presence of Bishop tuff. Bishop tuff is a common variety
decorative stone currently in demand. The Fish Slough WSA has
moderate non-metallic resource potential but the non-metallic
potential for the adjacent Volcanic Tableland WSA is high and for
adjacent Casa Diablo WSA is low. This is because there is more
historical development of Bishop tuff building stone in the
Volcanic Tableland WSA and no historical development in the Casa
Diablo WSA. Also, the better proximity to markets and geologic
nature of the materials is such that the Volcanic Tableland WSA has
a high potential. The WSA has moderate potential for geothermal
resources according to the ELM classification scheme and was
classified as being prospectively valuable for geothermal
resources by the U.S. Geological Survey ("Lands Valuable for
Geothermal Resources", unpublished USGS map, revised July, 1985).
There were no mining claims in the WSA in 1987 when the EIS was
prepared.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendation which should be considered in the
final recommendation: No U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) or U.S.
Bureau of Mines (BOM) mineral surveys were conducted in this WSA.
BLM records dated March 24, 1988, showed no unpatented mining
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claims, mineral leases, or mineral material sales contracts/permits
in this WSA. No new data has been generated since the EIS of 1987.

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resource
alternatives considered including designation or non-designation
of the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this
summary, refer to the Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville
Wilderness - Final Environmental Impact Statement.)

Table 4 - Ctnpariscn of Iiipacts of the Rrpoeed A±kn and the MterrHtives

ISSLE-raiAEED

RESXKE3
HCKBEDAZnCN

(Nr>-WTTTTR^SS/N3 AZCICN)

AEIrWHEEFNESS
ATTTOJSfriVE

BIRIIALrWIIDER€33S

ALTEfEKUVE

Wilderness "Values Mining activities associated

with the 5-acre qjarry for

decorative building shone and

development of the 2-1/2-mile

trarerassion-line cnrrirrr

along the western boundary

would result in the primary

inpacts en wilderness values.

The paroeptirn of naturalness

would be impaired over 2,400

acres and there would be a
direct loss of naturalness on
5 acres. Solitude within the
W5A would be diminidied within

a eCJOnacre area surrourriing

the mining activities result-

ing in a moderate impact.

AtTirirnal short-term disrup-

tions to solitirte would occur

within an area of 2,000 acres

along the trariemission-lins

corridrr during powerlins oon-

structicn activities, ito-

jecbed notorized recreation

use (550 visitor days) and

livestock grazing activities

irnlirh'rg gjistructim of 1

mile of fence would result in

slight to minor impacts to
wilderness values. Oppor-
tunities for primitive and

uixiiCined recreation would be
slightly impacted en a local-

ized basis as a result of
projected notorized recre-

WildFmess dpRignatim wnld
retain and slightly enhance

wilderness values by elimi-

nating 350 visitor days cf

motorized recreation use as
wall as precluding mining

for decorative building snore

and development of the trans-

mission line mrridrr within

the W3A along the western

boundary. The prepesed live-

stock fiance would result in

Slight tD minor InraliTiari

impacts to wilderness values

and impair the perception of
naturalness on 50 acres.
c]rpm'a1 features irrlirtirg

habitat for reintroduced

prorghorn antelope, cultural

values, and geological fea-

tures would be sljughtly

erhanosd.

Wildpmess valips wnfld be
retained and slightly an-

hanoed within the 15,102

acres cf the W3A (over 98%)

designated as wilderness.

Motorized recreation use

(350 visitor days) and min-

ing activities for decora-

tive building store would be
eliminated, benefiting wil-

derness values. The proposed

1-mile livestock fence would

result in slight to minor

impacts to wildpmess values

and impair the perception cf
rBturalness en 50 acres,

^fornal features ircluding

habitat for prcngnorn ante-

lope, cultural values, and

gqnlrgirnl features would be
slightly erhanced.

Within the 229 acres cf the

WSA not designated wilder-

ness, development cf the

2-1/2-mile traronission-line

corridor would result in
adverse impacts en wilder-

ness values including im-

pairirg the perception of
naturalness within a 2,000-

acre vieushed that extends

into the designated portion

cf theWSA. Short-term dis-

ruptions would also cccur
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Table 4 - Comparative SLraiary cf the Impacts by Mtiernative (cert.)

lEEUDHFEEAEED HOCaDAZCKN PUtVOUlEKESS
NTER&nVE

ffiREIAIrWTTlTR^SS

N3ER9TNE
Wilderness VVIifr

(ccrfcinued)

aticnuse, iraning cf daxra-
tive building stone, ard

within the same 2,000-ecre

area as a result cf power-
dewlgpTaJb of the tenaiiis-

skn line crrrirrr. There

would be slicht lrrnliTRi

impacts to special features.

line eerstruoticn activities

within the trarordssicn-line

ccrridor.

M±crized Ifecre- There would be no impacts en
mm 9 • .. , • m* J_ • 1 l •

MDtcrizea recreation use

wculd be prchibitad ard 350

visitor days would be fore-

gone within the VEA. Due to
the prrjected lew level of
use within the VEA ard the

Motorized recreatien use
aticn tee notorized recreation use which would be prdribited ard 350

is arfcicipated to increase

slowly frcm the easting 350

visiter days to a total cf
550 visitor days.

visitor days would be fore-

gone within the designated

pertden cf the VEA which

amounts to cwsr 98% cf the

availability cf opportunities

en pinl ic lards aitside the

VEA, there would be aminar

VEA. There is ro motorized

vehicle use cr existing

primitive vehicle rcubss

mpact en notorized recre-

ticnuse.

within the remaining 210

acres cf the VEA not desig-

rated wildRmpFF;. cuaraW

there wrnld be a miner im-

pact en notorized recre-

atien use.

TrarenissicrHline There would be no inprt en There would be a miner im- There would be no impact en
(Trrirhr E&^Lcp-
menfc

develcpiB'fc cf the ene-half-

mile-wide trarenissicn-line

cooddor. The cre-cparter

mile width within the VEA

would be availrtflp for use

along 2 1/2 miles cf the west

boxdary.

pact en daelepiat cf the

tranardssicn-line cerridcr.

development cf the cne-half-

mile-wide torerrissicn-line

ccrridor. The cre-cparter

milfi width within the VEA
alcng 2 1/2 miles cf the

west bcunoary would be in

Wildemess desitgnaticn would

preclude use cf cne-qjarter

mile cf the cne4Blf-mile-

wide cerridcr. The remaining

cre-qjarter-iiiile width is

aitsidp thp &FA ?rri wiild hp.

(lie portion not desiccated
as wildprrpcK T

available for use. However,

shculd the Casa Di^hlo VEA

also be df^ignated wildTa"-

ness there wculd be a poten-

tial nrxterate impact to the

future development cf the

tranamssieiy-line cerridcr,

since this cerridcr would be

entirely within the areas

designed as wilderness.
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Tri-flR 4 - O&npnabfae Summary cf the Inpacts by Alterratire (Cont'd)

I5SLE-FEIATED

FE3XKE3
HOCGEDACTKN

(ND-WinETOSS/ND ACEKN)

AUrWIIIIRtSS
AITERKETvE

PAREIAWtilDEflsESS

There would be no impact en
the minirg cf decctatiw

mmS " J " 1 «1 1
There would be a minor im-

pact on minirg cf decora-
ti\*a hiilrlirg «=imp within

Mmirg cf

EBccrati\^

Building Stone

Mining of aBocrati\^ nn ld-

ing stone, including a pro-

jected 5-acre quarry far

Bishop tuff would be pro-

hibited. There would be arily

a irdnor inpact as Bishop

tuff is available in areas

would be pernritted. A 5-acre

quarry far Bishop tiiff is

projected for the WSA.

the 15,102 acres cf the WSA
(JRSicyated wildRorfF;. Wil-

dFmenF; desigTaticn would

prohibit mineral Fains in-
rrliriinrj a projected ew*tt»

Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the
Final EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur
in this document.

Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, a few comments were received addressing the
area's high wildlife values and the potential need for transmission-
line corridor expansion.

After inventory, comments were received during the wilderness study
process. Comments recommended wilderness designation, noted
opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation,
noted the groundwater aquifer capability for the area and indicated the
boundary transmission line is a visual intrusion.

During the study, a public meeting and public hearing were held in
association with the draft EIS. The public meeting was held in
Markleeville, and the public hearing in Bishop, California. A total of
83 written and oral comments were received. Triiurty-three comments
supported the Bureau's recommendation. Forty-two comments supported
the all^wilderness alternative, and eight comments supported the
partial-wilderness alternative.

Although no Federal agency comments were received specific to this WSA,
the Department of Energy, Western Area Power Adniinistration submitted a
general written comment requesting the Bureau provide transmission-line
corridor space for future construction of transmission lines on public
lands. No State agency comments were received specific to this WSA.

The Inyo County Board of Supervisors passed a resolution opposing any
additional wilderness areas in Inyo County. No comments specific to
the Mono County portion of the WSA were received from Mono County.
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VDK3VNIC TABLELAND WTLCH3NESS STOUT AREA (WSA)

(CA-010-081)

1. THE STUDY AREA 12,499 acres

The Volcanic Tableland WSA is located in southern Mono County and northern
Inyo County, approximately five miles north of Bishop, California. The WSA
includes 12,499 acres of Bureau of Land Management (BLM) lands, no State
lands and no private inholdings (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The northern boundary of the WSA follows Casa Diablo Mine Road to the
southeast, then heads south and west along an improved road and private
lands. The boundary then proceeds north along a 750 kV powerline
right-of-way. As the western boundary moves north it jogs around a section
of non-public land then continues along the powerline right-of-way until it
meets Casa Diablo Mine Road on the north.

The WSA is located along the western edge of the Basin and Range geomorphic
province. The unit occupies the southern portion of the Volcanic Tableland,
a geological result of cinder and hot gas eruptions from vents in Long
Valley which occurred 700,000 years ago. This unique and vast landscape
comprises a series of successive layers of rhyolitic ash deposits which
formed a broad tableland expanse gently sloping from northwest to southeast.
Elevation ranges from 4,480 feet to 5,200 feet. Generally unaffected by
erosion, the unit contains a few low rolling hills and numerous uplifted
volcanic terraces and ridges in the southern half of the WSA. Several small
bouldery canyons are located along the WSA's southern boundary. The pinkish
and reddish volcanic landscape colors provide striking visual hues during
the morning and evening hours. Vegetation consists mostly of Great Basin
shrubs. No permanent water source exists in the WSA.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed
in the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the
Benton-Gwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of
the area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS. Three different
suitability recommendations were analyzed in the EISs: all wilderness,
partial wilderness recommending approximately 87% of the area suitable, and
no wilderness.

2. RECGMMENDATICN AND RATIONALE acres recommended
for wilderness

12,499 BLM acres recommended
for non-wilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in
this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all^wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally-preferred alternative as



it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no wilderness alternative will be hnplemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.

The WSA is recommended non-suitable because of its potential for geothermal
and mineral occurrence, transmission-line corridor needs, and
motorized/mechanized recreation outweigh the area's wilderness values. In
addition, manageability was a strong consideration in the non-suitable
recommendation

.

Solitude can be disrupted visually and from noise of local motorized
recreation use primarily during winter months. This use occurs primarily on
weekends on existing routes. Man-made visual influences outside the WSA
such as a 750 kV electric transmission line along the western boundary and
the community of Bishop may affect solitude along the WSA's southern and
western borders. Some portions of the WSA allow unobstructed views of the
transmission line up to a distance of one mile. Periodic vehicle use on the
eastern and western boundary roads may also affect solitude visually and
aurally.

Resource conflicts include moderate potential for geothermal resources and
high potential for nonmetallic minerals. There is current demand in the
area to quarry decorative building stone known as Bishop tuff.

The Benton-Owens Valley Management Framework Plan prescribes a half-mile
wide utility line corridor along six miles of the western boundary. This
corridor lies in the WSA one-quarter mile east of the present transmission
line boundary. There is a high demand to use this corridor. Most recently,
Oxbow Geothermal Corporation demonstrated a need to utilize this corridor
for construction of an electric transmission line. Additionally, several
utility/energy organizations have expressed interest in future use in this
corridor.

The WSA sustains and provides suitable opportunities for motorized and
mechanized recreational use, including motorcycle and mountain bike
activities. Approximately 15 miles of primitive vehicle routes are located
in the WSA. Use of these routes usually occurs from November to April. It
is expected that demand and use of this area for motorized and mechanized
recreational activities will increase.

The WSA's relatively flat, broad topography renders it vulnerable to
vehicle erKsrcachment. The area is popular with off-highway vehicle users
and mountain bikers. Vehicles such as four-wheel drive, motorcycles,
all-terrain vehicles and mountain bikes can easily drive off the boundary
roads into this sparsely vegetated WSA. The lack of natural barriers would
make it extremely difficult to manage as wilderness. Also, the outside
sights of the Bishop community limits opportunities for solitude.
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TABLE 1 - land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 12,499
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private

Total 12,499

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 12,499
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM land Not Recommended for Wilderness 12,499

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECXMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: The Volcanic Tableland has generally retained its
natural character. The WSA is a relatively flat landscape. Some
low, rolling hills and occasional volcanic cliffs exist within
the unit, but the general character is one of subdued relief with
broad, tableland expanses gently sloping from northwest to
southeast. The extensive tableland form of volcanic flats and
drainages is relatively unique and unusual to the area.

The WSA supports mostly low shrubs such as spiny hopsage,
shadscale, ephedra, and dalea as well as intermixed annual
plants.



Only a few very minor influences of man are within the unit.

This includes a reservoir and approximately 15 miles of
primitive vehicle routes. The scale of these influences makes
them substantially unnoticeable in the broad spaciousness of the
WSA.

The nature of the landscape makes the WSA vulnerable to physical
impacts from activities such as indiscximinate off-highway
vehicle use.

2. Solitude: The WSA's uncluttered expanse is the major feature
that provides outstanding opportunities for solitude and freedom
of movement. The small canyons and volcanic bluffs in the WSA
enhance these opportunities. However, the outside sights and
sounds of the western- boundary transmission line and the Bishop
conmunity visually degrade opportunities from solitude on a
limited and localized basis.

Additionally, the outside visual and noise influences of
periodic vehicle use on the eastern and western boundary roads
would slightly diminish solitude along the WSA's borders.

This WSA may be overflown in the future by military aircraft as
part of the national defense mission during approved military
operations. The visual intrusions and associated noise create
temporary effects on solitude which are deemed acceptable and
necessary as a part of the defense preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: Opportunities for
primitive and unconfined types of recreation abound within the
WSA. Area visitors can participate in backpacking, camping,
nature appreciation, historical sightseeing, scenic photography,
hunting, horseback riding, and other activities. No permanent
water sources exist in the unit so backpacking is limited by
carried or cached water. Most primitive recreation activities
occur in the cooler winter and spring months.

4. Special features: This WSA contains habitat for reintroduced
pronghorn antelope in the northern tip of unit.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems: This WSA contains 12,499 acres of the
Intermountain Sagebrush/Great Basis Sagebrush ecosystem. The
Volcanic Tableland WSA would not increase the diversity of the
types of ecosystems represented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
Daiain/Province/PNV

NWPS Areas Other ELM Studies
areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Intermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush

32,407 55 1,192,776

CALIFORNIA

Intermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush

19 208,310

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five-hours) of major population
centers: The WSA is within a five-hour drive of four major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BLM study areas within a five-hour
drive of the population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population
Centers

California

Bakersfield
Los Angeles/Long Beach
Riverside/San Bernardino 22

Nevada

Reno

NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
areas acres areas acres

32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649

39 4,647,230 170 6,904,809

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas; The
WSA is within 50 air miles of three BLM WSAs recommended for
wilderness designation. The John Muir and the Ansel Adams
Wilderness, 15 and 30 miles to the west, respectively, are the
nearest designated wilderness areas. These wilderness areas are
administered by the Inyo National Forest. Other nearby designated
wilderness areas include Yosemite and Sequoia-Kings Canyon
National Parks which are managed by the National Park Service and
the Hoover Wilderness which is managed by the Toiyabe and Inyo
National Forests.



C. Manageability

The Volcanic Tableland WSA is manageable as wilderness, but only with
difficulty. The gentle nature of the rolling landscape and its sparse
vegetation make the WSA very susceptible to physical scarring from
activities related to indiscriminate off-highway vehicle use. Frequent
signing, fencing most of the border, providing detailed maps, and
intensive patrolling would be required to insure the integrity of the
unit. The broad, flat nature of the WSA is easily penetrated by
vehicles of all types. The WSA contains few natural barriers to
prevent vehicles from entering the area. Constant surveillance would
be required to protect the area's wilderness values.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well
as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation: The northern half of the Volcanic
Tableland WSA lies within the BLM Casa Diablo
Geology-Energy-Minerals (G-E-M) Resource Area (GRA) . This G-E-M
report does not specifically analyze the southern half of the
Volcanic Tableland WSA, however, the G-E-M report discusses the
area in general terms. BIM G-E-M data in the Affected Environment
section of the Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Study Areas
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in 1987 indicated that the
Volcanic Tableland WSA has low potential for metallic minerals, no
potential for oil and gas, and very low potential for uranium and
thorium. There is moderate potential for geothermal resources and
this area was classified as being prospectively valuable for
geothermal resources by the U.S. Geological Survey in 1985
("Lands Valuable for Geothermal Resources", unpublished USGS map,
revised July, 1985)

.

The WSA has a high potential for non-metallic minerals due to the
presence of the Bishop Tuff. Bishop tuff is a common variety
decorative stone currently in demand. The adjacent Fish Slough
WSA has a moderate potential for non-metallics. This difference
is due to the fact that more historical production of Bishop tuff
has occurred in the Volcanic Tableland WSA. There are existing
active mining pits in the Bishop tuff approximately one-quarter
mile southeast of the WSA boundary (T. 6 S., R. 32 E., NE1/4 of
section 14 and NW1/4 section 13) . There were no mining claims in
the WSA in 1987.



2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendation which should be considered in the
final recoinmendation : No U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) or U.S.
Bureau of Mines (BOM) mineral surveys were conducted in this WSA.
No new data has been generated since the EIS of 1987. BIM records
indicate that there are no mining claims in the WSA as of
March 25, 1988.

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resource
alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of the
entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this summary,
refer to the Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness - Final
Environmental Impact Statement.)
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Table 4 - Otinpoafcfoe Summary cf tie Impacts by Mterath^

ESLE-FEIAEED

FESOKES
HCK6ED AZEKN ACIrWHIERCSS BIREffiTrWlirEFNESS

WilripmpFsV^liFR The primary iirpacts en wilrira?-

neas meQles wxfld originate

frcm mining activities in the

southeast pcrtkn of the V£A

and deveikpudL cf the 6 miles

cf tzaianifkjcn-line corridor

along the western bcurrtery

.

The perception cf rEtturalneas

would be impaired ae: 2,960

acres with a direct Ices cf
naturalness en 5 acres. Soli-

tide within the W£A would be
diirrin&ied within an area of

600 acres as a result cf min-

ing activities with additional

short-term diFyupticns within

a 2,500-acre area alcrg the

txcf•Errrifkjen-line oorridor

dicing pcwerline oiBlructicn

activities. Irojected motor-

ized recreatkn use and live-

stock grazing activities would

result in slight to minor im-

pacts to wilderness values.

Pfehitat for pronghorn aribelope

would not be noticeably im-

pacted. Primitive and unoon-

Wilderness designation would

retain and slightly stare
wildFrness values by elimi-

nating motorized vehicle use

(300 visitor-days) as well as
precluding mining for decora-

tive building stone and

dsreOepnent of the trananis-
sicn line crrrirrr within the

WSA along the western bound-

ary. Reposed livestock proj-

ects would result in slight

to minor, localized impacts

to wilderness values, tfefaitat

for redntroduoed prorghorn

antelope wxfld be slightly

enhanced.

fined recreation cppct±unities

would be slightly impacted en

a inraiiTPH basis as a result

cf aontinued motorized recre-

ation use, developrent cf the

6 miles cf trananisRirn-line

corridor, and the 5-acre

quarry for decorative building

stone. There would be no

WildFrness values would be
retained and slightly en-

hanced within the 10,920

acres cf the WSA designated

wildFrness. Motorized recre-

ation use and mining activi-

ties for decorative building

stone would be eliminated,

benefiting wildFrness

values. Rxposed livestock

projects would result in

slight to minor localized

impacts to wilderness

values.

Within the 1,579 acres not

designated as wilderness,

development cf the trans-

missicn line oorridor along

the western boundary cf the

\Ek would impair the

perception cf naturalness

oj&c a 2,500-acre area with

additional short-term

(disruptions to Frilrhrifi as

a result cf construction

activities.

IQoitat for reiiirulred
prenghom antelope would be
slightly erhanoed eraept for

minor disruptions cf use as

a result cf eoristruction
activities within the trans-

mission line rrrridor.

ad^rse raracts en the prong-

hem aribelope habitat.
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Table 4 - Cbnpnative Summary of the Impacts by Mternative (art.)

TyyTF-fgTffTTD

IE3JICES

HtKEBDAZTIEN
ftOOTIIRlSS/tO AZEKN)

AEIrWEEERlSS
AEffiRWClVE

B*JEffiLrWrrnFFNE25

MTFHWTTVR

There would be no impacts on Motorized recreation use

would be prcriibited ard 300

visitor-days would be fore-

gone within the designated

portion of the YEA which

amounts to ever 87% of the

MxrnTiGd Ifecre- Motorized lecreatiai use

would be piiriibited ard 300

visitor-days would be fore-

gone within the WEA. Due to
the projected low level of
use within the YEA and the

aticn Use* mobcciZBd recreation use which

is anticipated to increase

slowly from the existing 300

visitor-days to a total of

500 visitor-days.

availahil ity of crrjortunities

en pril in lards oihsidp. the

YEA, there would be aitdrcr

YEA. to motorized recreation

use is antdedpated en the

OTe-qjarter mile of existing

impact cnitctorLaed recre-

ation use.*

primitive vehicle route

within the ronairder cf the

YEA not dqsinnated wilder-

ness. O^call there would

be a miner impact en motor-

ized recreation use.*

"ttansmFRirrrijire

CtrridGr DereQcp-

mant

There would be no impact en
development of the one-half—

mile-wide trarHtrissicn-line

ocrridor. The cre-qjarterMtrile

width within the YEA would

be available for use along 6

nriles of the western boundary.

There would be a miner impact There would be no impact en
on develcpnsrfc of the trans—

rtrissicn lire ocrridor. Wil-

development cf the cne-half-

irale-wide transmissacrHline

ccrridor. The cne-qjarter-

mile width cf the ccrridor

within the YEA along 6 miles

of the west boundary would

be in the portion not dpsig-

n=ih=d as wilHprnpf^,

derness designation would

preclude use of one-auarter

mile of the cne-half-mile-

wide ccrridor. The raiaining

cre-qjarter-mile width is

nih=;idp thp YFA ;=rri wnld b^
arailable for use. However,

the available orrrirrr width
nihRirte tnp WA wiilri 1 inrit-

the opportunity for multiple

trafHTiiflRim-line develcp«3±.

which could lead to ncderate

adrerse impacts on the devel-

opment of the transmission

line ccrridor.

*Sinoe this impact was identified in the Bantcn-Owens Vallfy/Tjcdie-Chlfville Final EES, it has been
deterrairBd that prchihitirn cf motorized vehicle use as well as mechanized vehicles such as mountain bites

under this alternative would hare greater (moderate) impacts than originally antiapated. The lack cf
snow-free areas during the winter use months as well as the potential for other local vehicle use
restrictions outside the unit crrtribute to this reassessment of adverse impacts.
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Tfthle 4 - Catparathe Surmary cf the liipacts by MterrBtiwe (cert.)

IS9LE-EEIAIED

FESORCES
HacaDAzncN

(Nn-wrrrFi^ESS/tP AZEB3A

ATJjWIjTEFNESS B>KHAIrWTTrFR€SS
ArTFR^nVE

Mining cf
Decorati\e

HiDdirg Stone

There would be no intact en
the mining of dsocrati\e

building scene. Mineral sales

would be pernitted. A 5-ecre

cparry far Edshcp tuff is

projected far the WSA,

Mining cf ciprrratire build-

ing stone, irnlirting a pro-

jected 5-acre cjjarry for

Bishop tuff would be pro-

hibited. There would be only

a miner infect as Bishop

tuff isaroilable in areas

outside the VEA.

There would be a mircr im-

pact en mining of decora-

tive building store within

the 10,920 acres cf the WSA
dEsicrBted wilderness. Wil-

dEaress cfesignatkn wculd

pixhibit mineral sales in-

cluding a projected 5-acre

cjjarry for Bishcp tuff.

Within the 1,579 acres net

designated wilderness min-

eral sales would be per-

mitted. Hh&jst, no mining

cf deccratire building scene

is anticipated. There wculd

be no inpacb.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the Final EIS.

Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, a few comments were received addressing the
negative influences of the boundary transmission line on the WSA's
opportunities for solitude and the potential need for expansion of the
utility line corridor.

After the inventory, comments were received during the wilderness study
process. One comment noted the WSA's opportunities for solitude and
primitive and unoonfined types of recreation while another noted that the
boundary transmission line is a visual intrusion. One respondent noted the
possibility of metallic minerals in the WSA, and thus, requested the area be
dropped from wilderness consideration.

During the study phase, a public meeting and public hearing were held in

association with the draft environmental impact statement for the WSAs
within the EIS area. The public meeting was held in Markleeville,

California, and the public hearing in Bishop, California. Comments were
received both orally through the hearing, and in writing during the 90-day

public review period. A total of 83 written and oral comments were received.

TMrty-three cxamments supported the Bureau's no-wilderness recommendation.

Forty-two comments supported the all-wilderness alternative, and eight

comments supported the partial-wilderness alternative.
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Mthough no Federal agency comments were received specific to this WSA, the
Department of Energy, Western Area Power Administration, submitted a general
written comment requesting the Bureau provide transmission-line corridor
space for future construction of transmission lines on public lands.

No State agency comments were received specific to this WSA.

The Inyo County Board of Supervisors has passed a resolution opposing any
additional wilderness areas in Inyo County. No comments specific to the Mono
County portion of the Volcanic Tableland WSA were received from Mono County.
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CASA DIABLO WILDERNESS STUDY AREA (WSA)

(CA-010-082)

1. THE STUDY AREA 8,959 acres

The Casa Diablo WSA is located in southern Mono County, approximately 12

miles north of Bishop, California. The WSA includes 5,325 acres of Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) land, 3,634 acres of United States Forest Service
(USFS) land, and no State land or private inholdings (see Map 1 and
Table 1).

The northern boundary follows a maintained road to the east, then travels
south along a 750-kV electric transmission line right-of-way skirting around
a small portion of nonpublic land. The boundary intersects Casa Diablo
County Road and follows this road in a northwesterly direction. As the
boundary nears Casa Diablo Mountain it jogs around nonpublic land where it
connects with the improved northern boundary road.

The WSA is located along the western edge of the Basin and Range geomorphic
province. Elevation ranges from 5,400 feet to 7,912 feet. The landscape is
dominated by Casa Diablo Mountain (7,912 feet) . Casa Diablo (Spanish for
"House of the Devil") is an island of older granitic rock rising through
lithified volcanic ash. The mountain lies in the western portion of the WSA
while the remainder of the unit is typified by volcanic terraces in the
south, and rocky and rugged hills in the north-central section. Numerous
canyons and sandy washes are located in the unit. Vegetation in the WSA
consists of Great Basin shrubs with pinyon trees occupying the upland slopes.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed in
the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the
Benton-Cwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of the
area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS. Two different
suitability recommendations were analyzed in the EISs: all wilderness and no
wilderness.

2. RECOMMENDATION AND RATIONALE acres recommended
for wilderness

8,959 BLM and USFS acres
recommended for
nonwilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA.
WSA is released for uses other than wilderness.

The entire acreage in this

The all-wilderness alternative is considered to be the environmentally
preferred alternative as it would result in the least change from the natural
environment over the long term. The no-wilderness alternative will be
implemented in a manner which will use all practical means to avoid or
minimize environmental impacts.



The WSA is recommended nonsuitable because of its potential for mineral and
geothermal occurrence, and future transmission line expansion needs outweigh
the area's wilderness values. Naturalness has been adversely affected in a
portion of the unit. In addition, manageability was an important
consideration in the nonsuitable recommendation.

Man-made visual influences outside the WSA such as a 750-kV electric
transmission line along the eastern boundary and periodic vehicle use on the
boundary roads surrounding the WSA may affect solitude. Some portions of the
WSA allow unobstructed views of the transmission line up to a distance of
1-1/2 miles. In addition, the USES portion of the unit contains mLning scars
around Casa Diablo Mountain. These mining imprints severely impair the
area's naturalness and opportunities for solitude.

Resource conflicts in the WSA include moderate potential for metallic
minerals in the ELM portion of the unit, high potential for metallic minerals
in the USES portion, and moderate potential for geothermal. Mineral
potential for silver and gold is high on Casa Diablo Mountain. There are
numerous silver and gold mining claims in the USFS portion of the unit.

The Benton-Cwens Valley Management Framework Plan prescribes a half-mile wide
utility line corridor along five miles of the eastern boundary. This
corridor lies in the WSA one-quarter mile west of the present transmission-
line boundary. There is a high current demand to use this corridor. Most
recently, Oxbow Geothermal Corporation demonstrated a need to utilize this
corridor for construction of an electric transmission line. Additionally,
several utility/energy organizations have expressed support to accommodate
future use in this corridor.

The WSA sustains and provides suitable opportunities for motorized
recreational use. Approximately eight miles of primitive vehicle routes are
located in the unit. These routes are used by off-highway vehicle
recreationists, horseback riders, hunters, sightseers, etc. It is expected
that demand and use of this area for motorized recreational activities will
remain stable.

The potential determination of valid existing rights related to mining claims
in areas of moderate to high mineral value would make affected portions of
the WSA impossible to manage as wilderness. Development of mining claims
which are found to have valid existing rights could impair the area's
wilderness values with or without wilderness designation. The WSA's lack of
natural barriers along the eastern boundary presents some additional
limitations to effective wilderness management.





TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 5,325
Split Estate (ELM surface only)
USES (surface and subsurface) 3,634

Inholdings
State
Private

Total 8,959

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
ELM (within WSA)
ELM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total ELM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 5,325
Split Estate (ELM surface only)

USES (surface and subsurface) 1 3,634

Total ELM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 5,325
Total USES Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 3,634

1The USES has agreed to allow these lands, located in the Inyo National
Forest, to be reported as part of ELM's WSR. When Congress acts, the lands will
be managed in accordance with the current appraisal management plan.



3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVEIDPING THE WIIDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: The eastern half of the WSA has generally retained
its natural character and influence. The western portion of the
WSA contains numerous miriing prospects and surface disturbances
which impair the area's naturalness. The WSA is a variable
landscape with a series of volcanic terraces in the south, to rocky
hills in the western and northern portions. Casa Diablo Mountain
is a major feature in the northern section of the area. Vegetation
is evenly distributed throughout this transition area.

The eastern side is dominated by shadscale scrub and dalea, while
the western upland areas are a big sagebrush-bitterbrush type with
pinyon pine trees on the higher slopes.

2. Solitude: The WSA's highly variable topography, vegetation and
size combine together to provide outstanding opportunities for
solitude. The unit's physical character and spaciousness impart a
sense of isolation and unconfined freedom of movement to area
visitors.

An electric transmission line parallels the eastern boundary just
outside the WSA and visually affects opportunities for solitude on
a limited and localized basis. Visually, solitude in the western
half is severely impaired by mining scars such as tailings, waste
rock sites, and mine shafts.

Additionally, the outside sights and sounds of periodic vehicle use
on the boundary roads would slightly diminish opportunities for
solitude along the WSA's borders.

This WSA may be overflown in the future by military aircraft as
part of the national defense mission during approved military
operations. The visual intrusions and associated noise create
temporary effects on solitude which are deemed acceptable and
necessary as a part of the defense preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: Opportunities for primitive
and unconfined types of recreation abound within the WSA. Area
visitors can participate in backpacking, camping, nature
appreciation, historical sightseeing, scenic photography, hunting,
horseback riding and other activities.

4. Special features: The major special feature of this WSA is crucial
winter habitat for mule deer. The mule deer rely on the unit's
topographical relief for protective cover during winter months.



B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as represented
bv ecosystems: This WSA contains 8,959 acres of the Intermountain
Sagebrush/Great Basin Sagebrush ecosystem. The Casa Diablo WSA would
not increase the diversity of the types of ecosystems represented in
the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
Damain/Province/PNV

NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Intermountain Sagebrush/ 1 32,407
Great Basin Sagebrush

55 1,199,950

Intermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush

CALIFORNIA

19 215,484

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population centers:
The WSA is within a five-hour drive of four major population centers.
Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of designated areas and
other BLM study areas within a five-hour drive of the population
centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population
Centers

California

Bakersfield 32
Los Angeles/Long Beach 27
Riverside/San Bernardino 22

Nevada

Reno 39

NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
areas acres areas i acres

! 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
2,876,234 135 4,958,751

! 2,031,054 205 7,658,649

• 4,647,230 170 6,904,809
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3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas: The WSA is

within 50 air miles of one BIM WSA recommended for wilderness
designation. The John Muir and the Ansel Adams Wilderness, 12 and 26

miles to the west, respectively, are the nearest designated wilderness
areas. These wilderness areas are administered by the Inyo National
Forest. Other nearby designated wilderness areas include Yosemite and
Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Parks which are managed by the National
Park Service and the Hoover Wilderness which is managed by the Toiyabe
and Inyo National Forests.

C. Manageability

The Casa Diablo WSA is manageable as wilderness, but only with
difficulty. Effective management as wilderness may be altogether
impossible due to the potential for development of valid existing
rights on mining claims in areas with moderate to high potential for
metallic minerals. The probability for determination of valid existing
rights is moderate to high. In addition, the area's lack of natural
barriers along the eastern boundary to prevent off-highway vehicle use
hinders management of this unit as wilderness.

Some signing, some fencing and occasional patrolling would be required
to insure the integrity of the area's wilderness values.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well
as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation: The Casa Diablo WSA is in the BIM
Casa Diablo Geology-Energy-Minerals (G-E-M) Resource Area (GRA)

.

BIM G-E-M data in the Affected Environment section of the
Benton-Owens Valley/ Bodie-Coleville Study Areas Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) in 1987 indicated that the Casa Diablo WSA
had moderate metallic mineral oocurrence potential, no occurrence
potential for oil and gas and very low oocurrence potential for
uranium and thorium. There is low occurrence potential for non-
metallic minerals and moderate occurrence potential for geothermal
resources. Mineral occurrence potential for silver and gold is
high on Casa Diablo Mountain (adjacent USES land)

.

Information contained in the 1983 G-E-M report indicates that the
area around Casa Diablo Mountain has high potential for silver and
gold. The G-E-M report indicates that the Casa Diablo mine (Sec.

21, T. 4 S., R. 31 E.) has produced over $100,000 in gold,
silver, and base metals production. This mineralization was from
granitic rocks with quartz veins. The intrusive rocks and
metasediments of the WSA are identified in the G-E-M report as
suitable host rocks for metallic minerals. Casa Diablo Mountain
has surface disturbances related to mining activities totaling 350



acres. The disturbed areas include tailings, waste rock sites,
and mine shafts, Approximately thirty mining claims existed on
Casa Diablo Mountain. Two unpatented mining claims also occurred
in the center of the WSA on the USES and BUM boundary.

All areas of the WSA were classified as being prospectively
valuable for geothermal resources by the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) in 1985 ("Lands Valuable for Geothermal Resources,"
unpublished map, July 1985 revision) . The entire WSA is on the
eastern edge of the Long Valley Cauldera. This nearby heat source
together with the presence of numerous faults for migration of hot
water provide a moderately favorable environment for geothermal
resources. There were no oil and gas, geothermal, or sodium or
potassium leases in the WSA.

The Casa Diablo WSA has low non-metallic resource potential.

2. Summary of significant new mineral data collected since the
suitability recommendation which should be considered in the final
recommendation

:

No USGS or BOM mineral surveys were conducted in
this WSA. A check of the January 13, 1988 BIM mining claim
microfiche indicates that there are 36 lode mining claims in the
WSA west of the USES boundary (Table 4) . This is an increase of
five claims since the EIS was done in 1987. These claims occupy
720 acres of the WSA.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

NO. ACRES
TYPE SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Mining Claims
Lode 36 36 720 720
Placer
Mill Sites

Total 36 36 720 720

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or nondesignation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this summary,

refer to the Benton-Cwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness - Final
Environmental Impact Statement.)
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Table 5 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-REIATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
(NO-WIIDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WIIDERNESS
AITERNATIVE

Wilderness Values The primary impacts on wilder-
ness values would originate
from mining activities near
Casa Diablo Mountain resulting
in a loss of naturalness on
120 acres. The perception of
naturalness would be impaired
over 2,400 acres as a result
of the mining activities and
development of the utility
corridor for high voltage
transmission lines along the
eastern border. Solitude would
be diminished within a 700-
acre area surrounding the
mining activity. Construction
of transmission lines would
result in short-term impacts
to solitude along the 5-mile
utility corridor. Continued
motorized recreation use (300
visitor-days) on 8 miles of
primitive vehicle routes would
maintain slight impacts to
naturalness and solitude.
Crucial mule deer winter habi-
tat would be lost on 120
acres as a result of mining
activity.

Wilderness designation would
retain and slightly enhance
wilderness values by pre-
cluding development of the
transmission-line corridor
within the WSA along the
eastern boundary and eliminat-

ing 300 visitor-days of
motorized recreation use.
The high probability of
valid existing rights deter-
mination for existing mining
claims near Casa Diablo
Mountain would lead to
development of an under-
ground silver mine. Mining
activity would result in a
loss of naturalness on 120
acres and an impairment of
the perception of natural-
ness as well as the sense
of solitude within a 700-

acre viewshed. Crucial mule
deer winter habitat would
be lost on 120 acres as a
result of mining activity.

Motorized Recre-
ation Use

There would be no impact on
motorized recreation use which
is projected to remain stable
at the current 300 visitor
days.

Motorized recreation use
would be prohibited and 300
visitor-days would be fore-
gone within the WSA. There
would be a minor impact on
motorized recreation use
due to the low level of use
displaced from the WSA and
the availability of oppor-
tunities on public lands
outside the WSA.
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Table 5 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative (Cont'd)

ISSUE-REIATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
(NO-WILDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WILDERNESS
ALTERNATIVE

Transmission-Line
Corridor Develop-
ment

There would be no impact on
development of the one-half

-

mile-wide transmission line
corridor. The one-quarter-mile
width within the WSA would be
available for use along 5

miles of the eastern boundary.

There would be a minor impact
on development of the trans-
mission line corridor. Wil-
derness designation would
preclude use of one-quarter
mile of the one-half-mile-
wide corridor. The remaining
one-quarter mile width is
outside the WSA and would
be available for use. Should
the Fish Slough WSA also be
designated wilderness, there
would be a potential moderate
impact to the future develop-
ment of the transmission
line corridor, since 2 1/2
miles of the corridor would
be entirely within areas
designated as wilderness.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local, social or economic considerations were identified in the Final
EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur in this
document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, a few ccmments were received addressing
expansion of the utility line corridor and the existence of unique wildlife
values.

After the inventory, comments were received during the wilderness study
process. One comment noted the possibility of metallic minerals in the WSA
and requested the area be dropped from wilderness consideration. One
comment noted the groundwater aquifer capabilities for the Fish Slough area
while another indicated that the eastern boundary transmission-line is a
visual intrusion.

During the study phase, a public meeting and public hearing were held in
association with the draft environmental impact statement for the WSAs
within the EIS area. The public meeting was held in Markleeville,
California, and the public hearing in Bishop, California. Comments were
received both orally through the hearing, and in writing during the 90-day
public review period. A total of 82 written and oral comments were
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received. Thirty-two comments supported the Bureau's no-wilderness
recoramendation. Forty-two comments supported the all-wilderness
alternative, and eight comments supported a partial-wilderness alternative.

Although no Federal agency comments were received specific to this WSA, the
Department of Energy, Western Area Power Administration, submitted a
general written comment requesting the Bureau to provide transmission-line
corridor space for future construction of transmission lines on public
lands.

No State or County agency comments were received specific to this WSA.
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FypRTfiTOR WILDERNESS STUDY AREA fWSA)

(CA-O10-O88)

1. THE STUDY AREA 9,383 acres

The Excelsior WSA is located in east-central Mono County, approximately 24

miles northeast of Lee Vining, California. The WSA includes 9,383 acres of
Bureau of Land Management (BUM) lands. There are neither State lands nor
private inholdings in the WSA (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The northern boundary of the WSA follows a 60-kV powerline right-of-way
northeast along State Highway 167, then follows the Toiyabe National Forest
(USES) boundary east to the Mono County line. The boundary proceeds
southeast until it meets a 750-kV powerline right-of-way. The boundary then
turns south along the Inyo National Forest boundary and around private land.
The WSA boundary turns west at Deep Wells Road until it meets Dobie Meadows
Road. The boundary follows this road northwest, skirting around a few
private land portions, until it intersects the 60-kV powerline right-of-way
along State Highway 167.

The WSA is located along the western edge of the Basin and Range geomorphic
province and occupies the northeast corner of Mono Basin, a gentle
southwest-sloping valley consisting of fill deposits from ancient Lake
Russell. These surface fill deposits are composed of fine grained silt and
sand with interbedded sand and gravel material. The landscape is uniform in
character except for some small volcanic bluffs in the southeast corner of
the WSA. As a result, the WSA terrain features are subdued and visually
bland. Elevation ranges from 6,800 to 7,000 feet. The vegetation consists
of Great Basin shrubs with some stands of pinyon pine and Utah juniper.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed
in the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the
Benton-Cwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of
the area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS. Two different
suitability recommendations were analyzed in the EIS: all wilderness and no
wilderness.

2. RECOMMENDATION AND RATTfiNATF! — o acres recommended
for wilderness

9,383 BLM acres recommended
for non-wilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in
this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all-wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term.



The no wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner which will use
all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental impacts.

The WSA is recommended nonsuitable because its potential for mineral
occurrence outweighs the area's marginal wilderness values. Within this
WSA, wilderness values are considered low due to the lack of significant
wilderness features or characteristics unique to the region. In addition,
manageability was a consideration in the nonsuitable recommendation.

Solitude is somewhat affected visually by vehicle use occurring on State
Highway 167 which lies along the WSA's north boundary. Additionally, the
750-KV electric transmission line in the northeast corner of the unit
visually limits opportunities for solitude locally.

Resource conflicts in the WSA include moderate potential for geothermal
resources. Some geothermal exploration has occurred within three miles of
the WSA in the Mono-Long Valley Known Geothermal Resource Area.

The WSA reflects an environment that is bleak and visually monotonous. It
portrays a topography and vegetation that is displayed throughout most of
Mono Basin. The WSA's vegetative patterns, forms, and textures blend
together into a monotonous landform cover. The pinyon-juniper associations
provide some visual contrast. The lack of significant or unique wilderness
values renders this WSA to a low level of wilderness quality. As a result,
this WSA would provide little or no significant enhancement to the National
Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

.

The WSA's relatively flat, broad topography renders it vulnerable to
vehicle erKrroachment. The lack of natural barriers along the unit's
boundaries would make it difficult to manage as wilderness. There are
approximately four miles of routes of travel which will remain available for
vehicular use.





TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 9,383
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private

Total 9,383

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 9,383
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 9,383

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS REOOMMENCATIOTS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: The natural character of the WSA has been
relatively untouched by man. The WSA consists of very gently
southwest-sloping valley fill deposits of ancient Lake Russell, a
remnant of the Quaternary age. The terrain is generally uniform.
Some small volcanic bluffs are located in the WSA's southeast
corner. One-half of the WSA consists of big sagebrush-Indian
ricegrass vegetation. In the northeast corner is a large juniper
stand with a sagebrush understory.

In the southeast corner, two hills support stands of
pinyon-juniper with understories of big sagebrush and
bitterbrush. A few primitive vehicle routes totaling about four



miles exist in the unit. These routes are unnoticeable in the
WSA as a whole.

2. Solitude: The spaciousness and vegetative screening of the WSA
combine together to provide area visitors with outstanding
opportunities for solitude. State Highway 167 degrades these
opportunities along the north boundary. The 750-KV electric
transmission line near the northeast boundary also affects
opportunities for solitude on a localized basis.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: Opportunities for primitive
and unconfined types of recreation include activities such as
camping, hiking, hunting, horseback riding, etc. Scenic views of
the eastern Sierra, Mono Lake, and the Bodie Hills are available
from within the unit. No permanent water sources exist in the
unit.

4. Special features: The major special feature this WSA contains is
spring, summer, and fall habitat for pronghorn antelope. This
habitat is a good ecological representation of Great Basin
pronghorn antelope habitat.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems: This WSA contains 8,069 acres of the
Intermountain Sagebrush/Great Basin Sagebrush and 1,314 acres of
the intermoutnain Sagebrush/Juniper-Pinyon Woodland ecosystem. The
Excelsior WSA would not increase the diversity of the types of
ecosystems represented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Domain/Province/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Intermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush

Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

Intermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush

Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

1 32,407 55 1,197,206
4 81,301 74 2,149,989

CALIFORNIA

19 212,740
3 61,701 18 364,519

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers; The WSA is within a five hour drive of six major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BLM study areas within a five-hour
drive of the population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Fresno
Merced
Modesto
Sacramento
Stockton

Nevada
Reno

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas: The
WSA is within 50 air miles of one BIM WSA recommended for
wilderness designation. Yosemite National Park, administered by
the National Park Service and the Hoover Wilderness, administered

by the Toiyabe and the Inyo National Forests are located
approximately 30 miles west of the WSA. These are the nearest
designated wilderness areas. Other nearby designated wilderness
areas include the Ansel Adams Wilderness which is managed by the
Inyo National Forest.

35 4,048,852 28 460,790
33 3,957,550 25 348,753
36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
46 5,001,817 87 2,479,541
35 4,061,833 46 601,496

39 4,647,230 170 6,904,809



C. Manageability

The Excelsior WSA is manageable as wilderness, but with some
difficulty. A lack of natural barriers along the WSA's boundary makes
it vulnerable to indiscriminate OHV use. Frequent signing, fencing
most of the border, and intensive patrolling would be required to
insure the integrity of the unit. The gentle terrain and low
vegetation are susceptible to four-wheel drive use and other types of
off road vehicles.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well
as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation; The Excelsior WSA is within the BIM
Mono Geology-Energy Minerals (G-E-M) Resource Area (GRA) . The
G-E-M data in the Affected Environment section of the 1987 BIM
Wilderness Recommendations, Benton-Gwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville
Study Areas Final EIS, indicates that the WSA has a moderate
potential for occurrence of geothermal resources. As of the
spring of 1986, BUM records indicated that no unpatented mining
claims were located within the WSA.

The G-E-M report for the Mono GRA does not specifically analyze
the Excelsior WSA, however, it discusses the area in general
terms. The WSA lies only three miles northeast of the Mono-Long
Valley Known Geothermal Resource Area (KGRA) . It is also entirely
within the area classified as prospectively valuable for
geothermal resources ("Lands Valuable for Geothermal Resources",
USGS unpublished map revised July, 1985) . Numerous springs occur
in the area with temperatures of 36 C and 86° C. These
temperatures are high enough for direct use applications. The
area is the site of active volcanism. The presence of this
magmatic heat source in combination with the highly faulted nature
of the area (allowing migration of heated fluids) gives this area
its moderate potential for geothermal resources using the BIM
mineral resource classification scheme (see accompanying mineral
potential map) . A competitive geothermal lease sale was held on
parcels within the KGRA in September, 1982. Bids were received,
however, the amounts were nominal and the leases were not issued.
No exploration activity was known to have occurred within the WSA.

The entire WSA was covered by oil and gas prospecting permits
during the 1920s and 1930s but no leases were ever issued. A
prospecting permit was issued for potassium in 1967.

2. Summary of significant new mineral data collected since the
suitability recommendation which should be considered in the
final recommendation: Because the WSA was recommended



nonsuitable by BIM, no U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) or U.S.
Bureau of Mines (BOM) mineral surveys were conducted for this WSA.
As of May, 1988, BIM records dated March 25, 1988, indicate no
unpatented mining claims, mineral leases, or mineral material
sale contracts/permits within the WSA. No new information
concerning this WSA has been generated since May 4, 1988.

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or nondesignation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this
summary, refer to the Benton-Cwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness -

Final Environmental Impact Statement.)

Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-REIATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
fNO-WIIDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WILDERNESS
ALTERNATIVE

Wilderness Values On an overall basis there
would be a minor impact on
wilderness values within the
9,383-acre Excelsior WSA.
Impacts in the western portion
of the WSA from geothermal
development would result in a
direct loss of naturalness on
up to 2,000 acres. Continued
low levels of motorized recre-
ation use, fuelwood harvesting
and construction and main-
tenance of the livestock water
development and the wildlife
rain collection storage basin
would result in negligible to
minor local impacts. Oppor-
tunities for primitive and
unconfined recreation would
be limited in the WSA as a
result of geothermal develop-
ment and continued motorized
recreation use. The pronghorn
antelope habitat as a special
feature of the WSA, would be
limited on 40 acres due to
geothermal development; how-
ever, it would benefit from
the rain collection storage
basin and the livestock water
development.

Overall, the management
actions under the All Wilder-
ness Alternative would
result in a slight to minor
enhancement of the long-
term protection of wilder-
ness values. Closure of the
WSA to motorized recreation
use, prohibition of geo-
thermal exploration and
eliminating fuelwood har-
vesting would result in
minor benefits to wilderness
values. Proposed wildlife
improvements including
maintenance would have
slight adverse impacts on
localized naturalness and
solitude. There would be a
slight benefit to the WSA's
pronghorn antelope habitat.
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Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative (Cont'd)

ISSUE-REIATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
(NO-WILDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WILDERNESS
MJTERNATIvE

Motorized Recre-
ation Use

There would be no impact on
motorized recreation use
which would remain at approxi-
mately the current annual
level of 100 visitor days.

Motorized recreation use
totaling 100 visitor days
would be foregone within
the WSA. While opportunities
outside the WSA for motor-
ized recreation use are
somewhat limited, the low
level of use being displaced
from the WSA would be
accommodated. There would
be slight impacts on motor-
ized recreation use.

Geothermal Resource
Development

There would be no impact on
geothermal exploration and
development in the WSA.

i

Exploration and development
of a projected 50-Mw geo-
thermal resource would be
foregone. Over the long-
term, this would result in
a less than minor impact.

Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the
Final EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur
in this document.

Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During inventory, a few comments were received addressing the WSA's
geothermal potential, and needs for powerline corridor expansion.

Comments were received during the wilderness study process. Two
comments noted the influences of the eastern boundary transmission
line on the WSA.

During the study, a public meeting and public hearing were held in
association with the draft EIS. The public meeting was held in

Markleeville, California, and the public hearing in Bishop,

California. A total of 83 written and oral comments were received.

Forty comments supported the Bureau's recommendation. Forty-three
comments supported the all-wilderness alternative.

During the inventory, Mono County provided a comment pertaining to the
area's wilderness values. No other agency comments were received.
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GRANITE M3UNTAXN WTTnERMRSS STUDY AREA (W5A)

(CA-010-090)

1. THE STUDY AREA. 58,238 acres

The Granite Mountain WSA is located in east-central Mono County,
approximately 17 miles west of Benton, California. The WSA includes 54,178
acres of Bureau of Land Management (BIM) land, 3,867 acres of Inyo National
Forest Land (USES) , and 193 acres of private inholdings. No State land is
located in the unit (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The northern boundary of the WSA begins at the Mono Lake Scenic Area and
proceeds easterly along a ranching road. It bypasses a cherry-stemmed
windmill and some private land prior to intersecting the Dobie Meadows/Deep
Wells county road. The boundary turns south and follows the road, skirting
a cherry-stemmed windmill, some private land, and a primitive vehicle route.
At State Highway 120, the boundary turns southwest. A review of the WSA map
shows this southern extremity of the WSA as an irregular, convoluted
boundary feature that follows or bypasses ranching roads, a material site
right-of-way, cherry-stemmed wells and spring developments, and the Inyo
National Forest boundary. The boundary turns north along private land and
follows a ranching road and the Mono Basin Scenic Area border until it
rejoins the WSA's northern boundary.

The WSA is located along the western edge of the Basin and Range geomorphic
province and comprises a broad landscape of various physical features. The
western portion of the WSA lies several miles east and south of Mono Lake,
occupying the southeast and central edges of Mono Basin. This portion of
the WSA consists of westward-sloping fill deposits from ancient Lake
Russell. These surface-fill deposits are composed of fine gravel silt and
sand with interbedded sand and gravel material. The eastern portion of the
WSA includes rugged granitic mountain complexes and rolling basalt hills
with numerous closed basins. A small portion of Adobe Valley lies in the
southeast corner of the WSA. Elevation ranges from 6,500 feet to 8,900
feet. The primary soil type of this WSA is sandy, pumiceous earth.
Vegetation in the WSA varies and includes varieties of mixed desert shrubs
and stands of pinyon pine and Utah juniper.

The unit provides a variety of visual amenities that are vividly striking
during morning and evening hours. The Granite Mountain range, in the
southern portion of the WSA, contains irregular granitic crags which are
especially scenic and visually appealing. Cowtrack Mountain, in the center
of the WSA, is oomposed of volcanic pumice which sharply contrasts with the
nearby granitic rock formations.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed
in the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the



Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of
the area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS. Three different
suitability recxxnmendations were analyzed in the EISs: all wilderness,
partial wilderness recommending approximately 62% of the area suitable, and
no wilderness.

2. KE<XMMENDATION AND RATTONAIE acres recommended
for wilderness

58,045 BIM & USFS
acres recommended
for non-wilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in
this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.

The WSA is recommended non-suitable because its potential for mineral
occurrence and the anticipated increase in livestock forage needs outweigh
the area's wilderness values.

Resource conflicts in the WSA include moderate to high geothermal resource
potential (half of the WSA is in a Known Geothermal Resource Area)

.

Moderate metallic mineral potential for molybdenum exists west of Cowtrack
Mountain and moderate potential for occurrence of metalic minerals exists
east of Cowtrack Mountain.

In order to increase forage production and improve the range condition, the
Bishop Resource Area Management Framework Plan proposes vegetative
treatments to introduce grass and forb species to selected areas of the
WSA. Two chemical sprays totalling 2,500 acres and five prescribed burns
totalling 5,500 acres are proposed. An additional 569 Animal Unit Months
(AUMs) would be available as a result of the planned vegetative
manipulations

.

There are approximately 40 miles of primitive ways which will remain
available for vehicular use.





TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 54,178
Split Estate (BLM surface only)
USES (surface and subsurface) 3,867

Inholdings
State
Private 193

Total 58,238

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)
BLM (outside WSA)

Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 54,178
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

USES (surface and subsurface) 3,867

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 54,178
Total USES Land Not Recommended for Wilderness1 3,867

hhe USES has agreed to allow these lands, located in the Inyo National Forest,

to be reported as part of BLM's WSR. When Congress acts, the lands will be
managed in accordance with the current approved management plan.



3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WIUDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: The unit has maintained its overall natural
character and primitive setting. The WSA consists of varied
environments including portions of Mono Basin and Adobe Valley as
well as sandy, brush-covered Cowtrack Mountain. Perhaps the most
striking portion of the unit is Granite Mountain — a granitic
mass of rounded, rocky buttes and buttresses sharply thrust upward
from the landscape below. Numerous drainages dissect the WSA
resulting in broad, softly eroded canyons and enclosed basins.

The upper elevations of the northern and eastern sides of the WSA
are forested with pinyon and juniper. The lower hills and valleys
are dominated by sagebrush and other mixed shrubs. The sagebrush
covers 65% of the WSA.

Some man-made influences do exist in the WSA but are considered
visually negligible due to the unit's large size and variable
terrain. In addition, the magnitude of these influences is low.
They include pipelines, livestock water troughs, fences, some
mining prospects, and approximately 40 miles of primitive, sandy
vehicle routes. Some routes are being reinvaded by nearby
vegetation giving the routes a "two-track" appearance. Overall,
these features have low, negligible effects on naturalness.

In 1984, a wildfire, caused by area visitors, burned most of the
vegetation on 2,140 acres north of Cowtrack Spring. Several miles
of fire breaks were constructed to prevent the fire from
spreading. Although this is four percent of the WSA, the fire
occurred in a basin area that is plainly and broadly visible from
surrounding hillsides. The area appears as a barren and desolate
landscape; windblown sand has masked much of the charred surface.

The fire breaks were closed to prevent vehicle access and the
area was aerially reseeded in fall of 1985. Rehabilitation has
been, to date, very successful with an initial establishment of
grasses, forbs, and shrub species which currently blanket the
area.

2. Solitude: The area provides abundant and varied opportunities for
solitude. The WSA's size, diverse topographic features, and
vegetative screening provide outstanding opportunities for
desolation and barrenness throughout the internal basin, thus
psychologically heightening one's isolation in the unit.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude



which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: Outstanding opportunities
for primitive and unconfined recreation experiences are abundant
in the unit. These experiences include hunting, horseback riding,
camping, backpacking, nature appreciation, scenic photography,
hiking, rock climbing, etc. In addition, there are high scenic
values within the WSA—Cowtrack Mountain and Granite Mountain.
There are very few permanent water sources in this unit. Water
would have to be cached or carried.

4. Special features; The unit contains several special features of
noteworthy interest. Wildlife values are high in the WSA. The
WSA contains deer migration corridors and raptor nesting areas.
The deer migration corridors provide an intact natural environment
for deer during critical seasonal movements. Remnants of historic
Bodie-Mono Mills Railroad and prehistoric sites can also be found.

The WSA contains a population of Erioqonum ampullaceum , a United
States Fish and Wildlife Service candidate for the threatened and
endangered species plant list. The population is located along
Deep Wells Road at the extreme eastern edge of the unit. This
annual plant is often found in areas having previous surface
disturbances. Stability of the population is unknown.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented bv ecosystems: This WSA contains 49,502 acres of the
Intermountain Sagebrush/Great Basin Sagebrush and 8,543 acres of
the Intermountain Sagebrush/Juniper-Pinyon Woodlands ecosystems.
The Granite Mountain WSA would not increase the diversity of the
types of ecosystems represented in the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
Dcanrain/Province/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Intermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush 1 32,407 55 1,158,773
Juniper-Pinyon Woodlands 4 81,301

CALIFORNIA

74 2,143,567

Intermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush 19 174,307
Juniper-Pinyon Woodlands 3 61,701 18 358,097
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2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive
recreation within a days driving time (five hours) of major
population centers; Hie WSA is within a five-hour drive of six
major population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and
acreage of designated areas and other BUM study areas within a
five-hour drive of the population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population
Centers

NWPS Areas
areas acres

Other BIM Studies
areas acres

California

Fresno
Merced
Modesto
Sacramento
Stockton

Nevada

Reno

35
33
36
46
35

39

4,048,852
3,957,550
4,126,963
5,001,817
4,061,833

4,647,230

28
25
81
87
46

170

460,790
348,753

1,722,326
2,479,541

601,496

6,904,809

3 . Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas: There
are no BUM WSAs within 50 air miles recoinmended for wilderness
designation. Yosemite National Park, administered by the National
Park Service and the Hoover Wilderness, administered by the Toiyabe
and the Inyo National Forests are located approximately 30 miles
west of the WSA. These are the nearest designated wilderness
areas. Other nearby designated wilderness areas include the Ansel
Adams Wilderness which is managed by the Inyo National Forest.

C. Manageability

The Granite Mountain WSA would be manageable as wilderness although some
limitations may exist.

Portions of the WSA along the boundaries are vulnerable to
miLscnriminate off-highway vehicle use. Although this use is low,
signing and fencing would be required to protect the unit's integrity.
Periodic patrols would also be required.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.



D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation; The Granite Mountain WSA is in the BIM
Mono Geology-Energy-Minerals (G-E-M) Resource Area (GRA) . BIM
G-E-M data in the Affected Environment section of the Wilderness
Recommendations Benton-Owens Valley Bodie-Coleville Final
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in 1987 indicated that the WSA
has mostly low potential for metallic minerals with some areas of
moderate and some areas of no potential. The EIS states that there
is mostly low potential for uranium and thorium with moderate
uranium potential in the southern portion and along the eastern
edge of the WSA. There is moderate potential from sand and gravel
alluvial deposits in some parts of the WSA with no potential in the
majority of the WSA. The EIS states that there is no potential for
oil or gas. There is a high potential for geothermal resources in
the western third with a moderate occurrence potential in the
remainder of the WSA.

The G-E-M report states that there is moderate favorability for
molybdenum in the southwestern part of the WSA based on the
distribution of unpatented claims and on reports of an unconfirmed
molybdenum exploration drilling program in this area. The G-E-M
report recognizes moderate uranium favorability in the southern
portion of the WSA. This occurrence potential is based on the
presence of presumed vein-type uranium mineralization in granite.
The G-E-M report states that all places in the WSA where alluvium
is present have moderate potential for sand and gravel. The G-E-M
report identifies an area of unknown metallic mineralization in the
southeastern portion of the WSA. The G-E-M report considers this
area to have moderate favorability for metallic minerals and
speculates about the presence of precious metal occurrences.

There were approximately 60 mining claims in the WSA in 1987. The
G-E-M report states that there are several hot springs adjacent to
and within the WSA.

Much of the WSA is underlain by Pleistocene volcanics which are
indicative of a heat source which is still present at a relatively
shallow depth. Based on this geologic assessment, the G-E-M report
gave the western third of the WSA high occurrence potential and the
eastern two-thirds of the WSA moderate occurrence potential for
geothermal resources. The western third of the WSA is in the
Mono-Long Valley Known Geothermal Resource Area (KGRA) (USGS,

unpublished map, "Lands Valuable for Geothermal Resources", revised
July, 1985) There were some geothermal lease applications for this
WSA in 1987.

Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendation which should be considered in the
final recornmendation : No U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) or U.S.

Bu/aau of Mines (BOM) mineral surveys were conducted in this WSA.



No additional information about the mineral potential in this WSA
has been received since 1987. As of March 25, 1988, ELM records
identified (5) five lode mining claims in this WSA (Table 4) . The
western one-fifth of the WSA, covering an area of 10,420 acres, is
within the Mono-Long Valley KGRA.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE
NO.

SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL
ACRES

SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Mining Claims
Lode 5 5 100 100
Placer
Mill Sites

Total 100 100

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full ejqplanation of this summary,
refer to the Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness - Final
Environmental Impact Statement.)
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Table 5 - <3oiparative aimary cf Impacts by AlUajHiive

1SSLE-FEEAED

WSOJPCES
WCEC&DPCTKH ALIrWELDEFNESS H«EIM>WIirEFNE2S

AHH^KLTVE

WildRTTEES \allKS The primary impacts to wilder-

ness values would originate

from projected development of

en open-pit gold mine in the

western portion cf theWEAard
arfckapted gBothenraL devel-

cprtent in the ro^hwest par-

tial of the WiA. The gpen-pit

acQdmire ard the geothermal

power frrnlity would result in

a direct loss cf naturalness

en 225 acres. The peroepticn

cf naturalness ard sense cf
solitude would be inpaired

within 7,500 acres surrcurdirg

the mineral ard energy devel-

qments. Linstock projects

would irtpair the perception cf
naturalness an an additional

40 acres resulting in short-

term irrirar to negligible im-

pacts to fnlrhrie as a result

cf coBtruction ard mainte-

nance. Erescribed bums ard

chemical treatments en 8,000

acres would result in short-

term inpacbs to naturalness

until vegeharirn is reestab-

lished, liipacts framacn-
tinjed ard projected nctor-

i2ed recreaticn use (1,100

visitcrMJays) would be manor.

There would be inmiiTmri im-

Vtilderness designation would

retain ard slightly erhance

wilderness values by elimL-

nating nctorized recreaticn

use (1,100 visitor-days) as

well as preriliTiing mineral

develcprrent ard gBothermal

development, IV prohibiting

planed vegetative mBnipula-

tiens on 8,000 acres, short-

term inpacbs to naturalness,

as well as solitude, would

not occur ard the existing

perception cf naturalness

would be retained. Exposed
livestock projects including

water develcpients ard pipe-

lines would impair the per-

ception cf naturalness en 40

acres ard result in irrai-iTgri

short-term minor to negli-

gible impacts to Frilrhripi as

a result cf ccretructicn ard

nBintenance. Opportunities

for prinritive ard unojiCinad

recreaticn ard Fprial fea-

tures within the VEA would

slightly benefit under wil-

derness designation.

There would be a slight posi-

tive benefit to wilderness

values within the 36,108

acres designated as wilder-

ness. Elimiraticn cf 800

visitor-days cf motorized

recreation use en 30 miles

cf primitive vehicle rcutes

ard precluding vegetative

iimipulaticns for increased

Hvestock use (7,350 acres)

would retain ard erharce the

perception cf naturalness

ard the sense of solitude,

.^frarial features ardeppcr-
tirdties for primitive ard

unoenfined recreation would

benefit from prohibiting

motorized recreaticn use.

Livestock water developnents

would impair the peroepticn

cf rHturalness en 15 acres

ard result in short-term

minor to negl igihle inpacbs

to FnlihriR.

V&thin the 22,130 acres not

designated as wildm-rer; the

primary impacts to wilder-

ness values wouM criginate

from projected develcprrent

of an cpen-pit gold mire in

the western portion cf the
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Table 5 - Oaiparative SLramary cf Ifrprts by Mternative (Cent.)

XS9UE-FELKM)

FESCLKE3
HCKEIDACEKN

fMVWTTTTR^ES/ND ACHCM
AEIrWTTrTTOESS

ATTTEMftTTUE

PW7TTAT 7-WTT !TTN<.t«

..l« i ..«
pacts en primitive and inccn-

fined recreation as eppor-

tunities would be limited

within the areas cf ironing

• •

Wi InRmeas xfolues

((xrtirusd)

VEA and anticipated geo-

thermal develcpmant in the
ncrthwestern pcrticn cf the
VEk. Ifaburalness would be

activity ad gectlfctiial devel- lest on 225 acres. The per-
qmat , There would be slight

inpacts to frecrial features

as a result cf continued

n=rtim cf naturalness and
the sense cf snil iti ri? would

be inpaired within 7,500
motorized recreation use. acres. livestock projects

There would be no perceptible

iitpacts anticipated from other

projected Mtyaml actiens.

irnliriing ptEscribed bums
would result in short-term

inpacts to naturalness en
675 acres. Inpacts from

continued and increased

notorized recreaticn use (400

visitor-days) would be
minor. Opportunities for

priirative and unocnfiried

TwrrwHrn u-iilrl Vtp lrrnlly

inprted due to mineral and
gBothernal d^eLcpio't as

well as continued motor

vehicle use cf 10 miles cf
primitive vehicle rates.

There would only be negli-

gible inpacts oni=prnr>l

features due to projected

irenagatet: actios and uses

within the non-designated

pcrticn of the VEA.

Motorized Itecre- Ihere would be no intact en
.. i • i •

CXoaH, there would be aMotorized recreatiai use

totaling 1,000 visitor-days

per year within the 58,238-

acre WE& would be foregone.

aticn tfee notorized recreaticn use which

is projected to increase from

the current annual level cf

1,000 visitor-days to 1,100

visitor-days.

minor iiipact en motorized

recreatien use as a result

cf (designating 36,108 acres

as wilderness. This pcrticn

of the VEA including

Cpportinities to shift this

use to other nearby phi io

lards are limited and may

result in an overall slight

lees cf use within the

appradiiately 30 miles cf

primitive vehicle routes

would be clmed to notorized

a^xieral area. Inpacts to the

Sierra Safari would ncstly

recreaticn use with 800

visitordays cf use fore-

gone. The remaining 22,130

acres would aontinue to pro-

recESsitate rerouting cf

their course. O^all, there

wjuld be a numerate impact vide opportunities for

motorized recreation use ento motorized recreaticn use.

approximately 10 miles cf

primitive vehicle routes.
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Table 5 - QagmatJxe Summary cf Inpacts by Alterative (Cent.)

15SUE4SIATED

FE90LKE3

HCKaDAZEKN
fM>wrrrFT^£S^D AZCIQO

AlIrWDXER^SS
ATTTRg(rna5

aRnaLrwrrrFR^ss
AITERPCmE:

Jfctcrized Ftecrea-

ticnUte (cert.)

The current use of 200 visi-

tor days would be arfcici-

patedto increase to a total

cf 400 visitor-days as a
result cf displaced use from

the dRRi<yated particn cf
the VEA. Within the ertire

VEA there would be a net
less cf 600 visitor-days of
notorized recreation use.

livestock Grazing

and Ffcmge

IJip^XOTOTtS

There would be no impact to
livestock grazing and rsrge

inprcvaiats. All existing

operations and proposed pro-

jects would be permitted,

inckding 8,000 acres cf
vegetative irBrvipilatirrs to
increase forage production

by 569 AIMS to a total cf
3,424 AMs.

Under the All-wildemass

Alternative, planned vege-

tative marripulaticns en
8,000 acres would be pre-

rflnlFd and a projected in-

crease cf 569 AUfewmld be
foregone. Current livestock

use (2,855 Allfe) would ocn-

tirue and all other projected

improvements incliriirg six

water developments and two

water pipelines would be
permitted. Oxtail, there

would be a miner impact en
livestock grazing and range

improvements.

Overall, livestock use would

increase by 36 Allfe to a
total cf 2,891 AUte as a re-

sult of 650 acres cf pre-

scribed burrs within the

22,130 acres of the VEA not
designated as wilderness.

Vegetative itenipilatinns

(7,350 acres) within the

36,108 acres designated

wilderness would be pre-
clLdedandan increase cf
533 At*fe would be foregone.

Other planned livestock

projects would continue

throughout the VEA. There

would be a mirier impact en
livestock grazing and range

improvements.

Mineral Development There would be no impact en
mineral development. Bplcra-
ticn and development cf a
itcderate potential for metal-

lic minerals would potentially

lead to the development cf an
cpen-pit cpld mine in the
western portion cf the VEA.

Wilderness designation would
result in closing the entire

54,178 acres to mineral

entry. Efolrratim and devel-

opment cf potential mineral

resources within the VEA
would be foregone, including

a potential deposit cf dis-

seminated gold in the western

portion cf the VEA. Develop-

ment cf a potential cpen-pit

gcOd mine would be pro-

hibited.

There would be no impact to
mineral development. The

36,108 acres cf the VEA
designated wilderness are

considered to have a zero to
low potential for minerals.

The remaining 22,130 acres

net designated as wilderness

would be cpen to all foots

cf mineral entry. Develop-

ment cf a potential cpen-

pit gold mine would be
within the non-designated

p-rtim cf the VEA.
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Table 5 - Ojiparative Summary cf Impacts by Mternative (Gtnt.)

EEHC-raXAIED

FE33LKE3
HCKHEDAZnCN ALtrwrrrcwEss

N'mWKTFJF.
HREMrwrrriwEss

flTTFRreHvE
T 1

There would be no impact en
_ M -, 11 , _ _ _ ,

Gecfcnernal Gacthenral resource develop-

ment would be pjohibited.

There would be no inpact en
Development CJBUCloaHal JEMHkptHt, Under geochernal development under

the Rxposed Aotien. B^plora-

ticn and development cf geo-

Develop'tst: cf a poba'fcial

50-Mv gautljemul resource

would be foregom. Cwa: the
iong term this would result

in a minor impact.

the Rartial-wildFaness

Mteuiative. Developiot cf
theriral resources would Ijk

permitted in the VEA. Devel-

a 50-Mv gsothaaiBl resource

is antirnprtTRd within the
cpment cf a 50-Mv gBothermal

resource is projected.

22,130 acres not designated

as wilderness. Vhile e>qplo-

ratien ard development

within the 36,108 acres

desigtBted as wilderness

is a lew development poten-

tial although, there is a
ncderate pota"tial for geo-

therroal resources. No devel-

cpment is anticipated tiiere-

fbre no gectharnal resource

pmirticn wuld be fore-

gone.

-i -i «. _ .- _ lmt»
There would be slight posi-

tive benefits to cultural

resources within the WE& due

There would be a slight posi-

tive benefit to cultural

resources within the 36,106

acres cf the WE& designated

(Xutural Resources Irder the Rxpoeed Aoticn,

cultural resources within

the VEk wuld be vulnerable to
inpaccs resulting fremgeo- Id pcB-JLulmj gectlTeriial

development ard cntdnued
motcrizied recreaticn use.

The historic Bodie-Mono

Mills railrcad grade would

pobentially be negligibly

thernal resource development, as wilderness as a result cf

uorKtructicn a£ a pipel ire

for livestock use, ard ccn-

rrcrnhitirn of. motor meJiicLb

use. Within the remaining

22,130 acres, cultural

resources would be vulner-

tiiuad motorized recreatim

use. Surface irMJihir iespricr

tr> surfeoEKiistiirbirg activi-

ties, ard an existing Cultural

Resource Marayaiet Han would

impacted by development cf a
planned water pipe! ire for

livestock use.

able to potential impacts.

Surface inventories to deter-

mine the Iccatien cf poten-

tial sites andefeveleplimit poba'fcial inpaccs within

areas cf psiicbed hicji cul-

tural resource ssnsitivity ard

to the histodc RndiR-Mono

Mills railrcad. Mitigating

nEasures wuld be estahliFhed

to either avoid aitural sites

apprcpriate mitigating mea-

sures if necessary as wail

as an existing Cultural

Resources Managsmat: Han
would minimize potential

inpacts as a result cf geo-

cr salvage potential arti- thernal development and

facts* GLrtiiued notarized

vehicle use in the W3V would

cuiatzuoticn cf a pipeline

for livestock. Otntinued

notarized recreaticn use

within the ncri-designated

pcrtien cf the W3^ would

co-tribute to ciontinued

iimrtrrrized cnllerticn cf

artifacts.

aorfaibute to cutimed un-

authcrized aollectioi cf

artifacts.
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F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the Final EIS.
Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, a few comments addressed mineral values and
geothermal resources. One comment noted the lack of access to private
inholdings.

One comment received during the wilderness study process noted outside
sights and sounds as influencing wilderness values in the WSA.

A public meeting and public hearing were held in association with the draft
environmental impact statement for the WSAs within the EIS area. The public
meeting was held in Markleeville, California, and the public hearing in
Bishop, California. Comments were received both orally through the hearing,
and in writing during the 90-day public review period. A total of 84
written and oral comments were received. Thirty-one comments supported the
Bureau's no-wilderness recxsmmendation. Forty-five comments supported the
all-wilderness alternative, while eight comments supported the partial-
wilderness alternative.

No comments specific to this WSA were received by Federal or State agencies.

Mono County provided a comment during the inventory phase expressing the
need for multiple use of the area.
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WALFORD SPRINGS WILDERNESS STUDY AREA (WSA)

(CA-010-092)

1. THE STUDY AREA 13,006 acres

The Walford Springs WSA is located in east-central Mono County,
approximately 21 miles northeast of Lee Vining, California. The WSA
includes 12,840 acres of BLM lands, 166 acres of private land, and no State
lands. (See Map 1 and Table 1)

The northern boundary of the WSA follows a 60-kV powerline right-of-way
northeast along State Highway 167, then a private land boundary east to the
Dobie Meadows Road. The boundary proceeds southeast along this road on the
eastern boundary to a maintained road which delineates the southern boundary
along with an irregular private land boundary. The boundary then heads
northwest along the Mono Basin Scenic Area boundary until it hits a parcel
of private land and the 60-kV powerline right-of-way along State Highway
167.

The WSA is located along the western edge of the Basin and Range geomorphic
province just east and north of Mono Lake, within a gentle southwest sloping
valley consisting of lacustrine and sand dune deposits of ancient Lake
Russell. The terrain within the WSA is rather uniform providing little
scenic variety. Elevation ranges from 6,440 to 6,800 feet. The vegetation
consists of Great Basin shrubs with scattered Juniper trees in the
northwestern corner.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed
in the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the
Benton-Cwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of
the area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS. Two different
suitability reccmmendations were analyzed in the EIS: all wilderness and no
wilderness.

RFXX3MMEM3ATTON AND RATIONALE acres recommended
for wilderness

12,840 BLM acres recommended
for non-wilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in
this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all-wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no-wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.



The WSA is reasnmended non-suitable because its potential for mineral
exploration and development outweighs the area's marginal wilderness
values. Within this WSA, wilderness values are considered low due to the
lack of significant wilderness features or characteristics unique to the
region. In addition, manageability was a consideration in the non-suitable
recommendation

.

Solitude is somewhat affected visually by vehicle use occurring on State
Highway 167 which lies along the WSA's north boundary. Vehicle use occurs
on this highway on an intermittent to regular basis.

Resource conflicts in the WSA include moderate to high potential for
geothermal resources. Some geothermal exploration has occurred within
three miles of the WSA in the Mono-long Valley Known Geothermal Resource
Area.

The WSA reflects an environment that is bleak and visually bland. The
topography and vegetation is common throughout most of Mono Basin. The
WSA's vegetative patterns, forms, and textures blend together into a
monotonous landform cover. The juniper trees in the northwest and same
localized dune formations provide some visual variety. The lack of
significant or unique wilderness values contributes to this wilderness
quality. As a result, this WSA would provide little or no significant
enhancement to the National Wilderness Preservation System.

The WSA's relatively flat, broad topography renders it vulnerable to
vehicle encroachment. The lack of natural barriers along the unit's
boundaries would make it difficult to manage as wilderness.

There are approximately nine miles of primitive ways which will remain
available for vehicular use.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 12,840
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private 166

Total 13,006

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 12,840
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 12,840

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED LN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RE0CMMEM3ATI0NS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: The natural character of the WSA has been
relatively untouched by man. The WSA consists of gently
southwest-sloping valley and fill deposits of ancient Lake
Russell, a remnant of the Quaternary age. A few man-made
imprints are generally unnoticeable in the WSA as a whole; two
fence lines are effectively screened by dense vegetation, and
nine miles of primitive vehicle routes are being revegetated,
giving the routes a "two-track" appearance.



The terrain is generally uniform. Some dune formations are
located along the western end of the unit. Great Basin shrubs
dominate the WSA and include big sagebrush, greasewood and
cottonthorn. A juniper grove with a sagebrush understory occurs
in the northwestern corner of the unit.

2. Solitude: The spaciousness and vegetative screening of the WSA
to provide area visitors with outstanding opportunities for
solitude. State Highway 167 lowers these opportunities along
the north boundary.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part
of the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the
defense preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation; Opportunities for
primitive and unconfined types of recreation include activities
such as camping, hiking, hunting, and horseback riding. Scenic
views of the eastern Sierra, Mono Lake, and the Bodie Hills are
common from within the unit. No permanent water sources exist
in the unit.

4. Special features; The WSA contains spring, summer, and fall
habitat for pronghorn antelope. This is a good ecological
representation of Great Basin pronghorn antelope habitat.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems: This WSA contains 12,840 acres of the
Intermountain Sagebrush/Great Basin Sagebrush ecosystem. The
Walford Springs WSA would not increase the diversity of the
types of ecosystems represented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuehler
Classification
Djnain/Province/FWV

NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
areas acres areas acres

Intermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush

Intermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush

NATIONWIDE

1 32,407

CALIFORNIA

55 1,192,435

19 207,969

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers; The WSA is within a five-hour drive of six major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other ELM study areas within a five-hour
drive of the population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Fresno 35 4,048,852 28 460,790
Merced 33 3,957,550 25 348,753
Modesto 36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
Sacramento 46 5,001,817 87 2,479,541
Stockton 35 4,061,833 46 601,496

Nevada

Reno 39 4,647,230 170 6,904,809

3. Balaricing the geograp]hie distribution of wilderness areas: The
WSA is within 50 air miles of 1 BIM WSA recommended for
wilderness designation. Yosemite National Park, administered by
the National Park Service and the Hoover Wilderness, acaministered

by the Toiyabe and the Inyo National Forests are located
approximately 27 miles west of the WSA. These are the nearest

designated wilderness areas. Other nearby designated wilderness

areas include the Ansel Adams Wilderness which is managed by the
Inyo National Forest.



C. Manaqeabilitv

The Walford Springs WSA is manageable as wilderness, but with seme
difficulty. A lack of natural barriers along the WSA's boundary makes
it vulnerable to indiscriminate off-highway vehicle use. The gentle
terrain and low vegetation are susceptible to four-wheel drive use and
other types of off-road vehicles. Frequent signing, fencing most of
the border, and intensive patrolling would be required to insure the
integrity of the unit.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well
as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of preliminary
suitability recommendation; The Walford Springs WSA is located
within the Mono Geology-Energy-Minerals (G-E-M) Resource Area
(GRA) . Ihe geology and mineral resources of the Walford Springs
WSA was described in the Mono G-E-M Resources Area Technical
Report (GRA No. CA-03) prepared in 1983 by Great Basin G-E-M
Joint Venture. The mineral resources in the Affected Environment
section of the 1987 BIM Wilderness Recommendations, Benton-Gwens
Valley/Bodie-Coleville Study Area's EIS was taken primarily from
the G-EHM report mentioned above. The EIS states that the WSA
has a low potential for metallic minerals, uranium and thorium.
There is no potential for non-metallic minerals or oil and gas.

The western portion of the WSA was identified as having a high
potential for geothermal resources, with the remainder determined
to have moderate potential.

According to the G-E-M report, the entire WSA is covered with
lacustrine sediments deposited by the predecessor of Mono Lake.
Although covered, a study of the surrounding geologic environment
indicated that the lake sediments are underlain by mafic
volcanics which were deposited over rhyolite flows. These
Pliocene volcanics lie uncomformably upon granitic intrusives of
the Sierra Nevada Batholith. The western margin of the WSA is in
the Mono-Long Valley Known Geothermal Resource Area (KGRA) (U.S.

Geological Survey unpublished map, "Lands Available for
Geothermal Resources", Revised July 1985.). Portions of this
area had lease applications pending. The presence of hot springs
in and around the WSA together with evidence for recent episodes
of volcanic activity and faulting at shallow depths support the
determination of moderate geothermal resource potential for this
WSA. No leases, mines or nnriing claims were located in the WSA.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendation which should be considered in the
final recommendation: No U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) or U.S.
Bureau of Mines (BCM) mineral surveys were conducted in this WSA.



Since the original EIS, the pending geothermal leases
applications have been withdrawn. No other information about
mineral potential has been received since 1987. As of March 25,
1988, BIM records indicated no mines, mining claims or leases
within the boundaries of the WSA.

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation
of the entire area as wilderness. (For a full e^qplanation of this
summary, refer to the Eenton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness -

Final Environmental Impact Statement.)
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T4N

T3N

T3N
T2N

NONE Recommended for

Wilderness

Recommended for

Non Wilderness

Land outside WSA
Recommended for
Wilderness

Split Estate

State

E^^l

Explanation

x\s\s\s\\\4 High Potenial for the

\s\\v\\nsv Occurrence of Energy and/or
^sxs\ ^s .sj Non-energy Minerals

Commodity Symbols

G Geothermal

Moderate Potential for the.•„••; Moderate potential tor tne
•.*.••*.••"• •••*.*. Occurrence of Energy and/or
• t

•«*»** •».•,! Non-energy Minerals

M

H

Wa
Mineral

Private

Iford Springs
Resource Potential

-energy

Moderate Mineral Potential
Location in a High Mineral
Potential Area

High Mineral Potential
Location in a Moderate Mineral
Potential Area

1

MILES

Map-2
010-092



Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-RELATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
(NO-WIIDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WIIDERNESS
AITERNATTVE

Wilderness Values Naturalness, solitude, and
primitive and unconfined
recreation would be moderately
impaired by the development of
a 50-Mw geothermal facility.
Naturalness would be lost on
70 acres, and the perception
of naturalness and sense of
solitude would be impaired
within an area of 3,000 acres.
Proposed wildlife and range
improvement projects would
have lew impacts to localized
naturalness and solitude. Con-
tinued 550 visitor-days of
motorized recreation use in-
cluding the Sierra Safari
motorcycle poker run would
result in only slight impacts
to wilderness values. Loss of
70 acres of pronghorn antelope
habitat due to geothermal
development would result in
minor impacts.

The elimination of 550 visi-
tor days of motorized recre-
ation including the Sierra
Safari and the foregone 50-Mw
geothermal development would
result in slight enhancement
of the wilderness values.
Proposed wildlife and range
improvement projects would
have negligible adverse
impacts to localized natural-
ness and solitude. There
would be a slight benefit to
the area's pronghorn antelope
habitat.

Motorized Recre-
ation Use

Motorized recreation use is
not anticipated to increase
beyond the current level of
550 visitor-days per year. The
Sierra Safari motorcycle poker
run would continue to utilize
portions of the vehicle routes
in the WSA. There would be no
impacts on motorized recre-
ation use.

Motorized recreation use
would be eliminated resulting
in a loss of 550 visitor-days
per year. The Sierra Safari
motorcycle poker run would
not be permitted to use
existing primitive vehicle
routes within the WSA result-
ing in moderate impacts to
the event. Opportunities to
shift motorized use to other
nearby public lands are
limited and may result in a
slight loss of use within
the general area. Overall
there would be a moderate
adverse impact on motorized
recreation use.
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Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative (Cont'd)

ISSUE-REIATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
(NO-WIIDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WIIDERNESS
ALTERNATIVE

Geothermal Resource
Development

Geothermal exploration and
development could occur within
the WSA. Development of a 50-

Mw resource is projected.
There would be no impacts on
geothermal resource develop-
ment^

Exploration and development
of geothermal resources with-
in the Mono-Dong Valley KGRA
including a projected 50-Mw
resource would be foregone.
Over the long term this would
result in a minor impact.

F. local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the
Final EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will
occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, a few comments were received
addressing the WSA's geothermal potential, and future needs for
powerline corridor expansion.

After the inventory, comments were received up through the
wilderness study process. One comment noted the influence of
outside sights and sounds on the WSA's wilderness values.

During the study phase, a public meeting and public hearing were
held in association with the draft environmental impact
statement for the WSAs within the EIS area. The public meeting
was held in Markleeville, California, and the public hearing in
Bishop, California. Comments were received both orally through
the hearing, and in writing during the 90-day public review
period. A total of 83 written and oral comments were received.
Forty comments supported the Bureau's no-^wilderness
recommendation. Forty-three comments supported the all-
wilderness alternative.

During the inventory, Mono County provided a comment noting the
area's need for multiple use. No Federal or State agency
comments were received specific to this WSA.
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M3*CN MEADOW WILDERNESS STUDY AREA (WSA)

(CA-O10-O94)

1. THE STUDY AREA. 8,354 acres

The Mormon Meadow Wilderness Study Area (WSA) is located in northeastern Mono
County, approximately nine miles southeast of Bridgeport, California. The
WSA includes 7,721 acres of Bureau of Land Management (BLM) lands, 633 acres
of private inholdings, and no State land (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The northern boundary of the WSA follows private lands easterly in the Mormon
Meadow area. The boundary turns south on Bridgeport Canyon County Road and
proceeds south skirting private land at two locations until it rejoins the
road. The boundary abruptly jogs south and east near Goat Ranch until it
intersects a 60-kV transmission line right-of-way. The boundary turns and
proceeds southwest along the right-of-way and some private land until
Rancheria Gulch. The boundary then leads northwest cross-country and around
private land until reaching Little Mormon Meadow Road. The boundary
continues north along the road to Little Bodie Mine and then follows a
perennial tributary of Clearwater Creek to private land in Mormon Meadow.
The WSA occupies the southwestern corner of the Bodie Hills, which straddles
the transitional zone of the Basin and Range geomorphic province and the
Sierra Nevada geomorphic province. The WSA encompasses an area of steep,
rounded volcanic hills dissected by a few intermittent drainages. Elevation
ranges from 6,800 feet to 8,600 feet. The southern quarter of the unit is
uniformly covered with stands of pinyon-juniper while the remainder is
dominated by desert shrub species. Grasses occupy the meadow areas. A few
spring sources are located in the WSA. The southern portion of the WSA
provides picturesque and scenic vistas of Mono Lake and its basin which is a
few miles south of the unit.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed in
the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the
Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of the
area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS. Two different
suitability recommendations were analyzed in the EISs: all wilderness, and
no wilderness.

2. RECOMMENDATT0N AND RATTfiNATr: acres recommended
for wilderness

7,721 BLM acres recommended
for non-wilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in
this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all-wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred alternative as



it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no-wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.

The WSA is recommended nonsuitable because its potential for mineral
occurrence outweighs the area's marginal wilderness values. Within this WSA,
wilderness values are considered low due to the lack of significant
wilderness features or characteristics unique to the region. Manageability
was a secondary consideration in the non-suitable recommendation.

Resource conflicts in the WSA include high potential for metallic minerals in
the north edge of the unit. This high potential area contains approximately
24 mining claims with moderate probability for determination of valid
existing rights. Development of mining claims which are found to have valid
existing rights could impair the area's wilderness values with or without
wilderness designation. The WSA also contains high potential for geothermal
resources. Geothermal lease applications are pending along the WSA's
southeast corner. Development potential for geothermal resources is
moderate.

The WSA reflects an environment that contains wilderness values which are not
considered significant or unique to the area. Although the unit is
topographically varied, the landform reflects an environment that is visually
mediocre in relation to the rest of the Bodie Hills and other nearby areas.
The most visually appealing portion of the WSA is located on a large private
inholding within the unit. As a result, wilderness values are considered low
and would provide little or no significant enhancement to the National
Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

.

The WSA's lack of natural barriers along portions of its boundaries and the
potential for mining claim development in areas of high mineral value would
limit management of the area as wilderness. Additionally, a large private
inholding within the WSA may further hinder manageability.

There are approximately four miles of primitive ways which will remain
available for vehicular use.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 7,721
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private 633

Total 8,354

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Tands Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 7,721
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 7,721

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECXMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: The WSA has retained its primeval character and
influence. The WSA consists of rounded volcanic hills and
predominantly brush covered slopes that have been incised by some
ephemeral drainages. Summit elevations approach 9,000 feet. A few
springs can be found in the unit. Meadow areas associated with
the springs' sources contain grasses while Great Basin desert
shrubs blanket the drier areas. Pinyon pine, Utah juniper, and
quaking aspen are also located in the unit. The south quarter of
the unit is dominated by pinyon-juniper associations. To the
north, small isolated groves of aspen inhabit the higher
elevations.

The works of man are substantially unnoticeable in the WSA as a
whole. These works include approximately four miles of primitive



vehicle routes, one spring development and some localized impacts
to wetland areas from excessive livestock utilization in these
areas. These imprints are imperceptible within the overall
confines of this WSA.

2. Solitude: Outstanding opportunities for solitude are readily
available throughout the WSA. The unit's size, interior valleys,
and vegetative screening allow visitors to experience primitive
recreation activities out of the sights and sounds of others.
Solitude is visually limited along the eastern boundary by
occasional vehicle use on Bridgeport Canyon Road.

This WSA may be overflown in the future by military aircraft as
part of the national defense mission during approved military
operations. The visual intrusions and associated noise create
temporary effects on solitude which are deemed acceptable and
necessary as a part of the defense preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: Most primitive recreation
activities would be well accommodated within the area. These
include hunting, camping, horseback riding, etc. Scenic views of
Mono Lake are available from within the southern fringes of the
WSA.

4. Special features: The WSA contains some special features
including a population of Phacelia monoensis . which is on the
United States Fish and Wildlife Candidate Species list.

In addition, the WSA includes several wildlife species such as
sage grouse, a recovering species of game birds that has been
historically ever-harvested; mule deer and pronghorn antelope which
rely on this intact natural environment for their forage and cover
requirements. The WSA serves as crucial nesting habitat for sage
grouse as well as a crucial deer fawning area. These game animals
rely on the unit's natural cover for nesting and fawning
activities.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems: The WSA contains 5,000 acres of the
Intermountian Sagebrush/Great Basin Sagebrush and 2,721 acres of the
Intermountain Sagebrush/Juniper-Pinyon Woodlands ecosystems. The
Mormon Meadow WSA would not increase the diversity of the types of
ecosystems represented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other ELM Studies
Djmain/Province/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Intermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

Intermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

1 32,407 55 1,200,045
4 81,301

CAUIFORNIA

74 2,148,579

19 215,579
3 61,701 18 363,109

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a days driving time (five hours) of major population
centers; The WSA is within a five-hour drive of nine major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population
Centers

California

Chico
Fresno
Merced
Modesto
Sacramentoodca-cuiitmuu

Stockton
Vallejo-Napa-Fairfield
Yuba City

Nevada

Reno

NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
areas acres areas acres

16 1,286,873 13 430,822
35 4,048,852 28 460,790
33 3,957,550 25 348,753
36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
46 5,001,817 87 2,479,541
35 4,061,833 46 601,496
44 4,832,667 74 2,100,862
44 4,951,805 85 2,495,500

39 4,647,230 170 6,904,809

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas; The WSA

is within 50 air miles of one BIM WSA recommended for wilderness

designation. The Hoover Wilderness, 15 miles to the west, is the

nearest designated wilderness area. This wilderness area is

administered by the Toiyabe and the Inyo National Forests. Other



nearby designated wilderness areas include Yosemite National Park
which is managed by the National Park Service, the Ansel Adams
Wilderness which is managed by the Inyo National Forest, and the
Carson-Iceberg Wilderness which is managed by the Toiyabe National
Forest.

C. Manaqeability

Although the area is manageable as wilderness, it would be difficult due
to a lack of easily identifiable boundaries along the western edge.

Additionally, the lack of topographic or vegetative barriers along
Bridgeport Canyon Road would make the WSA susceptible to iiidiscriminate
off-highway vehicle use, particularly snowmobiles. The northern edge of
the unit may become altogether unmanageable because of high metallic
mineral potential with numerous mining claims located in this area.
Although the probability is moderate, a determination of valid existing
mineral development rights in this portion of the unit may completely
impede wilderness management in this area. Wilderness values of
naturalness, solitude and opportunities for primitive recreation
experiences could be permanently impaired in this area.

The centralized location of private inholdings virtually bisects the
WSA. This portion of the WSA is less than one-half mile in width.
Although no development activities are foreseen, incompatible uses on
this private inholding could additionally hinder wilderness management.

Considerable signing, patrolling, and fencing substantial portions of
the WSA would be required to maintain the area's natural integrity.
Purchase of the private inholding would be necessary in order to
enhance wilderness manageability.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation: The Mormon Meadow WSA is in the BUM
Bodie Geology-Energy-Mineral (G-E-M) Resource Area (GRA) . An
overview of the mineral potential of the WSA is addressed in the
Affected Environment section of the Wilderness Recommendations,
Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Study Area EIS prepared in
1987. The EIS states that the WSA has a high resource potential
for metallic minerals in the north margin of the WSA and a low
resource potential for metallic minerals for the remainder of the
area. The resource potentials for non-metallics and uranium are
low. There is no resource potential for oil and gas. The
geothermal resource occurrence potential is high for the entire
8,354 acres of the WSA ("Lands Valuable for Geothermal Resources",
USGS unpublished map, revised 1985)

.



The mineral information in the EIS is supported by the BIM Bodie
G-E-M report. This report includes extensive references and
personal communications with mining companies active in the area.

The Mormon Meadow WSA encompassing 7,721 acres of public land is
located five miles southwest of the Bodie mining district and
approximately 13 miles south of the Masonic mining district. The
general area is underlain by Teritary lava flows, plugs, and
pyroclastic deposits of principally dacitic composition.
Pre-Teritary metasedimentary rocks overlain by the Teritary
volcanics are exposed in a few places in the WSA. Production of
gold and silver in the mining districts came from several systems
of quartz veins. They are closely associated with hydrothermal
alteration widespread in the mining districts. This hydrothermal
alteration is common in the WSA.

BIM records in 1983 identified approximately 30 mining claims in
the high potential areas in the north margin of the WSA and a few
pending geothermal lease applications around the southeast corner
of WSA.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendation which should be considered in the
final recommendation: Because this WSA was recommended non-
suitable by BLM, no U.S. Geological Survey nor U.S. Bureau of Mines
mineral surveys were conducted in this WSA. No new mineral data in
the WSA has become available since the preparation of G-E-M report
in 1983.

As of March, 1988, BIM records indicate the following distribution
of unpatented inining claims in the WSA:

Table 4 - Mining Claims

NO. ACRES
SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Mining Claims
lode 20 20 400 400
Placer 3 3 120 120
Mill Sites 1 1 5 5

Total 24 24 525 525
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E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources
for all alternatives considered including designation or non-
designation of the entire area as wilderness. (For a full
explanation of this summary, refer to the Benton-Owens
Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness - Final Environmental Impact
Statement.)

Table 5 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-RELATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
(NO-WILDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WILDERNESS
ALTERNATIVE

Wilderness Values Mining activities and geo-
thermal development would
result in a direct loss of
naturalness, solitude and
primitive and unconfined rec-
reation on 302 acres. The per-
ception of naturalness and
solitude would be impaired on
an additional 500 acres due to
mining and geothermal activi-
ties. Continued motorized rec-
reation use (350 visitor-days)
would impact naturalness on
10 acres. Critical sage grouse
habitat would be eliminated
due to mining activities.
Fhacelia monoensis could

Overall there would be a
slight to moderate enhance-
ment of wilderness values
primarily due to the prohibi-
tion of geothermal develop-
ment and elimination of 350
visitor-days of motorized
recreation use. Due to the
probability of valid existing
rights, mining activities
would impact wilderness
values as described under the
Proposed Action including a
loss of naturalness, soli-
tude, and primitive and un-
confined recreation on 210
acres. The perception of

potentially be impacted by
inining activities.

naturalness and solitude
would be impaired on an addi-
tional 400 acres by mining
activities.

Motorized Recre-
ation Use

Motorized recreation use is
expected to remain stable at
350 visitor-days per year.
There would be no impacts on
motorized recreation use.

Motorized recreation use
would be eliminated resulting
in a loss of 350 visitor-days
per year. Thas would be a
slight adverse impact due to
opportunities on public land
outside the WSA.
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Table 5 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-RELATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
(NO-WIIDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WIDDERNESS
AITERNATIVE

Geothermal Resource
Development

Geothermal exploration and
development could occur within
the WSA. Development of a 50-

Mw resource is projected.
There would be no impacts on
geothermal resource develop-
ment.

Exploration and development
of geothermal resources in-
cluding a projected 50-Mw
resource would be foregone.
Over the long term this would
result in a less than minor
impact.

Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the
Final EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will
occur in this document.

Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, a few comments were received
addressing the need for utility-line expansion needs and the
area's potential for geothermal resources. An additional comment
stated that the area's lew to moderate mineral potential, its
roads, non-public lands, and mines combine to limit the WSA's
wilderness potential.

After the inventory, comments were received during the wilderness
study process. One comment supported wilderness designation while
another noted the area's use for mineral exploration and
development. A similar respondent indicated that the area's
geothermal leases, private land, and structures impaired the WSA's
suitability for wilderness.

During the study phase, a public meeting and hearing were held in
association with the draft EIS. The public meeting was held in
Markleeville, California; the public hearing in Bishop,
California. Comments were received both orally through the
hearing and in writing during the 90-day public review period. A
total of 83 written and oral comments were received. Forty
comments supported the Bureau's no-wilderness recommendation.
Forty-three comments supported the all^wilderness alternative.

No Federal or State agency comments were received specific to
this WSA.

During the inventory, Mono County provided a comment which noted
that the multiple use values and non-public holdings within the
WSA precluded wilderness designation of the area.
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1. THE STUDY AREA.

MT. HEHCEMAN WHUraiRRS fTflJOf AREA (WSA)

(CA-010-095)

— 13,146 acres

The Mt. Biedeman WSA is located in northeastern Mono County, approximately
nine miles southeast of Bridgeport, California. The WSA includes 13,069
acres of Bureau of Land Management (ELM) land, 77 acres of private
inholdings, and no State land (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The northern boundary of the WSA follows the Bodie Road (State Highway 270)

and non-public land northeast to Cottonwood Canyon Road. It follows this
road south and then proceeds cross-country skirting the edge of an old mining
area. It rejoins Cottonwood Canyon Road and a 60 kV powerline right-of-way
south of Sugarloaf Mountain. The eastern boundary continues south and turns
west following an irregular pattern of private land until it meets Bridgeport
Canyon County Road. The boundary proceeds northwest along Bridgeport Canyon
Road to private land in Mormon Meadow and then intersects with Bodie Road.

The WSA occupies the southwestern portion of the Bodie Hills, which lie along
the western edge of the Basin and Range geomorphic province. The WSA is
dominated by steep, rocky, and rounded volcanic hills with summit elevations
ranging from approximately 8,000 to 9,022 feet. Mt. Biedeman, a rounded,
brush-covered mountain (8,981 feet), and two adjoining mountains occupy the
central portion of the WSA, while an arc of pinyon-juniper-covered hills and
interspersed canyons ring the southern periphery of the WSA. A few drainages
dissect the northeastern portion of the WSA. A few springs with associated
meadows visually contrast with the surrounding arid environment. The WSA
provides picturesque panoramic vistas of Mono Lake and the eastern Sierra,
primarily from the southern portion of the unit. Vegetation in the WSA
consists of pinyon-juniper associations located along the unit's southern
boundary and a dense understory of shrubs which is uniformly located
throughout the unit. Perennial grasses inhabit the meadow areas.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed in
the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the
Benton-Cwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of the
area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS. Three different
suitability recommendations were analyzed in the EIS: all wilderness,
partial wilderness recommending approximately 71% of the area suitable, and
no wilderness.

2. RECOMMENDATION AND RATIONALE

13,069

acres recommended for
wilderness
ELM acres recommended
for non-wilderness



No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. Ihe entire acreage in this
WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. Ihe all-wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no-^wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.

The WSA is recommended non-suitable because its potential for mineral
occurrence, motorized recreation, Bodie State Historic Park facility
development, and potential emergency realignment needs for the adjoining
State Highway 270 outweigh the area's marginal wilderness values.
Manageability was an additional consideration in the non-suitable
recommendation. Within this WSA, overall wilderness values are considered
low in quality due to the lack of significant wilderness features unique to
the region.

Resource conflicts in the WSA include high potential for metallic minerals in
the northeastern and western portions of the WSA. This area contains 30
mining claims with moderate to high probability for valid existing rights.
Development of mining claims which are found to have valid existing rights
could impair the area's wilderness values with or without wilderness
designation. The WSA also contains moderate to high potential for geothermal
resources. Geothermal lease applications are pending along the WSA's
northern boundary.

The WSA provides some opportunities for motorized recreational use.
Approximately ten miles of primitive vehicle routes are located in the WSA.
These routes are used primarily by hunters and sightseers in the non-winter
season, and local snowmobilers during winter months. Recreation use is
expected to remain stable.

Bodie State Historic Park lies just outside the WSA and the Bodie State
Historic Park Management Plan prescribes administrative facilities to be
constructed in the northeastern portion of the WSA. These include an
interpretive center, a 40-car parking lot, a dormitory, a park office, two
residences, and one mile of new road.

State Highway 270 is the northern boundary of the WSA. This paved road is

used regularly and frequently by tourists who visit Bodie State Historic
Park. Under emergency conditions such as flash flooding or road washouts, it

could be necessary to reroute State Highway 270 up to 200 feet into the WSA.

The WSA's lack of natural barriers along portions of its boundaries and the
potential for mining claim development in areas of high mineral value would
make the WSA difficult to manage as wilderness.

The WSA contains wilderness values which are not considered significant or
unique to the area. As a result, wilderness values are considered low and
would provide little or no significant enhancement to the National Wilderness

Preservation System.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 13,069
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private 77

Total 13,146

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 13,069
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 13,069

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness; The WSA's natural values have been maintained. The
few man-made imprints in the area are generally unnoticeable. The
WSA consists of volcanic hills, rocky knobs, broad meadows, and
some ephemeral drainages. Most of the WSA is covered by big
sagebrush, bitterbrush, and perennial grasses. Plant density is

high. Low sage is found on ridges, and as interspersed islands
within the big sagebrush type. A stand of pinyon trees is located
along the WSA's southern boundary. The unit also contains isolated
aspen groves.

The WSA's terrain, dense vegetation and size renders man-made
imprints to a low level of visual contrast. These imprints include
approximately 10 miles of primitive vehicle routes, a few
reservoirs, pipelines, and a cherrystemmed road in the northeastern
corner of the WSA. This road leads to some mining claims.



Livestock over-utilization in some wetland areas has resulted in
site degradation. In addition, a wildfire in 1984 burned 150-200

acres northeastern of Coyote Spring.

2. Solitude; There are outstanding opportunities for solitude
throughout the WSA. The rugged hills, scenic quality, and natural
character of the unit provide area visitors with a sense of
isolation and the opportunity to attain unconfined freedom of
movement. The outside influences of vehicle use on State Highway
270, which forms the northern boundary of the WSA, impair solitude
along the WSA's edge.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: Outstanding opportunities for
primitive and unconfined types of recreation are widely available
in the WSA. These opportunities include hunting, backpacking,
camping, nature appreciation, scenic photography, etc.

4. Special features: The WSA contains some special features including
a population of Phacelia monoensis . which is on the United States
Fish and Wildlife candidate species list.

In addition, the WSA includes several wildlife species such as sage
grouse, a recovering species of game birds that has been
historically over-harvested; mule deer and pronghorn antelope which
rely on this intact natural environment for their forage and cover.

The WSA serves as crucial nesting habitat for sage grouse as well
as a crucial deer fawning area. These game animals rely on the
unit's natural cover for nesting and fawning.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems: This WSA contains 13,069 acres of the
Intermountain Sagebrush/Great Basin Sagebrush ecosystem. The Mt.
Biedeman WSA would not increase the diversity of the types of
ecosystems represented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Danain/Province/FWV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Ijitermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush 1 32,407 55 1,192,206

CALIFORNIA

Intermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush 19 207,740

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers: The WSA is within a five-hour drive of nine major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Chico 16 1,286,873 13 430,822
Fresno 35 4,048,852
Merced 33 3,957,550
Modesto 36 4,126,963
Sacramento 46 5,001,817
Stockton 35 4,061,833
Vallejo-Napa-Fairfield 44 4,832,667
Yuba City 44 4,951,805

Nevada

Reno 39 4,647,230

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas: The WSA
is within 50 air miles of one BIM WSA recommended for wilderness
designation. The Hoover Wilderness, 15 miles to the west, is the
nearest designated wilderness area. This wilderness area is

administered by the Toiyabe and the Inyo National Forests. Other
nearby designated wilderness areas include Yosemite National Park

28 460,790
25 348,753
81 1,722,326
87 2,479,541
46 601,496
74 2,100,862
85 2,495,500

170 6,904,809



Which is managed by the National Park Service, the Ansel Adams
Wilderness which is managed by the Inyo National Forest, and the
Carson-Iceberg Wilderness which is managed by the Toiyabe National
Forest.

C. Manaqeability

Although the area is manageable as wilderness, it would be difficult due
to a lack of easily identifiable boundaries along the southern edge,
high metallic mineral potential with numerous mining claims in the
northeastern and western portions of the WSA, and a cherrystem mining
intrusion allowing motorized vehicle access in the northeastern corner
of the unit. The lack of vegetative and topographic barriers along the
Bridgeport Canyon and Bodie Roads would make the WSA susceptible to
indiscriminate off-highway vehicle use, particularly snowmobiles.
Considerable signing, patrolling, and fencing would be required to
prevent this use. Constant surveillance would be required to protect
the area's wilderness values.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at time of the preliminary suitability
recommendation

:

The Mt. Biedeman WSA is in the Bodie
Geolcgy-Energy-Mineral (G-E-M) Resource Area (GRA) . An overview of
the mineral potential of the WSA is addressed in the Affected
Environment section of the Wilderness Recorramendations, Benton-Cwens
Valley/Bodie-Coleville Study Area EIS prepared in 1987. Ihe EIS
states that the WSA has a high resource potential for metallic
minerals in the northeastern portion and extreme western portion of
the WSA and a low resource potential for the remainder of the area.
Ihe development potential for metallic minerals in the northeast is
high and in the extreme west is moderate. Ihe resource potential
for non-metallics and uranium is low. Ihe thorium potential is
nil. There is no resource potential for oil and gas. Ihe
geothermal resource potential is moderate to high for the entire
WSA.

Ihe mineral information in the EIS is supported by the BIM Bodie
G-E-M report. This report includes extensive references and
personal communications with mining companies active in the area.

The Mt. Biedeman WSA is located on the edge of the Bodie mining
district and approximately 12 miles south-southeast of the Masonic
mining district. The general area is underlain by Teritary
volcanic rocks of lava flows, plugs, and pyroclastic deposits of
principally dacitic composition. Pre-Teritary metasedimentary
rocks overlain by the Teritary volcanics are exposed in extreme
western edge of the WSA. Production of gold and silver in the



mining districts came from several systems of quartz veins. They
are closely associated with widespread hydrcthermal alteration in
the mining districts. This hydrothermal alteration is common in
the WSA.

BIM records in 1983 identified approximately 28 mining claims in
the high potential areas and a few pending geothermal lease
applications along the northern boundary of WSA.

Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendation which should be considered in the
final recommendation: Because this WSA was recommended non-
suitable by BIM, no U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) nor U.S. Bureau
of Mines (BCM) mineral surveys were conducted in this WSA. No new
mineral data in the WSA has become available since the preparation
of G-E-M report in 1983. Although California Division of Mines and
Geology has a new publication in 1986 on the geology and ore
deposits of the Bodie mining district and mining activity news
indicated that exploratory/development activities in the
surrounding areas of the Masonic mining district and Paramount
mine, no additional new mineral data is available in the WSA.

The current BGM's Mineral Industry Location System (MILS) record
(May 2, 1988) was examined and the record showed graphite
occurrence in sec. 32, T. 4 N. , R. 26 E. The occurrence is of no
significant economic importance.

Re-examination of the BIM mineral records discloses that sec. 31,

T. 4 N. , R. 26 E. was classified by the USGS as Bodie Known
Geothermal Resources Area (KGRA) (Lands Valuable for Geothermal
Resources, unpublished USGS map, updated 1985) . There is one
pending non-competitive geothermal lease application in the WSA
covering 180 acres.

As of March, 1988, BIM records indicate the following distribution
of unpatented mining claims in the WSA:

Table 4 - Mining Claims

NO. ACRES
TYPE SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Mining Claims
lode 30 30 600 600

Placer
Mill Sites

Total 30 30 600 600
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E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this summary,
refer to the Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness - Final
Environmental Impact Statement.)

Table 5 - Omparative Summary of the Impacts by Mternative

3SSUE-REEAIE0

RH3CLKE3
WCECEED PCFKN

ftO-WHTER^SS/ND KTKN)
AHrWUDEFNESS

NTFR9SFJE
gRUALrWTTrFR^BS

ATTFR^OIVE

Wilderness Values Two open-pit irdnirg onera-

tions ard gsothermal devel-

opment would directly impact

naturalness, Fnlihrte and

primitive ard unocnfined

recreational 690 acres and

impair the perception of
raturalness ard snlrhrip

oa: an adiitirral 950

acres. livestock iiiprovement

projects waild cnly fllicjitly

impair naturalness en a
1nm1i7frl hnaic; en IfiSS than

5 acres. cp?m'a1 features

irrilirling crtrrial segB

grouse habitat ard sensitive

plant flhanpil ia num tais)

habitat could be moderately

impacted from, mining activi-

ties <dt development of
administratis facilities

for Bodie State Historic

lark.

WilriFmeas desiyaticn of

the entire WEA would result

in a sliiaht to moderate

erhariDanent of long-term

protecticn of wilderness

values due to prahihitirn

of gBothermal development,

elimination of 450 visitor

days of lturrri zed recreation

use, the development of
adnrinistrative farnlitips

for the Efcriie State Historic

lark, ard the prchibitim

of auergary realignment of

State Rcute 270 into the

VEk. It is anticipated that

a determination of valid

existing rights wnuld allow

development of the two open-

pit mines resulting in the

sane impacts described under

the Frcpcsed Aticn. live-

stock inprovement projects

ard grazing would be the

same as in tre Rxposed
Action except that vehicle

use would be limitBd result-

ing in sliight beneficial

effects.

Wilderness dnsicTHticn of

9,300 acres would result in

low positive benefits to the

area's wilderness values due

to the elimination of 400

visitor-days of motorized

recreation use ard the

redrtirn of motor vehicle

use for livestock grazing

activities. A determiration

of valid existing rights

would lead to the develop-

ment of a 210-acre open-pit

mine ard locally impact

raturalness, solitude,

primitive recreation as wall

as sensitive plant flharplia

mongensis) habitat ard cru-

cial saga grouse habitat.

The peroFprirn of natural-

ness would be impaired on

an additional 350 acres,

livestock improvement

projects within the desig-

nated portion would only

slightly impart naturalness

ard FnlituiR on a lnraliTiFd

basis.

Within the 3,845 acres rot

designated wilderness,

mining ard gecthermal devel-

cpment would directly impact

wilderness values an 480

acres and impair ratural-

ness ard FnilitirlR over an
additional 600 acres. Ai
increase of 100 visitor-days
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Table 5 - Comparative Sunmary cf the liipacts by Mternative

ISSUE-REIflniD

KESXKE5
wcecsDPcncti

fN>WHEER€2S/K) AZEKN)

AUrWTTrTREES
PSTERWnUE

B^nAIrWITlTFNEES
AtTER^OlVE

,. _ ., — . • 1 . •

Wi lnpmppK «=mipp; at ntxufiaii iu_ifcfctt_jon use

(continued) would result in only minor

impacts to naturalness and

fnlrhrlR. Development cf
administratis facilities

fcr Bodie Stale Historic

lark would moderately impact

crucial sage grouse habitat.

Motorized Itecre- There wmld be no inpact en Eliitdraticn cf notorJTHl rnrmre cf 9,300 acres cf
ationlfee motorized recreation use in

theVEA. t£e would ocrtinue

end retain stable at 450

visitor-days.

recreaticn use in the VGA
would result in a loss cf
450 visitor-days. This

would only be a miner inpact
ciTP. tr> thP aurilpfril ity nf

the VEA to motorized recre-

aticn use would result in a
less cf 400 visitor-days.

This would result in only a
miner inpact due to the

epeactunities outside the

VEA.

;=R/ailVilify nf rpp-r+ini-

ties aibside the VEA and an

increase cf 100 visitor-days

within the 3,845 acres not

designated wilderness.

_- . • n
There would be no intact.

Airanistzative far-Hi rHpg

for Bodie State Historic

lark mild be developed

within the Bodie Bowl

pcrticn cf the VEA.

Administrative fyrHlrHcy;

for the Bndie State Historic

lark mild net bR dFM^lrpri

within the VEA. There would

be adverse inp=rts due to

nil •

Itecreatirral

Facilities

There would be no inpact.

Mninistrative -far-Hi -i-Hpg fcr

Development Bodie State Historic lark

could be developed within the
p-rtip F~Ia/| in ttiP rrrripp-ig-

liimtad opportunities nated pcrticn cf the VEA.

Gacthernal fesouroe There would be no inpacts.

The entire VEA would be open

ri!l 1 i • i • --
Gacthernal exploration andWilderness alienation would

preclude exploration andDe\A2lcproent development would be pre-

rar gBcthernal development uevelcpuafc of gaotlieuial

resources irrfliriirg a 10-Mv

resource within the VEA.

This would result in less

than a minor inpact.

cl'TiFd on 9,30^ arar? dPRig-

mcliiiing a potential 10-Mv

resource.

natad wildF3TR=Fi. However,

this would result in a negli-

gible inpact due to only a
moderate potential for gao-

thernal resources with a lew

developiat pubafcial.

There would be no inpact en
gBothernal development

within the rarainirg 3,845

acres. Development cf a 10-

Mv resource is articipated.
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Table 5 - Cbnparative Surmary of the Inprfts by Mternative

ISSLE-FEMEED

FESOKE3
EFCKSDAZEKN

ttD-winErasstfo actjen)

AUrWTTrFREBS
AEEHflATflE

ffiREEAErWrrrFRtSS

AT'JTTa^fnvF:

There would be no inpacts.

RprI ig-msrt of Stabs Rube
270 mild om.ir within the

VEA.

•*.-»• ** _ _. • i-rt t 1 1 •

State Rube 270 Rfnligirax: cf State Rate
270 mild net occur within

the VEA resulting in a

There would be no impact. The
t^rI ignsEtt. partial-wildernass boundary

would e*ahl ifti a 200-rbot-

moderate auvtase iiipact. wide <:t:^lr^dl^^l^ for realigrre"£

of State Rube 270.
rf-*_ J^%. n-l Til 1 J- frt 111 11 __, *1 J 1_ 1
Sage Grouse

Strutting Grounds

and Nesting

Habitat

mere would be a irouerate

iirprt as a result cf the less

of two separate crucial hsbi-

tat arees dje to mining ard

tre development cf adnronistra-

tive facilities for Bodie

State Historic I&xk.

HHte Vvcuki re a no.fea.aue

impact as a result cf less

of crucial habitat area due

to mining activities. Cru-

cial habitat in the Rniie

ftwl wouM be preserved as a
result cf prchibiting devel-

There wouM be a moderate

impact as a result cf the

loss cf the two separate cru-

cial habitat areas described

utter the Proposed Action.

cpto±. cf facilities for

Bodie State Historic Rck.

Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the Final
EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur in this
document.

Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, a few comments were received addressing the
need for utility line expansion and the area's potential for
geothermal resources. An additional comment addressed the area's lew
to moderate mineral potential.

After the inventory, comments were received during the wilderness
study process. Two comments supported wilderness designation while
another noted the area's use for mineral exploration and development.

A similar comment indicated that the area's geothermal leases, private
land, structures, and KGRA designation precluded the area's suitability
for wilderness.

During the study phase, a public meeting and public hearing were held
in association with the draft EIS. The public meeting was held in
Markleeville, California, and the public hearing in Bishop, California.

Comments were received both orally through the hearing, and in writing
during the 90-day public review period. A total of 83 written and oral

comments were received. Triirty-three comments supported the Bureau's
no-^wilderness recommendation. Forty-three comments supported the all-
wilderness alternative and seven comments supported the partial-
wilderness alternative.

No comments specific to the Mt. Biedeman WSA were received from Federal

agencies.
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The California Department of Transportation has expressed the potential
need for realignment of State Highway 270 (Bodie Road) during
reconstruction to meet State Standards.

Mono County provided a comment which noted that the multiple use values
and non-public lands of the WSA precluded wilderness designation of the
area.
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BOOLE KXOTAIN WTTrFSNRSS STUD? AREA (WSA)

(CA-010-099)

1. THE STUDY AREA 25,944 acres

The Bodie Mountains WSA is located in northeastern Mono County,
approximately one mile west of Bridgeport, California. The WSA includes
23,934 acres of Bureau of Land Management (ELM) land, 2,010 acres of
private inholdings, and no State land (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The northern boundary of the WSA follows the Aurora Canyon county road,

easterly skirting around an old material site and later on, private lands.
At a ranching road, the boundary turns south and proceeds southeasterly
until it reaches Bodie Road (State Highway 270) . The boundary turns west
and continues along this road. The boundary goes around private land as
well as two cherrystemmed roads that lead to private inholdings. The
boundary road heads north near U.S. Highway 395 and mostly follows private
land and the Travertine Hot Springs Road until it intersects the Aurora
Canyon county road.

The WSA occupies the west-central region of the Bodie Hills, which lie on
the western margin of the Basin and Range geomorphic province, adjacent to
and slightly within the eastern periphery of the Sierra Nevada geomorphic
province. The WSA consists of rolling to steep and rocky volcanic hills
with numerous canyons, interior drainages, low volcanic mesas, and some
meadows. The elevation of surface features ranges from 7,500 feet in Big
Alkali Basin to 9,300 feet along the eastern boundary of the unit. Big
Alkali, thought to be a volcanic caldera, occupies the center of the unit.
Big Alkali contains several hot springs and a sizeable wetland area.
Additional springs are located in the WSA. Clark Canyon Creek is a
perennial water source supporting trout. Vegetation is variable within the
unit. Dominant throughout is grassland and various Great Basin shrub
species. Pinyon-vJuniper stands are prevalent along the western half of the
WSA. Riparian corridors support dense stands of quaking Aspen. The unit's
combination of natural features provides numerous scenic and picturesque
vistas. The WSA occupies one of the more scenic portions of the Bodie
Hills.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed
in the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the
Benton-Cwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of
the area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS. Three different
suitability recommendations were analyzed in the EISs: all wilderness,
partial wilderness recorimending 57% of the area suitable, and no wilderness.



2. REOOMMENDATIQN AND RATIONAIE

23,934

acres recommended
for wilderness
BIM acres recommended
for non-wilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in
this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all-wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no-^wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.

The WSA is recommended non-suitable because of its potential for mineral
occurrence, motorized recreation needs, anticipated wildlife habitat
improvement and livestock forage increases. Together with potential
emergency realignment needs for adjoining State Highway 270, these aspects
outweigh the area's wilderness values. Manageability was an additional
consideration in the non-suitable consideration.

At the time the FEIS was published in 1987, resource conflicts in the WSA
included moderate to high metallic mineral potential in Cinnabar and Hot
Springs Canyons, moderate nonmetallic (sulphur) mineral potential in
Cinnabar Canyon, moderate nonmetallic mineral potential for sand and gravel
along the WSA's northwestern edge, and moderate to high geothermal potential
throughout the WSA. The WSA contains approximately 305 mining claims.
Mining claims in Cinnabar Canyon and Hot Springs Canyon have a moderate to
high probability for determination of valid existing rights. Homestake
Mining Company, U.S. Steel, and Amselco Mining Company have conducted active
exploration in the Cinnabar Canyon area. A portion of the WSA contains
pending geothermal lease applications. Geothermal development potential is
high in the Travertine Hot Springs area and moderate in the majority of the
WSA.

A 75-acre vegetative treatment (a prescribed burn) is proposed in Hot
Springs Canyon to improve wildlife habitat and to increase livestock forage.

The treatment has been prescribed because the existing plant community has
reached a climax condition precluding the growth of a herbaceous understory
which provides forage and cover for most wildlife species. Approximately 30

AUMs of additional forage would be provided for cattle. This vegetative
treatment would be prohibited if the area is designated wilderness.

The WSA sustains and provides some suitable opportunities for motorized
recreational use. Approximately 16 miles of primitive vehicle route are
located in the WSA. The WSA is used by local snowmobilers during winter
months. Hunters and sightseers use the primitive vehicle routes during non-
winter months. Additionally, the Modesto Ridgerunners use these routes for
their annual four-wheel drive poker rally sightseeing activity. It is

expected that demand and use of this area for motorized recreational
activities will continue.



State Highway 270 comprises portions of the WSA's southern boundary. This
paved road is used regularly and frequently by tourists who visit nearby
Bodie State Historic Park. Under emergency conditions such as flash

flooding or road washouts, it could be necessary to reroute State Route 270

up to 200 feet into the WSA.

Manageability was a secondary factor in the non-suitable recommendation.

The primary manageability limitation consists of the numerous private
inholding parcels located throughout the WSA as well as the two southern
cherrystemmed roads that lead to private land in the WSA. Finally, the
potential for determination of valid existing rights associated with some
mining claims in areas of favorable mineral ocxajrrence may completely impede
manageability.

TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 23,934
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private 2,010

Total 25,944

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 23,934
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 23,934
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3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: Overall, the unit's naturalness has been well
maintained. The WSA consists of rock/ volcanic hills with
numerous canyons, volcanic mesas, and some meadows. Elevation
ranges from 7,500 feet to 9,300 feet. Big Alkali Basin, believed
to be a volcanic caldera, occupies the center of the WSA and
appears as a soft-colored grassy meadow complex enclosed by a ring
of small tree-covered hills. Numerous springs are located in the
unit. Hot Springs and Clark Creek Canyons are especially scenic.

The western half of the WSA contains a pinyon-juniper woodland
with big sagebrush in the bottomlands. In the northeastern corner
there are numerous stands of quaking aspen. The WSA's eastern
half is rolling mountainous terrain with the bottoms and
sideslopes covered with big sagebrush, bitterbrush, and perennial
grasses. Low sagebrush is found on the ridgetops and as
interspersed islands within the big sagebrush. The WSA contains a
sphagnum peat bog which is unusual for this area.

Although there are cherrystemmed roads which penetrate the WSA
from the southern boundary, the unit's large size and extremely
diverse terrain screen these intrusions. Excessive livestock use
in some wetland areas has degraded site conditions. In Clark
Canyon, gabions have been constructed to correct unnatural site
conditions. In addition, other evidence of man's influence
include approximately 16 miles of vehicle routes, a pipeline, six
fences, two reservoirs, and mining claims. These features are
substantially unnoticeable in the WSA as a whole.

2. Solitude: The unit's blend of physiographic variation, vegetative
screening, and extensive size provides the visitor with
outstanding opportunities for solitude. Isolation can be easily
found within most of the WSA. The use of cherrystemmed roads
would impair opportunities for solitude along southern portions of
the unit.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: The primeval and diverse
nature of the unit's natural character provides visitors with
outstanding opportunities to participate in primitive and
unconfined recreational activities. Visitors can participate in
activities such as backpacking, cross-country skiing, nature
appreciation, scenic photography, camping, horseback riding, etc.



4. Special features: Ihe area contains diverse features of special
interest. Historic features associated with Bodie State Historic
Park include the first transmission line to transport electricity
over a long distance and a Chinese settlement. The WSA lies in
the heart of the Bodie Hills obsidian source, and most of the
sites occurring here are associated with prehistoric obsidian
collection.

The unit also contains two small populations of Phacelia
monoensis . a candidate species for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service sensitive plant list. The WSA contains a unique sphagnum
peat bog which is 60 feet in diameter and in excellent condition.

The WSA provides habitat for several wildlife species such as sage
grouse, a recovering species of game birds that has been
historically over-harvested; mule deer and pronghorn antelope
which rely on this intact natural environment for forage and
cover. The unit serves as crucial nesting habitat for sage grouse
as well as crucial habitat for deer and pronghorn fawning.
Waterfowl are also in the unit.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems: This WSA contains 12,740 acres of the
Intermountain Sagebrush/Great Basin Sagebrush and 11,194 acres of
the Intermountain Sagebrush Juniper-Pinyon woodlands ecosystem.
The Bodie Mountains WSA would not increase the diversity of the
types of ecosystems represented in the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
D^main/Province/PNV

Intermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

Intermountain Sagebrush/
Great Basin Sagebrush
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation within
a day's driving time (five hours) of major population centers: The WSA
is within a five-hour drive of nine major population centers. Table 3

summarizes the number and acreage of designated areas and other BIM
study areas within a five-hour drive of the population centers.

ias acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

1 32,407 55 1,192,525
4 81,301 74 2,140,109

CAIJFORNIA

19 208,059
3 61,701 18 354,639



Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Other BIM StudiesPopulation NWPS Areas
Centers areas acres

California

Chico 16 1,286,873
Fresno 35 4,048,852
Merced 33 3,957,550
Modesto 36 4,126,963
Sacramento 46 5,001,817
Stockton 35 4,061,833
Vallejo-Napa-Fairfield 44 4,832,667
Yuba City 44 4,951,805

Nevada

Reno 39 4,647,230

areas acres

13 430,822
28 460,790
25 348,753
81 1,722,326
87 2,479,541
46 601,496
74 2,100,862
85 2,459,500

170 6,904,809

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas; The
WSA is within 50 air miles of one BIM WSA recommended for
wilderness designation. The Hoover Wilderness, 15 miles to the
west, is the nearest designated wilderness area. This wilderness
area is administered by the Toiyabe and the Inyo National Forests.
Other nearby designated wilderness areas include Yosemite National
Park which is managed by the National Park Service, the Ansel
Adams Wilderness is managed by the Inyo National Forest, and the
Carson-Iceberg Wilderness which is managed by the Toiyabe National
Forest.

C. Manageability

Although the area is manageable as wilderness, it may be difficult due
to the numerous private parcel inholdings scattered in the unit.
Although no developments are foreseen on these private parcels,
incompatible uses on these areas could limit future wilderness
management. The two southern cherrystemmed roads that lead to private
inholdings are used by miners and livestock operators and present an
additional limitation to effective wilderness management.

Finally, the WSA may be altogether unmanageable as wilderness if mining
claims in areas of moderate to high mineral occurrence (Hot Springs and
Cinnabar Canyons) result in a determination of valid existing rights
for mining claimants. The probability is moderate to high that this
may occur. Wilderness values of naturalness, solitude and
opportunities for primitive recreation experiences would be permanently
impaired if these mining claims are developed.



Same signing, patrolling and fencing of the WSA would be required to
maintain the area's natural integrity. Purchase of the private
inholdings would be needed in order to enhance wilderness
manageability

.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation: Ihe Bodie Mountains WSA is within the
BIM Bodie Geology - Energy - Minerals (G-E-M) Resource Area (GRA)

.

Ihe G-E-M data as supplemented by the Analysis of Management
Situation (WSA File #CA-010-099, 1984) . This data is summarized
in the Affected Environment section of the 1987 Wilderness
Recommendations Benton-Cwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Study Area
EIS. The EIS states that the WSA has potential for occurrence of
gold, sulphur, mercury, antimony and geothermal resources.

The supplemented G-E-M data indicate that the WSA has an area of
high potential for metallic minerals in the southern portion of
the WSA, and an area of moderate potential in the western portion
of the WSA.

The southern area (Cinnabar Canyon) is rated as having a high
potential for the occurrence of gold (Au) , mercury (Hg) , antimony
(Sb) and sulphur (S) . This rating is based in part on the
presence of the Wedertz Quicksilver Mine (or Cal-Mono Mine) in
Cinnabar Canyon. This property produced a small amount of mercury
in the early 1900s, however, production records were not found. A
large quantity of massive stibnite (antimony ore) also occurs in
this area. Homestake Mining Company first started exploring this
area for gold in 1980. By 1984, they had completed 2,768 feet of
exploration drill holes. Although gold was present, no ore grade
precious metal concentrations were found during this exploration.
Instead, high grade native sulphur mineralization was discovered.
Sulphur is a nonmetallic locatable mineral.

The western area (Hot Springs Canyon) is rated as having a
moderate potential for the occurrence of gold. This rating is
based on the large area of rock alteration in this area with some
gold values associated with it. At the time of recommendation,
Homestake Mining Company was actively pursuing this target.

As of spring 1986, 348 unpatented mining claims were located
within the WSA.

There is a small area of moderate potential for the nonmetallic
minerals sand and gravel along the western edge of the WSA. This
classification is based on the known presence of sand and gravel
in this area, although the quality and useability of this material
is unknown. This small area is not mentioned in the EIS.

Homestake Mining Company's discovery of elemental sulphur in

8



Cinnabar Canyon (mentioned above) resulted in the classification
of the Cinnabar Canyon alteration zone as moderate for non-
metallics.

Most of the WSA has a high potential for geothermal resources.

The portion of the WSA not having high potential is classified as
having moderate potential (northeast edge) . These ratings are
based on the abundance of hot springs and wells in the area and
the strong evidence of favorable geologic environments. This area
is shown to be prospectively valuable for geothermal resources.
("Lands Valuable for Geothermal Resources", C.H. Godwin and
others, USGS unpublished map, updated July 1985)

.

Geothermal-production well-drilling in the Travertine Springs area
has intersected a thermal reservoir hot enough for direct heating
applications and possibly hot enough for a small amount of
electrical generation. The moderate potential area is in the same
favorable geologic environment as described above. The EIS states
that a substantial portion of the WSA contains pending geothermal
lease applications.

2. Summary of significant new mineral data collected since the
suitability recommendation which should be considered in the final
recommendation

:

No U.S. Bureau of Mines (BOM) or U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) mineral reports were prepared for this WSA. There
are five geothermal applications covering 6,643 acres of the WSA.
A portion of the KGRA exists in the WSA and occupies 300 acres.

Homestake Mining Company submitted additional information
regarding their Cinnabar Canyon, Hot Springs Canyon, and Potato
Peak prospects in May of 1988. The accompanying map shows areas
of altered mineral occurrence potential based on additional data
received since the FEIS was printed in 1987.

Cinnabar Canyon

As stated in Section D.I., Homestake discovered a deposit of
elemental sulphur in 1983 and 1984 while exploring for precious
metals in the area. Amselco, a mining corporation, then entered
into a partnership on this property. During August of 1986
through January 1987, Amselco completed an additional 7,715 feet
of evaluation drilling. Soil and rock sampling, and geological
mapping were also done during this time. The data indicate a
moderately continuous northwest-trending sulphur lens, measuring
about 900 feet wide, at least 1,800 feet long and over 200 feet
thick. Over 15 million tons of 18%+ elemental sulphur is
estimated.

Based on this data, the classification of the Cinnabar Canyon
alteration zone is increased from moderate to high potential for
occurrence of non-metallics (sulphur)

.



Homestake renewed their interest in the Hot Springs Canyon
alteration zone after the discovery of the Cinnabar Canyon sulphur
deposit. No confirmation drilling has been done yet, but, the
alteration geochemistry indicates a strong similarity to and
perhaps a connection with the Cinnabar Canyon deposit. Based on
this data, the classification of the Hot Springs Canyon alteration
zone is increased from low to moderate potential for occurrence of
non-metallics (sulphur)

.

Potato Peak

Homestake completed 1,600 feet of exploration drilling (eight
holes) in the area in 1986. Results indicate a cloud of a few
tenths ounces/ton gold below and around the surface geochemical
anomaly. Rare assays of a few tenths ounces/ton gold were present
and one five foot interval assayed 0.128 ounces/ton gold. The
surface anomaly and area of drilling are outside the WSA and are
confined to a small area approximately 1,500 feet by 1,000 feet.

The above data is not enough to change the existing classification
of low potential of occurrence for metallics within this portion
of the WSA.

A review of ELM records in May of 1988 indicate that approximately
50% of the WSA is still covered by geothermal lease applications.

The distribution of unpatented inining claims in the WSA is
summarized in the following table taken from ELM records dated
May, 1988:

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE
NO.

SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL
ACRES

SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Mining Claims
Lode 300 300 6,000 6,000
Placer 5 5 20 20
Mill Sites

Total 305 305 6,200 6,200

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this
summary, refer to the Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness -

Final Environmental Impact Statement.)
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Table 5 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by ALterrative

W3JJPGS
HCIC8ED ACTKN

fM>wnTFPyiSS/tD AZCKM)
AUj^OIEEFNESS

ATTTTOPOlvE

SREffiLrWEIEERCSS

AIlERffCIlvE

WJIcteaTEES values* The primary impacts to wilder-

ness va'hPB VvCLild originate

from projected mineral devel-

opment activities expected to
occur in the Cinnabar Canyon

area and gBotherrral develop-

ment in tte westaxi quarter of

the WEA. An open-pit sulphur

mine and a gBothermal power

facility would disturb 460

acres of siirface and directly

impair naturalness^ solitude,

primitive and u ajiEined rec-

reation, and some special

features cf theVBL Apro-
pcsad vegetate txeatmafc

(probably a prescribad bum)
and physical improvement of
two primitive vehicle routes

would adversely impact nat-

uralness and soil ituJR to
varying degrees. In addition,

potential emergency realign-

ment needs far State Ftube 270

would reoessitate repair and

rerouting of the road into

the WSA resulting in adverse

effects to naturalness and

solitude.

The net effect of the manage-

ment actions under the ALL

WilnVmess Alternative would

be a slight to moderate en-

hancement of long-term pro-

tection to wilderness values.

Closure of the area to motor

vehicle use, prohibition of

physical improvements to
existing vehicle routes, pro-

hibition cf ajBothermal devel-

opment, prohibition cf poten-

tial emergency realignment

needs far State Route 270,

and a decrease in vehicle use

associated with fuelwood

cutting, wetland habitat

improvements, pinyan nut

cnllectian, and grazing oper-

ations would provide sate

benefits to the area's wil-

derness values. Foregone

gedhermal development would

provide the greatest benefits

to wilderness. It is antici-

pated that the high proba-

bility of valid existing

rights determination for

mining claims in Cinnabar

Canyon would result in devel-

cpment of an open-pit sulphur

mine. As a result, wilderness

values cf naturalness, soli-

tude, pr±rative and urccn-

fined types af recreation,

and special features would be

adversely impacted on 420

acres in Cinnabar Canyon.

Designation cf the 9,790

acres as wilderness would

primarily result in low bene-

fits to the area's wilderness

vfTIifs particularly to natur-

alness and solitiTiR due to
the elimination of 400 annual

visitor use days related to
motor vehicle access, en-

hancement cf wetland values

cf three springs and one

meadow, the slight reduction

cf vehicle use related to
grazing operations andmain-
tenarce of same grazing

facilities, the prohibition

cf physical improvements to
1-3/4 miles cf a primitive

vehicle route in the desig-

nated area's southwestern por-

tion, and the prohibition

cf fuelwood cutting on 300

acres cf accessible pinyon-

juniper woodland. Cn the

other hand, the high proba-

bility of determining valid

existing rights for mining

claims in Cinnabar Canyon

would probably result in a
420-acre open-pit sulphur

mine in this area. As a
result, this operation would

adversely impact natural-

ness, solitude, primitive

and urconfined types cf rec-

reation, and spncial fea-

tures in a localized area

cf the unit.

*Since the last summary table was prepared, new minerals data has been obtained from Homestake Mining Go. which

may affect the degree cf impacts to wilderness values. Refer to the Minerals section cf this document.
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Table 5 - OGnpaabfcue SLimary cf the Impacts by ALUajtiUve

lyyTF-CTTtfTFD

FE3CLKE3
WCECEED PCTEH

(tEhWnHRESSAD PCTS2J)

AUrWnURtES
AEEERKEIVE

B^naLrWTTTTRtSS
AE3ERKHVE

On the 16,685 acres not

desigiiated as wilderness,

there would be high advise
inpacts to wildFmess values

frcm the projected develcp-

ment of a 40-acre gBothermal

power facility in the western

qjarter cf the VIA, particu-

larly around the Travertine

Bfat Springs area. In addi-

tion, there would be less

significant adverse impacts

to wilderness values Iran

potential emergency needs

for realignment of Sidle

Rube 270 along a onirrr
200 teat north cf the bound-

ary read. Fuelwood cutting,

notorized vehicle an-w^s ard

physical inprovotents to a
primitive vehicle route

(1 1/4 miles) would be
allowed resulting in addi-

tional adverse inpacts to
wilderness values of ratural-

ness and solitude.

M±orizEd Recre-

ation Use
There would be no inpacts en
motorized recreatiai use as

the entire W5A wrnld retain

open for use. Motorized reere-

atim ifp is anticipated to
remain stable at the g.grg'fc,

900 visitor days.

tt'I 1 1 ' " 11
The inpacts en notorizedWilderness designation would

close the entire 25,944 acres

within the WE& to motorized

recreation use would be
minor due to cppcrtunities

nihsidp thp VFA as w=ll ap.recreaticn use ard eliminate

900 visitor use days. Impacts increased use of the non-

en notorized recreaticn use

would be miner dje to oppor-

tunities available oitsidp

theVB^.

wilderness portion cf the

VB^. Vhile 400 visitor days

would be eliminated frcm

the designated area, an
increase cf 200 visitor days

cf notorized recreation use

is projected for the non-

wilderness portion,

Gtectbermal R-yriitoe Ttok would be no inpacts an
•^-» i i • i i -i

Rrrilirh'ng gsathermalExploration and development

cf oecthermal resources

within the VGA, inclrding

De\^flcpient gBotiienitil resource develop-

ment. The entire WSV would be
resource development on the

9,790 acres cf the YEA
available let" gaotlieriiuL

developnent indiriing a pro-

jected 1041/ resource.

a potential 10-Mtf resource,

would be farerpie. CXo: the

Icrg term this would result

in less than a minor impact.

designated wilderness would

result in only a negl igible

impact with no projected

development foregone. Geo-
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Table 5 - Qiiparative SUnmary cf the Srprts by Mtarative

lESLE-EEIfllED

FESOLBCES

AEIrWrrnRRESS BPREIAErWrrrFH^ES
ATlTCNPfrrW

thermal Q^plccaticn ard

development could occur with-

in the rBiaining 9,790 acres

of the VEA not designated

WLldemsss which irclirtes a
pobential 10-Mv resource.

There would be no impact on
ytullieriiHl resource UBwelap-

ment within the ncnwilder-

riess portion cf the VEA.

Olltnr^l T^priTinPF! fiTrfrrPMiiF+nrbirrj ar+ivit,ipp There would be mirar posi-

t±re benefits to cultural

resources due to precluding

Th the 9,790 acres cf the VEA
aa=cciabBd with pobatual geo- not designated wildsmess,

tiojiHl dsreflcpnafc would

HteLy only result in iranor

impacts to cultural resources

in areas cf predicted very

high sa^itivity. Surface

irMaterdfis to develop initi-

gaticn neasures to minimize

impacts vojld be required.

sur^aae-distiirhuij activi-

ties associated with geo-gBcthermal resource develcp-

no"t ard QLitiruEd notorized thermal resource development

would lilEly enly result in

minor impacts to cultural

resources. Surface invai-

taries would be required to
develop litigation measures

tDminimiae impacts.

There would be a lew posi-

tive benefit to cultural

resources within the 16,685

acres designated wilderness.

recreation use.

« 1 • J- M| H I __.» • - , - • , • , j
There would be no impact an
the realigriie*: of State

Rube 270. The Rotial Wil-

State Rube 270 uppi\ ignox nf sranp H-iihp 770

ccuM occur into the VEA.

There would be no impacts en
the realignment cf State

Rube 270.

wilderness designation would

Ralignmmt limit opportunities ard

increase costs for" eiergary
realitynot: of State Rube
270 by precluding use cf the

VEA. This would result in a

derness Mternative boundary

establMesa 20CHfoct-wide

enrriritar along 3 1/2 miles

cf the roadway for recon-

struction. Tie retaining

1 1/4 miles follow the VEA

boundary along the ncrwildFr-

ness portion ard would not

be impacted.

patatiai iradetate achose
impact.
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F. Local Social and Econcmic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the
Final EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur
in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, a few comments addressed mineral values and
geothermal potential. Several other comments supported wilderness
designation of the area, noting flora, fauna, scenic views, and other
special features.

After the inventory, several comments were received during the
wilderness study process. A few comments identified high geothermal
values in the area and others noted a favorable geologic environment
for mineral deposits. One comment indicated that non-public inholdings
and access routes negated wilderness values. A rancher expressed the
need for access to his grazing operations.

During the study phase, a public meeting and public hearing were held
in association with the draft EIS. The public meeting was held in
Markleeville, California and the public hearing in Bishop, California.
Comments were received both orally through the hearing and in writing
during the 90-day public review period. A total of 80 written and oral
comments were received. Thirty-one comments supported the Bureau's no-
wilderness recommendation, forty-two comments supported the all-
wilderness alternative, and seven comments supported the partial-
wilderness alternative.

No comments specific to the Bodie Mountains WSA were received from
Federal agencies.

The California Department of Transportation has expressed the potential
need for realignment of State Highway 270 (Bodie Road) during
reconstruction to meet State standards.

During the inventory, Mono County expressed a need for multiple use of
the area.
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BODIE WILDERNESS STUDY AREA (W5A)

(CA-010-lOO)

1. THE STUDY AREA 16,814 acres

The Bodie Wilderness Study area is located in northeastern Mono County,
approximately nine miles east of Bridgeport, California. The WSA ijncludes

16,482 acres of Bureau of Land Management (BIM) land, 332 acres of private
inholdings, and no State land (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

A review of the map reveals a WSA configuration that is irregular and
convoluted. The northern boundary begins on the Toiyabe National Forest
border and proceeds in an easterly direction along the Halfway Camp Road and
private land. The boundary turns south at the Mono County line and then
irregularly follows Bodie Road and private land. The boundary generally
turns west along Bodie Road and continues along the road bypassing Bodie
State Historic Park until it reaches Geiger Grade. The boundary heads
north along the Geiger Grade, private land, and the road to Halfway Camp
before it returns to the edge of the Toiyabe National Forest.

The WSA occupies the northeastern guarter of the Bodie Hills. The Bodie
Hills lie on the western margin of the Basin and Range geomorphic province,
adjacent to and slightly within the eastern periphery of the Sierra Nevada
geomorphic province. The unit is dominated by rocky, rounded, volcanic
hills ranging in elevation from 7,600 feet to 9,200 feet. Undoubtedly the
most scenic portion of the Bodie Hills, this unit provides a variety of
landform features that are visually outstanding. Several perennial creeks
have carved deep and narrow canyons in the western two-thirds of the unit.
The Atastra and Rough Creek drainages provide spectacular and striking
scenery of meandering creeks in abrupt and colorful canyons. Several spring
sources and associated wetland habitats can be found in the area adding
additional scenic variety. The Dry Lakes plateau dominated by the 9,000-
foot cinder cone, Beauty Peak, occupies the northeastern portion of the WSA.
Beauty Peak and the surrounding plateau contrast sharply with the subdued
relief of surrounding terrain, particularly during twilight hours.
Vegetation in the unit includes common Great Basin shrubs with
pinyon-juniper associations on upland slopes and canyon walls. Quaking
aspen and willows line drainages with permanent water sources. The unit
also provides wetland habitat for a diverse range of wildlife.

Varied topography, wetland values, and a highly primitive environment
combine together to make this portion of the Bodie Hills the most scenic in
the area.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed
in the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the
Benton-Gwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of
the area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS. Three different



suitability recommendations were analyzed in the EISs: all wilderness,
partial wilderness recommending approximately 41% of the area suitable, and
no wilderness.

2. RFXX34MENDATION AND RATIONALE acres recommended
for wilderness

16,482 ELM acres recommended
for non-wilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in
this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all-wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no-^wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or niinimize environmental
impacts.

The WSA is recommended nonsuitable because its potential for mineral
occurrence and motorized recreation needs outweigh the area's wilderness
values. Manageability was a secondary consideration in the nonsuitable
recommendation

.

The major resource conflict in the WSA is the area's high potential for
mineral occurrence. The unit contains several hundred mining claims and
most of the WSA contains moderate to high metallic mineral potential.
Development of mining claims which are found to have valid existing rights
could impair the area's wilderness values with or without wilderness
designation. Mineral exploration activity has occurred in the Paramount
Mine area and in the Beauty Peak/Dry Lakes Plateau. There is moderate to
high potential for determination of valid existing rights on mining claims
associated with the moderate to high metallic mineral potential. Moderate
potential exists for geothermal resources; the western portion of the WSA
contains pending geothermal lease applications.

The WSA sustains and provides opportunities for motorized recreation.
Approximately 18 miles of primitive vehicle routes are located in the WSA.
The WSA is used by local snowmobilers during winter months. Hunters,
rockhounders, and sightseers use these primitive vehicle routes during non-
winter months. Additionally, the Modesto Ridgerunners use these routes for
their annual four-wheel drive poker rally/sightseeing event. It is expected
that demand and use of this area for motorized recreational activities will
continue.

Manageability was a tertiary factor in the nonsuitable recommendation. The
primary manageability limitation consists of the highly irregular
configuration of the WSA as well as two cherrystemmed roads leading to
private lands and mining claims. Finally, the moderate to high potential
for determination of valid existing rights associated with mineral claims in
moderate to high metallic mineral areas may completely impede wilderness
manageability

.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 16,482
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private 332

Total 16,814

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 16,482
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 16,482

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: The unit has retained its overall primeval character
and influence with the imprint of man's work substantially
unnoticeable. The western two-thirds of the unit consists of
rocky, steep volcanic hills reaching summits of 9,200 feet. This
area has been incised by several perennial creeks which have
exposed colorful and dramatic rock formations. Rough Creek
drainage is especially scenic. Atastra Creek, Milk Ranch Canyon,
and Halfway Camp also add striking scenic value to the unit.

The eastern third of the WSA is dominated by the Beauty Peak/Dry
lakes plateau. Beauty Peak, a volcanic cinder cone, rises
abruptly (9,018 feet) above the broad tabular Dry Lakes area
providing a different landform feature to the WSA. Only the
southwestern aspect of Beauty Peak lies within the WSA.



Most of the bottomlands and sideslopes are covered by big
sagebrush, bitterbrush, and perennial grasses. Plant density is

high. Low sage is found on the ridges and as interspersed islands
within the sagebrush, displaying a mottled appearance. There are
dry and wet meadows in major drainages and around springs. The
western slope of Rough Creek and the dry rocky ridges support
stands of pinyon-juniper. The deep drainages have numerous stands
of aspen.

Unnatural features are visible on a local basis, taut are small in
magnitude in relation to the unit's size and topographic
diversity. Unimproved, primitive vehicle routes totaling
approximately 18 miles are in the area. A cherrystemmed road
leading to Paramount Mine exists in the western portion of the
WSA. Some old mining prospects and associated surface
disturbances dot this area. A few wildlife enclosures sit along
the western edge of the WSA near Geiger Grade Road. Several miles
of fence traverse the unit.

The variety of geology, aesthetic values, wetland values, and a
rugged natural environment are contributing factors which make
this WSA the most scenic in the Bodie Hills.

2. Solitude: The unit's varied terrain, extensive size, and
vegetative diversity cumulatively provide outstanding
opportunities for solitude. The deep canyons of Atastra Creek,
Rough Creek and others enhance opportunities to get away from it
all. The rugged and primeval nature of Beauty Peak and the Dry
Lakes plateau heightens a visitor's feeling of desolation.

This WSA may be overflown in the future by military aircraft as
part of the national defense mission during approved military
operations. The visual intrusions and associated noise create
temporary effects on solitude which are deemed acceptable and
necessary as a part of the defense preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: The area contains abundant
opportunities for primitive and unconfined types of recreation.
The Bodie Hills are reputedly known for their sage grouse hunting;
this area of the Bodie Hills is one of the most popular. Hunters
from all areas of California and portions of western Nevada hunt
the area during open season. In addition, the area provides
visitors with opportunities for camping, historical sightseeing,
geological sightseeing, wildlife study, backpacking, cross-country
skiing, and horseback riding. The WSA is also quite popular with
rockhounders

.

4. Special features: The WSA is known for its diversity of wildlife.
Sage grouse, a recovering species of game birds that has been
historically over-harvested; mule deer and pronghorn antelope are



all wildlife species which rely on this intact natural environment
for their forage and cover. The unit serves as crucial nesting
habitat for sage grouse as well as crucial habitat for deer and
pronghorn fawning.

The unit contains a presence of Astragalus iohannis-howellii
(State-listed "rare") , and Phacelia moncensis . which is on the
United States Fish and Wildlife Service candidate species list.
Two major populations of Astragalus johannis-howellii exist with
plants numbering in the thousands. The habitat is stable. One
population of Fhacelia monoensis exists. The population consists
of sixty plants. The stability of the populations is unknown. In
addition, a unique sphagnum peat bog is located in the unit.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems; This WSA contains 16,814 acres of the
Intermountain Sagebrush/Great Basin Sagebrush ecosystem. The Bodie
WSA would not increase the diversity of the types of ecosystems
represented in the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
DomaijVProvince/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Intermountain Sagebrush/ 1 32,407 55 1,188,793
Great Basin Sagebrush

CAUFORNIA

Intermountain Sagebrush/ 19 204,327
Great Basin Sagebrush

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of manor population
centers: The WSA is within a five-hour drive of nine major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive

of the population centers.



Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
Centers areas acres areas ; acres

California

Chico 16 1,286,873 13 430,822
Fresno 35 4,048,852 28 460,790
Merced 33 3,957,550 25 348,753
Modesto 36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
Sacramento 46 5,001,817 87 2,479,541
Stockton 35 4,061,833 46 601,496
Vallejo-Napa--Fairfield 44 4,832,667 74 2,100,862
Yuba City- 44 4,951,805 85 2,495,500

Nevada

Reno 39 4,647,230 170 6,904,809

3 . Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas: Ti

is within 50 air miles of one BLM WSA recommended for wilderness
designation. The Hoover Wilderness, 25 miles to the west, is the
nearest designated wilderness area. This wilderness area is
administered by the Toiyabe and the Inyo National Forests. Other
nearby designated wilderness areas include Yosemite National Park
which is managed by the National Park Service, the Ansel Adams
Wilderness is managed by the Inyo National Forest, and the
Carson-Iceberg Wilderness which is managed by the Toiyabe National
Forest.

C. Manaqeability

Although the area is manageable as wilderness, some limitations and
severe encumbrances may exist. Manageability limitations consist of
needed motorized access on two <^errystemmed roads (to Paramount Mine
and to private land) by miners and livestock operators. An additional
limitation would be the problems inherent with management of an
irregularly shaped unit. The penetrating linear blocks of private land
as well as the cherrystemmed roads inhibit complete and effective
management as wilderness.

Finally, the WSA may be altogether unmanageable as wilderness if mining
claims in areas of moderate to high metallic mineral potential (most of
the WSA including the Paramount Mine area) result in determination of
valid existing rights. The probability that this will occur is moderate
to high. There is a dense staking of metallic mineral claims in the
northern two-thirds of the WSA. The entire WSA contains approximately
356 mining claims. Wilderness values of naturalness, solitude, and
opportunities for primitive recreation experiences could be permanently
impaired in these areas if the claims are found to have valid existing
rights and are developed.



Some signing, patrolling, and fencing of the WSA would be required to
maintain the area's natural integrity. Purchase of the penetrating
blocks of private land would enhance manageability.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation: The Bodie WSA is within the BIM Bodie
Geology - Energy - Minerals (G-E-M) Resource Area (GRA) . The G-E-M
data, as supplemented by the Analysis of the Management Situation
(WSA File #CA-010-100 1984) , is discussed in the Affected
Environment section of the wilderness recommendations-Benton Owens
Valley/Bodie-Coleville Study Areas Wilderness EIS, 1987. The EIS
states that the WSA has a potential for occurrence of gold, silver,
mercury, and geothermal resources. The EIS states that there is
low potential for non-metallics and no potential for oil and gas.
There is low potential for uranium and thorium.

The supplemented G-E-M data indicated that the northern two-thirds
of the WSA has a moderate potential for metallic minerals. Within
this area of moderate potential is a small area of high potential
around the Paramount Mine. The WSA's extreme southern edge also
has a high potential for metallics.

The Paramount Mine area is rated as having a high potential for
occurrence of gold, silver and mercury. This was originally the
site of a mercury mine which was active between the 1940s and
1960s. No production records were found. Geologic mapping,
trenching, tunneling and bulk sampling of this property have been
occurring continuously over the last 15 to 20 years. More
recently, Homestake Mining Company and Molycorp did extensive
exploration drilling in this area which has shewn favorable gold
and silver values.

The majority of the WSA has moderate potential for occurrence of
gold, silver and mercury. This rating is based on the existence of
the Paramount Mine, the Bluebird prospect and numerous other
prospects in a large area of hydrothermally-altered volcanic rocks.

These areas of hydrothermal silicification and clay alteration have
been shown to be a favorable environment for precious metal
deposition.

The southern area of high metallic potential is within the historic
Bodie Mining District. This famous mining district was active from
1859 through the 1920s and is credited with the production of
approximately 1.5 million ounces of gold and more than 15 million
ounces of silver, The faulted and altered volcanic host rock of
Bodie "Bonanza Zone" extends a short distance into the WSA.
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As of spring 1986, 485 unpatented mining claims were located within
the WSA.

The entire WSA has a moderate potential for the occurrence of
geothermal resources. Ihis rating is based on: the presence of hot
springs and wells in the vicinity of the WSA; large areas showing
evidence of hydrothermal alteration; extinct hot spring deposits;
and the presence of relatively young volcanics in a highly faulted
environment.

2. Summary of significant new mineral data collected since the
suitability recommendation which should be considered in the final
recommendation

:

No U.S. Bureau of Mines (BOM) or U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) mineral surveys were conducted in this WSA.

Homestake Mining Company submitted additional information on the
Paramount Mine, Bodie, Rough Creek, Atastra Creek, Dry Lakes,
Hilton Springs and Bald Peak prospects. This information was
received by BIM in May of 1988.

Homestake's report recaps the production history and geology of the
Bodie District. Between 1935 and 1976 several companies explored
and analyzed the Bodie system. Twenty-one exploration holes were
drilled during this time. Homestake began their exploration
activities in 1976. Since then, extensive mapping, sampling, and
metallurgy has been done as well as the drilling of 63 additional
exploration holes. Using a 0.02 ounce/ton gold cut-off grade,
Homestake feels that they have identified a possible 24 million
tons of ore at 0.069 ounce/ton gold and 0.42 ounce/ton silver.
This additional data does not change the G-E-M classification of
high potential or the location of the potential area. However, it
does add support to the conclusions reached in G-E-M.

To date, there have been 107 exploration holes drilled in the
Paramount area totalling 14,088 feet. Using a cut-off grade of
0.02 ounces/ton gold, Homestake has identified a possible 9.3
million tons at 0.03 ounces/ton gold and 0.06 ounces/ton silver.
An additional five to seven million tons of ore grade rock may be
present in a 3, 400-fcot-long, 1,500-foot-wide zone southwest of the
Paramount Mine. More drilling is required to prove this zone.
This additional data adds support to the G-E-M classification of
high potential in this area and enlarges the area of high
potential.

No additional data was submitted which would change the moderate
potential classification for metallics in the Rough Creek, Atastra
Creek, Dry Lakes, Bald Peak and Hilton Springs areas.

The accompanying map reflects the current assessment of mineral
occurrence potential based on current information about the area.



A review of BIM records in May of 1988 show that one geothermal
lease application for 320 acres remains in the northeastern corner
of the WSA. As of May 1988, BIM records indicate the following
unpatented mining claims in the WSA:

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE
NO.

SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL
ACRES

SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Mining Claims
Lode 353 353 7,060 7,060
Placer 1 1 40 40
Mill Sites 2 2 10 10

Total 356 356 7,110 7,110

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources
for all alternatives considered including designation or non-
designation of the entire area as wilderness. (For a full
explanation of this summary, refer to the Benton-Owens
Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness - Final Environmental Impact
Statement.)

Table 5 - Cotparath^ Sumary of the Impacts by Altearatire

ISSUE-FEEATeD

RE33JCE3
HCECSED ACTJEN

(N>WIICERE5S/N3 AdKN)
AUtWHIERNESS

ALTcFNacmE

KRTJAIrWIirERE3S
AT'TOfrgQTxflS

Wilderness Values* The primary iitprts to wilder-

ness -Vcflips would originate

from projected mineral derel-

apment activities expected to
occur in the Paramount Mine

area arri in portions of the

YEA's wast quarter. An open-

pit mine ard projected gee—

•thermal exploration would

disturb 436 acres of surface

ard directly impair natural-

ness, solitude, primitive ard

unoonfined recreation ard

Frrnial features, particularly

crucial favrrirg habitat, of

the WSA.

The net effect of themarage-

nEnt actions under the All

Wilderness Mternathe would

be a slight to, perhaps,

miner enhancement of the

lcrg-term protection to wil-

derness \olues. Closure of

the WSA to irotcri2Bd recre-

ation use, prohibition of

gaothermal exploration, ard

a decrease in \^iicle use

associated with fuelwood

cutting ard pinyen nut col- ,

lection, would provide miner

benefits to wildFmess

values. Foregone geothermal

exploration ard any unfore-

seen de^Qcpnent would pro-

vide the gteatest benefits to
wilderness. The high prob-

ability of -valid existing

Designation of the 6,945

acres as wilderness would

primarily result in low

positi-MB benefits to the

area's wilderness \alues

particularly to naturalness

ard Frilitnlp de to the

elimination of 450 annual

visitor use days related to

motor vehicle access, a
slight redjetim of vehicle

use related to grazing

operations ard maintenance,

ard the prchibitirn of fuel-

wood cutting on 180 acres cf

arrFRFrihle pinyon-juniper

woodland.

On the 9,942 acres ret

designated as wilderness

there would be high adrerse
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Tfrhlpi 5 - (xiiparative Summary cf the Impacts by Mtm-Htive (Otnt'd)

ISSLE-FEXfllED

raHXKis
WDeCEEDPCTKN

(Kn-WTTrTT^ES5/N3 AZEIQfl

AUrWEHERtES IPREEALrWIirEFNEES

Wilderness Values

(corfcinued)

ritjifcs debenrdnaticn fear

nrinirg claims in the Rara-

itarfc Mine area wnld Imri

to the develqjujL cf an
cpen-pit gold mine. Pg a
result, wilderness values cf
naturalness, solitude, primi-

tive andum ifined types cf
recreation, and fprrial fea-

tures would be adversely

impacted in the ftrararfc

Mine area.

iiipacts to wilderness values

from projerted development

cf a 420-ecre cpen-pit gold

mine near the rararoxfc

Mine area. In accTiticn,

there would be sane tempo-

rary impacts to wilderness

values frcm prgected geo-

thermal exploration en 16

acres cf public lards in the

VEA's western quarter. Very

slight ad^se impacts to
wilderness values would

occur frcm ccntinued motor

vehicle use related to rec-

reation, fuelwccd cutting,

and pinyon rut oollerfcicn.

M±crizied Recre-

ation Use
There would be no impacts en

motorized recreation use in

tine VEA. Use will ccrtirue as

pceecribed in the Bodie-

Gctlfvillft McPand is projected

to retain stable at the cur-

ret 1,000 visitor<3ays.

Wildemess desig^tion would

cloee the entire 16,814-

acre W3^ and eliminate 1,000

visitor-days. Due to the

relatively large number cf
displaced users including the

Modesto Ribbjerumer's 4-VD

pete: rally this wojld result

in a moderate impact en

iiiiir iTPri recreation use.

Impacts cnxirtorized recre-

ation use in the wilderness

potion of the VEA wiild

only be minor due to appar-

runities aibside the VE& as

well as increased use cf
the ncn-wildRmess portion cf

the W3^. Vhile 450 visitor

days would be eliminated

from the designated area, an

increase in the rm-dpsityated

portion frcm the current 550

visitor-days to a ptxjjected

750 visitor-days would limit

overall impacts to motorized
recreation use.

*AiiLticral data received since the FEES was printed in 1987 may affect the degree cf impact to wildemess values.

Refer to minerals resource section cf this document.
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Table 5 - Cdtparative aimery cf the Inpacts by Mternative (Cent.)

RESCLRjIS

WCECEEDPCFKN AUrWEUER^SS WKnNjWlVFRESS

Gecthernal Itesource

Development

There would be no inpacts en

gaothamal resource dgreQcp-

ment. The entire VEA would be

available for gBothernal

<oevelcpnent hawser enly

exploration activities are

artdcdgBted.

There would enly be negli-

gible inpacts tDgBothernal

rescurce development. EiplD-

ratkn in the western rjHrter

of the VIA would be foregone.

However, redevelopment is

projected within the VBA due

to enly a moderate puuj < ial

fcr gecthernal resources with

a lew development potential.

There would be enly a very

ininiiial impact en gecthernal

resource development as a
result of wilderness desig-

nation cf 6,915 acres. With-

in the ncn-wLlderness portion

cf the WE& there waild be no

impacts en geothernal

rescurce development, fto-

jected exploration activi-

ties mild occur.

Cultural Resources Surface-disturbing activities

associated with gecthernal

exploration would likely enly

result in iranor inpacts to
cultural resources in areas

predicted \ery highly sensi-

tive. Surface in^toories

to develop ndtigaticn measures

to minimize inpacts would be
reouired.

There would be low positive

benefits to cultural

resources due to precluding

geothernal exploration and

oa tinued nohoriaai recre-

ation use.

In the 9,899 acres cf the

WE& not designated wilder-

ness, surfaoe-disriirbing

activities associated with

gacthernal exploration would

likely only result in minor

impacts to cultural re-

sources. Surface invartbories

would be rerjiired to develop

mitigation measures to

minimize impacts.

There would be a low positive

benefit to cultural resources

within the 6,915 acres desig-

nated wilderness.

Crucial Deer and

Ircnghorn flnfcekpe

Pawning Habitat

Mineral development in the

laramount Mine area would re-

sult in the direct loss cf
420 acres and a long-term loss

cf productivity representing

17% cf the available fawning

habitat. Geothernal develop-

ment would result in enly

minor short-term inpacts to
crucial faning habitat.

Wilderness designation would

result in minor positive

benefits to crucial fawning

habitat due to the elimina-

tion cf 1,000 visitor-days

ard preclusion cf geothernal

exploration. However, pro-

jected cpen-pit mining would

occur wnether the area is

designated wi1d=mess or not.

Mineral development in the

Iferaicunt Mine area would

result in direct loss cf 420

acres cf fawning habitat and

a long-term loss cf produc-

tivity rqpreseriting 17% cf
available fawning habitat.

There would be only a minor

positive benefit to crucial

fawning habitat within the

6,915 acres designated wil-

derness. Mining activity

within the ncn-dRsignated por-

ticn cf the WEA would result

in a direct loss cf 420 acres

cf habitat and a long-term

loss of productivity en 1,500

acres representing 17% cf the

available favning habitat in

theWSA. Gecthermal develop-

ment would only result in

minor short-term impacts to
crucial fanning habitat.
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F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the
Final EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur
in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

EXiring the inventory phase, numerous comments were received which
addressed the unit's resource values, including potential rocWiounding
values and mineral and geothermal resource values. The need for
utility line expansion was also expressed. One comment noted private
inholdings as affecting wilderness values. And finally, a few
individuals supported wilderness designation, noting special features
in the area.

After the inventory, several comments were received during the
wilderness study process. A few comments noted a favorable geologic
environment for mineral deposits and one identified high geothermal
resource potential in the area. One comment indicated that private
inholdings and access routes negate wilderness values and another
expressed the need for a 2,000-foot expansion of the existing
transmission-line corridor in Bodie Creek.

During the study phase, a public meeting and public hearing were held
in association with the draft environmental impact statement for the
WSAs within the EIS area. The public meeting was held in Markleeville,
California and the public hearing in Bishop, California. Comments were
received both orally through the hearing and in writing during the
90-day public review period. A total of 81 written and oral comments
were received. Thirty-two comments supported the Bureau's no-
wilderness recommendation, forty-two comments supported the all-
wilderness alternative, and seven comments supported the partial-
wilderness alternative.

No Federal or State agency comments were received specific to this WSA.

Mono County provided a comment during the inventory which expressed the
need for multiple use of the area.
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MASONIC M30NTAIN WELEB^MESS STUCK AREA fWSA)

(CA-O10-102)

1. THE STUDY AREA 6,605 acres

The Masonic Mountain WSA is located in northeastern Mono County,
approximately three miles east of Bridgeport, California. The WSA includes
6,493 acres of Bureau of Land Management (BLM) lands, 112 acres of private
inholdings, and no State lands (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The northern boundary of the WSA commences at the edge of a material site
right-of-way and goes east along a primitive vehicle route and Toiyabe
National Forest (USES) land until it reaches an improved ranching road just
south of Masonic Mountain. The boundary turns south along the road and
skirts around private land. The boundary then heads west on Rock Springs
Canyon Road at Locomotive Point. The southern boundary continues west along
Rock Springs Canyon Road and private land until it reaches a sanitary
landfill where it turns north along State Highway 182. The boundary
proceeds north along the highway around private land and a 60-KV
transmission line right-of-way until it returns to the material site
right-of-way.

The WSA occupies the northwestern portion of the Bodie Hills. The Bodie
Hills lie along the western margin of the Basin and Range geomorphic
province, adjacent to and slightly within, the eastern periphery of the
Sierra Nevada geomorphic province. The unit is characterized by gentle to
moderately rolling volcanic hills that slope toward Bridgeport Valley which
lies to the south and west. Elevation ranges from 6,000 to 9,000 feet. Some
interior drainages and canyons, most notably Rock Springs Canyon, dissect
the unit and diversify the area's landforms. Rock outcrops in this canyon
provide picturesque and striking contrasts within the immediate area. The
WSA is uniformly blanketed with pinyon-juniper associations except for the
eastern and southwestern portions. Understory species include Great Basin
desert shrubs such as sagebrush and annual grasses.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed in
the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the
Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of the
area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS. Two different
suitability recommendations were analyzed in the EIS:
wilderness.

all wilderness and no

2. RECOMMENDATION AND RATIONALE

6,493

acres recommended
for wilderness
BLM acres recommended
for non-wilderness



No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in this
WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all-wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally-preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no-wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.

The WSA is recommended non-suitable because its potential for mineral
occurrence, motorized recreation, and Native American Tribal Colony expansion
needs outweigh the area's wilderness values. Within this WSA, wilderness
values are considered low in quality due to the lack of significant
wilderness features or characteristics unique to the region.

Resource conflicts in the WSA include moderate potential for metallic
minerals in the WSA's northeastern portion, moderate potential for
nonmetallic minerals in the western third of the WSA, and moderate to high
potential for geothermal resources throughout the WSA. Geothermal lease
applications are pending in the southwestern portion of the WSA.

The WSA sustains and provides some suitable opportunities for motorized
recreational use. Approximately four miles of primitive vehicle routes are
located in the WSA. These routes are used by local sriowmobilers during
winter months. Additionally, the Modesto Ridgerunners use these routes for
their annual four-wheel drive poker rally sightseeing activity. It is
expected that demand and use of this area for motorized recreational
activities will continue.

The Bridgeport Indian Tribal Colony has expressed an interest and need for
120 acres of public land in the southwestern corner of the WSA. They have
requested the land for long-term expansion needs related to residential and
commercial development.

The WSA reflects an environment that contains wilderness values which are not
considered significant or unique to the area. As a result, wilderness values
are considered low and would provide little or no significant enhancement to
the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

.





TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 6,493
Split Estate (ELM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private 112

Total 6,605

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
ELM (within WSA)
ELM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total ELM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 6,493
Split Estate (ELM surface only)

Total ELM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 6,493

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness; The WSA is considered to be very natural. It
consists of rolling and rounded volcanic hills dissected by
interior drainages. Rock Springs Canyon incises the southern
portion of the unit up to a depth of 700 feet. Rocky outcrops in
this canyon impart striking and sharp contrasts in the local area
particularly around Locomotive Point. A pinyon-juniper woodland
with a big sagebrush, bitterbrush, and perennial grass understory
covers most of the WSA. Treeless areas are dominated by big
sagebrush and perennial grasses. Plant density is moderate.

There are a few man-made imprints which are substantially
unnot^ceable in the WSA as a whole. These include approximately
four' miles of primitive Jeep trails, a fenceline, and two spring
developments. Excessive livestock utilization in some wetland



areas is causing site degradation. Man-made features are small
relation to the unit's overall size, terrain, diversity, and
vegetative screening.

2. Solitude: The unit provides outstanding opportunities for solitude
and isolation. Topographic diversity and vegetative screening
provided by the pinyon-juniper stands combine together to screen
out man's influences, thus enhancing opportunities for seclusion.

The Bridgeport community and State Highway 182 are located along
the western side of the unit and slightly limit opportunities for
solitude along the western edge of the W3A.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: The eastern portion of the
WSA contains outstanding opportunities for sage grouse hunting—

a

very popular area during open season. In addition, the area
provides outstanding opportunities for other primitive recreation
experiences such as camping, hiking, horseback riding, etc. A few
water sources are located in the WSA.

4. Special features: The WSA contains a few special features. The
WSA supports two plant species that are candidates for the
sensitive plant list (Phacelia moncensis and Eriogonum
ampullaceum)

.

In addition, the WSA includes several wildlife species such as sage
grouse, a recovering species of game birds that had been
historically over-harvested, and mule deer which rely on this
intact natural environment for their seasonal migrations. The
WSA's understory, pinyon cover and rock outcrops also provide
crucial fawning habitat for deer.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented bv ecosystems: This WSA contains 6,493 acres of the
Intermountain Sagebrush/Juniper Woodland ecosystem. The Masonic
Mountain WSA would not increase the diversity of the types of
ecosystems represented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other ELM Studies
Domain/Province/FWV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Intermountain Sagebrush/ 4 81,301 74 2,144,810
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

CALIFORNIA

Intermountain Sagebrush/ 3 61,701 18 359,340
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of manor population
centers: The WSA is within a five-hour drive of nine major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS Areas Other ELM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Chico 16 1,286,873 13 430,822
Fresno 35 4,048,852 28 460,790
Merced 33 3,957,550 25 348,753
Modesto 36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
Sacramento 46 5,001,817 87 2,479,541
Stockton 35 4,061,833 46 601,496
Vallejo-Napa-Fairfield 44 4,832,667 74 2,100,862
Yuba City 44 4,951,805 85 2,459,500

Nevada

Reno 39 4,647,230 175 6,904,809

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas: The WSA
is within 50 air miles of one ELM WSA recommended for wilderness
designation. The Hoover Wilderness, 15 miles to the west, is the
nearest designated wilderness area. This wilderness area is

administered by the Toiyabe and the Inyo National Forests. Other
nearby designated wilderness areas include Yosemite National Park
which is managed by the National Park Service, the Ansel Adams



Wilderness which is managed by the Inyo National Forest, and the
Carson-Iceberg Wilderness which is managed by the Toiyabe National
Forest.

C. Manaqeability

The WSA is manageable as wilderness. The low brush and gentle terrain
along the northeastern corner as well as some small areas near the
western boundary make these portions of the unit susceptible to
indiscriminate off-highway vehicle use. Some signing, patrolling, and
fencing may be required at these locations. Indiscriminate off-highway
vehicle use is considered to be low.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recoinmendation: The Masonic Mountain WSA is in the ELM
Bodie Geology-Energy-Mineral (G-E-M) Resource Area (GRA) . An
overview of the mineral potential of the WSA is addressed in the
Affected Environment section of the Wilderness Recommendations,
Benton-Gwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Study Area EIS prepared in
1987. The EIS states that the WSA has a moderate resource
potential for metallic minerals in the northeastern portion and a
low resource potential for metallic minerals for the remainder of
the area. The resource potential for non-metallics including sand
and gravel is moderate in the western third and low for the
remainder of the WSA. The resource potential for uranium is low.
There is no resource potential for oil and gas. The geothermal
resource potential is moderate for most of the WSA to high in the
southwestern corner of the WSA ("Lands Prospectively Valuable for
Geothermal Resources", unpublished USGS map, revised 1985).

The mineral information in the EIS is supported by the ELM Bodie
G-E-M report. This report includes extensive references and
personal communications with mining companies active in the area.
The Masonic Mountain WSA encompassing 6,493 acres of public land
is located on the southern edge of the Masonic mining district.
The Bodie mining district is approximately eight miles southeast of
the WSA. The general area is underlain by Teritary lava flows,
plugs, and pyroclastic deposits of principally dacitic composition.
Production of gold and silver in the mining districts came from
several systems of quartz veins. They are closely associated with
hydrothermal alterations widespread in the mining districts. This
hydrothermal alteration is common in the WSA. BIM records in 1983
identified 21 mining claims in the WSA and a few pending geothermal
lease applications in the southwest corner of WSA.



2. Summary of siqnificant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendation which should be considered in the
final recommendation: Because this WSA was recommended nonsuitable
by BIM, no U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) nor U.S. Bureau of Mines
(BOM) mineral surveys were conducted in this WSA. No new mineral
data in the WSA has become available since the preparation of G-E-M
report in 1983.

Re-examination of the BOM's Mineral Industry location System (MILS)
record (March 25, 1983) disclosed a mercury occurrence at NW1/4,
NW1/4, section 22, T. 5 N. , R. 25 E. within the WSA. This is the
only mineral information in addition to the past mineral record
described in the EIS. This mercury occurrence is not significant
enough to alter the earlier EIS conclusions.

As of March, 1988, BIM records indicated that there are nine lode
claims covering 180 acres in the nonsuitable portion of the WSA
(Table 4) . The areas of high and moderate geothermal potential
cover 6,493 acres or 100% of the WSA.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE
NO.

SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL
ACRES

SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Mining Claims
Lode
Placer
Mill Sites

9 9 180 180

Total 9 9 180 180

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this summary,

refer to the Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness - Final

Environmental Impact Statement.)
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Table 5 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-RELATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
fNO-WILDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALLr-WIIDERNESS
ATiTKEMATIVE

Wilderness Values On an overall basis there
would be a minor impact to
wilderness values throughout
the 6,605-acre Masonic Moun-
tains WSA. Localized impacts
near the northwest and south-
west boundaries from mining
activity and geothermal devel-
opment would result in a
direct loss of naturalness on
180 acres and impair the per-
ception of naturalness and
solitude on a total of 1,000
acres. Future residential and
commercial development for the
Bridgeport Indian Colony on
120 acres of public land with-
in the WSA would result in a
direct loss of naturalness and
adversely impact the percep-
tion of naturalness and soli-
tude throughout the southwest
portion. Continued motorized
recreation use, fuelwood har-
vesting, pinyon nut collect-
ing, and construction and
maintenance of livestock
facilities and wildlife proj-
ects would result in only
negligible to minor local
impacts. Opportunities for
primitive and unconfined rec-
reation would be limited pri-
marily along the boundary of
the WSA in areas of mining

Wilderness designation of the
entire 6,605 acres within the
Masonic Mountain WSA would
result in positive benefits
to the wilderness values.
Naturalness and solitude
would be significantly re-
tained locally by prohibiting
inining activities that would
affect 300 acres and geo-
thermal development affecting
700 acres. Potential expan-
sion of the Bridgeport Indian
Colony within the WSA would
be precluded retaining wil-
derness values within the
surrounding 700 acres. Oppor-
tunities for primitive and
unconfined recreation would
be retained throughout the
WSA. Closure of the WSA to
motorized recreation would
result in a slight positive
benefit to wilderness values.
Special features including
sensitive plants and cru-
cial deer fawning habitat
would be retained and
slightly enhanced.
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Table 5 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative (Cont'd)

ISSUE-RELATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
(NO-WILDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WILDERNESS
ALTERNAnVE

Wilderness Values
(continued)

activity, geothermal develop-
ment, expansion of the Bridge-
port Indian Colony, and con-
tinued vehicle use. Special
features including sensitive
plants and crucial deer fawn-
ing habitat would be retained.

Motorized Recre-
ation Use

There would be no impact on
motorized recreation use in
the WSA. The current 450 visi-
tor use days per year are
expected to remain stable.

The entire WSA would be
closed eliminating 450
visitor-days per year of
motorized recreation use.
Only minor adverse impacts
are anticipated due to the
availability of opportuni-
ties outside the WSA and the
accessibility of the WSA by
foot.

Mineral Development There would be no impact on
mineral development. An open-
pit gold mine and a sand and
gravel operation are antici-
pated for development within
the WSA.

Development of potential
mineral resources within the
WSA would be foregone. Known
deposits of sand and gravel
and projected deposits of
disseminated gold would not
be available for develop-
ment.

Geothermal
Development

There would be no impact on
geothermal resource develop-
ment. The entire WSA would be
available for exploration and
development including a pro-
jected 10-Mw lew temperature
resource.

Geothermal resource develop-
ment would be prohibited.
Development of a potential
10-Mw low temperature geo-
thermal resource would be
foregone. Over the long
term, this would result in
only a minor impact.

Potential Indian
Colony Expansion

There would be no impact on
potential expansion of the
Bridgeport Indian Colony to
meet their future needs.

Since public lands would
not be available for poten-
tial expansion needs of the
Bridgeport Indian Colony,
there could be an adverse
impact.

11



F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the
Final KES. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur
in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, a few comments were received addressing
the WSA's geothermal potential, and existence of non-public lands.

After the inventory, comments were received during the wilderness
study process. One comment was received which supported the area's
supplemental values, and thus supported wilderness designations.
Eight comments were received which noted the area's mineral specimens
and requested the area remain open to rocMiounding.

During the study phase, a public meeting and public hearing were held
in association with the draft EIS. The public meeting was held in
Markleeville, California, and the public hearing in Bishop,
California. Comments were received orally through the hearing, and in
writing during the 90-day public review period. A total of 83 written
and oral comments were received. Forty-one comments supported the
Bureau's no-^wilderness recommendation. Forty-two comments supported
the all-wilderness alternative.

No Federal, State or County agency comments were received specific to
this WSA.
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SHHHiEO WILEHHNESS SlUUg AREA (WSA)

(CA-010-105/NV-030-531)

1. THE STUDY AREA 6,268 acres

The Slinkard WSA is located in northern Mono County and northeastern Alpine
County approximately seven miles north and west of Topaz, California. The
WSA includes 6,268 acres of Bureau of land Management (BIM) land; 422 of
these acres are split estate lands (surface managed by the Bureau,
subsurface owned by non-Bureau entity) . There are neither State lands nor
private inholdings within the WSA (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The northern boundary of the WSA follows the Toiyabe National Forest
boundary east until it intersects State Highway 89. The boundary follows
the meandering highway to the vehicle route that enters the northern end of
Slinkard Valley. The boundary proceeds south along the vehicle route and
veers west and south in an irregular pattern around private land. The
boundary turns and proceeds west for one mile along the northeastern tip of
the Carson-Iceberg Wilderness. The boundary turns north and follows private
land, contour features including canyons, and on the Mono/Alpine County
line until it reaches the Toiyabe National Forest boundary three-quarters of
a mile south of Monitor Pass.

The WSA lies at the extreme eastern edge of the Sierra Nevada geomorphic
province. The WSA consists of a north-south trending mountain range which
is dissected by numerous drainages and canyons. The eastern slope is rugged
and steep while the western slope is more gentle and moderate. Elevation
ranges from 6,800 feet to 8,938 feet. A tributary of Slinkard Creek is
located in the northern end of the unit. Vegetation in the unit consists of
Great Basin shrubs and perennial grasses. Dense stands of pinyon-juniper,
white fir, quaking aspen, and Jeffrey pine occupy the unit.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed
in the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the
Benton-Cwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of
the area's wilderness values was included in the Final EIS. Two different
suitability recommendations were analyzed in the EIS:
no wilderness.

all wilderness and

2. RECCMMENDATTON AND RATTONALE

6,268

acres recommended
for wilderness
BIM acres recommended
for non-wilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in
this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all-wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally-preferred alternative



as it would result in the least change from the natural environment over
the long term. The no-wilderness alternative will be implemented in a
manner which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize
environmental impacts.

Ihe WSA is recommended non-suitable due to overriding manageability
considerations. In addition, the potential for mineral exploration and
development outweighs the area's wilderness values.

A primary manageability concern which led to the nonsuitable recommendation
is the unit's long, narrow (only one to two miles wide) , irregular shape
which limits effective management. Its ridge-like character renders it
highly vulnerable to adjacent outside sights as well as to potential
encroachment of incompatible uses. Based on discussion with the Toiyabe
National Forest, it does not enhance manageability of the adjacent
Carson-Iceberg Wilderness. It extends from the northeast edge of the
Carson-Iceberg Wilderness as a narrow finger of public land that would be
more difficult to manage than the existing wilderness.

Secondarily, minor resource conflicts in the WSA include moderate uranium
and geothermal potential throughout the WSA. A small number of mining
claims are located in the northwestern portion of the WSA. There is a low
probability that mining claims in the WSA would result in valid existing
rights.

There are approximately three miles of primitive ways which will remain
available for vehicular use.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 5,846
Split Estate (ELM surface only) 422

Inholdings
State
Private

Total 6,268

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
ELM (within WSA)
ELM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total ELM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 5,846
Split Estate (ELM surface only) 422

Total ELM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 6,268

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: The overall area is very natural. The unit occupies
a portion of a narrow linear mountain range bounded by Slinkard and
Bagley Valleys to the east and west, respectively. The western
slope contains dramatic rugged mountain features while the gentler
eastern slope reflects more subdued soft physical features. The
unit is dissected by numerous tree-lined canyons. A tributary of
Slinkard Creek occupies the northern portion of the unit. The low
elevation slopes are covered by big sagebrush, bitterbrush, and
perennial grasses. Higher elevation slopes support a
pinyon-juniper woodland with associated mountain mahogany. The
steep-sloped drainages have stands of white fir, Jeffrey pine, and
aspen.



A few primitive vehicle routes totaling approximately three miles
exist. A creek is undergoing some localized site degradation due
to past livestock use. Lack of access to the WSA has insured its
natural integrity.

2. Solitude: Ihe WSA has limited opportunities for solitude.
Although the rugged topography and vegetative screening provide
isolation, opportunities for solitude are limited by the unit's
vulnerability to adjacent or outside activities. The unit's ridge-
like character and its very narrow linear shape make it susceptible
to outside sights. State Highway 89 borders the northeastern
boundary of the WSA, while adjacent private lands and associated
activities such as vehicle use are easily seen from the main ridge
and the lateral flanks of the unit.

Ihis WSA may be overflown in the future by military aircraft as
part of the national defense mission during approved military
operations. Ihe visual intrusions and associated noise create
temporary effects on solitude which are deemed acceptable and
necessary as a part of the defense preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: The unit contains
opportunities for primitive and unconfined types of recreation
experiences. These opportunities include hunting, backpacking,
cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, camping, horseback riding, etc.
The rugged and diverse terrain facilitates opportunities for
different types of recreation experiences.

4. Special features: The primary special features in the WSA consist
of wildlife values, old growth forest and riparian values. The
unit is considered crucial deer fawning habitat because mule deer
rely on lower elevation habitat for forage requirements during the
harsh Sierra high-country winters.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems: This WSA contains 6,268 acres of the
Sierran Forest/Juniper-Pinyon Woodland ecosystem. Although this WSA
would add diversity in the types of ecosystems represented in the NWPS
the Bureau has recommendjed two WSAs with similar ecosystems (Owen's
Peak WSA and Sacatar Meadows WSA) as suitable for wilderness
designation. The Slinkard WSA would not increase the diversity of the
types of ecosystems represented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Dcan^in/Province/FMV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Sierran Forest/ 5 49,154
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

CAUFORNIA

Sierran Forest/ 5 49,154
Juniper-Pinyon Woodland

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers; The WSA is within a five-hour drive of 13 major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Chico 16 1,286,873 13 430,822
Fresno 35 4,048,852 28 460,790
Merced 33 3,957,550 25 348,753
Modesto 36 4,126,963 81 1 ,722,326
Sacramento 46 5,001,817 87 2 ,479,541
San Francisco/Oakland 39 4,473,002 39 565,614
San Jose 27 3,765,512 29 352,748
Santa Cruz 27 3,765,512 32 407,890
Santa Rosa/Petaluma 10 888,579 12 134,167
Stockton 35 4,061,833 46 601,496
Vallejo-Napa--Fairfield 44 4,832,667 74 2 , 100,862
Yuba city 44 4,951,805 85 2 ,459,500

Nevada

Reno 39 4,647,230 175 6 , 904, 809



3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas: The WSA
is within 50 air miles of one BIM WSA recommended for wilderness
designation. The Carson-Iceberg Wilderness adjoins the one-mile
wide southern WSA boundary. This wilderness is administered by the
Toiyabe National Forest. Other nearby designated wilderness areas
include the Mokelumne Wilderness which is managed by the
Stanislaus and Toiyabe National Forests, the Emigrant Wilderness
which is managed by the Stanislaus National Forest, and the Hoover
Wilderness which is managed by the Inyo and Toiyabe National
Forests.

C. Manageability

The WSA is manageable as wilderness but with severe limitations due to
its very narrow, linear shape. Its ridge-like character renders it
highly vulnerable to adjacent or outside sights. The unit's narrow and
protruding character does not enhance manageability of the adjoining
Carson-Iceberg Wilderness according to Toiyabe National Forest, nor does
the adjoining wilderness enhance manageability of this unit. Any
unforeseen developments on these adjoining private lands would severely
limit manageability.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliniinarv
suitability recommendation: The Slinkard WSA is described in the
Slinkard Geology-Energy-Minerals (G-E-M) Technical Report prepared
in 1983 by Great Basin G-E-M Joint Venture. The mineral resources
description in the Affected Environment of the section of the 1987
BIM Wilderness Recommendations, Benton-Owens Valley/Bodie-Coleville
Study Areas, Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was taken
primarily from the G-E-M report mentioned above. The EIS states
that the WSA has a low potential for the occurrence of minerals
with the exception of uranium, which has moderate potential. The
EIS indicates a moderate potential for the occurrence of geothermal
resources according to the BIM classification scheme.

The predominant rock types encompassing most of the WSA are
andesite and rhyolite, a thick sequence of which was extruded
during the late Tertiary and early Ql irtenary. During the Miocene
andesite breccias, mudflows and interbedded tuffs were deposited
upon the granitic intrusives of the Sierra Nevada Batholith.
These granites are of Jurassic age and, according to the G-E-M
report, are interspersed with remnants of metasediments and
metavolcanics. Abundant evidence of recent faulting, recent
volcanic activity and the presence of hot springs near the WSA in
Antelope Valley support the determination of moderate potential for
the occurrence of geothermal resources. The moderate potential for



uranium is based on two types of environments known to be favorable
for its occurrence. The primary environment for uranium in the WSA
is the rhyolite. This rock is known to be a common source rock for
uranium. The second favorable environment for uranium ocxajrrence
is in localized pegmatites and alaskites intrusions which invade
more mafic granites.

There are three mining districts within ten miles of the WSA. The
Silver Mountain Gold-Silver District is ten miles west of the WSA.
The Moriitor-Moyul Gold-Silver District is five miles northwest of
the WSA. The Silver King Area contains two small gold-silver
prospects, and is three miles south of the WSA.

Five miles southeast of the WSA are the Al Mono and Golden Gate
properties which produced minor amounts of gold from quartz veins
in an area of extensive hydrothermal alteration. Sulfur was
produced from the Leviathan mine from volcanic tuffs five miles
north of the WSA. The Geranium claims in T. 9N, R. 20 E., section
32 were reported to produce minor amounts of uranium, molybdenum,
lead and zinc from carbonaceous sandstone. Limestone in
metamorphic roof pendants has been produced ten miles west of the
WSA.

Although no mineral production has ever been recorded within the
WSA, mineral interest has been indicated by the presence of
eighteen unpatented mining claims located in T. 9 N. , R. 21 E.

,

sections 12 and 13.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendation which should be considered in the
final recommendation : No U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) or U.S.
Bureau of Mines (BOM) mineral surveys were conducted in this WSA.

No additional information regarding the mineral potential for the
WSA has been received since publication of the original EIS in
1987. As of March 25, 1988, the Mining Claim Index showed 18

niining claims or mineral leases on file within the WSA.

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this summary,

refer to the Benton-Gwens Valley/Bodie-Coleville Wilderness - Final
Environmental Impact Statement.)
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Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-REIATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
(NO-WILDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WILDERNESS
AUFERNATIVE

Wilderness Values Wilderness values within the
6,268 acres of the WSA would
essentially remain unchanged.
Only slight or negligible
impacts would occur from con-

tinued low levels of vehicle
use for recreation, fuelwood
harvesting, and pinyon nut
collecting. Annual mining
claim assessment work would
impair the perception of
naturalness on less than 5
acres.

Wilderness designation of the
entire 6,268 acres within the
WSA would result in a slight
positive benefit to all wil-
derness values. Elimination
of motorized recreation use
and casual vehicle use asso-
ciated with fuelwood harvest-
ing and pinyon nut collect-
ing would slightly improve
solitude as well as the
deer fawning and winter
habitat. Prohibiting mining
claim assessment work would
maintain the perception of
naturalness on a localized
basis.

Motorized Recre-
ation Use

There would be no impacts on
motorized recreation use in
the WSA. The current 70
visitor-days per year are
anticipated to increase
slightly but will remain less
than 100 visitor-days per
year.

The entire WSA would be
closed, eliminating 70
visitor-days of motorized
recreation use. Only minor
adverse impacts are antici-
pated due to the low level
of use.

Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the
Final EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will
occur in this document.

Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, approximately 14 comments were
received, most noting that the area contains wilderness
characteristics. A few of the comments noted roads, intrusions,
or lack of outstanding opportunities. Several noted supplemental
values.

After the inventory, comments were received during the wilderness
study process. A few comments supported wilderness while one
respondent stated the WSA should not be designated wilderness
unless the adjacent RARE II area was designated wilderness. A
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respondent noted that roads in the area degrade wilderness, while
another comment noted that the long, narrow configuration of the
WSA limits opportunities for solitude and primitive experiences.
This respondent also indicated that the area contains low to
moderate base metal potential and that State Highway 89 flanks
the WSA.

During the study phase, a public meeting and public hearing were
held in association with the draft EIS. The public meeting was
held in Markleeville, California, and the public hearing in
Bishop, California. Comments were received both orally through
the hearing, and in writing during the 90-day public review
period. A total of 83 written and oral comments were received.
Forty comments supported the Bureau's no-wilderness
recommendation. Forty-three comments supported the all-
wilderness alternative.

No Federal agency comments were received specific to this WSA.

The Lahontan Water Quality Regional Board, a state agency, has
expressed its support to designate the WSA for wilderness.

The Alpine County Board of Supervisors has submitted a resolution
opposing designation of the Slinkard WSA as wilderness. No
comments specific to this WSA were received from Mono County.
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MACHESNA WTTnEHNRSS STODY AREA (VGA)

(CA-010-108)

THE STUDY AREA 70 acres

The Machesna WSA is located in San Luis Obispo County approximately 25 miles
east of San Luis Ctoispo. The WSA includes 70 acres of Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) lands (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA is bordered by the Los Padres National Forest (USES) on the north,
Bureau of Land Management wilderness on the east, and private land on the
south and west.

The WSA consists of south-facing slopes, primarily chemise chaparral with
blue oak woodland, annual grassland, and an occasional Digger pine.
North-facing slopes support mixed chaparral of chemise, manzanita, and
ceanothus.

The WSA was studied under Section 202 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Suitability recommendations were analyzed in the
Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (ELS) for the Central
California Section 202 Wilderness Study Areas. A summary of the area's
wilderness values was included in the Final ELS. Two different suitability
recommendations were analyzed in the ELS: all wilderness and no wilderness.

2. REC0MMF1JDATL0N AND rattonatf: acres recommended
for wilderness

70 BLM acres recommended for
non-wilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in the
WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.

The WSA is recommended nonsuitable for the following reasons: the moderate
potential for occurrence of oil and gas in the unit, the use of the primitive
vehicle route through the unit for the annual Hi Mountain Motorcycle Enduro,
the area's wilderness values are not outstanding, and the addition of this
parcel as wilderness would add an irregular boundary difficult to manage.

The total area of the WSA has been found to have a moderate mineral resource
potential for the oasurrence of oil and gas.

Vehicle use of the WSA is concentrated along the one existing primitive
vehicle route through the area, a quarter-mile section of primitive route
running along the USFS designated Machesna Wilderness and cutting through the



northwest corner of the WSA. Ihis route has been used since 1950 and
continues to be used for the one-day annual Hi Mountain Enduro - a motorcycle
event sponsored by the Cal Poly Penguins Motorcycle Club. This event, which
is usually held during late March, starts, finishes and has pit/camp areas
within the Los Padres National Forest. The route within the WSA completes
the Nick Route portion of the overall course with approximately 75 to 100
riders making one pass through the WSA. The vehicle route is closed to all
recreational vehicles the remainder of the year by a locked gate on private
land to the west. Wilderness designation would eliminate the Nick Route from
the Hi Mountain Enduro; this would affect the availability of the only
recreational vehicle route out of the Machesna Mountain area. The 1984
California Wilderness Act used the vehicle route as a boundary for the
Machesna Wilderness Area, so that vehicles could continue to use this route
in the forest. Use of this primitive route causes negligible short-term
impacts to the area.

The wilderness values of the area are not outstanding and there are no
special features within the WSA. Current management has proven effective in
maintaining the area's existing resources.

The WSA borders designated wilderness, but its projection from the boundary
and its lack of topographic continuity with the adjacent Dos Padres National
Forest Machesna Wilderness creates management problems. The USFS has
indicated that the addition of this area would not enhance their wilderness
management capability.





TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 70
Split Estate (ELM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private

Total 70

Within the Recoinmended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
ELM (within WSA)
ELM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total ELM Lands Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 70
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 70

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness; The WSA has generally retained its naturalness with
the exception of a seldom used one-quarter-mile long primitive
vehicle route that runs through the northwest corner of the WSA.

This vehicle route is not used for general recreation traffic;
access is controlled to the west by a gate on private land.

Steep terrain and thick vegetation has limited this route to a very
narrow corridor; it does not impact the total area's naturalness.

2. Solitude: Topographical diversity and vegetative screening provide
opportunities for solitude in the WSA, but they are limited due to
the WSA's size and boundary with private land on two sides. The
WSA's shape and configuration outside the topographical boundaries
of the adjacent USES Machesna Wilderness limit solitude even when



considered in conjunction with the bordering wilderness.
Negligible impact to solitude could occur with the continued
infrequent use of the quarter-mile primitive vehicle route.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. Ihe visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: Ihe WSA's size and location
next to private land activities severely limit opportunities for
primitive and unconfined types of recreation. Even in conjunction
with adjacent wilderness lands, a dense vegetative cover restricts
movement in the area. Ihe only vehicle route running through the
WSA is a quarter-mile primitive road. It is used intermittently as
part of one loop of a motorcycle enduro. Ihe landowner to the west
of the WSA keeps a gate to the vehicle route locked the rest of the
year. No other vehicle use occurs in the WSA. An occasional
hunter or hiker may utilize the WSA otherwise no significant
recreation use exists.

4. Special features: Ihe Machesna WSA contains no ecological,
geological or other features of scientific, educational, scenic, or
historical value.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : This WSA contains 70 acres of the
California Chaparral/California Oakwoods ecosystem. Wilderness
designation of the Machesna Mountain WSA would not increase the
diversity of the types of ecosystems represented in the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Darain/Province/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

California Chaparral/ 4 105,301 6 39,656
California Oakwoods

CALIFORNIA

California Chaparral/ 4 105,301 6 39,656
California Oakwoods



2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers ; The WSA is within a five-hour drive of 15 major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other Bin study areas within a five-hour drive
of the population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana 25 2,823,534 153 5,703,515
Bakersfield 32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
Fresno 35 4,048,852 28 460,790
Los Angeles-Long Beach 27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
Merced 33 3,957,550 25 348,753
Modesto 36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
Oxnard-Ventura 23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
Riverside-San Bernardino 22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
Salinas-Seaside-Monterey 24 3,676,896 45 644,415
San Francisco-Oakland 39 4,473,002 39 565,614
San Jose 27 3,765,512 29 352,748
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-

Lompoc 20 1,166,142 35 528,590
Santa Cruz 27 3,765,512 32 407,890
Stockton 35 4,061,833 46 601,496
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville 34 4,431,635 61 1,681,921

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas : There
are no other BIM WSAs within 50 air miles recommended for
wilderness designation. The Santa Lucia Wilderness is located
approximately ten miles northwest of the WSA. The San Rafael and
Dick Smith Wilderness Areas are located 35 and 40 miles,
respectively, to the south of the WSA. All areas mentioned are
managed by the Los Padres National Forest.

C. Manageability : The Machesna WSA is manageable as wilderness but only
with difficulty . Manageability problems include the area's small size
and the lack of topographic continuity of the WSA with the adjacent USFS
wilderness. Also, there are no natural boundaries to prevent
encroachment of bordering private land activities. Frequent signing of
the borders would be required to insure the integrity of the unit.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.



D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recxanmendation: The geology and mineral resources of
the Machesna Section 202 WSA is described in the U.S. Forest
Service (USES) 1988 Final EIS, Land and Resource Management Plan,

Los Padres National Forest, AMS - Minerals addendum and shown on an
unpublished geologic map by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)

(i.e., Dibblee, 1971, "Geologic Map of the Pozo Quadrangle,
California"; USGS, Open File Map 72-89).

The mineral resource data in the Affected Environment section of
the 1988 BLM Wilderness Recommendations, California Section 202
Wilderness Study Area Final EIS is based primarily on these data
sources. The BLM EIS indicates that the whole WSA has a moderate
mineral resource potential for the occurrence of oil and gas. (See

accompanying mineral potential map) . The WSA is in the Coast
Range geomorphic province and is composed primarily of Cretaceous
marine sandstones, clay shales and cobble conglomerates.

Exposures of younger Miocene-age sandstones, shales, and
interbedded cobble conglomerates of the Santa Margarita Shale
formation are present to the west, just outside the WSA. These
non-conforming rocks overlay the Cretaceous strata.

The La Panza Fault trends in a northwest direction through the WSA.
Older Cretaceous rocks on the east side of the fault have been
thrust over the younger Miocene rocks on the west side. This
overthrust may have formed structural or stratigraphic traps
conducive to the accumulation of oil and gas. The Santa Margarita
Shale formation is known to contain producing zones of oil and gas
in other areas of the California Coast Range.

The rocks in the southwest half of the WSA (west side of the fault)
are covered with Pleistocene sand and gravel deposits. Recent
stream deposits overlay or cut through this material in the extreme
northwest corner of the WSA. However, due to the remote location,
distance to market and lack of expressed interest, these salable
deposits are considered to have a low mineral resource potential.
The geologic environment is not favorable for the cjcxnjrrence of
locatable mineral resources.

BLM records dated March 25, 1988 identified no unpatented mining
claims, mineral leases or mineral material sales contracts or
permits.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendation, which should be considered in the
final recommendation: No USGS or USBM mineral surveys were
conducted in this WSA. As of May 1988, no new mineral resource
information concerning this WSA has been obtained.
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E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this summary,
refer to the Central California Section 202 - Wilderness Final
Environmental Impact Statement.)

Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-REIATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
NO-WILDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WILDERNESS
ALIERNATTVE

Impacts on
Wilderness Values

Wilderness values will be
negligibly impacted as a
result of not designating the
WSA as wilderness. Although
there is no motorized recre-
ational use in the WSA, a
one-quarter-mile-long primi-
tive vehicle route that
crosses the northwest corner
of the WSA would continue
to be used for the Hi Moun-
tain Enduro motorcycle
event. Approximately 75
riders will disrupt soli-
tude when the annual event
occurs. Continued infrequent
use of the route to replace
salt licks in the adjacent
USFS grazing allotment will
result in negligible impacts
to solitude. Potential fire
suppression activities
necessary to control wild-
fire could lead to short-
term impacts to the percep-
tion of naturalness.

There would be a slight
positive benefit to wilder-
ness values particularly
naturalness and solitude as
a result of precluding the
Hi Mountain Enduro motor-
cycle event and vehicle
access for the adjacent
USFS grazing allotment.
Long-term protection from
unanticipated future actions
that could result in poten-
tial adverse impacts would
be provided by wilderness
legislation.

Impacts on The Hi Mountain Enduro will Wilderness designation
Hi Mountain Enduro continue to use one-quarter would preclude the use of

mile of primitive vehicle the WSA for the Hi Mountain
route in the WSA. Therefore, Enduro.
there would be no impact
on the event.
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F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the
Final EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will
occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

During the wilderness inventory phase, one comment addressed the
inventory unit's potential for oil and gas development.

During the study phase, a public hearing was held in Bakersfield,
California and written comments were accepted until February 15,

1988. The majority of the comments received supported the all-
wilderness alternative for this unit.

No Federal, State, or County agency comments were received
specific to this WSA.

9
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MERCED RIVER WILDERNESS STODY AREA fHEA)

(CA-040-203)

1. THE STUDY AREA 13,140 acres

The Merced River WSA is located in central Merced County. It is located in
the Merced River Canyon between Bagby and Briceburg, approximately eight
miles north of the town of Mariposa, California. The WSA includes 12,959
acres of Bureau of Land Management (BLM) lands and 181 of private inholdings
totaling 13,140 acres (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA is bounded to the west and south by private land and electrical
power transmission lines, on the east by the old Yosemite railroad grade,
private land, a fire break along the ridge top, and down an unnamed drainage
to the north fork of the Merced River, and on the north by the north fork of
the Merced River to the Schilling Ranch Road river crossing, along the
Schilling Ranch Road and private property boundaries.

The WSA is within the Merced River Canyon and includes portions of the north
fork of the Merced River, and numerous other small canyons. Elevations vary
from approximately 850 to 3,400 feet above sea level. The vegetation of the
unit is primarily chemise with some pines and oak occurring along the major
drainages. Manzanita, other low shrubs and annuals also occur at varying
densities throughout the unit. There are two special designations within
the area. One is the Limestone Salamander Area of Critical Environmental
Concern (ACEC) , and the other is a Congressionally mandated study of the area
to include the Merced River in the Wild and Scenic River System.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLEMA) . Suitability recammendations were analyzed in the
Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the Central
California Study Areas. A summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in the Final EIS. Two different suitability recommendations were
analyzed in the EIS; all wilderness and no wilderness.

2. RFXXMMEtJDATTON AND RATIONALE

12,959

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA.
WSA is released for uses other than wilderness.

acres recommended for
wilderness
BLM acres recommended for
non wilderness

The entire acreage in the

The all-wilderness alternative is considered to be the environmentally
preferred alternative as it would result in the least change from the
natural environment over the long term. The no-^wilderness alternative will
be implemented in a manner which will use all practical means to avoid or
minimize environmental impacts.



The WSA is recommended nonsuitable for the following reasons: the high
mineral potential of the area, the large number of mining claims within the
WSA (it is estimated that at least 60 percent of these placer claims could be
deemed valid) , are the presence of large tracts of private inholdings which
have a high potential for development and access needs. Additionally, the
WSA has lew wilderness values and because of it's irregular shape and high
public demand for use-effective management of the area as wilderness would be
difficult.

The WSA lends itself to other resource uses. Under the Bureau's
recommendation this area will remain open for mineral exploration and
development due to the high potential for the cccurrence of locatable
minerals in the entire WSA as is evidenced by the large number of placer
claims present throughout the WSA.

The private inholdings, which have potential for development, and the mining
claims with a high potential for valid existing rights (estimated to be 60
percent of all placer claims present) , will require motorized access.
Development of mining claims which are found to have valid existing rights
could impair the area's wilderness values with or without wilderness
designation. T2area'ss, trails and firebreaks which total approximately
seven miles will continue to be used.

The irregular shape combined with a lack of topographical or cultural
features to delineate the boundaries would make managing the area as
wilderness difficult. Extensive signing, and in specific cases, fencing of
the boundaries would be necessary. The cherrystemmed road running along the
ridgeline of Telegraph Hill detracts from the natural character of the area.
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TABLE 1 - land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 12,959
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private 181

Total 13,140

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 12,959
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 12,959

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS REOCMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness; The Merced River WSA generally appears to have been
affected by the forces of nature with human influences
unnoticeable for the most part. An abandoned railroad grade
parallels the Merced River through the center of the WSA. Other
abandoned projects occurring in the canyon include a diversion dam,

a powerhouse foundation and old mining developments located
throughout the WSA. All of these projects have been abandoned and
the area can be returned to substantially natural condition by hand
labor and/or natural processes. Numerous firebreaks and ways are
located throughout the WSA but are, for the most part,

substantially unnoticeable.



2. Solitude; The area's topographic variation and dense vegetation
combine to form outstanding opportunities for solitude.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfirmed recreation: Outstanding opportunities for
water-related primitive and unconfined types of recreation can be
found along the Merced River. Some unmaintained foot trails
currently exist in the unit and provide opportunities for hiking
and backpacking. Dense, low-lying vegetation covers the area
restricting human movement and limiting opportunities for primitive
or unconfined recreation.

4. Special features: The Merced River flows for four miles through
the WSA and offers outstanding opportunities for water-related
activities such as Whitewater rafting.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : This WSA contains 12,959 acres of the
Sierran Forest/Chaparral ecosystem. The Merced River WSA would not
increase the diversity of the types of ecosystems represented in
the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Damain/Province/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Sierran Forest/ 8 68,312 1 3,588
Chaparral

CALIFORNIA

Sierran Forest/ 8 68,312 1 3,588
Chaparral

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of 14 major population
centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of designated
areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive of the
population centers.



Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population
Centers

NWPS areas
areas acres

Other BIM Studies
areas acres

California

Bakersfield
Fresno
Merced
Modesto
Sacramento
Salinas-Seaside-Monterey
San Francisco-Oakland
San Jose
Santa Cruz
Santa Rosa-Petalum
Stockton
Vallejo-Napa-Fairfield
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville
Yuba City

32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
35 4,048,852 28 460,790
33 3,957,550 25 348,753
36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
46 5,001,817 87 2,479,541
24 3,676,896 45 644,415
39 4,473,002 39 565,614
27 3,765,512 29 352,748
27 3,765,512 32 407,890
10 888,579 12 134,167
35 4,061,833 46 601,496
44 4,832,667 74 2,100,862
34 4,431,635 61 1,681,921
44 4,951,805 85 2,459,500

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas :

There are no other BIM WSAs within 50 air miles of the Merced
River WSA. The Yosemite National Park Wilderness is 20 miles
to the East. The Emigrant Wilderness Area in Stanislaus
National Forest is 40 miles to the northeast and the Ansel
Adams Wilderness Area is 40 miles southeast in the Sierra
National Forest.

C. Manageability

The Merced River WSA is manageable as wilderness, but only with
difficulty. Manageability problems include the overall irregular
shape with sectional (rather than topographic or cultural
features) boundaries, leading to difficult recognition on the
ground. Frequent signing, detailed maps and intensive patrolling
along various segments of the border could be required to insure
the integrity of the unit. An estimated 60% of the placer claims
could have valid existing rights and the potential for full
development. Development of mining claims which are found to have
valid existing rights could impair the area's wilderness values
with or without wilderness designation. Private and state
inholdings, including Telegraph Hill, have some potential for
incompatible development. The cherry-stemmed road leading to the
top of Telegraph Hill, while providing access to the unit, also
opens up parts of the area to the vulnerability of off-road
vehicle trespass within topographic limitations.



Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain
the integrity of the existing and future national defense mission
as well as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendations : The Merced River WSA is in the
Merced River Geology-Energy Minerals (G-E-M) Resource Area.
A G-E-M report was written in March 1982. This report was
updated in 1986. The data contained in these reports was
used in the Wilderness Recommendations Central California
Study Areas Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in
1987. The EIS stated that the WSA has high potential for
jade, placer gold and lode gold.

The 1982 G-E-M report shows that nearly every drainage in the
WSA has been mined for placer gold. Placer mining (mostly
suction dredging) continues today on mining claims on the
Merced River, north fork of the Merced River, Sherlock Creek,
and Solomon Gulch. During the gold rush period, the entire
length of David Gulch was heavily mined. Placer gold has
been produced from the active bed of rivers and creeks, from
high bench gravels, well above the active watercourses, and
from ground sluicing the surface of lode mines. The high
bench gravels were worked by hydraulic mining as in the case
of the Coleman Mine on the north fork of the Merced River and
underground drifting which occurred in the placers along
Sherlock Creek.

The 1986 G-E-M report states that a portion of the Mother
lode vein system cuts the western edge of the WSA. There are
eight jade mines or prospects in this area which were
primarily developed during the 1960s. There is also a talc
prospect and possibly gold prospects (see: Evans and Bowen,
1977, California Division of Mines and Geology Map Sheet 36)

.

Lode gold mining has occurred in many places in the WSA.
The Cat Town Mining District which lies almost entirely
within the WSA has yielded a minimum of 3,300 ounces of gold
($1.5 million at $450/oz.). The Quartz Mountain is
immediately east of the WSA boundary. It produced about
87,000 ounces of gold (approximately $40 million at
$450/oz.) . In the southeast corner of the WSA is the
extension of the French Mine which produced around 20,000
ounces of gold (approximately $9 million at $450/oz.)

.

Adjacent to the southeast, the Shroeder mine produced about
15,000 ounces of gold (approximately $6.8 million at
$450/oz.) . Often the quartz veins developed by these mines
extend into the WSA. Mines and claims in the WSA are located



on the same trends developed by previously productive mines
that are within and outside of the WSA. At the time of the
EIS (1987) BIM records identified 140 unpatented placer
claims and 69 unpatented lode claims in the WSA.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected
since the suitability recommendation, which should be
considered in the final recommendation: No U.S. Geologic
Survey (USGS) or U.S. Bureau of Mines (BCM) mineral surveys
were conducted in the WSA. C.T. Herzig (1985, Master's
Thesis, State University of New York, Stony Brook) completed
a thorough study of the Jurassic rocks within the WSA. This
is the most complete study of geology in this area to date.
Herzig identified Jurassic hypabassal intrusions which were
not previously identified. The Odell Mine known for rich
pockets of free gold, occurs along a contact with this rock.

There exists a total of 17 placer plans of operation most of
which are small-scale. There were eight plans on the Merced
River, six on the north fork, one on Solomon Gulch and two on
Sherlock Creek. Two lode plans of operation have been
received. In addition to these, there are two unpatented
tunnel sites in the unsuitable part of the WSA. This new
data supports the EIS findings that the entire WSA has high
potential for gold. The portion of the WSA within the Mother
Lode vein system has a high potential for jade.

Interest in mineral exploration is further indicated by the
following BIM mineral records dated March 25, 1988:

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE
NO.

SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL
ACRES

SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Mining Claims
Lode 57 57 1140 1140
Placer 102 102 4080 4080
Mill Sites 7 7 35 35

Total 166 166 5255 5255

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources
for all alternatives considered including designation or non
designation of the entire area as wilderness. (For a full
explanation of this summary, refer to the Central California Study
Areas - Wilderness Final Environmental Impact Statement.)
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Table 5 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-RELATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
(NO WILDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL WILDERNESS
ALTERNATIVE

Impact on
Wilderness Values

There will be a moderate ad-
verse impact on the area's
wilderness values over approx-
imately 15 to 20 percent of
the WSA as a result of con-
tinued ORV use and the explor-
ation and development of the
WSA's placer and lode claims.

There would be a moderate
adverse iinpact on the area's
wilderness values over
approximately 8 to 10 percent
of the WSA as a result of the
exploration and development
of 60 percent of the placer
gold claims and 20 percent
of the lode jade and gold
claims.

Impact on
Recreational ORV
Use

Recreational ORV use will be
slightly enhanced as a result
of the road improvements asso-
ciated with the exploration
and development of the area's
mineral resources. The levels
of recreational ORV use will
increase from 2,500-3,000 vis-
itor days per year to nearly
4,000 visitor days.

Recreation ORV use would be
foregone, eliminating the
2,500-3,000 visitor days
estimated to occur annually
within the WSA. The impact
would be moderate, however,
because of the availability
of similar opportunities for
motorized recreational use
on lands proximate to the
WSA.

Impact on the
Preservation of
Archaeological
Resources

The area's archaeological
resources will be slightly
impacted as a result of the
surface disturbance from con-
tinued mining activity and
theft and vandalism associated
with increased motorized and
pedestrian use.

Impacts would be the same as
for the Proposed Action.
Motorized vehicles would be
prohibited eliminating the
2,500-3,000 visitor days
estimated to occur annually,
negligibly benefiting these
resources.

Impact on
Federally Listed
Candidate Species

There will be no iitpact to
the habitat of the area's
federally listed candidate
species—the Limestone
salamander.

Impacts would be the same as
for the Proposed Action.

Impact on Mineral
Exploration and
Development

There will be no impact on
mineral exploration and
development.

Less than half of the area's
209 lode and placer claims
would be explored/developed.
Future mining activity would
be foregone.
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F. local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the
Final EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will
occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

A few comments relating to this WSA were received during the
wilderness inventory phase. Some comments agreed with the WSA's
boundary as described by BIM, while other comments disagreed with
the suggested boundary adjustments along various roads and/or
mining disturbances. In addition, recommendations to completely
drop the WSA from consideration as wilderness were received.

During the study phase, a public hearing was held in Fresno,
California. During the public hearing and the comment period, a
total of 52 comments were received, both oral and written, related
specifically to this unit. Ten comments supported the Bureau's no
wilderness alternative. Forty-two comments supported the all
wilderness alternative.

The County of Mariposa concurred with BIM's no-wilderness
recommendation. The Resources Agency of the State of California
recommended the WSA as suitable for designation as wilderness
because of its outstanding wilderness features and primitive river
canyon opportunities. No comments relating to this WSA were
received from Federal agencies.
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PANOCHE HTTTS MnRTO WILDERNESS STUDY AREA (W5A)

(CA-040-301A)

1. THE STUDY AREA 6,631 acres

The Panoche Hills North WSA is located in the northwest portion of Fresno
County. It is located within the Coast Range of central California,
approximately 25 miles south of Ios Banos. The WSA includes 6,631 acres of
Bureau of Land Management (ELM) land (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA is bounded on the north by a powerline, private land and a road, on
the west by the Panoche access road and private land, and on the south and
east by a livestock management road (which separates this unit from the
Panoche Hills South WSA (CA-040-301B) )

.

The WSA is located just west of the San Joaquin Valley and includes steep
rugged terrain accentuated by intermittent drainages. Elevations vary from
approximately 800 to 2,600 feet above sea level. Vegetation within the WSA
is primarily annual grasses and forbs interspersed with low-growing shrubs
of the California Steppe ecosystem. A few junipers and yucca occur at
higher elevations.

The WSA lies within the Panoche National Cooperative Land and Wildlife
Management Area (NCLWMA) established on August 11, 1961 by Public Land Order
No. 2460. The NCLWMA is cooperatively managed with the California
Department of Fish and Game (CDF&G) . The Panoche/Coalinga Rare, Threatened
and Endangered (RTE) Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) overlaps
the northwest portion of this WSA. Additionally, the northeast portion of
the WSA was included in the Moreno Paleontological ACEC. Both ACECs were
designated by the Hollister Resource Management Plan (RMP) in 1984. The
former was established to protect RTE animals while the latter was to
protect significant paleontological resources and sensitive plants.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Suitability recommendations were analyzed in the
Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Central
California Study Areas. A summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in the Final EIS. Two different suitability recommendations were
analyzed in the EIS: all wilderness and no wilderness.



2. REOCMMENDftnOJ AND kattdnate acres recommended
for wilderness

6,631 BIM acres recommended for
non-wilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage
in the WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all-
wilderness alternative is considered to be the environmentally
preferred alternative as it would result in the least change from the
natural environment over the long term. The no-^wilderness alternative
will be implemented in a manner which will use all practical means to
avoid or minimize environmental impacts.

The WSA is recommended non-suitable for the following reasons: the
moderate potential for oil and gas exploration and development, the
low potential for diatomite, gypsite, marl, phosphate and uranium
mineral deposits, and the continuance of the Pancche NCUWMA, outweigh
the area's wilderness values. Effective management of the area as
wilderness would be difficult.

The WSA lends itself to other resource uses. Under the Bureau's
recommendation this area will remain open for oil and gas exploration
and development due to the moderate potential for the occurrence of
oil and gas reserves in the WSA. In addition, the WSA has low
potential for the occurrence of other mineral deposits mentioned
above.

Being part of the Pancche NCIWMA, the area is managed by the BIM in
cooperation with the CDF&G for the benefit of wildlife resources.
Both agencies have been involved in water developments and silt
catchment basins which have significantly improved the habitat for
upland game species. Wilderness designation would constrain
management options, including motorized vehicle access to install
additional water developments and/or silt catchment basins.

The area's size combined with a lack of natural topographic barriers
or cultural features to delineate the boundaries would make managing
the area as wilderness difficult. Extensive signing, and in specific
cases, fencing of the boundaries would be necessary. There are
approximately seven miles of routes of travel including primitive ways
and other unmaintained routes of access which will remain available
for vehicle use.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BUM (surface and subsurface) 6,631
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private

Total 6,631

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 6,631
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 6,631

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS REOOMMEMftJTONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: The WSA has retained a high degree of
natural character. The unit is characterized by steep,
rugged terrain dissected by several deep drainages with
slopes averaging 30 to 50 percent. Vegetation of the area
is predominately Mediterranean annual grasses along with
forbs and low shrubs, with juniper and yucca occurring at
higher elevations.

The WSA remains relatively free from man's influence. Some
OHV tracks and exploratory mining pits occur within the WSA.

There are numerous improved springs, guzzlers and silt
basins for wildlife enhancement located 'within the WSA.

Most of these facilities are accessible by unimproved ways.



These improvements and ways do not detract from the
naturalness of the WSA. Approximately one mile of road in
the southwest portion of the WSA is excluded from the area
by cherrystem.

2. Solitude: The rugged terrain, the steep canyons and
associated drainages provide outstanding opportunities for
solitude. This opportunity is less near the perimeter of
the WSA due to roads, communication towers, and/or views of
Interstate 5.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as
part of the national defense mission taking place in
approved military operating areas and flight corridors.
The visual intrusions and associated noise create periodic
temporary effects on solitude which are deemed necessary and
acceptable as a part of the defense preparedness of the
nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: The area provides
good opportunities for primitive and unconfined
recreational pursuits common to a grassland community in
steep, rugged terrain. These include hunting, hiking, and
bird-watching. Annual game bird populations vary greatly
from year to year with hunting activity varying accordingly.
Extreme daytime summer temperatures restrict recreational
opportunities during the dry season.

4. Special features: Four Endangered or sensitive animal
species - the San Joaquin kit fox, the blunt-nosed leopard
lizard, the giant kangaroo rat, and the San Joaquin antelope
squirrel occur in the area. An ACEC was established in the
western portion of the WSA in 1984 to protect the habitat
of these species. The northeast portion of the WSA is part
of one of the richest and most important fossil areas in
California, and was also designated an ACEC in 1984. This
ACEC also contains suitable habitat for the green fiddleneck
- a sensitive plant species. In addition, the area contains
Mediterranean annual grasses and shrubs of the California
Steppe ecosystem.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features
as represented by ecosystems: This WSA contains 6,631 acres
of the California Grassland/California Steppe ecosystem.
Wilderness designation of this WSA would add a new
landform-ecosystem to the NWPS. The WSA's California
Grassland Province, California Steppe landform-ecosystem, is
not currently represented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Ruchler
Classification
DjpraijyPrcvince/rNV

NWPS Areas Other ELM Studies
areas acres areas acres

California Grassland/
California Steppe

California Grassland/
California Steppe

NATIONWIDE

CALIFORNIA

22,621

22,621

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive
recreation within a day's driving time (five hours) of manor
population centers: The WSA is within a five-hour drive of
17 major population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number
and acreage of designated areas and other BUI study areas
within a five-hour drive of these population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population
Centers

NWPS Areas
areas acres

Other BIM Studies
areas acres

California
Bakersfield
Fresno
Los Angeles-
Long Beach
Merced
Modesto
Oxnard-Ventura
Sacramento
Salinas-Seaside-
Monterey
San Francisco-Oakland
San Jose
Santa Barbara-
Santa Maria-Lonpoc
Santa Cruz
Santa Rosa-Petaluma
Stockton
Vallejo-Napa-Fairfield
Visalia-Tulare-
Porterville
Yuba City

32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
35 4,048,852 28 460,790

27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
33 3,957,550 25 348,753
36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
46 5,001,817 87 2,479,541

24 3,676,896 45 644,415
39 4,473,002 39 565,614
27 3,765,512 29 352,748

20 1,166,142 35 528,590
27 3,765,512 32 407,890
10 888,579 12 134,167
35 4,061,833 46 601,496
44 4,832,667 74 2,100,862

34 4,431,635 61 1,681,921
44 4,951,805 85 2,459,500



3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas;
The Pinnacles Contiguous is the only BIM WSA within 50 air
miles recommended for partial-wilderness designation. The
Pinnacles and the Ventana Wilderness Areas are located
approximately 25 and 50 miles, respectively, southwest of the
WSA. The former is managed by Pinnacles National Monument
and the latter by the Ins Padres National Forest.

C. Manageability

The Panoche Hills North WSA is manageable as wilderness, but only
with difficulty. Manageability problems include the lack of
natural barriers to vehicle use on existing ways and the size of
the WSA. Although closed to motorcycle use since 1970, there
continues to be some trespass use due to the ease of access into
the area. Frequent signing, fencing and patrolling, along
various segments of the border would be required to insure the
integrity of the unit.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain
the integrity of the existing and future national defense mission
as well as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recrarconendation: The geology and minerals
potential of the Panoche Hills North WSA is described in a
BIM report titled "Geology and Mineral Potential of the
Panoche Hills, California" (L. Vredenberg, 1982) . This data
was used in the Affected Environment section of the
Wilderness Recaranendations Central California Study Areas
Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) which is dated
February 20, 1988.

The EIS states that there is potential for the occurrence of
diatomite, gypsite, marl, phosphate and uranium. The EIS
states that mineral development interest is low and that BIM
records in July, 1986 showed one unpatented mining claim on
the western boundary of the WSA. No material sale sites were
present.

The EIS states that there was oil and gas leasing on nearly
70% of the WSA. There was historic drilling exploration for
oil and gas within three miles of the eastern WSA boundary.
Two producing oil fields exist near the WSA; i.e., the
Vallecitos field ten miles to the south and the Cheney Ranch
field eight miles to the east. A similar geologic setting
was recognized in the northeast corner of the WSA. This



geologic environment was recognized as a possible source for
petroleum. The EIS stated that the WSA has low potential for
oil and gas. Marl was known to have been excavated to the
west and gypsite to the east of the WSA. The EIS stated
that there was low potential for these minerals.

Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected
since the suitability recommendation, which should be
considered in the final recommendation: Because this WSA was
recommended nonsuitable by BIM in the EIS, no U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) or U.S. Bureau of Mines (BCM) mineral surveys
were made for the Panoche Hills North WSA.

Based on new "confidential" information purchased from GeoMap
Company in 1988, there has been a significant increase in the
amount of data available to the BIM for this WSA. The new
information is contained in a map titled "Structural Analysis
of the San Joaquin Basin" (GeoMap, 1988 California Regional
Base Map No. Cal-102 for the San Joaquin Basin)

.

The data provided by this map, along with a more detailed
investigation of both the surface and subsurface geologic
data made by BIM geologist T. Moore in April, 1988, shows the
existence of hydrocarbon deposits that have yet to be
exploited.

Interest in mineral exploration is further indicated by BIM
records dated March 25, 1988. These show two unpatented lode
mining claims along the west-central border of the WSA.
There are no oil or gas leases or applications in the WSA as
of March 25, 1988 (Table 4)

.

Based upon the re-assessment of both new and existing data, a
different mineral potential is assigned to portions of the
Panoche Hills North WSA. There is moderate potential for
hydrocarbons in the northeast corner of the WSA. All other
mineral resources are still considered to be low as per the
previous interpretations.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

NO. ACRES
TYPE SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Mining Claims
Lode 2 2 40 40
Placer
Mill Sites

Total 2 2 40 40

8
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E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources
for all alternatives considered including designation or non-
designation of the entire areas as wilderness. (For a full
explanation of this summary, refer to the Central California Study
Areas - Wilderness Final Environmental Impact.)

Table 5 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-RELATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
(NO-WIIDERNESS/NO ACTION)

AIJ>WILDERNESS
ALTERNATIVE

Impact on
Wilderness Values

There will be a minor, adverse
impact on the area's wilder-
ness values on approximately
15 percent of the WSA as a
result of the noise and sur-
face disturbance associated
with the exploration of the
area's oil and gas resources
and continued vehicle use.

There would be a minor
positive impact on the area's
wilderness values as a result
of closing the WSA to motor-
ized recreation use and oil
and gas exploration.

Impact on
Motorized Hunting
Use Levels

Motorized hunting use will
continue and will increase
from the current 250 visitor
days annually to under 325
visitor-days.

Motorized hunting use would
be foregone eliminating 250
visitor-days annually.
Adverse impacts would be
minimal as similar oppor-
tunities are available on
other public lands within the
region.

Impact on
Paleontological
Resources

There will be no impact on
the area's paleontological
resources.

Impacts would be the same
as for the Proposed Action.

Impact on Rare,
Threatened and
Endangered Species

The area's Rare, Threatened
and Endangered species will
be negligibly impacted as a
result of the noise and sur-
face disturbance associated
with continued four-^wheeled
vehicle use, oil and gas ex-
ploration, and mechanized fire
suppression.

There would be a slight
positive impact on the area's
Rare, Threatened and Endan-
gered plant and animal spe-
cies as a result of elimina-
ting the noise and surface
disturbance associated with
motorized vehicle use and oil
and gas exploration.

10



Table 5 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-REIATED
RESOURCES

PROPOSED ACTION
(NO-WILDERNESS/NO ACTION)

ALL-WIIDERNESS
ALTERNATIVE

Impact on
Oil and Gas
Exploration and
Development

There will be no impact on
oil and gas exploration. How-

ever, the potential for oil
and gas is low.*

Oil and gas exploration and
development would be foregone
on the entire WSA.

*Since this impact was identified in the Central California Study area final EIS,
it has been determined that the oil and gas potential is moderate in the eastern
portion of the WSA.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local or economic considerations were identified in the Final
EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur in
this document.

G. Summary of WSA-Specific Public Comments

Several comments were received in the inventory phase dealing
with mineral and wildlife values in the WSA and with the
proximity of roads (including Interstate 5) as adverse influences
outside the unit.

A public hearing was held in Fresno, California. During the
public hearing and the comment period, a total of 57 comments
were received, both oral and written, related specifically to
this unit. Nine comments supported the Bureau's no-wilderness
alternative. Forty-eight comments supported the all-wilderness
alternative.

The Resources Agency of California favored wilderness designation
due to the protection it would give to endangered species and
paleontological resources and due to non-representation of the
California Steppe ecosystem in the NWPS. The agency did not
consider OHV trespass as a valid justification for reccomending
the area as non-suitable for wilderness designation. No Federal,
County, or Congressional comments specific to this WSA were
received.

11
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PAMOCHE HILLS SCHJIH WILDERNESS STUDY AREA (WSA)

(CA-Q4(>-301B)

1. THE STUDY AREA 11,305 acres

The Panoche Hills South WSA is located in the rKDrthwestern portion of Fresno
County. It is located within the Coast Range of central California,
approximately 30 miles south of Los Banos. The WSA includes 11,229 acres of
Bureau of Land Management (BIM) land and a private inholding totaling 76
acres (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA is bounded on the northwest by a livestock management road (which
separates this unit from the Panoche Hills South WSA (CA-040-301B) ) on the
west by the Panoche access road and private land, on the south and east by
private land, and on the extreme north by a livestock management road.

The WSA is located just west of the San Joaquin Valley and includes very
steep rugged terrain accentuated by intermittent drainages. Elevations vary
from approximately 700 to 2,500 feet above sea level. Vegetation within the
WSA is primarily annual grasses and forbs interspersed with low-growing
shrubs of the California Steppe ecosystem. A few junipers and yucca occur at
higher elevations.

The WSA lies within the Panoche National Cooperative Land and Wildlife
Management Area (NCLWMA) established on August 11, 1961 by Public Land Order
No. 2460. The NCLWMA is cooperatively managed with the California
Department of Fish and Game (CDF&G) , and is managed under current public
land laws. Additionally, the eastern edge of the WSA lies within portions of
two Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) - the Moreno
Paleontological ACEC and the Panoche/Coalinga Rare, Threatened and Endangered
(RTE) ACEC. The former was established to protect significant
paleontological resources and sensitive plants and the latter to protect RTE
animal species. Both ACECs were designated by the Hollister Resource
Management Plan (RMP) in 1984.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) . Suitability recommendations were analyzed in the
Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Central
California Study Areas. A summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in the Final EIS. Three different suitability recommendations were
analyzed in the EIS: all wilderness, 50% partial wilderness and no
wilderness.

2. RECQMMENDATICN AND RATIONALE

11,229

acres recommended for
wilderness
BIM acres recommended
for nonwilderness



No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in the
WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.

The WSA is recommended nonsuitable for the following reasons: the moderate
potential for oil and gas exploration and development, the low potential for
diatcmite, gypsite, marl, phosphate and uranium mineral deposits, and the
continuance of the Pancche NC1WMA, outweigh the area's wilderness values.
Effective management of the area as wilderness would be somewhat difficult.

The WSA lends itself to other resource uses. Under the Bureau's
reccmmendation, this area will remain open for oil and gas exploration and
development due to the moderate potential for the occurrence of oil and gas
reserves in the WSA. In addition, the WSA has lew potential for the
ocx^urrence of other mineral deposits mentioned above.

Being part of the Panoche NCIWMA, the area is managed in cooperation with the
CDF&G for the benefit of wildlife resources. Both agencies have been
involved in water developments which have improved the habitat for upland
game species. Wilderness designation would constrain future management
options including motorized vehicle access to install additional water
developments and/or silt catchment basins.

The area's size combined with a lack of topographical or cultural features to
delineate the boundaries would make managing the area as wilderness
difficult. Extensive signing, and in specific cases, fencing of the
boundaries would be necessary. There are approximately ten miles of routes
of travel including primitive ways and other unmaintained routes of access
which will remain available for vehicular use.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 11,229
Split Estate (ELM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private 76

Total 11 , 305

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
ELM (within WSA)
ELM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total ELM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 11,229
Split Estate (ELM surface only)

Total ELM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 11,229

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RE<XMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness; The WSA has retained a high degree of natural
character. The unit is characterized by steep, rugged terrain
dissected by several deep drainages with slopes averaging 30 to 50
percent. Vegetation of the area is predominately Mediterranean
annual grasses along with forbs and low shrubs, with juniper and
yucca occurring at higher elevations.

The WSA remains relatively free from man's influence. Some OHV
tracks and exploratory mining pits occur within the WSA. Improved
springs and guzzlers for wildlife enhancement are located within
the WSA. Most of these facilities are accessible by unimproved
ways. These improvements and ways do not detract significantly
from the naturalness of the WSA.



2. Solitude: The rugged terrain, the steep canyons and associated
drainages provide outstanding opportunities for solitude. Ihis
opportunity is less near the perimeter of the WSA due to roads,

communication towers, and/or views of Interstate 5.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: The area provides good
opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreational pursuits
common to a grassland community in steep, rugged terrain. These
include hunting, hiking, and bird-watching. Annual game bird
populations vary greatly from year to year with hunting activity
varying accordingly. Extreme daytime summer temperatures restrict
recreational opportunities during the dry season.

4. Special features: Four Endangered or sensitive animal species -

the San Joaquin kit fox, the blunt-nosed leopard lizard, the giant
kangaroo rat, and the San Joaquin antelope squirrel - occur in the
area. An ACEC was established in the southeastern portion of the
area in 1984 to protect the habitat of these species . The eastern
portion of the WSA is part of one of the richest and most important
fossil areas in California, and was designated an ACEC in 1984.
This ACEC contains suitable habitat for the green fiddleneck - a
sensitive plant species. In addition, the WSA contains
Mediterranean annual grasses and shrubs of the California Steppe
ecosystem.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems: This WSA ctonains 11,229 acres of the
California Grasslands/California Steppe ecosystem. Wilderness
designation of this WSA would add a new landform-ecosystem to the
NWPS. The WSA's California Grassland Province-California Steppe
landform-ecosystem is not currently represented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
I>anain/Province/Ft^V

NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
areas acres areas acres

California Grassland/
California Steppes

NATIONWIDE

18,024

CAIJFORNIA

California Grassland/
California Steppes

18,024

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers ; The WSA is within a five-hour drive of 17 major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour
drive of these population centers.



Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Bakersfield 32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
Fresno 35 4,048,852 28 460,790
Los Angeles-
Dong Beach 27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
Merced 33 3,957,550 25 348,753
Modesto 36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
Oxnard-Ventura 23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
Sacramento 46 5,001,817 87 2,479,541
Salinas-Seaside-
Monterey 24 3,676,896 45 644,415
San Francisco-
Oakland 39 4,473,002 39 565,614
San Jose 27 3,765,512 29 352,748
Santa Barbara-
Santa Maria-Lompoc 20 1,166,142 35 528,590
Santa Cruz 27 3,765,512 32 407,890
Santa Rosa-Petaluma L 10 888,579 12 134,167
Stockton 35 4,061,833 46 601,496
Vallejo-Napa-
Fairfield 44 4,832,667 74 2,100,862
Visalia-Tulare-
Porterville 34 4,431,635 61 1,681,921
Yuba City 44 4,951,805 85 2,459,500

3. Balancincr the aeoqrachic distribution of wilderness areas:
Pinnacles Contiguous WSA is the only BIM WSA within 50 air miles
recommended for partial-wilderness designation. The Pinnacles and
the Ventana Wilderness Areas are located approximately 25 and 50
miles, respectively, southwest of the WSA. The former is managed
by Pinnacles National Monument and the latter by the Los Padres
National Forest.

C. Manaaeability

The Panoche Hills South WSA is manageable as wilderness, but only with
difficulty. Manageability problems include the lack of natural barriers
to vehicle use on existing ways and the small size of the WSA. Although
closed to motorcycle use since 1970, there continues to be some trespass
use due to the ease of access into the area. Frequent signing, fencing
and patrolling along various segments of the border would be required
to insure the integrity of the unit.



Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation: The geology and minerals potential of
the Panoche Hills South WSA is described in a BIM internal report
titled "Geology and Mineral Potential of the Panoche Hills,
California" (L. Vredenberg, 1982) . This data was used in the
Affected Environment section of the Central California Study Areas
Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) which is dated February
20, 1988.

The EIS states that there is potential for the occurrence of
diatomite, gypsite, marl, phosphate and uranium. The EIS states
that mineral development interest is low and that BLM records in
July, 1986 indicated that there were no mining claims in the WSA.
No material sale or permit sites were present.

The EIS states that there was one pre-FLPMA oil and gas lease
covering 7,570 acres of the WSA. There was historic drilling
exploration for oil and gas within three miles of the eastern WSA
boundary. Two producing oil fields exist near the WSA, i.e., the
Vallecitos field seven miles to the south and the Cheney Ranch
field six miles to the east. A similar geologic setting was
recognized along the eastern margin of the WSA. This geologic
environment was recognized as a possible source for petroleum. The
EIS stated that the WSA has low potential for oil and gas. Marl
was known to have been excavated to the west and gypsite to the
east of the WSA. Uranium is known to occur in diatomite outside
the WSA, south of Panoche Creek. The EIS stated that similar
occurrences of uranium may exist within the WSA, presumably based
on similar geologic environment. The EIS stated that there was low
potential for all these minerals.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendation, which should be considered in the
final recommendation: Because this WSA was recommended
nonsuitable by BIM in the EIS, no U.S. Geological Survey or U.S.
Bureau of Mines mineral surveys were conducted for the Panoche
Hills South WSA.

Based on new "confidential" information purchased from GeoMap
Company in 1988 there has been a significant increase in the amount
of data available to the BIM for this WSA. The new information is

contained in a map titled "Structural Analysis of the San Joaquin
Basin" (GeoMap, 1988 California Regional Base Map No. Cal-102 for
the San Joaquin Basin.)

.



The data provided by this map, along with a more detailed
investigation of both the surface and subsurface geologic data made
by BLM geologist T. Moore in April, 1988, shows the existence of
hydrocarbon deposits that have yet to be exploited.

Interest in mineral exploration is further indicated by BLM records
dated March 25, 1988. There are no mining claims in the WSA.
There is one 800 acre oil or gas lease in the southern part of the
WSA.

Based upon the re-assessment of both new and existing data, a
different mineral potential is assigned to portions of the Panoche
Hills South WSA. There is moderate potential for hydrocarbon
resources along the eastern margin of the WSA. All other mineral
resources are still considered to be low as per the previous
interpretations

.

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this summary,
refer to the Central California Study Areas - Wilderness Final
Environmental Impact Statement.)
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Tahle 4 - CdqaoafcfaiB summary of the Bipacts by Mtemative
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Table 4 - Comparative Summary cf the Impacts by Mternative (art.)
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*3irce this impact was identified in the Central California Study Areas FJS, it has been determined that the

oil and gas potential is ncderate in the eastern portion cf the VEA.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local or economic considerations were identified in the Final EIS.

Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur in this
document.

G. Summary of WSA-Specific Public Comments

Several comments were received in the inventory phase dealing with
mineral and wildlife values in the WSA and with the proximity of roads
(including Interstate 5) as adverse influences outside the unit.

A public hearing was held in Fresno, California. During the public
hearing and comment period, a total of 59 comments were received, both
oral and written, related specifically to this unit. Nine comments

supported the Bureau's no-wilderness alternative. Forty-seven comments

supported the all^wilderness alternative. Three (comments supported the
partial-wilderness alternative.
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The Resources Agency of California favored wilderness designation due to
the protection it would give to endangered species and paleontological
resources and due to non-representation of the California Steppe
ecosystem in the National Wilderness Preservation System. The agency
did not consider CHV trespass as a valid justification for recx»ramending

the area as nonsuitable for wilderness designation. No Federal, County,
or Congressional comments specific to this WSA were received.
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PINNACLES WntBMESS OOWTIGDOCB STODY AREA (VISA)

(CA-O40-303)

1. THE STUDY AREA 5,949 acres

The WSA is located in both western San Benito and eastern Monterey Counties.
It is located in the Gabilan Range of the Coastal Mountains approximately 25
miles southeast of Salinas, California. The WSA includes 5,949 acres of
Bureau of Land Management (ELM) land. There are no State lands or private
inholdings within this WSA (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

This WSA contains five separate parcels of roadless, BIM-administered lands
which adjoin designated wilderness located within the Pinnacles National
Monument. Each parcel is bounded on at least one side by wilderness areas
within the Pinnacles National Monument. The remaining sides are bounded by
private lands, or by roaded ELM lands.

All of the separate WSA parcels contain steep, rugged topography surrounding
small canyons. The topography of the area varies from approximately 800 to
2,750 feet above sea level. The primary vegetation of the WSA is chemise
with some oak and pine occurring along intermittent creeks. The separate
parcels of this WSA blend in naturally with the rugged terrain of the
Pinnacles National Monument Wilderness Area.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA.) . Suitability recommendations were analyzed in the
Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Central
California Study Areas. A summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in the Final EIS. Three different suitability recommendations were
analyzed in the EIS: all wilderness, partial wilderness - recxsonmending 33

percent of the area as suitable, and no wilderness.

2. RECOMMENDATION AND ttATTOMATF 1,983 acres recommended
for wilderness

3,966 ELM acres recommended for non-
wilderness

Thirty-three percent of this WSA or 1,983 acres recommended for designation
as wilderness, and 3,966 acres in this WSA are released for uses other than
wilderness. The all-wilderness alternative is considered to be the
environmentally preferred alternative as it would result in the least change
from the natural environment over the long term. The 33% partial wilderness
alternative will be implemented in a manner which will use all practical
means to avoid or niinimize environmental impacts on the non-suitable portion
of the WSA.

Partial wilderness is the recommendation for this unit based on the
following rationale: The area recommended as suitable within the
watershed/viewshed of the Pinnacles National Monument; management of the
Monument's wilderness area would be enhanced by extending the wilderness



boundaries to easily identifiable topographic features, the recoinmendation
would include a more complete ecosystem and many outstanding features similar
to those found within the National Monument.

The portions of the WSA which are recommended as suitable for wilderness
designation have their boundaries delineated along the ridgelines. The
suitable areas can be seen from within the National Monument and are
generally part of the Monument's watershed. Management of these portions of
the WSA will complement management of the adjacent wilderness by
encompassing a more complete watershed under wilderness management. Overall,
the wilderness characteristics for the area are outstanding. The imprint of
man's work is substantially unnoticeable throughout the unit. A variety of
canyons and ridges serve to isolate the visitor from outside sounds and
provide excellent opportunities for solitude.

The remainder of the Pinnacles Wilderness Contiguous WSA (3,966 acres) is
recommended as non-suitable for wilderness designation. The manageability
problems associated with legal, rather than topographic, boundaries would
thus be eliminated. This portion would be managed as outlined in the
Hollister Resource Management Plan. This management provides for continued
livestock grazing, prescribed burning for brushland management in conjunction
with private landowners and the National Monument, and maintenance of visual
resources within the viewshed of the Monument. Management of these lands
would become more effective with the establishment of the easily
identifiable boundary with the partial-wilderness recommendation. There are
approximately six miles of routes of travel including primitive ways and
other maintained routes of access contained in the WSA.





TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 5,949
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private

Total 5,949

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA) 1,983
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness 1,983

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 3,966
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 3,966

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS REOOMMEmATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: The WSA has retained a high degree of natural
character. The steep, rugged topography and small canyons are
covered with chemise, oak and pine along intermittent creeks. The
creeks provide important riparian habitat for wildlife, are
aesthetically pleasing, and are probably the most commonly used
routes of travel. The parcels of this WSA blend in naturally with
the rugged terrain within the Pinnacles National Monument
Wilderness Area.

The primary imprint of man's work within the area is associated
with firebreaks constructed along some ridgelines. Some
vegetation manipulation has occurred in the northern and southern
parcels of the WSA. Portions of the WSA located north and east of
the Pinnacles Wilderness were burned by a wildfire during the
summer of 1978. During fire control operations, numerous



firebreaks were constructed but were reseeded and have largely
returned to natural conditions. A prescribed burn escaped in 1984
in a portion of the WSA north of the Monument Wilderness Area.
New fire breaks were constructed to control this fire. Firebreaks
have been reseeded with native shrubs and are returning to
natural conditions. Ihe firebreaks and vegetation manipulation
projects are substantially unnoticeable and do not detract
significantly from the naturalness of the unit.

2. Solitude: The variety of terrain, canyons along streams and
drainages, and primitive character of the adjacent private ranch
lands and Pinnacles National Monument provide outstanding
opportunities for solitude.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude
which are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: The outstanding
opportunities for primitive and unconfined types of recreation
found within the unit are closely associated with the Pinnacles
Wilderness and the primitive character of the entire area.

4. Special features: There are spectacular views of the Pinnacles
formation within the National Monument from some portions of the
WSA, especially the northern parcels. The USFWS Candidate plant
species Erioqonum nortonii has been found in one parcel and may
occur throughout the area.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems: This WSA contains 5,949 acres of the
California Cnaparral/Chaparral ecosystem. The Pinnacles
Wilderness Contiguous WSA would not increase the diversity of the
types of ecosystems represented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other ELM Studies
Domain/Province/PNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

California Chaparral/ 17 462,256 10 81,261
Chaparral

CALIFORNIA

California Chaparral/ 17 462,256 10 81,261
Chaparral

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of 16 major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BLM study areas within a five-hour
drive of these population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Bakersfield 32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
Fresno 35 4,048,852 28 460,790
Merced 33 3,957,550 25 348,753
Modesto 36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
Oxnard-Ventura 23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
Sacramento 46 5,001,817 87 2,479,541
Salinas-Seaside-Monterey 24 3,676,896 45 644,415
San Francisco-Oakland 39 4,473,002 39 565,614
San Jose 27 3,765,512 29 352,748
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria

Lompoc 20 1,166,142 35 528,590
Santa Cruz 27 3,765,512 32 407,890
Santa Rosa-Petaluma 10 888,579 12 134,167
Stockton 35 4,061,833 46 601,496
Vallejo-Napa-Fairfield 44 4,832,667 74 2,100,862
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville 34 4,431,635 61 1,681,921
Yuba City 34 4,951,805 85 2,459,500

1,166,142
3,765,512
888,579

4,061,833



3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas : There
are no other BLM WSA's within 50 air miles recommended for
wilderness designation. The Pinnacles Wilderness Area is adjacent
to this WSA and the Ventana Wilderness Area is located
approximately 30 miles southeast of the WSA. The former is
managed by Pinnacles National Monument and the latter by the Los
Padres National Forest.

C. Manageability

The WSA by itsself is unmanageable as wilderness due to the size of the
parcels and their irregular boundaries which do not follow topographic
features.

The area recommended as suitable is manageable as wilderness.
Management would be coordinated with management of the adjacent
Pinnacles National Monument.

There have been no conflicts over water rights to the area's streams
and springs in the past, and none are anticipated in the future.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well
as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation: The energy and minerals potential of
the Pinnacles Wilderness contiguous WSA is addressed in the
Affected Environment section, Wilderness Recxxnmendations, Central
California Study Areas, Final Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS), dated February 20, 1987.

The EIS states that mineral development interest is low, since
there were no mining claims, mineral leases or mineral material
sales on record with BIM in the WSA. However, the EIS does
indicate that there was historic exploration within the Pinnacles
National Monument. This exploration centered around a swarm of
rhyolite dikes in the central part of the Monument. A similar
geologic setting was recognized in the southeastern and
northwestern parts of the WSA. The geologic environment was
recognized as a possible source for copper, molybdenum, gold,
silver, and uranium deposits. The EIS stated that there was low
potential for all these minerals.

In March, 1982 a literature search was conducted by a BIM mineral
specialist (L. Vredenburg, "Geology and Mineral Resources in the
Pinnacles Contiguous Wilderness Study Area") . A gold and
molybdenum occurrence was recognized but the potential was
considered to be low.



2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected sinoe
the suitability recommendation, which should be considered in the
final, reccanmendation: In 1984 and 1985 the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) and U.S. Bureau of Mine (BCM) conducted mineral surveys for
the Pinnacles Wilderness Contiguous WSA. Subsequent to this
study, a published report, USGS Bulletin 1705-C was issued in
1987.

Based upon this USGS report, the WSA had low potential for all
minerals, including oil and gas. However, a re-assessment of the
USGS data by ELM. (April 1988) , differs with the previous
interpretations

.

The northwestern and southeastern portions of the WSA were
identified by USGS as having low development potential for gold.
This identification was made despite the fact that adjacent
deposits of gold within the Pinnacles Monument boundary yielded
assay values of 0.03 ounce/ton. This data indicates that
occurrences of gold may be found within the northwestern and
southeastern portions of the WSA. These parts of the WSA have a
moderate potential for the occurrence of gold based on the BIM
mineral classification scheme. In April 1988, BIM made a new
interpretation of existing oil and gas data from abandoned wells
drilled adjacent to the WSA, (i.e., data from the "Bacon #1" well
located in sec. 13, T. 16 S., R. 7 E, MCM) . This well was drilled
in 1963 and encountered numerous oil ciccurrences from the same
geologic formations that are productive in the Monroe Swell oil
field 15 miles south of the WSA. This data indicates that the
northeastern part of the WSA had moderate potential for the
occurrence of oil and gas.

According to BIM records dated March 23, 1988, no unpatented
mining claims, or oil and gas or geothermal leases exist in the
WSA.

E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or non-designation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this
summary, refer to the Central California Study Areas - Wilderness Final
Environmental Impact Statement.)
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Table 4 - Ofcnparafcfae Summary cf the Iiipacts by Mtarative
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Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local or economic considerations were identified in the Final EIS.

Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur in this
document.

Summary of WSA-Specific Public Comments

Several comments were received in the inventory phase dealing with
wildlife values, fire management concerns and the amount of wilderness
already in the region.

A public hearing was held in Fresno, California. LXiring the public
hearing and comment period, a total of 82 comments were received, both
oral and written, related specifically to this unit. Twenty-nine
comments supported the Bureau's Partial-Wilderness Alternative.

Forty-Four comments supported the All-Wilderness Alternative, and nine
comments supported the No-Wilderness Alternative.

The National Park Service and the California Department of Water
Resources supported partial-wilderness designation with administration

by the Pinnacles National Monument. The California Department of Fish

and Game was opposed to wilderness designation due to perceived
restrictions on hunting. No comments specific to this WSA were
received from either San Benito or Monterey Counties.
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VENB*N& OCWnOJOUS WILDERNESS STUCK AREA (WSA)

(CA-04O-308)

1. THE STUDY AREA 676 acres

The Ventana Contiguous WSA is located in the west-central portion of
Monterey County, in the northern portion of the Santa Lucia Mountain Range.

The WSA is approximately five miles south of the town of Carmel Valley. The
WSA includes 676 acres of Bureau of Land Management (BLM) land (see Map 1

and Table 1)

.

The WSA is bounded on the south for one-half mile by the Los Padres National
Forest. The remainder of the WSA is bounded by private lands.

The landscape is dominated by a rugged steep ridge which runs between two
canyons formed by Black Rock Creek and the south fork of Black Rock Creek.

The majority of the terrain may be characterized as steep slopes with the
principle vegetation consisting of chemise, buck brush, and manzanita. Large
pines, oaks, and sycamores occur along the creeks. The elevation of the unit
varies from about 1,000 feet to 2,800 feet.

The WSA was studied under Section 202 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Suitability recommendations were analyzed in the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (ELS) for the Central California Study
Areas and in the Final ELS for the Central California Section 202 Wilderness
Study Areas. A summary of the area's wilderness values was included in the
Final ELS. Two different suitability recommendations were analyzed in the
ELS: all wilderness and no wilderness.

2. RECOMMENDATLON AND RATIONALE

676

acres recommended for
wilderness
BLM acres recommended for
non^wilderness

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in the
WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. The all wilderness
alternative is considered to be the environmentally preferred alternative as
it would result in the least change from the natural environment over the
long term. The no wilderness alternative will be implemented in a manner
which will use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts.

The WSA is recommended nonsuitable for the following reasons: Effective
management would be difficult due to the small size and lack of topographic
continuity with the adjacent wilderness. In consultation with the U.S.
Forest Service (USES) , it was determined that wilderness designation would



not enhance management of the adjacent Ventana Wilderness. The area's
irregular boundaries are not easily identifiable on the ground, since they do
not follow natural contours or features.

There is only a one-half mile common boundary with the adjacent Ventana
Wilderness Area of the Los Padres National Forest. The WSA protrudes like an
appendage from the forest boundary. This parcel lies generally down-slope
from the forest and would not enhance the manageability of the forest lands.
Due to the topography and dense vegetation, there is no reasonable way to
reach the WSA from the forest without having to cross private property.
There is an unauthorized road located on Black Pock Ridge within the WSA.
This road goes about one-fourth mile into this WSA before ending on a knoll.
This unauthorized route has been closed to vehicles and is revegetating
naturally.

TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area
BLM (surface and subsurface)
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Acres
676

Inholdings
State
Private

Total 676

Within the Recommended Wilderness Study Boundary
BLM
BLM
Split Estate
Split Estate

(within WSA)
(outside WSA)
(within WSA)
(outside WSA)

Acres

Total BLM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness
BLM (surface and subsurface)
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Acres
676

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 676
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3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: Except for a quarter-mile vehicle route in the
southwest portion of the WSA, there are no imprints of man's work
present within the WSA. There are major imprints of man's work
near but outside the unit, including an aircraft landing strip and
associated access road in sec. 34, T. 17 S., R. 2E., a power line
on the San Clemente Ridge in sees. 27 and 28, T.17 S., R. 2E., and
residences associated with the White Rock Club in sec. 32, T. 17
S. , R. 2 E. The area within the unit retains its primeval
character and appears to have been affected primarily by the forces
of nature.

2. Solitude: The area provides outstanding opportunities for
solitude, particularly along the creeks and areas of dense
vegetation. Opportunities do not differ from those found in the
adjacent Ventana Wilderness Area. Additionally, opportunities for
solitude are substantially lessened on ridges and along the western
and northern boundaries due to the developments on adjacent private
lands.

This WSA may be overflown in the future by military aircraft as
part of the national defense mission during approved military
operations. The visual intrusions and associated noise create
temporary effects on solitude which are deemed acceptable and
necessary as a part of the defense preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and unconfined recreation: The unit offers
opportunities for many forms of primitive and unconfined
recreation, i.e., hunting, photography, bird watching, and general
sight-seeing. Public access to enjoy these pursuits is currently
difficult due to lack of trails, private lands and heavy
vegetation and would involve hiking cross-country from the Ventana
Wilderness. The opportunities for primitive and unconfined types
of recreation are identical in this unit and the adjacent
wilderness.

4. Special features: The Ventana Contiguous WSA contains no special
features.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems: This WSA contains 676 acres of the
California Chaparral/Chaparral ecosystem. The Ventana Contiguous WSA
would not increase these diversity of the types of ecosystems
represented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
DaTain/Province/FNV

NWPS Areas
areas

Other BIM Studies
acres areas acres

California Chaparral/
Chaparral

California Chaparral/
Chaparral

NATIONWIDE

17 462,256 10 86,534

CAKEFORNIA
17 462,256 10 86,534

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of 16 major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive
of these population centers.

Table 3 - Wilderness Opportunities for Residents of Major Population Centers

Population NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Bakersfield 32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
Fresno 35 4,048,852 28 460,790
Merced 33 3,957,550 25 348,753
Modesto 36 4,126,963 81 1,722,326
Oxnard-Ventura 23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
Sacramento 46 5,001,817 87 2,479,541
Salinas-Seaside-Monterey 24 3,676,896 45 644,415
San Francisco-Oakland 39 4,473,002 39 565,614
San Jose 27 3,765,512 29 352,748
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria

Lompoc 20 1,166,142 35 528,590
Santa Cruz 27 3,765,512 32 407,890
Santa Rosa-Petaluma 10 888,579 12 134,167
Stockton 35 4,061,833 46 601,496
Vallejo-Napa-Fairfield 44 4,832,667 74 2,100,862
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville 34 4,431,635 61 1,681,921
Yuba City 44 4,951,805 85 2,459,500



3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas : Ihe
Pinnacles Contiguous WSA is the only BLM WSA within 50 air miles
recommended for partial-wilderness designation. Ihe Pinnacles
Wilderness Area is located approximately 30 miles northeast of the
WSA, while the Ventana Wilderness Area is immediately adjacent.
Ihe former is managed by Pinnacles National Monument and the latter
by the Los Padres National Forest.

C. Manageability

Ihe Ventana WSA is manageable as wilderness, but only with difficulty.
Manageability problems include the lack of effective public access and
the WSA's small size and lack of topographic continuity with the
adjacent wilderness. Ihe area's irregular boundaries are not easily
identifiable on the ground, since they do not follow natural contours or
features.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of information known at the time of the preliminary
suitability recommendation

t

Ihe energy and minerals potential of
the Ventana Contiguous WSA is addressed in a 1982 BIM mineral
assessment report (i.e., L. Vredenberg, "Geology and Mineral
Resources of the Ventana Wilderness Contiguous Wilderness Study
Area, California" BIM WSA File #CA-040-308) . Ihe description of
mineral resources in the Affected Environment Section of the
wilderness recommendations, Central California Section 202
Wilderness Study Areas Final Environmental Impact Statement, 1987
(EIS) was based on the 1982 BIM report. Ihe EIS states that there
was low potential for mineral resources and there is no known
history of recent exploration. Because this WSA was recommended
nonsuitable by BIM, no U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) or U.S. Bureau
of Mines (BCM) mineral survey was conducted. BIM records dated
March 25, 1988 identified no unpatented mining claims, mineral
leases or mineral materials sales c»ntracts/permits within the WSA.

Ihe BIM mineral assessment report indicated the WSA is in the
Coast Range geomorphic province and is primarily indicated
underlain by intrusive granitic rocks (quartz diorite and
grandiorite) associated with some metamorphic rocks and gabbro. No
occurrences of locatable, leasable or salable minerals are known in
the WSA.

2. Summary of significant new mineral resource data collected since
the suitability recommendation, which should be considered in the
final decision; No USGS or BCM mineral surveys were conducted in
this WSA. No significant new mineral resource data has been
generated concerning this WSA as of May 3, 1988. Because of the
low potential for mineral resources, no mineral potential map was
prepared for this document.



E. Impacts on Resources

The following table summarizes the effects on pertinent resources for
all alternatives considered including designation or nondesignation of
the entire area as wilderness. (For a full explanation of this summary,
refer to the Central California Section 202 Study Areas - Wilderness
Final Environmental Impact Statement.)

Table 4 - Comparative Summary of the Impacts by Alternative

ISSUE-REIATED PROPOSED ACTION ALL-WILDERNESS
RESOURCES NO-WILDERNESS/NO ACTION) AITERNATIVE

Impacts on Wilderness values would Impacts to wilderness values
Wilderness Values receive minor to moderate would be the same for the

impacts on about 1/4 of the Proposed Action, except
WSA on a continuing basis there would be no impacts
from prescribed burning. from OHV access.
There would be localized
minor to moderate impacts
from OHV access and fire
suppression, if
wildfires occur.

Impacts on OHV access would be OHV access would be
OHV Access unchanged and OHV use would eliminated. An estimated 175

remain at about 40 visitor visitor-use days would
days per year with about continue on a walk-in basis.
160 visitor days of hunting
use. 1

Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local or economic considerations were identified in the Final
EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur in
this document.

Summary of WSA-Specific Public Comments

During the inventory phase, all comments received supported the
Bureau's recommendation that the area should be studied for
wilderness and considered with the adjacent USES lands.

1 Since the final EIS for this area was published, the unauthorized road
within the WSA has been closed to vehicles and is revegetating naturally.
The impacts on ORV access is the same as under the All Wilderness
Alternative.



During the study phase a public hearing was held in Fresno,
California. During the public hearing and comment period, a
total of 74 comments both oral and written were received relative
to the total study effort. Two comments specific to this WSA were
responded to in the final EIS. The majority of the comments
supported the all-wilderness alternative.

No other Federal, State, or County comments specific to this WSA
were received.
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